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May 1, 2018
Brad Juarros
Urban Greening Planning Grant Program
California Natural Resources Agency
Attn: Bonds and Grants Unit
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: Final Grant Report and Deliverables - Oakland Urban Greening Retrofit Plan California Natural Resources Agency, Proposition 84, Urban Greening Planning Grant Program,
Grant Agreement Number U59109-0.
Dear Mr. Juarros,
The City of Oakland (City) is pleased to submit the Oakland Urban Greening Retrofit Plan
(Urban Greening Plan) and Grant Report, funded with a $250,000 grant from the State of
California Natural Resources Agency, Urban Greening Planning Grant Program (Urban
Greening Grant). The report provides a summary of how the final Urban Greening Plan was
created, provides the individual components of the plan in the appendices, and describes how the
plan is a living set of documents and efforts that the City will continue to evolve to promote
urban greening activities as a key component of future capital projects.
In 2011, the City sought Urban Greening Grant Program funds to pursue innovative and
synergistic ways to meet stormwater quality objectives and to create a roadmap for future urban
greening projects. Since 2012, this grant has funded and inspired a dynamic and multi-faceted
planning process for creating healthier urban environments using green infrastructure. During
that period, the world of green infrastructure planning, research, and regulation has been rapidly
expanding and changing. In response, City staff identified, tracked, and participated in several
local and regional co-occurring projects and planning efforts to ensure Oakland’s Urban
Greening Plan would have regional relevance and consistency. Staff incorporated the latest
research and lessons learned from other planning processes to maximize the Urban Greening
Plan’s efficacy and utility.
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Also, as a key component of the City’s required Green Infrastructure Plan that is due to the
Regional Water Quality Control Board in September 2019, the Urban Greening Plan is an
adopted strategy that helps the City meet regulatory requirements and will be utilized as a crucial
planning tool by and for the City.
We owe a debt of gratitude to the California Natural Resources Agency for providing the Urban
Greening Grant funding. In addition, we are grateful to the many agencies and organizations that
contributed to our final Urban Greening Plan: multiple City of Oakland Departments and
Divisions and the Office of the Mayor, Libby Schaaf; the San Francisco Estuary Partnership; the
San Francisco Estuary Institute; the Regional Resilient Infrastructure Roundtable; the Bay Area
Stormwater Management Agencies Association; the Rockefeller Foundation 100 Resilient Cities,
the Regional Water Quality Control Board, and multiple local watershed-focused community
organizations.

Sincerely,

Kristin Hathaway, Watershed Program Supervisor
City of Oakland Public Works Department, Bureau of Design & Construction
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Glossary
Development

Construction, rehabilitation, redevelopment, or reconstruction of any public
or private residential project (whether single-family, multi-unit, or planned
unit development); or industrial, commercial, retail or other nonresidential
project, including public agency projects (Regional Board 2015).

Green
Infrastructure

A sustainable system that slows runoff by dispersing it to vegetated areas,
harvests and uses runoff, promotes infiltration and evapotranspiration, and
uses bioretention and other low impact development practices to clean
stormwater runoff (BASMAA 2018). Infrastructure that uses vegetation,
soils, and natural processes to manage water and create healthier urban
environments. At the scale of a city or county, green infrastructure refers to
the patchwork of natural areas that provides habitat, flood protection,
cleaner air, and cleaner water. At the scale of a neighborhood or site, green
infrastructure refers to stormwater management systems that mimic nature
by soaking up and storing water (Regional Board 2015).

Hydromodification The modification of a stream’s hydrograph, caused in general by increases
in flows and durations that result when land is developed (e.g., made more
impervious). The effects of hydromodification include, but are not limited
to, increased bed and bank erosion, loss of habitat, increased sediment
transport and deposition, and increased flooding (Regional Board 2015).
Low Impact
Development

A sustainable practice that benefits water supply and contributes to water
quality protection. Unlike traditional stormwater management, which
collects and conveys stormwater runoff through storm drains, pipes, or other
conveyances to a centralized stormwater facility, Low Impact Development
(LID) takes a different approach by using site design and stormwater
management to maintain the site’s pre-development runoff rates and
volumes. The goal of LID is to mimic a site’s predevelopment hydrology by
using design techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate, and detain
runoff close to the source of rainfall (Regional Board 2013).

Measure DD

Oakland Trust for Clean Water and Safe Parks, Measure DD, is a local bond
measure funding projects including parks, trails, bridges, a recreation center,
historic building renovations, land acquisition, and creek restoration.
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Proposition 84

The Safe Drinking Water, Water Quality and Supply, Flood Control, River
and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2006 (Proposition 84) authorizes
general obligation bonds to fund safe drinking water, water quality and
supply, flood control, waterway and natural resource protection, water
pollution and contamination control, state and local park improvements,
public access to natural resources, and water conservation efforts.

Redevelopment

Land-disturbing activity that results in the creation, addition, or replacement
of exterior impervious surface area on a site on which some past
development has occurred (Regional Board 2015).

Regulated Projects Development projects subject to regulation under Provision C.3.b.ii. of the
MRP.
Treatment

Any method, technique, or process designed to remove pollutants and/or
solids from polluted stormwater runoff (Regional Board 2015).

Water Quality
Objectives

The limits or levels of water quality elements or biological characteristics
established to reasonably protect the beneficial uses of water or to prevent
pollution problems within a specific area. (Regional Board 2015).
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose and Goals

The Oakland Urban Greening Retrofit Plan (Urban Greening Plan) Project was funded with a
$250,000 grant from the State of California Natural Resources Agency, Proposition 84, Urban
Greening Planning Grant Program (Urban Greening Grant). In 2011, the City of Oakland (City)
sought these funds to create a roadmap for future urban greening projects and to pursue
innovative and synergistic ways to meet clean stormwater requirements. Since 2012, the grant
has funded and inspired a dynamic and multi-faceted urban greening planning process with a
focus on green infrastructure.1 City staff worked collaboratively with multiple partners to
develop technical guidance, build pilot projects, and plan requirements for future green
infrastructure implementation at the city and the regional
scales. The Urban Greening Plan encompasses this process and
provides the platform from which the City will develop a
Green Infrastructure Plan (GI Plan) that is a regulatory
requirement under the City’s 2015 NPDES, Municipal
Regional Permit (MRP) 2 for stormwater discharges. The GI
Plan is due to the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board) by
September 2019.3 The Urban Greening Plan also supports the
City’s goal to become more resilient to current and future
environmental challenges, such as climate change.4 For
example, the Urban Greening Plan includes and will help the
MRP Version 2.0
City implement the Resilient Oakland Playbook, which calls for
1

Green infrastructure is a sustainable system that slows runoff by dispersing it to vegetated areas, harvests and uses
runoff, promotes infiltration and evapotranspiration, and uses bioretention and other low impact development
practices to clean stormwater runoff (BASMAA 2018). Infrastructure that uses vegetation, soils, and natural
processes to manage water and create healthier urban environments. At the scale of a city or county, green
infrastructure refers to the patchwork of natural areas that provides habitat, flood protection, cleaner air, and cleaner
water. At the scale of a neighborhood or site, green infrastructure refers to stormwater management systems that
mimic nature by soaking up and storing water (Regional Board 2015).
2
The 2015 MRP is also known as MRP 2.0.
3
The requirement for Bay Area municipalities to develop GI Plans was developed in 2013 and 2014 following a
collaborative approach by regulators and Bay Area permittees subject to the Regional Board’s National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP). The second iteration of the MRP was
adopted in 2015 with the GI Plan requirement. The technical and regulatory details of this requirement are
continuing to evolve now, in April 2018. The fact of this new and evolving requirement both supported and
complicated the City’s effort to develop the Urban Greening Plan.
4
As a technology that can clean stormwater using soil and plants and provide co-benefits, such as trees and
vegetation for improved air quality and urban heat island relief, and reduced localized flooding for climate
resiliency, green infrastructure is well suited to help lower the environmental impact of Oakland’s heavily urbanized
areas.
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green infrastructure to provide sustainable urban greening benefits, especially in neighborhoods
with limited access to parks and green space.5
From 2012 to present, the world of green infrastructure planning, study, and regulation has been
expanding and changing rapidly. In response, City staff identified, tracked, and participated in
several local and regional co-occurring projects and planning efforts to ensure Oakland’s Urban
Greening Plan would have regional relevance and consistency. Staff incorporated the latest
research and lessons learned from other planning processes to maximize the Urban Greening
Plan’s efficacy and utility. In addition, the MRP required the Oakland City Council to adopt the
City’s GI Plan Framework by June 30, 2017.6 As a key component of the GI Plan, the Urban
Greening Plan is an adopted strategy and will be utilized as a crucial planning tool by and for the
City. At this writing, the City of Oakland continues to participate in technical and scientific
investigations on green infrastructure design and implementation as it relates to compliance with
the MRP’s green infrastructure requirements.7 This report provides a summary of how the final
Urban Greening Plan was created, provides the individual components of the plan in the
Appendices, and describes how the plan is a living set of documents and efforts that will
continue evolving to incorporate new technological innovations, respond to changes in the
regulatory landscape, and facilitate usage of the Plan and its guidance resources and documents
by City staff.

5

More information on the Resilient Oakland Playbook is provided below and in Appendix D.
The Oakland GI Plan Framework was adopted on May 16, 2017 (see Appendix A).
7
In the San Francisco Bay Area, the term “green infrastructure” is beginning to replace the term “Low Impact
Development (LID)” in some cases. Both LID and green infrastructure refer to a development design approach that
maintains or restores pre-development hydrologic site conditions and conserves or restores natural areas.
6
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2.0

HISTORY OF THE URBAN GREENING PLAN PROJECT

2.1

Background

This section of the report describes the original grant scope of work to develop the City’s Urban
Greening Plan (Plan) and provides a history of how the scope of work was implemented and
enhanced. The grant scope of work originally included these key steps:








Develop goals and objectives to guide and inform Plan development;
Assess existing City facilities and targeted rights-of-way using Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) data, field investigations and other resources to identify and prioritize
candidate green infrastructure locations;
Coordinate public outreach and participation through an urban greening committee of
stakeholders and solicit public input on project types, locations, plant palette and Plan
review;
Identify opportunities and constraints to Plan implementation; and
Prepare the Urban Greening Plan.

In October 2012, the City developed the following
goals/objectives to guide and inform Urban Greening
Plan development: 1) create a Green Infrastructure
Guide (previously called “guidelines”)8 that City
staff can use to evaluate green infrastructure potential
at a site (on City properties including road right-ofway locations) and to choose appropriate green
infrastructure measures, such as bioretention areas
(including rain gardens, stormwater planters and
flow-through planters), green roofs, permeable
Bioretention Area, Golden Gate Recreation
paving, tree wells and alternative options;
Center, Oakland. Source: City of Oakland
2) develop a plant palette for the different types of
green infrastructure measures that may be installed; and 3) develop standard details for green
infrastructure measures that City staff can utilize when designing and building green
infrastructure projects in the future.
To develop the Green Infrastructure Guide (GI Guide), the City hired a consulting team to assess
existing City facilities and targeted right-of-way locations using GIS data9 and to conduct field
investigations and reference other resources to identify and prioritize candidate green
8

Draft Plant Palette and Guidelines for Stormwater Treatment Opportunities (Northgate Environmental
Management, Inc., 2013)
9
Geographic Information System Screening Application, Technical Memorandum (Northgate, 2014)
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infrastructure locations. The consulting team also developed the plant palette and standard details
for the GI measures. Section 3 describes the GI Guide and the GIS analysis. Appendix B
provides the deliverables as well as guidance for evaluating GI potential in City Capital
Improvement Projects.
To improve the efficacy of the Urban Greening Plan, several of its components were utilized and
expanded to develop a green infrastructure chapter for the City’s complete streets project,
entitled the “Great Streets Design Guidelines.” Incorporating the strategy for the Urban Greening
Plan into the primary guidelines document for all street and roadway projects within the City of
Oakland will ensure a greater utilization of Plan outputs and lead to a higher rate of green
infrastructure being incorporated into the City’s transportation projects. Section 4 of this report
describes the green infructure chapter of Oakland’s draft “Great Streets Design Guidelines”.
2.2

Outreach and Public Input Activities

The City solicited public input on the Urban Greening Plan and promoted Plan development
through numerous presentations and public meetings. The goals of the outreach activities were to
inform residents, staff, other agencies, and community organizations of the City’s intention to
plan for green infrastructure opportunities throughout the city, and to gather issues of concern
and ideas to help craft a strategy for the Plan. At the presentations and public meetings, the City
outlined the goals of the Urban Greening Plan and the methodology for developing opportunity
sites. The City presented a realistic framework for public input by explaining the screening
process for identifying opportunities sites had to account for numerous technical and site-specific
factors such as soils, slope, depth to groundwater, space availability, land tenure, drainage area,
utility conflicts, coordination with other capital projects, and water quality objectives. This
helped the public understand the process by which a site can be considered a potential urban
greening location and provided a frame for the limitations on feasible locations. A list of
stakeholder meetings and outreach presentations is included in Appendix E.
The majority stakeholders who attended the meetings and presentations and provided input were
supportive of the City pursuing urban greening projects and retrofitting existing “grey”
infrastructure to “green.” Oakland is home to a sophisticated population of residents who are
keenly aware of and concerned about environmental issues. Many residents and other
stakeholders are already familiar with the groundswell of activity taking place in cities across the
country to green urban areas and find more sustainable methods for managing stormwater in
ways that also provide co-benefits.
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Some of the stakeholders did have reasonable concerns about the implementation of urban
greening activities. The main concerns that arose included:




Ensuring equitable distribution of projects around the City;
Ensuring designs help to meet multiple benefits such as traffic calming or air quality
improvement; and
Ensuring there is a maintenance plan for installed systems.

The City has addressed these concerns within the Urban Greening Plan and the guidelines for the
implementation of the green infrastructure projects.
2.3

Regional Coordination

As part of the outreach strategy, the City also coordinated with regional agencies working on
similar planning efforts to engage a larger audience of stakeholders and align the strategy for the
Urban Greening Plan with a regional approach and to help identify opportunities for and
challenges to implementing green infrastructure. Regional coordination efforts included
participating in the following planning processes:





Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), San Francisco Estuary Partnership
(SFEP), Urban Green Plan Bay Area including development of the Green Plan-IT toolkit.
ABAG/SFEP partnership with Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association
(BASMAA) to develop a Roadmap of Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets.
ABAG, East Bay Urban Greenways
Green Infrastructure Plan section of the MRP

The City’s development of the Urban Greening Plan was influenced by these planning efforts. In
turn the City shared methodology, research, and data The final Urban Greening Plan will also be
shared with these agencies. These planning efforts are described further in Appendix D.
2.4

City of Oakland Coordination

An additional component of the outreach strategy included coordinating with other City of
Oakland internal planning processes. Through this coordination and collaboration, staff were
able to expand the outreach audience to promote and gather input on the Urban Greening Plan.
Those planning processes included:


Development and adoption of Priority Conservation Areas;
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Development and adoption of the Resilient Oakland Playbook and tracking and
implementation of diagnostic report recommendations;10 and
2018 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Project Prioritization Criteria Update.

These planning efforts are described further in Appendix D.

10

The Resilient Oakland Playbook was a project of the Rockefeller Foundation 100 Resitilient Cities effort
(100RC). The 100RC is dedicated to helping cities around the world become more resilient to the physical, social
and economic challenges that are a growing part of the 21st century.
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3.0

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Regulatory Setting

To improve water quality and protect beneficial uses in the state’s creeks, bays and other
waterways, the Regional Board began issuing municipal stormwater permits in the early 1990s to
operators of municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) serving populations over 100,000
(Phase 1) including the City. On October 14, 2009 the Regional Board re-issued these permits as
one Municipal Regional Permit (MRP 1.0) to regulate stormwater discharges from municipalities
and local agencies in the San Francisco Bay area, for a five-year permit term. The MRP was
updated and reissued on November 19, 2015. The updated MRP included new requirements for
cities to plan for and incorporate green infrastructure (GI) into public and private projects.
The City’s GI Plan must describe the GI measures that will be installed by 2020, 2030 and 2040
to meet clean stormwater discharge targets for Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) and Mercury
(Hg) and to reduce the adverse water quality impacts of urbanization and urban runoff on
Oakland’s waterways. The Plan must also describe how the City will shift impervious surfaces
and storm drain infrastructure from gray, or traditional storm drain infrastructure where runoff
flows directly into storm drains and waterways without treatment, to a more-resilient, sustainable
system that slows runoff by dispersing it to vegetated areas, harvests and uses runoff, promotes
infiltration and evapotranspiration, and uses bioretention and other green infrastructure practices
to clean stormwater runoff (Regional Board 2015).
In summary the GI Plan will contain the following general elements:







Prioritized and mapped areas for potential and planned GI projects including a workplan
for completion and evaluation of funding options;
Targets for the amount of impervious surface to be retrofitted and tracking of completed
projects;
General guidelines for overall streetscape and project design and construction to include
stormwater management;
GI standard specifications and typical design details;
Treatment and hydromodification management sizing requirements; and
Summary of updated planning documents and workplan for incorporating GI into future
plans.
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In addition to citywide planning requirements, the MRP identifies
certain regulated development, redevelopment, and road projects,
and sets forth site design and stormwater treatment requirements for
LID projects. The City has joined other Alameda County
municipalities and programs to form the Alameda Countywide
Clean Water Program (ACCWP), through which member agencies
work collaboratively to implement certain MRP provisions. The
program also provides technical support to its members including
the C.3. Stormwater Technical Guidance (ACCWP 2017). The
ACCWP guidance addresses typical site conditions, materials, and
plumbing connections for stormwater treatment measures, such as
bioretention areas, commonly used in Alameda County.

C.3 Stormwater Technical
Guidance Version 6.0

The City addressed MRP requirements and incorporated ACCWP guidance in developing its
Green Infrastructure Guide (GI Guide, Appendix B) for use by City planners, designers, and
engineers, for site-specific capital improvement and retrofit projects while attaining the City’s
stormwater management, sustainability, and resiliency goals. In addition, the GI Guide provides
elements for use in developing the MRP-required Green Infrastructure Plan (GI Plan).
3.2

Purpose and Description of the GI Guide

In 2012 and 2013, City staff began developing the Urban Greening Plan to achieve the following
goals:
 Reduce impacts of global climate change that will affect the City of Oakland;
 Improve the aesthetic of Oakland neighborhoods;
 Improve public health;
 Store and retain stormwater runoff;
 Improve water quality;
 Improve storm drain capacity and reduce flooding risk; and
 Provide a guide City staff and consultants can use to plan and design GI projects.
First, existing City facilities and targeted rights-of-way were assessed using Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) data, field investigations, and other resources to identify and
prioritize candidate green infrastructure locations. City staff and their consultant team also began
preparing a plant palette for the different types of GI measures that would be incorporated into
the list of potential GI projects. As the work progressed it was informed by the outreach and
public input activities, and the regional and local coordination described in section 2 of this
report. The Draft Plant Palette and Guidelines for Stormwater Treatment Opportunities
(Guidelines, Northgate 2013) was also completed based on publicly available information on
Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report
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stormwater best management practices published by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA), BAASMA, ACCWP, and
other programs and municipalities. With the Regional Board developing and issuing the 2015
MRP, the focus of City’s GI planning shifted from voluntary best management practice
implementation to regulatory compliance. In 2018, the Guidelines document was renamed the
“Green Infrastructure Guide” and was updated to ensure consistency with the 2015 MRP and to
reflect lessons learned since 2012.
Based on the 2015 MRP, the GI Guide Version 1.0 supports
appropriate site design and stormwater treatment at the City’s new
development and redevelopment projects, including streetscape
projects, with the goal to use biotreatment to reduce pollutant
discharges in stormwater runoff and to prevent hydromodification
by reducing or preventing increases in runoff flows. The GI Guide
identifies stormwater treatment opportunities, describes steps in
selecting appropriate treatment options and provides design
guidance for City staff incorporating GI into public capital
projects.
GI project opportunities are anticipated at regulated projects11, or
where otherwise considered suitable for retrofits involving
vegetative or permeable elements. Project sites can be categorized
into five types to guide the GI measure (treatment option) selection
GI Guide Stormwater Treatment
process. The five site types (profiles) include: City streets with
Selection Diagram
parallel parking; City streets with diagonal parking; City groundlevel parking lots; ground-level areas including plazas, parks, roadsides or undeveloped land; and
City structures, such as municipal buildings, shelters, and garages, with storm drain access.
Stormwater treatment options include bioretention (rain gardens and flow-through planters),
permeable pavement, green roofs, and tree wells. Alternative treatment options are landscaping
elements with stormwater management benefits including bioswales and vegetated buffer strips.
In addition to the site and treatment option selection process, the GI Guide provides a plant
palette for identifying plants suitable for stormwater treatment in Oakland microclimates and
local conditions. GI building and planting materials, storm drain connections, and other design
parameters are provided to City staff on standard detail drawings in the GI Guide. A worksheet

11

The MRP includes LID stormwater treatment and control requirements for certain public and private development
and roads projects.
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for City staff identifying green infrastructure potential in municipal capital improvement projects
is included in the GI Guide.
To supplement the written GI Guide, a GIS screening application has been developed to facilitate
the opportunity-assessment process by identifying potential stormwater treatment opportunities
for City sites. A GIS dataset was compiled by assigning screening criteria to GIS layers for
facilities, right-of-way areas, and other parcels that present City sites potentially suitable for
stormwater treatment. The screening application is based on the criteria set forth in the GI Guide.
A copy of the GI Guide is included in Appendix B. The plant palette is discussed in Section 3.3
below and included in Attachment A to Appendix B. The GI standard details development is
summarized in Section 3.4 below. The GI standard details drawings are included in Attachment
B to Appendix B. The GIS screening application and results are discussed in Section 3.5 below
and included in Attachment C to Appendix B.
3.3

Oakland Plant Palette

The GI Guide plant palette identifies suitable plants
for the vegetative portion of the GI design (Oakland
Plant Palette). The palette utilizes plants with desirable
characteristics for stormwater treatment that are
suitable for local conditions within the City. The plant
palette for each of the treatment options is based on a
GI Guide Oakland Plant Palette
list of criteria provided by the City, the City’s approved tree
list, and supplemental criteria provided by industry experts
the City contracted with on this project. The Oakland Plant Palette is included in Attachment B
of Appendix B.
3.4

GI Standard Details Development

The City developed the standard details for GI by
adopting design standards provided in the C. 3
Stormwater Technical Guidance to meet the MRP
treatment requirements. The standard details
include preferred materials, recommendation for
coordinating with typical City infrastructure,
strategies for handling existing utilities,
infiltration rates, soil specifications, preferred
layout, O&M requirements, specifications, and
Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report
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approximate cost estimates. Typical standard details for each stormwater treatment type are
shown on standard detail drawings. The standard details are discussed in Appendix B and
provided in Attachment B of Appendix B.
3.5

GIS Screening Application and Results

The City contracted with Northgate to develop a GIS data set including a screening application
to identify stormwater treatment opportunities for City sites. The GIS screening application
provides City staff with a data analysis tool that supports incorporating stormwater treatment into
general planning for new or retrofit capital improvement projects.
The City maintains a database consisting of numerous GIS
layers. Some of the layers that were used in this analysis include
building footprints, parcel boundaries, street medians and
sidewalks. The application screens existing GIS layers based on
site profiles (e.g. streets and structures) and site-specific
stormwater treatment criteria (e.g. slope of topography and depth
to groundwater) set forth in the GI Guide (see Section 2.2 above).
The GIS data layers, criteria inputs, and screening results were
compiled in a map document (Multiple Extensible Markup
Language Document or MXD file). Through this application,
GIS Map showing City Sites
suitable for Rain Gardens
sites can be queried individually or by treatment option to identify
TM
potential opportunities using ArcGIS software. The results of the screening application have
been visualized in ciitywide maps of potential sites suitable for stormwater treatment including
bioretention (rain gardens and flow-through planters), permeable pavement, green roofs, tree
wells, and landscaping elements with stormwater management and benefits including bioswales
and vegetated buffer strips.
The GIS screening application is meant for general planning purposes. City staff can query the
MXD file using ArcGISTM software or review Portable Document Format (PDF) versions of the
maps to screen potential stormwater treatment sites. The screening process is intended to exclude
sites that are likely not suitable for any of the above treatment options. Because this screening
tool uses GIS data, further site-specific studies should be conducted for sites found suitable
through this process.
An overview map showing all City Sites is provided on Figure 2. A listing of the data layers and
data sources for the City Sites layers is provided on Table 1. Site-specific criteria based on
stormwater treatment standards are identified in Table 2. The citywide maps showing potential
stormwater treatment sites are included in a technical memorandum titled Geographic
Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report
City of Oakland, California
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Information System Screening Application provided in Attachment C of Appendix B. The
memorandum summaries the development and outlines the organization of the GIS data set.
Access to the electronic data set including the MXD file can be provided by the City’s GIS staff.
3.6

CIP Work Sheet

The GI Guide includes an ACCWP worksheet for City staff to identify green infrastructure
potential in municipal capital improvement program projects. ACCWP developed this worksheet
that provides a series of checklists to walk member agency staff through the process of reviewing
capital improvement projects for green infrastructure potential (BASMAA developed additional
guidance included as an attachment to the worksheet). The worksheet is included in Attachment
D of Appendix B.
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4.0

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GREAT STREETS GUIDELINES

In 2015, the City of Oakland initiated a complete streets plan,
now known as the Great Streets Design Guidelines (GSDG), to
ensure that Oakland streets provide safe and convenient travel
options for all users while optimizing co-benefits that new
transportation projects can deliver such as neighborhood
beautification and reducing the impacts of urbanization and
climate change. City staff seized this opportunity to ensure that
green infrastructure would be considered and incorporated where
possible into Department of Transportation (DOT) CIP street
project planning efforts. Using Urban Greening Grant funds, the
City hired a consultant, Community Design + Architecture
(CDA), to prepare a Green Infrastructure chapter for the GSDG.
This chapter is incorporated into the City’s Urban Greening
Plan in Appendix C.

Bioretention Area. Lake Merritt
Improvement Project, Oakland.
Source: City of Oakland

In addition to providing guidance and information, the Green Infrastructure chapter of the GSDG
also refers the reader to the GI Guide and attachments that are components of the City’s Urban
Greening Plan. These components provide more technical guidance for design engineers working
on DOT green infrastructure projects than is available in the Green Infrastructure chapter itself.
To develop the Green Infrastructure chapter, the consulting team conducted stakeholder
interviews with City staff. A summary of the stakeholder interviews is provided in Table 1. The
table describes how key findings of the stakeholder interviews were used to inform the
components of the Urban Greening Plan. Additional results of this process are included as
Attachment A to the Green Infrastructure Chapter (Appendix C). The City expects to release the
first version of the GSDG to the public in spring 2018. The primary audience for the GSDG is
City DOT project planners and engineers and City consultants. The GSDG is considered a living
document and will be updated as needed.
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5.0

OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

The City of Oakland has incorporated green infrastructure into several city projects. Each project
has provided lessons that will inform and improve project implementation moving forward. This
section briefly describes a few of the projects that are built, under construction, or in the final
stages of design.
1. Ettie Street Watershed Tree Wells. Five Contech
Filterra Bioretention Tree Wells were installed near
Peralta Street between 24th and 30th Streets in Oakland.
These Filterra Tree Well Filters clean stormwater,
including PCBs and mercury, from a total of 0.8 acres.
The projects were part of the Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) Clean
Watersheds for a Clean Bay (CW4CB) Project. The
project was funded by a San Francisco Bay Water Quality
Improvement Fund grant issued by the EPA to
BASMAA.
Filtera Tree Well Filters,
Ettie Street Watershed, Oakland.
Source: City of Oakland

2. City of Oakland Fire Station #1 Parking Lot Retrofit.
The City of Oakland implemented the green
infrastructure retrofit project to capture and reduce stormwater flows from the fire station
parking lot and capture pollutants coming off the lot before flows reach the storm drain
system and eventually flow to the San Francisco Bay. The project transformed a
traditional asphalt parking lot with green infrastructure features including permeable
pavers, a bioretention rain garden, landscaped planter strips, stormwater-beneficial trees,
and a planted trellis. The project’s location
in downtown Oakland provides highvisibility for showcasing the green
infrastructure features of the project. The
project also incorporated an informational
sign to educate staff and visitors to the fire
station and the adjacent Emergency
Operations Center about the function and
value of the parking lot’s unique
infrastructure components.
Permeable Pavers at Fire Station #1, Oakland
Source: City of Oakland
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3. San Francisco Estuary Partnership San
Pablo Avenue Spine Project. The City of
Oakland is participating in a multi-jurisdictional
green streets project involving seven cities
including Oakland, Emeryville, Berkeley,
Albany, El Cerrito, San Pablo and Richmond.
Managed by the San Francisco Estuary
Partnership (SFEP), the project involves green
street retrofits along San Pablo Avenue in each
Rain Garden, San Pablo Avenue Spine Project Rendering
of the participating cities. Oakland’s segment
Source: Nevue Ngan Associates
will manage rooftop and parking lot
stormwater along a highly visible section of San Pablo Avenue between 16th and 17th
Streets in downtown Oakland. The project is funded using mitigation funds from the
California Department of Transportation and grant funds from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the State of California, Department of Water Resources.

4. Latham Square. This project reconstructed the Latham
Square Plaza, a wide pedestrian area between Broadway
and Telegraph Avenue (and 14th and 16th Streets), as
well as neighboring roadways and intersections in the
vicinity. The project incorporated stormwater planters
(a type of bioretention area) within Latham Square that
accept road runoff from Broadway Avenue and from a
paved portion of the plaza.

Stormwater Planter, Latham Square, Oakland.
Photo Credit: Peter Schulze-Allen, EOA, Inc.
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5. Sailboat House Shoreline Improvement Project. This
project reconstructed a parking lot adjacent Lake Merritt
and included bioretention facilities designed to treat
parking lot runoff before the water enters the lake.

Bioretention Area, Lake Merritt Boating
Center Parking, Oakland.
Photo Credit: Terri Fashing, City of Oakland

6. Lake Merritt Improvement Project. This
project is in the final stages of construction
and includes bioretention facilities at Grand
and Bellevue Avenues. Stormwater from the
sidewalk and street is treated in the three
facilities. The project provides other benefits
such as a safer and more pedestrian friendly
entrance to Lakeside Park and new and
improved pathways.
Bioretention Area. Grand Avenue and Bellevue Avenue,
Oakland. Photo Credit: Luis Camacho, City of Oakland

7. Lakeside Green Streets. This project is a 14-acre
complete green streets project designed to facilitate
pedestrian and bicycle use, calm traffic, increase
parklands, improve Snow Park, and improve water
quality. The project includes a series of bioretention
facilities along Lakeside Drive and Harrison Street that
drain to Lake. Merritt. In addition, a rain garden will be
installed in Snow Park. The project is funded by the
Oakland Trust for Clean Water and Safe Parks (Measure
DD) and other grant funds and will be completed in
2018.
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The City learned and is implementing the following lessons from designing, building and
maintaining these projects:
1. Require contractors to follow the Alameda County Clean Water Program’s C.3 Technical
Guidance and/or the Oakland Green Infrastructure Guide when designing, building, and
maintaining bioretention facilities to ensure their proper operation and functioning.
2. Update guidance documents to incorporate typical and standard design information based
on lessons learned in the field.
3. Provide regular City staff trainings to project management, engineering and parks and
trees services landscape maintenance staff on conducting ongoing maintenance of
bioretention facilities.
4. For the tree well filters, inlet designs (curb cuts and gutters) should be designed to promote
inflow into the BMP and minimize bypass and a maintenance period following
construction should be incorporated into the schedule. Additional findings are provided in
Section 5 of the CW4CB Final Report.12
5. The City is currently exploring expanded use of MRP-compliant tree wells to increase the
City’s urban forest while reducing typical tree maintenance issues and maximizing
accessibility for people with disabilities. Tree wells use an underground pavement support
structure that can be filled with biotreatment soil. This provides stormwater treatment and
room for tree roots below the pavement and prevents roots from damaging sidewalks.

12

Link to the CW4CB Final Report accessed 3/21/18: http://basmaa.org/Clean-Watersheds-for-a-Clean-BayProject/CW4CB-Overall-Project-Report.
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6.0

CONCLUSION

The Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report documents the City’s innovative programs and
efforts to promote sustainable urban greening. The result is an Urban Greening Plan that serves
as a framework for integrating green infrastructure (GI) into capital improvement projects, and
strategic citywide GI planning. The Urban Greening Plan will be implemented to improve
stormwater runoff quality, to increase the City’s resilience to climate change impacts, to protect
Oakland’s waterways, and to expand Oakland’s urban forest and other vegetated areas. The
Urban Greening Plan includes all of the documents provided in the Appendices of this report,
including the City’s GI Framework adopted by the Oakland City Council in 2017, the GI Guide,
the GI chapter of the City’s Great Streets Design Guidelines (GSDG), a list of stakeholder
meetings and outreach presentations that facilitated plan development, and other relevant urban
greening planning efforts and deliverables that will help the city implement GI projects.
The GI Guide describes stormwater treatment measures and provides a plant palette for each
measure, maps GI opportunities throughout the City, includes GI standard details, and provides
forms City staff can use to determine if GI is feasible in their capital projects. The GI chapter of
the GSDG is the primary planning guideline for urban greening of street and roadway projects
within the City of Oakland. This chapter integrates GI considerations into the design process to
encourage a higher rate of stormwater treatment measures that help restore pre-development
drainage patterns in transportation projects. Incorporating urban greening strategies into the
GSDG will result in a higher rate of stormwater treatment measures being incorporated into the
City’s streets projects.
Oakland has already constructed several GI projects. The Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report
summarize experiences from these projects that will inform future project implementation.
Following completion of the Urban Greening Grant Program-funded project, the City will begin
working on the MRP-required GI Plan. As a key component of the GI Plan, the Urban Greening
Plan is an adopted strategy and will be utilized as a crucial planning tool by and for the City.
Based on experience with the finalizing the Urban Greening Plan and completing City projects,
continuing to foster a broad and close partnership with various stakeholders will be essential in
developing a GI Plan that reflects the priorities of residents and stakeholders. Finally, the Urban
Greening Plan will assist the City in achieving climate resiliency goals and a more sustainable
community.
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TABLES

URBAN GREENING PLAN AND GRANT REPORT
TABLE 1
GIS Layers Used for Assigning Site-Specific Physical Criteria
Screening Criteria Dataset

Screening Criteria

Data Source

Depth To Groundwater

Depth To Groundwater

California Geological Survey
(CGS), Seismic Hazard Zone
Report, 2003

NRCS SSURGO Soil Survey

Soil Type, Hydrologic Group

Surficial Geology

Surficial Geology

U.S. Dept of Agriculture,
Natural Resources
Conservation Service
(NRCS), 2010
U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), Geologic Map and
map data base of the Oakland
metropolitan area, Alameda,
Contra Costa, and San
Francisco Counties, 2000

Impervious Surface

Percent Impervious Surface
(averaged for each feature)

U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), National Land Cover
Data Base (NLCD), 2006

Slope Grid

Percent Slope (averaged for
each feature)
Distance from City Site
boundary to closest Storm
Drain
Sea Level Rise Inundation
Scenarios

Alameda County DEM
derivative, 2013
City of Oakland

Storm System Pipes
Mean Sea Level Rise

U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), Potential Inundation
Due to Rising Sea Levels in
the San Francisco Bay
Region, 2010
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TABLE 2
City Sites GIS Data Layers and Data Sources
City Sites
City Facilities
City Facilities Parcels
City Owned Property
Medians
Oakland Parks Parcel Based

Parking Facilities
Sidewalks
Streets

GIS Layer/Notes
Building Footprints
(Includes some parking
garages)
Parcels intersected by City
Facilities
Provided by City of
Oakland
Street Medians
Oakland Parks layer using
parcel boundaries

Data Source
City of Oakland
City of Oakland
City of Oakland

City of Oakland
City of Oakland
Parcels intersected
with GreenInfo CA
Protected Areas Data
Bbase
Parking Lots and Garages
City of Oakland
Sidewalks over 10 feet wide City of Oakland
considered
Street centerlines have been City of Oakland
buffered to 20 feet
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TABLE 3
Summary of Stakeholder Interviews
Stakeholder Interviews Key Finding

Urban Greening Plan Outcome

Staff and design consultants need green
streets design standards, not just
guidance.

The GI Guide includes standard
details for construction that can be
applied to green streets projects.

Staff from should engage in effective
coordination within and between
department to help resolve frequent
design challenges and conflicts among
existing design guidance.

The GI Guide and the Green
Streets chapter, appendices to this
Urban Greening Plan, provide
consistent design guidance.

Existing design standards related to
complete streets should integrate green
streets design elements.

This issue is not addressed by the
Urban Greening Plan but the
incorporation of green streets into
the City’s complete streets
guidelines are a step in the right
direction.

Staff should engage in effective
coordination within and between
departments to resolve frequent design
challenges and conflicts among
existing design guidance and define a
way to resolve “competition” for space
in multimodal complete streets projects
to support inclusion of green streets
design elements.

The Urban Greening Plan and the
Great Streets Design Guidelines
will support the resolution of these
challenges.

Ongoing maintenance of green
infrastructure measures must be
considered during project design.

Maintenance considerations are
included in both the Green Streets
chapter and the GI Guide.
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FIGURES
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FIGURE 1
Urban Greening Plan Flow Chart

Notes:
The City of Oakland is a permitee under the California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay
Region Municipal Regional Stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit, Order
No. R2- 2015-0049, NPDES Permit No. CAS612008 dated November 19, 2015. (also known as MRP 2.0). MRP 2.0
Provision C.3 New Development and Redevelopment and related Provisions C.11 Mercury Controls and C.12
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) Controls set forth current requirement s for Green Infrastructure (GI) . Each
Permittee shall submit its completed GI Plan with the 2019 Annual Report.
1
The City of Oakland’s Department of Transportation is finalizing a complete streets guide known as the GSDG.
City staff expanded the Urban Greening Plan to include a chapter on planning, designing and building green streets
in the GSDG.
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FIGURE 2
City Facilities, Properties, Parks, and Rights-of-Way
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APPENDIX A
RESOLUTION, STAFF REPORT AND CITY COUNCIL-ADOPTED GI FRAMEWORK
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Sabrina B. Landreth
City Administrator

FROM: Christine Daniel
Interim Director, OPW

Resolution Adopting City of Oakland
Green Infrastructure Plan Framework

DATE: April 17, 2017

City Administrator Approva

Date:

RECOMMENDATION
Staff Recommends That City Council Approve A Resolution Adopting The City Of
Oakland's Framework For The Development Of A Green Infrastructure Plan.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Oakland is regulated in its discharge of stormwater by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board (Water Board) under the 2015 Municipal Regional Stormwater, National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit (MRP). In order to be in compliance
with the MRP, the City of Oakland must submit to the Water Board a Green Infrastructure Plan
(Gl Plan) by September 30, 2019. As a milestone in creation of the Gl Plan, all permittees must
also submit a Gl Plan Framework (Framework) for the development of the Gl Plan by June 30,
2017. This report recommends adoption of the attached Framework in order to be in compliance
with the MRP.

BACKGROUND / LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
"Green Infrastructure" is a term that refers to engineered structures or features that are
designed to detain stormwater runoff and remove water quality pollutants. Examples of green
infrastructure include rain gardens, permeable pavements, vegetated swales, green roofs, and
stormwater detention tree wells.
Provision C,3.j. of the MRP, entitled Green Infrastructure Planning and Implementation, requires
that, "Permittees shall complete and implement a Green Infrastructure Plan for the inclusion of
low impact development drainage design into storm drain infrastructure on public and private
lands, including streets, roads, storm drains, parking lots, building roofs, and other storm drain
infrastructure elements" by September 30, 2019.
The provision also requires permittees to develop, adopt, and submit to the Water Board a
Framework that describes tasks and timeframes for the development of the Gl Plan by June 30,
2017.

Item:
Public Works Committee
, May 9, 2017

Sabrina B. Landreth, City Administrator
Subject: Green Infrastructure Plan Framework Resolution
Date: April 17, 2017
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ANALYSIS AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES
To meet the June 30, 2017 requirement, staff recommends adoption of the City of Oakland's
Framework (Attachment A). The Framework utilizes the template developed by the Alameda
Countywide Clean Water Program for use by all of its 17 member agencies. Additionally, the
template is modeled after guidance developed by the Bay Area Stormwater Management
Agencies Association (BASMAA) for regional consistency in Framework format among all cities
regulated by the MRP. The Framework includes purpose, deadlines, tasks, evaluation of
funding sources, training and outreach, and timeframes for development.
FISCAL IMPACT
There is no cost for the adoption of the developed Framework.
PUBLIC OUTREACH / INTEREST
The requirement to create and adopt a Gl Plan Framework is a regulatory requirement of the
MRP. Adoption of the MRP was a public process that included public hearings, notifications,
and solicitation of input from the public, municipal agencies, and non-governmerftal
organizations.
COORDINATION
The Office of the City Attorney and the Budget Office were consulted in the preparation of this
report.
SUSTAINABLE OPPORTUNITIES
The development of a Green Infrastructure Plan was called out as a Flagship Action in the City's
2016 Resilient Oakland playbook in order to improve social, environmental, and economic
outcomes.
Economic: The inclusion of green infrastructure in public and private projects can result in
infrastructure maintenance and capital improvement cost savings for cities. Installation of green
infrastructure has also been shown to improve property values and attract investment.
Environmental: Green Infrastructure projects improve water quality and flood risk reduction,
create healthier ecosystems, improve air quality, and can sequester carbon, among other
benefits.
Social Equity: Green infrastructure projects beautify neighborhoods and create healthier
environments in communities.

Item:
Public Works Committee
.. May 9, 2017

Sabrina B. Landreth, City Administrator
Subject: Green Infrastructure Plan Framework Resolution
Date: April 17, 2017
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ACTION REQUESTED OF THE CITY COUNCIL
Staff recommends that City Council Approve a Resolution Adopting the City of Oakland's
Framework for the Development of a Green Infrastructure Plan.

For questions regarding this report, please contact Kristin Hathaway, Watershed Program
Supervisor, at (510) 238-7571.

Respectfully submitted,

Christine Daniel
Interim Director, Oakland Public Works
Reviewed by:
Lesley Estes, Watershed Program Manager

Prepared by:
Kristin Hathaway, Watershed Program Supervisor
Watershed and Stormwater Management

Attachment:
A. City of Oakland's Framework for Green Infrastructure Plan Development

Item:
Public Works Committee
May 9, 2017
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City of Oakland
Framework for Green Infrastructure Plan Development
1.

Purpose of the Green Infrastructure Plan

The purpose of the Green Infrastructure Plan is to guide the identification, implementation,
tracking, and reporting of green infrastructure projects.
"Green infrastructure" refers to a variety of engineered structures or features that are designed
to detain stormwater runoff in order to reduce stormwater runoff volumes and improve water
quality. Examples include rain gardens, permeable pavements, vegetated swales, green roofs,
and stormwater detention tree wells.
The Green Infrastructure Plan will be developed in accordance with Green Infrastructure Plan
requirements in Provision C.3.j of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (Regional Water
Quality Control Board Order No. R2-2015-0049, adopted on November 19, 2015), which states
in part:
....the [Green Infrastructure] Plan is intended to describe how Permittees will shift
their impervious surfaces and storm drain infrastructure from gray, or traditional,
storm drain infrastructure where runoff flows directly into the storm drain and then to
the receiving water, to green—that is, to a more resilient, sustainable system that
slows runoff by dispersing it to vegetated areas, harvests and uses runoff, promotes
infiltration and evapotranspiration, and uses bioretention and other green
infrastructure practices to clean stormwater runoff... The Plan is intended to serve as
an implementation guide and reporting tool... to set goals for reducing, over the long
term, the adverse water quality impacts of urbanization andurban runoff on receiving
waters.
2.

Municipal Stormwater Permit Deadlines

Provision C.3.j.2.(l) of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP) requires the City of
Oakland to approve a Framework to develop a Green Infrastructure Plan by June 30, 2017. The
Green Infrastructure Plan must be submitted to the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(Water Board) by September 30, 2019.
3.

Specific Tasks for Plan Development

Preparation of the Green Infrastructure Plan will require the following specific tasks.
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A. Identify Green Infrastructure Projects
Future green infrastructure projects will be identified for inclusion in the Green Infrastructure
Plan. This will include documentation of existing plans for private and public development
projects that would be subject to MRP Provision C.3 that requires development projects to
include stormwater treatment facilities. The Green Infrastructure Plan will also document the
continuing implementation and results of the City of Oakland's process, initiated in Fiscal Year
2015-16, to review planned capital improvement projects that are not subject to Provision C.3
stormwater treatment requirements, to identify the potential for incorporating green
infrastructure. Additionally, a tool developed by the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program
(Clean Water Program) will be used to identify, map, and prioritize potential green
infrastructure projects that may be included in the Green Infrastructure Plan.
B. Develop Tracking Procedures
Guidance provided by the Clean Water Program will be used to develop procedures for
estimating the pollutant load reduction benefits of green infrastructure projects, and for
tracking and reporting on completed projects. The procedures will be described in the Green
Infrastructure Plan.
C. Incorporate Guidelines, Specifications, and Typical Designs
The Green Infrastructure Plan will incorporate standard specifications and, as appropriate,
typical design details and related information necessary to incorporate green infrastructure into
projects within the City of Oakland. This will be based on guidelines, specifications, and typical
detail developed by the City of Oakland as well as on those developed or provided by the Clean
Water Program. The City of Oakland will evaluate the materials provided by the Clean Water
Program for consistency with local standards, and will revise existing guidelines, standard
specifications, design details, and procedures as needed.
D. Update Planning Documents
Planning documents will be reviewed, and relevant sections of these documents will be
modified, as needed, for implementing green infrastructure in public and private development
projects to support the implementation of the Green Infrastructure Plan. This will include, but
will not necessarily be limited to, the following planning documents:
•
•

Oakland General Plan
Specific Plans and Area Plans

•

Complete Streets Plan

•
•
•
•

Active Transportation Plan
Storm Drainage Master Plan
Urban Forestry Master Plan
Streets Paving and Streetscape Plans
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•

Pavement rehabilitation work plan

•
•
•

Master park plan
Urban forestry plan
Flood control or flood management plan

•

Other plans that may affect the future alignment, configuration, or design of
roadways, parking lots, buildings, and other impervious surfaces.

E. Evaluate Funding Sources
An evaluation of potential funding sources for future public green infrastructure projects will be
included in the Green Infrastructure Plan. As one example, guidance provided by the Clean
Water Program may be used to develop an in-lieu fee for private development projects that are
constrained from fully meeting stormwater treatment measures onsite. This fee could be a
potential funding source for future public green infrastructure projects.
F. Training and Outreach
Staff will receive training on green infrastructure planning, implementation, design, and
maintenance at inter-departmental meetings by attending training sessions provided by the
Clean Water Program. Updates and opportunities for input on the preparation of the Green
Infrastructure Plan will be provided to local government advisory bodies such as the Oakland
Planning Commission and the Oakland Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission.
City staff will conduct outreach to the general public and development community to provide
information and solicit input regarding Green Infrastructure Plan development. Outreach will
also be conducted in coordination with the Clean Water Program that will create outreach on a
countywide level.
G. Compile and Implement Green Infrastructure Plan
Documentation of the tasks described above will be compiled into a Green Infrastructure Plan
document. A resolution will be submitted to the Oakland City Council for review and
recommended adoption in order to begin implementing the Green Infrastructure Plan.
H. Submit Plan to the Water Board
The Plan, and applicable policies or other legal mechanisms for Plan implementation, will be
submitted to the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board) with the City of
Oakland's 2019 Annual Report of Stormwater Program Implementation.
4.

Timeframe for Plan Development

The schedule for conducting specific tasks is presented below. Adoption of the Green
Infrastructure Plan is scheduled for June 30, 2019. The Plan, and applicable policies or other
legal mechanism for Plan implementation, must be submitted to the Regional Water Board by
September 30, 2019.
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Schedule of Specific Tasks
Task

FY 2017-18

FY 2016-17
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

FY 2018-19
Q1

Q4

Q2

Q3

FY 2019-20
0.4

01

Identify Projects
Develop Tracking Procedures

1

1

Incorporate Guidelines
Update Planning Documents
Evaluate Funding Sources
Training and Outreach
Compile Plan
Adopt Plan
Submit Plan to Water Board
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE WITH ATTACHMENTS

CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
VERSION 1.0
City of Oakland Department of Public Works
Oakland, California

Lake Merritt Improvement Project, Bioretention Area, Oakland.
Photo Credit: Kevin Torres, Northgate

Prepared For:
City of Oakland
Department of Public Works
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza
Oakland, CA 94612
Prepared By:
Northgate Environmental Management, Inc.
428 13th Street, 4th Floor
Oakland, California 94612
April 18, 2018

City of Oakland Public Works Department
Bureau of Design and Construction
Watershed and Stormwater Management
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Oakland, California 94612
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The City of Oakland (the City) Green Infrastructure Guide (the GI Guide) identifies stormwater
treatment opportunities and provides design guidance for incorporating green infrastructure on
City-owned properties. The intended audience for the GI Guide is City in-house (staff) including
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) project managers, designers, and engineers as well as
consultants contracted to work on City capital improvement projects.
The City is a highly urbanized area with a large percentage of impervious surfaces. Rain cannot
soak into the ground when it falls on impervious surfaces and rain runoff moves rapidly without
soil and vegetation slowing it down. Increased rates and volumes of runoff from rainfall events
disrupt the natural water cycle, resulting in less infiltration of water into subsurface soil,
increased stream channel erosion, and reduced groundwater recharge. In addition, parking lots
and roadways provide a pathway for typical urban pollutants, such as pesticides and petroleum
hydrocarbons, to flow with stormwater into streams and the San Francisco Bay through the
City’s storm drain infrastructure. The City is working to reverse some of these impacts by
investing in green infrastructure, which is an approach to stormwater management that protects
and restores the natural water cycle, providing habitat, flood protection, cleaner air and cleaner
water (American Rivers 2017)1. Integrating green infrastructure into public projects will help
protect Oakland’s water resources and will lessen the negative impacts of climate change by
reducing runoff from severe weather and by adding vegetation. More green infrastructure will
benefit human health, San Francisco Bay fisheries and wildlife habitat, recreational resources,
and the aesthetics of Oakland.
The GI Guide includes step by step instructions to evaluate treatment opportunity conditions at
City-owned project sites, identify appropriate treatment options, choose suitable plants, and
apply necessary treatment standard details. In addition to selecting a treatment option for a
specific site, the GI Guide provides a series of maps showing locations of City-owned properties
where various treatment options could potentially be installed based on results of a Geographic
Information System (GIS) screening analysis. This guide also includes a worksheet for City staff
to identify green infrastructure potential in municipal capital improvement program projects.
City-owned project site profiles considered in this Guide include streets with parallel parking;
streets with diagonal parking; ground-level parking lots; ground-level areas including plazas,
parks, roadsides or undeveloped land; and structures, such as municipal buildings, shelters, and
garages, with storm drain access.

1

American Rivers National Non-Profit Conservation Organization. 2017. https://www.americanrivers.org/threatssolutions/clean-water/green-infrastructure/what-is-green-infrastructure/
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As stormwater treatment projects are planned based on the GI Guide, they will contribute to
achieving the important citywide goals of stormwater management and moderation of the urban
effects of climate change.
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2.0

TREATMENT OPTIONS

Based on the treatment requirements for green infrastructure in Provision C.3 New Development
and Redevelopment and related Provisions C.11 Mercury Controls and C.12 Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs) Controls of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Municipal Regional Permit (MRP)2, the City adopted treatment options that are consistent with
measures and standards provided in the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program3 C.3
Stormwater Technical Guidance4. These treatment options include bioretention areas5 (including
rain gardens and flow-through planters), permeable pavements, green roofs, and tree wells.
Project managers can select from the options described in the sections below to best manage
stormwater at specific locations.
2.1

Bioretention Areas
2.1.1

Rain Gardens

Rain gardens are shallow landscaped basins that
utilize the natural physical, biological, and chemical
processes of vegetation growth in soils to collect,
detain, filter, and absorb stormwater runoff. Planted
with a varied plant palette that can include trees,
shrubs, grasses, and groundcovers, rain gardens are
often promoted and designed as native or droughttolerant landscapes that enhance the aesthetic
appearance of properties, provide habitat, and lower
ambient temperatures. As the category
Bioretention Area, Fire Station #1,Oakland.
“bioretention” suggests, the primary purpose of rain Source: City of Oakland
gardens is retention and temporary storage of stormwater. By retaining and infiltrating
stormwater runoff and/or delaying its discharge into the watershed system, rain gardens both
improve the quality of stormwater runoff and reduce overall runoff volume.
Rain gardens improve water quality through:



Reduction of runoff flow rates and volume;
Detention and retention of stormwater;

2

The City is a permitee under the California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region
Municipal Regional Stormwater NPDES Permit Order No. R2-2015-0049 NPDES Permit No. CAS612008,
November 19, 2015.
3
The City is a member agency of the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program (ACCWP).
4
C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance. Handbook for developers, builders and project applicants. Version 6.
ACCWP C, October 31, 2017.
5
A bioretention area may be considered a “bioinfiltration area” if it is unlined. For more information on
bioinfiltration, see the C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance.
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Infiltration and groundwater recharge;
Evapotranspiration and biological uptake through native plants; and
Filtration of pollutants through biological, chemical, and physical processes.

Rain gardens typically consist of a ponding area including a mulch layer, planting soil, plants,
and an underlying layer of virgin rock. After water flows through the planting soil, it enters the
rock layer and slowly infiltrates into the underlying native soil. An underdrain may be installed
at the top of the underlying rock layer to handle overflow into the storm drain system. Rain
gardens are typically designed to be flat-bottomed without any longitudinal slope to maximize
storage potential. Rain gardens can share certain characteristics with swales and planters (they
can be designed with vertical curbs or side slopes).
The primary advantage of rain gardens as a stormwater treatment option is their versatility in size
and shape. They are often molded to fit in “leftover” spaces in parking lots, along street
frontages, where they may be referred to as a “stormwater planter”6, and in situations where
streets intersect at odd angles. They are typically most effective in detaining, filtering and
absorbing stormwater for a drainage area less than one acre, but multiple rain gardens can be
used to collect runoff from a larger area. Because rain gardens are flexible in size, they can
potentially adapt to retrofit opportunities more often than other stormwater treatment options.
Rain gardens require native soils with a minimum infiltration capacity of 0.5 inches per hour.
Native soils with low infiltration rates (infiltration less than 1.6-inches of water per hour) will
typically require the sub-drains5. Bioretention systems of MRP regulated projects must be
designed to infiltrate runoff through biotreatment soil media at a minimum of five inches per
hour and maximize infiltration to the native soil. Simple rain garden applications that do not use
extensive hardscape or pipe infrastructure can be very cost effective to install when infiltration
capacity of native soils allow for natural infiltration, depending on the capacity of native soil.
2.1.2

Flow-through Planters

Flow-through planters are also considered
bioretention facilities. They are typically narrow,
flat-bottomed, rectangular, contained landscape
areas designed to capture and detain stormwater
runoff from roofs or other hardscape. These
planters feature vertical side walls, which allows
for more storage volume in less space. Pollutants
settle and are filtered out as the runoff passes
through the vegetation, soil layer, and underlying
layer of clean gravel. The stormwater is then
6

At-grade Flow-through Planter, Alameda.
Source: City of Alameda.

Stormwater planters are flow-through planters without a liner.
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conveyed through a perforated pipe underdrain to a storm drain or other discharge point. An
overflow inlet conveys flows that exceed the capacity of the planter.
Two types of planters are used for stormwater management: stormwater and flow-through
planters. Stormwater planters depend on native soil conditions that allow runoff to soak into the
underlying soil, and these planters may or may not include an underdrain depending on the
infiltration rate of the underlying soil. Flow-through planters are completely contained systems
designed to treat and detain runoff without allowing seepage into the underlying soil. Flowthrough planters and stormwater planters improve water quality through:





Temporary detention of stormwater runoff;
Filtration of pollutants through biological, chemical, and physical processes;
Reduction of runoff volume and flow rates; and
Infiltration of runoff and groundwater recharge (stormwater planters only).

Stormwater planters allow for greater volume reduction and further ease the burden on local
storm drain facilities; however, flow-through planters are ideal for use where native soil
conditions are unfavorable to infiltration, or where infiltration to native soil is not physically
possible. Examples where the use of flow-through planters would be ideal include: facilities on
upper-story plazas or adjacent to building foundations (e.g., collecting runoff via downspouts
leading from roofs of adjacent buildings), or on sites where seasonal high groundwater would be
within 10 feet of the planter, mobilization of pollutants in soil or groundwater is a concern,
and/or potential geotechnical hazards are associated with infiltration.
Flow-through planters can be built to fit between driveways, underground utilities, between or
adjacent to buildings, trees, and other existing site elements. They can be planted with a wide
variety of plants. Because planters have no side slopes and are contained by vertical curbs, it is
best to use plants that will grow at least as tall as the planter’s walls to help “soften” the edges.
Planters can be used in both relatively level conditions and in steep conditions if they are
appropriately terraced.
2.2

Permeable Pavement

Permeable or pervious pavement describes a system comprised of a loadbearing, durable surface
that is either permeable or interlocking, together with an underlying layered structure that allows
for stormwater storage, transport, or infiltration into the underlying ground. The goal of these
systems is to reduce the amount of stormwater runoff to the storm drain system by replacing an
impervious area with a permeable surface.
As a stormwater management practice, permeable pavement improves water quality through:



Reduction of the volume of stormwater runoff;
Reduction of impervious areas; and
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Reduction of the need for stormwater conveyance and detention space.

Functionally, the distinguishing feature among
the different pervious pavement systems is how
the surface is made permeable. There are two
main categories of permeable pavements:




Pervious concrete and asphalt are
formulated with pore spaces within the
material itself and poured in place; and
Permeable pavers are discrete units set in
place, allowing rainwater to pass through
evenly spaced gaps between the pavers’
edges.7

Permeable pavers, Fire Station #1, Oakland
Source: City of Oakland

Pervious asphalt, pervious concrete and
permeable pavers are well suited for practically
all pedestrian areas, as well as residential
driveways and commercial parking lots.
Pervious paving can also be used on roadways
with low-traffic speeds and volumes. Pervious
paving should not be used in situations with
known soil contamination or high groundwater
tables. Generally, subgrade infiltration rates that
exceed or meet the accepted standard of 0.5
inches per hour are suitable for pervious paving
Pervious concrete in parking area.
Source: San Mateo County Green Streets
systems without underdrains. In less permeable
soil conditions, a subdrain can be utilized and connected to a standard storm drain where
accessible.
2.3

Green Roofs

A green roof is a roofing system composed of a waterproof layer, a drainage system, growing
medium, and vegetation that filters, absorbs, and retains/detains the rain that falls upon it.
Rainfall that infiltrates into the vegetated roof is subsequently lost through evaporation or
transpiration by plants, or, once the soil has become saturated, percolates through to the drainage
layer and is discharged through the roof downspouts. In unsaturated conditions, vegetated roofs
provide high rates of rainfall retention for small storm events. Lower rates of retention are
achieved for larger storm events, but the runoff volume and peak flow rate are reduced due to
7

Some vendors offer permeable pavers that allow rainwater to pass through the pavers themselves.
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temporary storage in the soil. Green roofs can
retain 50% or more of the annual precipitation
compared to impervious roofs8.
As a stormwater management practice, green
roofs improve water quality through:





Significant reduction of roof runoff
volume;
Filtration of pollutants through biological,
chemical, and physical processes;
Reduction of impervious area; and
Biological uptake by plants and soil
microorganisms.

Green Roof at Kaiser Center, Oakland.
Source: C.3 StormwaterTechnical Guidance

There are two types of green roofs: extensive, with approximately 6 inches or less of lightweight
soil layer, designed to support dense, low-profile, drought-tolerant vegetation; and intensive,
with a thicker (greater than 6 inches) soil layer, more varied plant types, and a more garden-like
appearance.
For retrofit projects, design professionals such as an architect, structural engineer, and/or roof
consultant may be necessary to determine the condition of the existing building structure and
roof and what might be needed to support a green roof. Alterations might include additional
decking, roof trusses, joists, columns, and/or foundations. Generally, the building structure must
be adequate to hold an additional 15 to 30 pounds per square-foot (psf) saturated weight,
including the vegetation and growing medium that will be used. Green roofs may cover large
sections of a roof while maintaining access for utilities, maintenance, or recreation. Green roofs
are most often applied to buildings with flat roofs, but extensive green roofs can be installed on
roofs with slopes up to 30 degrees with the use of mesh, stabilization panels, or battens. Slopes
greater than 30 degrees require special design considerations.
2.4

Tree Wells

A stormwater detention tree well is an open- or closed-bottom vault filled with bioretention soil
mix, planted with tree or tall bush species, and underlain with a subdrain. Tree wells are used to
intercept, slow, and filter stormwater as it enters the conventional stormwater conveyance
system. The vegetation grows in bioretention media through which runoff is filtered prior to
entering the collection system. For low to moderate runoff events, stormwater enters through the
8

Green Roofs for Stormwater Runoff Control. United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Office of
Research and Development National Risk Management Research Laboratory - Water Supply and Water Resources
Division, February 2009. http://nepis.epa.gov/Adobe/PDF/P1003704.PDF.
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tree well inlet, filters through the soil, and exits through an underdrain into the storm drain. For
high flows, stormwater will bypass the tree well if it is full and flow directly to the downstream
curb inlet. At a minimum, a tree well temporarily detains the stormwater runoff as it flows
through the well prior to discharge into the storm drain system. If surrounding soils have
adequate permeability, a tree well can also be designed to promote infiltration of the stormwater
runoff. A tree well improves water quality through:





Temporary detention of stormwater runoff;
Filtration of pollutants through biological,
chemical, and physical processes;
Reduction of runoff volume and flow rates;
and
Infiltration of runoff and groundwater
recharge (open-bottomed designs only).

Tree wells are especially useful in settings where
available space is at a premium. They are most
often installed along urban sidewalks or roadways
Tree Wells.
with parallel parking but are highly adaptable and
Source: C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance
can be used in most development scenarios. They
can be installed in closed-bottom chambers where infiltration is undesirable or not possible, such
as tight clay soils, sites with high groundwater, or areas with soil contamination or highly
contaminated runoff. Small trees and shrubs up to 15 or 20 feet tall that are tolerant of tree well
conditions are suitable vegetation choices. Typically tree wells are 6 feet by 6 feet and treat
runoff from ¼ acre of impervious surface. Larger and smaller sized tree boxes are available,
including double tree boxes that can accommodate canopy trees.
2.5

Alternative Treatment Options

In addition to MRP and C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance compliant treatment options, the
following GI Guide sections describe other landscaping elements with stormwater management
and green infrastructure benefits (alternative treatment options) such as bioswales and vegetated
filter strips. These landscaping elements do not meet the MRP treatment requirements for
bioretention and the City will not receive C.3 (if a regulated project) or green infrastructure
implementation credit, or partial credit, for non-regulated projects. The Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) is currently developing an approach to obtain
reduced stormwater treatment credit under the MRP for landscape elements as “undersized”
green infrastructure. Although not credited under the MRP at the time of the GI Guide, these
landscaping elements will contribute to achieving the important citywide goals of stormwater
management and moderation of the urban effects of climate change.
Green Infrastructure Guide
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2.5.1

Bioswales

Bioswales, also called vegetated swales, are
long, shallow landscaped areas with a gentle
longitudinal slope, designed to capture, slowly
convey, filter, and potentially infiltrate
stormwater runoff as it moves downstream.
Suitable for a variety of grasses, groundcovers,
and other plants, bioswales are an important
treatment option retrofit for traditional pipe
systems that convey roadway, parking lot and
other site drainage underground. Bioswales are
primarily used to convey stormwater runoff on
Bioswale. Source: City of Oakland
the land’s surface while also providing minor
water quality treatment. As water flows through a vegetated swale, it is slowed by the interaction
with plants and soil, allowing pollutants to settle, or adhere to vegetation. Some water soaks into
the soil and is taken up by plants, and some may infiltrate further if native soils are well drained.
Alternatively an under drain that connects to the storm drain system may be utilized. The
remaining water that continues to flow through the bioswale travels more slowly than it would
through pipes in a traditional stormwater conveyance system. Bioswales are typically built very
shallow and contain runoff that is only a few inches in depth. Parking lots and certain street
conditions that have a long, continuous space to support a functioning landscape system are
candidate sites for vegetated swales. The longer a vegetated swale is, the greater the residence
time for slowing and filtering stormwater runoff.
Although the primary function of bioswales is conveyance, not storage, of runoff, they are
similar to rain gardens in that they both improve water quality and reduce peak runoff volumes
through:





Reduction of runoff flow rates passing through vegetation;
Filtration of pollutants through biological, chemical, and physical processes;
Groundwater recharge and detention of stormwater (dependent upon design); and
Evapotranspiration and biological uptake through native plants.

Bioswales are a relatively low-cost, simple to construct, stormwater treatment option. For green
street and parking lot applications, bioswales can be used in both nearly level conditions and in
steeper conditions with up to a five percent longitudinal slope. When swales have a five percent
slope or greater, check dams or terraces should be used to help slow the flow of water. Bioswales
may be used in conjunction with other elements to form a “treatment train” to achieve
compliance with the state’s current clean water regulations.
Green Infrastructure Guide
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2.5.2

Vegetated buffer strips

Vegetated buffer strips are bands of dense,
permanent vegetation with a uniform slope
that are designed to treat sheet flow from
adjacent hardscape. Vegetated buffer strips
function by slowing runoff velocities and
allowing sediment and other pollutants to
settle. They may provide some infiltration
into underlying soils. Vegetated buffer strips
were originally used as an agricultural
treatment practice and have more recently
evolved into a stormwater treatment option.
Vegetated buffer strip alongside roadway.
With proper design and maintenance,
Source: C.3 StormwaterTechnical Guidance
vegetated buffer strips can provide low to
moderate pollutant removal. Because of their ability to decrease sediment loads, filter strips often
serve as pretreatment for infiltration trenches or bioretention areas.
Buffer strips provide some water quality improvement primarily through vegetative filtering and
infiltration; however, their greatest asset may be the amount of vegetation that they can
accommodate. Reductions in runoff volume from small storms can be achieved if the soils are
sufficiently pervious, sheet flow is maintained along the entire length and width of the strip, and
contact time is long enough for infiltration to occur. Vegetated buffer strips improve water
quality by:



Settling and filtering pollutants (through reduced velocity of stormwater flows); and
Reducing stormwater peak flows due to slowing stormwater runoff.

Reducing pollutant concentrations through microbial and plant-uptake processes vegetated buffer
strips are typically linear facilities that run parallel to and receive the runoff from impervious
surfaces such as roads, walkways, driveways, and parking lots. For a vegetated buffer strip to be
effective, the stormwater has to enter and flow through the buffer in sheet flow. If stormwater
enters the area as a concentrated flow i.e. a topographic depression or inlet, a flow spreader is
needed to change the flow pattern to sheet flow. The ground slope needs to be between two and
six percent. The vegetation can consist of a variety of native, deep rooted grasses, shrubs and
trees. Depending on the desired aesthetics and maintenance availability, a vegetated buffer can
be managed (cultivated and maintained) or unmanaged (left in a natural condition without
maintenance).
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3.0

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING PROCESS

Project managers should follow the process outlined in this guide to select potential stormwater
treatment options for City sites. The process explains how to characterize site conditions with
respect to stormwater management criteria, to identify an appropriate treatment option, to choose
suitable plants, and to apply necessary standard details.
3.1

Step by Step

Follow the five steps described below and illustrated in Figure 1 to identify and confirm
feasibility of potential stormwater treatment options for a specific site and to verify that green
infrastructure projects comply with regulatory requirements and align with the City’s goals.
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Step 1 - Site Profile and Treatment Opportunity Screening
Follow this process to identify potential suitable treatment option(s) for a given site profile and
rank them based on the rating system presented in Table 1. This process takes into consideration
factors including budget, space, planned and existing infrastructure, intended site usage, and
management considerations. First, categorize the site by its typical profile:






City street with parallel parking;
City street with diagonal parking;
City ground-level parking lot;
Other City ground-level area (e.g., plaza, park, roadside or undeveloped land); or
City structure with storm drain access (e.g., a roof area on a high-rise building, house,
shelter, or garage).

After identifying a specific site profile (i.e. a large structure occupies a specific site), refer to
Table 1 to determine and rank the treatment options based on a match for that profile (i.e. based
on technical, administrative and economic requirements, flow through planters are best suited to
treat on-site stormwater and a green roof would also be suited for the City structure while other
options are not suited).
The screening matrix in Table 1 uses site profiles typical for the City and information from
existing literature to screen treatment options. Table 1 provides a pre-rated list of stormwater
treatment options. The pre-rating system uses an alphabetic nomenclature (A, B, C) that is based
on assessment of suitability, including A for best suited, B for moderate, and C for least suited,
to satisfy the technical, administrative, and economic requirements of treatment options.
Typical requirements include:




Technical: Capacity for stormwater detention, capacity for flow conveyance, and
permeability for infiltration.
Administrative: Access controls, permitting, assignment of responsibility for O&M,
insurance, and ADA compliance.
Economic: Capital, operating and maintenance costs9 .
1F-

The stormwater treatment option with the highest average rating (e.g., AAA) among the
technical, administrative and economical requirements presents the best fit for the available City
site and should be the preferred option for the next step in the planning process.

9

For example, low installation and maintenance cost, in addition to minimal access control and water detention
requirements result in a triple-A rating for vegetative strips in ground-level areas such as undeveloped land along
parking or roadsides.
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Step 2 - Protocol for Stormwater Site Characterization
After identifying the best suited stormwater treatment option for a typical site profile, the actual
City site is characterized using the parameters described in Table 2 - Site Criteria and
Stormwater Treatment Option Minimum Requirements. The result of the site characterization is
a set of site-specific data that can be compared to requirements of the identified treatment option.
Table 2 organizes site-specific information into general site categories (e.g., topography), subcategories (e.g., slope) and site-specific criteria (e.g., percent grade). Using the sources of
information as indicated on the table, data can be obtained that describe a specific site (e.g., the
topography of the specific site may include a slope of two percent grade). Table 2 refers to
general sources of information including field surveys, plan, permits, and budget reviews.
Site characterization results in a set of site-specific data to be utilized for the next step in the
planning process.
Step 3 - Protocol for Site-Specific Feasibility Analysis
Site-specific treatment feasibility analysis can be performed following site characterization to
determine if the site-specific criteria meet the preferred stormwater treatment option’s
requirements. Minimum requirements are defined by qualitative and quantitative (e.g. numeric)
minimum requirements necessary to ensure constructability and functionality of treatment
options. Examples include minimum percent topographic grade and availability of irrigation. A
complete set of minimum requirements is provided Table 2.
Using the Table 2 matrix, information gathered in the site characterization step is compared to
the minimum requirements of the preferred treatment option. A site-specific criterion meets a
treatment option minimum requirements when a quantitative value (e.g., slope is two percent
grade) falls within a range required by the minimum requirements (e.g., rain gardens require a
slope between 0.5 and four percent grade). A criterion also meets a minimum requirement when
a qualitative site characterization (e.g., the geotechnical site-specific criteria describe the
subsurface soil as stable) is inclusive of the minimum requirements (e.g., rain garden: subsurface
barrier required if soils are unstable).
The rain garden example above illustrates that additional planning may be required if a sitespecific condition (e.g., unstable soil) does not meet the stormwater treatment option’s minimum
requirements. The site-specific feasibility analysis is a set of site-specific criteria that meet
requirements or require detailed planning to meet requirements. A treatment option is suitable for
a site if all site-specific criteria meet the minimum requirements, otherwise it is not suitable
unless detail planning is used to make the option feasible.
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Step 4 - Protocol for Selecting Stormwater Treatment Option
Following the site characterization and feasibility analysis, the final selection of a screened
treatment option should be confirmed for a specific site. A treatment option can be selected if it
is feasible at the City site (i.e., site-specific criteria meet the minimum requirements) or can be
satisfied with detail planning. A treatment option is excluded if a City site that does not meet the
treatment option minimum requirements (e.g., a rain garden is excluded from a site with a native
soil infiltration rate of less than 0.5 inches per hour)10. In this case, the GI Guide recommends
returning to the screening process, considering a lower-ranking treatment option, reviewing the
site characterization for additional information, and conducting a treatment feasibility analysis
for the next preferred option. The result of the selection is a feasible stormwater treatment option
and identification of potential planning requirements. Table 2 provides planning requirements
based on literature review.
Step 5 - Planning General Design of Stormwater Treatment Option
Treatment design recommendations for use in Step 5, including plant selection, standard details
and construction strategies, are summarized in Sections 4.0 and 5.0.

10

If the native soil has a saturated hydraulic conductivity rate > 1.6 in/hr, a bioinfiltration area including a rain
garden may be designed without an underdrain. Otherwise use of an underdrain is recommended per the C.3
Stormwater Technical Guidance.
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4.0

PLANT PALETTE

Designers should select plants using the plant palette included in Attachment A. The palette
utilizes plants with desirable characteristics for stormwater treatment that are suitable for
Oakland microclimates and local conditions within the City. The plant list takes into
consideration the range of soil and drainage conditions that occur in new stormwater facility
locations.
The list also provides detailed information about each plant including, at minimum, form (e.g.,
tree, shrub, grass), light preference, mature size, irrigation needs, tolerance of extremes (e.g.,
heat, salt spray, flooding, wind, mowing), climate zones, and maintenance needs. Source
materials reviewed for the development of the plant palette are tabulated in an annotated
bibliography included in Attachment A.
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5.0

TREATMENT STANDARD DETAILS

5.1

General

Designers should utilize the standard details provided in this guide for their green infrastructure
design (Attachment B). These standard details are intended to assist with planning for the general
design, construction, and Operations and Maintenance (O&M) of a selected treatment option.
They include preferred materials, recommendation for coordinating with typical City
infrastructure, strategies for handling existing utilities, infiltration rates, soil specifications,
preferred layout, O&M requirements, specifications, and approximate cost estimates. Typical
standard details for each type stormwater treatment are shown on the standard detail drawings,
Figure 2 through 13.
5.2

Preferred Materials
5.2.1

Standard Landscape Requirements
5.2.1.1

Piping

Piping used for under-drain systems should meet SDR 35 PVC requirements (piping typically
used for gravity drains). Minimum pipe diameter should be 4 inches or greater unless otherwise
specified. Various lengths of pipe should be perforated/slotted or solid per specific treatment
option design.
5.2.1.2

Geotextiles

Geotextiles used for drainage should be permeable filter fabrics that allow stormwater to pass.
Where geotextiles are specified per standard details, Mirafi® 140N, FW 700 or equivalent filter
fabrics should be used (i.e. geotextiles used on top of subbase in permeable pavement or
protection of underlying waterproofing membranes on green roofs or flow-through planter
boxes). Underdrains must not be wrapped in filter fabric and must not be used in or
around underdrain trench.
5.2.1.3

Impermeable Liner

The integrity of the liner against damage during installation is one of the most important
considerations when selecting an impermeable (waterproof) liner. The impermeable liner
selected should have a minimum thickness of 30 mils. Generally, a thin layer of sand can be
placed above and below the liner to protect it from damage as the treatment option is
constructed. Refer to the specific design guidance for additional information.
5.2.1.4
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Vegetation requirements will vary based on the treatment option selected. Refer to the plant
palette (Section 6.0) for specific guidance on selecting appropriate plant types.
5.2.1.5

Mulch

Organic mulch or compost should be applied as an area cover to bare soil between plantings.
Mulch should typically be applied in a 3-inch layer on flatter surfaces, or 4 to 6 inches in
thickness on sloping areas. Considerations must be taken to prevent the mulch from eroding or
floating; Aged mulch, also called compost mulch, reduces the ability of weeds to establish, keeps
soil moist, and replenishes soil nutrients. Aged mulch can be obtained through soil suppliers or
directly from commercial recycling yards. Washed and clean pea gravel, rock, cobble, or other
mulches that resist floating may also be used. Bark and “gorilla hair” mulches are not
recommended. Shredded redwood bark mulch should not be used, as it is easily ignitable and
may present a fire hazard in public spaces.
5.2.2

Permeable Pavement
5.2.2.1

Native Soils

Native soils shall be free of debris, waste, vegetation, and other deleterious matter. Unsuitable
materials include ASTM D 2487 Soil Classification Groups CH, OL, OH, and PT, or a
combination of these group symbols. The subgrade soil permeability should be equal or greater
than 0.5 incher per hour, or based on hydrologic analysis, an underdrain should be installed to
remove detained flows within the pervious paving and base.
5.2.2.2

Sub-base

Sub-base consists of an open-graded base of crushed angular rock, with a 35 to 45 percent pore
space; a minimum 90% with at least 2 fractured faces conforming to Caltrans test method CT
205; have Los Angeles Rattler no greater than 40% loss at 500 revolutions per Caltrans test
method CT 211; and a minimum Cleanness value of 75 per Caltrans test method CT 211. Sieve
analysis should conform to Caltrans test method CT 202. The recommended base thickness is 6
inches for pedestrian use and 10 inches for driveways to provide adequate structural strength.
The sub-base should be suitable for design traffic loads and allow infiltration of stormwater.
5.2.2.3

Asphalt

Porous asphalt consists of open-graded coarse aggregate (reduced fines), bonded together by
bituminous asphalt. Polymers can also be added to the mix to increase strength for heavy load
applications. The thickness of porous asphalt ranges from three to four inches depending on the
expected traffic loads. For adequate permeability, the porous asphalt should have a minimum of
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16% air voids. The California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA)11 online guidance on
LID Parking Lots provides design and construction details for permeable paving.
5.2.2.4

Concrete

Porous concrete should consist of Portland cement, open-graded coarse aggregate (typically 5/8
to 3/8 inch), and water. Admixtures can be added to the concrete mixture to enhance strength,
increase setting time, or add other properties. The thickness of pervious concrete ranges from
five to eight inches depending on the expected traffic loads. The reduced fines should leave
stable air pockets in the concrete and a total void space of between 15 and 35 percent.
5.2.2.5

Pavers

Many types of pavers can create a pervious surface including impermeable-pervious pavers,
which are only permeable between the spaces, and permeable pavers made from permeable
material. The pavers should be set in sand or gravel and placed such that a 3/8 inch space is
maintained between them. These spaces between pavers must be filled with open-graded
aggregate that is free of fines. Interlocking concrete unit pavers that have been designed
specifically for stormwater management applications are ideal. The selected paver must be
able to withstand the anticipated traffic load without being damaged, with a minimum
thickness of 3-1/8 inches for vehicle loads.
5.3

Recommendation for Coordinating with Typical City Infrastructure

Identifying existing infrastructure features and limitations is integral to selecting an appropriate
stormwater treatment option for a specific site. Infrastructure dimensions, proximity to the
proposed treatment location, access, and operation and maintenance conflicts present typical
limitations that should be identified using the tool provided in the specific site characterization
under Section 3.5. Potential conflicts can be mitigated though planning, design, and construction
management. Review of existing plans, identifying responsible parties (e.g. City departments,
other agencies) and communicating plans for stormwater treatment are critical for the success of
stormwater treatment projects.
5.4

Strategies for Handling Existing Utilities

Each City owned site needs to be checked for possible existing utility conflicts prior to choosing
a stormwater treatment option for the location. The presence of existing utilities does not
necessarily preclude the development of a stormwater treatment project, however they can
present design and siting challenges. In some situations, the depth to, size of, or risk level
working around or near an existing utility may require the use of a treatment option without
11

Stormwater Best Management Practice Handbook – New Development and Redevelopment. California
Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA), Menlo Park, California. January 2003.
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subsurface work. Prior to any design choice, the City infrastructure maps should be crosschecked for possible existing utility conflicts. Utility companies such as Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E), East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD), Comcast & AT&T should also be
contacted for information on the location of their utility lines near the proposed project. Utility
line locations must be incorporated into the design to the extent feasible so that conflicts can be
resolved prior to construction.
Prior to constructing a retrofit that requires subsurface excavation utilities within the work area
underground utilities must be identified, via an Underground Service Alert (USA) ticket
submitted at least 48 hours prior to the start of work. The boundaries of work area must be
marked out in advance, typically using white, chalk-based “mark-out” paint. The utility owners
are then responsible for marking out their existing lines. Prior to and during construction, private
companies offer onsite services for locating underground utilities such as gas, water, sewer, and
telecommunication lines; and subsurface obstruction including documented and undocumented
underground storage tanks.
If any unknown piping or conduits are encountered during work, stop excavation activities and if
possible, identify and contact the owner of that utility by contacting USA. The relocation of any
existing lines must be considered on a case-by-case basis, and coordinated with their owner. It is
better to avoid the need to relocate lines during construction through careful and thorough
investigation of utility issues during the design of the selected treatment option.
Potential overhead utilities should also be identified during plan review and site visits prior
construction. The United States Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) provide guidelines for construction work near overhead power lines.
Safety requires a minimum clearance of 15 feet between any existing overhead utility (e.g. a
power line and the proposed treatment). The design and construction of the treatment (e.g. height
of tree and operation of excavator) must satisfy this safety requirement.
5.5

Strategies for Identifying Potential Subsurface Contamination

Contaminated sites are not suitable for stormwater infiltration. The presence of chemicals at the
ground surface or in the subsurface at a site may pose a risk of mobilizing contamination that
could enter the stormwater treatment option and allow contamination to spread deeper into the
subsurface. The California State Water Resources Control Board maintains a database of
registered contaminated sites through their ‘Geotracker’ Program. In addition, the City maintains
some information on known contaminated site within the City. If no information is available, and
the City would like to investigate further, a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment could be
performed to assess if there is a reason to suspect contamination is present.
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5.6

Infiltration Rates

Infiltration rate requirements vary by treatment option and site-specific conditions. The
infiltration rate of native soil at a specific site has a large impact on the final design of the
selected treatment option. Native soils with low infiltration rates (infiltrate less than 1.6-inches
of water per hour) will typically require the sub-drains. Infiltration rates for native soils can be
obtained online at usda.gov but these may not be specific enough for a given site. Specific
infiltration rate of a site can be obtained by testing in a soil laboratory, or performing a standard
percolation test. The American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) provides standard methods
for testing infiltration rates. All treatment options should completely drain within 72 hours for
mosquito abatement purposes.
5.7

Soil Specifications
5.7.1

Site Preparation and Grading

Site preparation often involves clearing the work site of existing vegetation or paved surfaces.
Ideally, the selected treatment option will fit closely to existing site grades, reducing the need to
excavate, backfill, or off-haul large amounts of soil. Minimizing off haul and imported fill will
help reduce project costs. Existing native vegetation should be retained if it can be incorporated
into the project design. Subsequent construction of the treatment option should follow shortly
after preparation and grading to reduce risks for surface contamination especially if the project is
part of a much larger development.
5.7.2

Drain Material

Generally, drain material is an aggregate that should meet requirements for Caltrans class II
permeable material. Additional aggregate sizing requirements or allowances may apply to
specific treatment options per the design guidelines. The CalTrans Standard Specifications12
provide construction details for subsurface drains and related materials including plastic,
concrete and corrugated metal pipe.
5.7.3

Thickness

The thickness of gravel and soil layers will vary depending on the specific treatment option and
site characteristics. Refer to the design guidelines for specific construction requirements.

12

Standard Specifications, State of California, Department of Transportation, 1900 Royal Oaks Drive, Sacramento,
California, 2015.
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5.8

Preferred Layout
5.8.1

Irrigation

The layout of irrigation varies by treatment type, design and site-specific conditions. A typical
irrigation layout for appropriate type of stormwater treatment is shown on the standard detail
drawings. The treatment option irrigation requirements depend on plant selection and
establishment following construction. Table 2 and the attached Plant Palette provide details for
irrigation by treatment option and plant selection. If a treatment option project exceeds a
landscaping area of 22,500 square feet, the irrigation design and operation must comply with the
State of California’s Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (WELO).
5.8.2

Drainage

The layout of drainage varies by treatment type, design and site-specific conditions. A typical
drainage layout for stormwater treatment is shown on the standard detail drawings.
5.9

Operation and Maintenance Requirements
5.9.1

Maintenance Planning

The long-term effectiveness of stormwater treatment depends on inspection and maintenance of
the treatment system. Maintenance can be performed by City personnel or through a contract
with a service provider. An Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Plan should be prepared to
provide guidance and requirements for maintenance and troubleshooting. The O&M Plan should
at a minimum address schedule, contain site maps as needed pending on the size of the area;
describe inspection and cleaning activities, specify equipment and resource requirements, and
identify responsible parties.
5.9.2

Bioretention Areas
5.9.2.1

Rain Gardens

Maintenance should limit the vegetation height, allow for a neat appearance, provide for
adequate surface flow capacity, and be in keeping with generally acceptable landscape
maintenance practices. The use of herbicides, fertilizers and pesticides is not allowed on City
Property. Visual inspections for weeds, trash, and plant health should be conducted regularly (at
least biannually). It is advisable to perform inspections following any heavy rain event to ensure
the garden can fully drain within 72 hours. Once the vegetation has been established, annual
inspections should be made to replenish any mulch and address any areas of poor vegetation
growth.
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5.9.2.2

Flow-through Planters

Inspect planters annually, and after periods of heavy precipitation for rot, cracks, or any visible
failure in the planter structure. Repair or replace any damaged planters. Inspect drainage piping
for clogs or damage, and clear or repair as needed. All plant replacement materials should be
able to tolerate saturated soil conditions for the length of time anticipated in the design storm
event (one hour), as well as other anticipated runoff constituents. The planters need to be planted
with vegetation having low water/fertilizer requirements. In addition, all plants should be native
where possible, drought-tolerant, and look attractive year round rather than being subject to a
distinct dormant period.
5.9.3

Permeable Pavement

Conduct annual inspections of the surface to maintain infiltration capacity. Over time, all types
of permeable pavement are susceptible to clogging with sediment and debris, which greatly
reduces the effectiveness of the treatment option. Conducting a percolation test at the
completion of construction allows for continued monitoring of changes in infiltration rates over
time. If test results indicate decreasing infiltration rates the use of a vacuum truck to remove
clogging sediment and debris is recommended to maintain effective infiltration. Inspect the
driving surface for signs of wear, excessive settlement, or other types of physical damage and, if
found, repair as soon as possible. Annual inspections of drainage piping should look for clogs or
damage, and be repaired or replaced, when needed. If the adjacent land use generates dust or
sediment that may affect the site, inspections may be required at a higher frequency.
5.9.4

Green Roofs

Annually inspect to ensure that water is permeating through the growth media. The media should
be aerated or replaced as needed. Remove fallen leaves and other debris biannually, and inspect
the area for signs of erosion or excessive scouring of the soil. Inspect and maintain vegetation
bi-annually, replacing any dead or poorly-performing vegetation and removing weeds (use of
herbicides or pesticides is prohibited). During annual inspections, inspect drainage lines for
damage, and confirm the integrity of the impermeable liner. If damage to the membrane is noted,
the membrane may be repaired or replaced as appropriate.
5.9.5

Tree Wells

Inspect tree wells annually, or during periods of heavy precipitation. The condition of the tree
should be inspected at least monthly, as they are susceptible to damage from vehicles, vandalism
and insects. Repair any damage to the tree well-box to ensure proper drainage from the street.
Inspect the drainage piping and overflow for clogs or damage, and clear or repair as needed.
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5.9.6

Alternative Treatment Options
5.9.6.1

Bioswales

Monitor bioswales several times a year for the accumulation of weeds, and monthly for
trash/debris, or any signs of chemical pollution from outside sources (paint, oil, etc.). After
vegetation is established, grass should be kept between three and six inches in height. Conduct
biannual inspections for evidence of excessive erosion– if erosion is evident, check dams can be
installed to reduce flow speeds or a liner appropriate for the expected velocities can be added.
5.9.6.2

Vegetated Buffer Strips

Similar to bioswales, vegetated buffer strips should be inspected regularly (three to four times a
year) for weeds, accumulated trash/debris, and any signs of chemical pollution from outside
sources. After vegetation is established, inspect biannually for excessive overgrowth (grasses
exceeding 10 inches in height) or poor growth due to limited sunlight or other factors. Inspect
biannually for evidence of erosion or flow channelizing (areas where runoff no longer enters the
strip as sheet flow).
5.10

Typical Treatment Option Costs

Table 3 of the GI Guide includes a summary of typical treatment costs, based on a literature
review, for use in the planning process.
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6.0

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SCREENING APPLICATION

The GI Guide provides a series of maps showing locations of City-owned properties where
various treatment options could potentially be installed based on results of a Geographic
Information System (GIS) screening analysis. City-owned properties and Rights-of-Way
(City Sites) were screened using a GIS database to identify potential stormwater treatment
opportunities at City Sites. The screening analysis applied criteria set forth in the GI Guide
(Table 1 and 2). Project managers should use the GIS screening application or the maps to
identify stormwater treatment opportunities for City Sites. A technical memorandum
summarizing the development and outlining the organization of the GIS data is included in
Attachment C. Access to the electronic data can be provided by the City’s GIS support staff.
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7.0

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WORK SHEET

The GI Guide also includes a worksheet13 for City staff for identifying green infrastructure
potential in municipal capital improvement program projects. Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) developed this worksheet that provides a series
of checklists to walk member agency staff through the process of reviewing capital improvement
program projects for green infrastructure. The work sheet is included in Attachment D.

13

Worksheet for Identifying Green Infrastructure Potential in Municipal Capital Improvement Program Projects.
Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BAASMA), California, May 6, 2016.
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
TABLES

CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
TABLE 1
Site Profile and Stormwater Treatment Option Screening
7

Stormwater Treatment Options
6

Bioretention

Site Profile/ Treatment Screening

Streets with parallel parking 1
Streets with diagonal parking

2

3
Typical City Sites Ground level parking lot

Ground level areas

Alternative Treatment Options

4

Structures with storm drain access 5

Permeable
Pavement

Green Roofs

Stormwater
Detention Tree
Wells

Bio-swales

Vegetated Buffer
Strips

BBB

BCC

‐‐

ABB

‐‐

‐‐

BBB

ABB

BCC

‐‐

ABB

‐‐

‐‐

BAB

AAB

ABC

‐‐

AAB

BBA

AAA

AAB

AAB

AAC

‐‐

AAB

ABA

AAA

‐‐

AAB

‐‐

CBC

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

Rain Gardens

Flow-through
Planters

BBB

Stormwater Treatment Options Rating System:
Rating

Category

Best Suited

Moderate

Least Suited

1st Rating

Technical Requirements

A

B

C

2nd Rating

Administrative Requirements

A

B

C

3rd Rating

Economic Requirements

A

B

C

Notes:
‐‐ not recommended based on literature review
Low technical, administrative and economic requirements result in AAA rating
Site characteristics assumed for ratings:
1. Narrow streets/sidewalks, residential, parallel parking both sides, less room to work with than diagonal
2. Wider streets, possibly more commercial, room to work with in sidewalk/replacing parking w/ rain garden corners etc.
3. Commercial/office parking lot
4. Plazas, parks, roadsides and undeveloped land
5. Roofs, dense‐urban areas (high‐rise buildings, houses, shelters, and garages)
6. A bioretention area may be considered a “bioinfiltration area” if it is unlined per the 2017 Alameda County Clean Water Program C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance.
7. Alternative treatment options are landscaping elements with stormwater management and green infrastructure benefits that do not meet the 2015 Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit treatment requirements
for bioinfiltration and the City will not receive C.3 (if a regulated project) or green infrastructure implementation credit, or partial credit, for non‐regulated projects.
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
TABLE 2
Site Criteria and Stormwater Treatment Option Standards
Alternative Treatment Option Standards1

Stormwater Treatment Option Standards
2

Bioretention

Site Criteria and Source of Information

3

Rain Gardens

Type

Site Characteristic

Sub-Category

Site Specific Criteria

3,6

Flow-through Planters

Between 0.5% and 4% slopes
recommended. Can be
terraced to accommodate
slopes steeper than 4%.

Slopes flatter than 4%
recommended. Sites with
slopes greater than 25%
should be excluded, and a
geotechnical analysis of slope
stability should be conducted if
located on slopes greater than
15%¹

Depth below the ground Field survey, literature,
surface (feet)
piezometer/well

The depth to groundwater (or
low permeability soil) should be The depth to groundwater
5 vertical feet from the bottom should be at least 2 ft. below
of the garden
the bottom of the planter box.

The depth to groundwater (or
low permeability soil) should be
5 vertical feet from the bottom
of aggregate base

Min 100 feet between infiltration
and potable wells, non-potable
wells, drain fields, and springs

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Native soil minimum infiltration
rate of 0.5 inches per hour

--

--

GW

Slope

Depth to groundwater

…………………

…………………

Percent grade

Plan review, field survey

Setbacks to GW-wells

…………………

Distance (feet)

Plan review, field survey

Soil type

Soil type

…………………

Clayey (yes / no)

Report, literature, field survey

Permeability

Infiltration rate

…………………

Infiltration (inches per
hour)

Field test, estimate based on soil
type

Native soil minimum infiltration
rate of 0.5 inches per hour

Plan review, field survey

Min 8 ft. offset from building
foundations or as specified by
a geotechnical expert.

Plan review, field survey

Requires a minimum area of
approximately 4% of
contributing impervious surface
area.

Structures

Space availability

Setbacks to structures

Flexibility of placement of
treatment option

…………………

…………………

Distance (feet)

Area (square feet)

-Extent of excavation, flexibility to
accommodate existing utility lines,
ability to relocate existing utility
Utility/infrastructure conflicts lines

…………………

Available (yes / no)

Plan review, field survey

No offset restriction for lined
planters

--

Conflict (yes / no)

Can accept runoff from
impervious areas up to 25x the Should not accept runoff from
area of the planter
additional surfaces

…………………

Area (acres)

Map review

Proximity to other
pervious/impervious areas

Stormwater flow behavior
considerations

…………………

Pervious / impervious
source area

Plan review, field survey

Drainage availability

Discharge to existing stormwater
system

…………………

Available (yes / no)

Plan review, field survey

Level of stormwater reduction high
Stormwater runoff reduction / medium / low
…………………

Geotechnical
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Soil stability

…………………
…………………

May require irrigation until
plants establish8

Plan review

Size physical characteristics

Contributing impervious area
should not exceed 2 acres
--

--

Bio-swales4

Vegetated Buffer Strips5

Slopes in the direction of flow
should be between 2 and 4%.
Lateral slopes (perpendicular to
flow) should also not exceed 4%.
Check dams required if
Both the top and toe of the buffer
steeper than 2%, underdrains slope should be as flat as possible
required if shallower than 0.5%, to prevent channeling. The slope
with a minimum slope of 0.2% of the impervious tributary area
in the direction of flow.
should not exceed 5%.

-Minimum 1' above seasonal
high GW

--

Minimum 100 feet between
infiltration and potable wells,
non-potable wells, drain fields,
and springs

Irrigation is required if seeds
are planted in spring or
summer. The need for
permanent irrigation systems
will vary depending on plant
selection. 7,8
--

Should not accept runoff from
additional surfaces

--

--

Minimum 1' above seasonal high
GW at lowest elevation.

--

--

--

--

--

--

Native soil minimum infiltration
rate of 0.5 inches per hour

--

Minimum 10 offset from building
foundation. May be greater
depending on size of mature
Min 25ft offset from building
tree²
foundations

Generally installed in place of a Usually not feasible in dense
standard storm-drain
urban area¹

Min 10' offset from building
foundations
Min 4ft buffer length in direction of
flow if sized for pretreatment.
Lengths greater than 15 ft. are
otherwise acceptable, with 25 ft.
or greater being preferred.

May require irrigation until plants May require irrigation until
establish7
plants establish7

May require irrigation until plants
establish7

--

Chance of underground utility
conflicts depending on
installation depth

Design considerations
depending on inflow type¹

Chance of
underground/overhead utility
conflicts²

--

--

Varies by well box design¹

Contributing impervious area
should not exceed 0.5 acres¹

Accepts flow from lengths up to 4times that of the buffer (max 150'
impervious length, parallel to
flow).

Design considerations
depending on inflow type¹

Design considerations
depending on inflow type¹

Inflow must be "sheet flow" not a
point source

Requires a discharge of
overflow

Requires a discharge of
flowthrough

Requires a discharge of
Requires a discharge of runoff overflow

Requires a discharge of
overflow

Requires a discharge of
flowthrough

Requires a discharge of runoff

High

High

Medium

High

Low

Low

Low to Medium¹

Medium

Low

Subsurface barrier required if
soils are unstable

Subsurface barrier required if soils
are unstable

Cubic feet per hour.
Volume (cubic feet)
Permit review, hydrologic analysis
High flow conditions (yes
/ no), access to storm
drain (yes / no)
Permit, plan review, field survey

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Stable (yes / no)

Subsurface barrier required if
soils are unstable

Plan review, geotechnical analysis

--

--

Chance of underground utility
conflicts depending on
installation depth

Tributary Areas

High flow situations (e.g. 10-year
Stormwater runoff reduction storm)

May require irrigation until
plants establish8
--

…………………

Stormwater Detention Tree
Wells3

Intensive roofs should be
generally flat, while extensive
roofs can have steeper slopes
up to 25%

Min 8 ft. offset from building
foundations or as specified by
a geotechnical expert.

-Irrigation availability

Green Roofs4,5

Feasibility Requirements

Source of Information

Technical
Requirement

Topography

Permeable Pavement4

Page 1 of 2

--

Must sustain traffic load

--

Low
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TABLE 2
Site Criteria and Stormwater Treatment Option Standards
Alternative Treatment Option Standards1

Stormwater Treatment Option Standards
2

Bioretention

Site Criteria and Source of Information

3

Rain Gardens

Type

Site Characteristic

Geotechnical

Administrative
Requirement

Economic
Requirement

Sub-Category

Setbacks to slopes

Site Specific Criteria

Plan review, field survey

Min 50 feet between infiltration
and slopes steeper than 15
percent or an alternative
setback established by the
geotechnical expert

…………………

Chemicals, sediment,
bacteria, nutrients, trash Permit review, environmental study,
present (yes / no)
database research e.g. Geotracker High
Subsurface barrier required
unless a site-specific analysis
determines that infiltration
would be beneficial.

Subsurface barrier required.

Subsurface barrier required
unless a site-specific analysis
determines that infiltration
would be beneficial.

Landscape design

Landscape design

Environmental

Existing contamination
mobilization concerns from
infiltration

…………………

Landscaping

Design requirements

…………………

Infrastructure

Infrastructure Impacts

…………………

Site Usage

Foot/vehicle traffic

…………………

Area and aesthetic
considerations
Plan review
Infrastructure impact
(yes / no), can design be
modified
Plan review, field survey
None / low / medium /
high
Plan review

Impact on public safety

…………………

Impact acceptable (yes /
no)
Plan review

--

Community concerns

Impact on traffic/pedestrians

…………………

Community role in maintenance

…………………

Impact acceptable (yes /
no)
Plan review
Public involvement (yes /
no)
Design review

--

Community concerns
Public
involvement/stewardship

Type of development/ locations
best suited

…………………

Funding availability

Installation costs

…………………

Funding availability

Maintenance costs

…………………

--

High, except for bacteria and
oil/grease

Pollutant removal effectiveness

Residential / commercial
/ industrial /
infrastructure
Plan review, field survey
No / low / medium / high
funding availability
Grant review, city budget
No / low / medium / high
funding availability
Grant review, city budget

--

Medium

Environmental

Plan review, database quarry

Green Roofs4,5

Stormwater Detention Tree
Wells3

Bio-swales4

Vegetated Buffer Strips5

--

--

Feasibility Requirements

Distance (feet)

Geographical

Permeable Pavement4

Source of Information

…………………

Soluble chemicals
present (yes / no)

3,6

Flow-through Planters

--

--

--

Low likelihood of impacts
--

Foot traffic should be limited

--

May reduce width of available
sidewalk or roadway

Unsuitable for high vehicle
traffic

Medium7
7

Medium to High

Medium

Low to Medium

Low to Medium

Subsurface barrier required
unless a site-specific analysis
determines that infiltration would
be beneficial.

Subsurface barrier required
unless a site-specific analysis
determines that infiltration
would be beneficial.

Subsurface barrier required
unless a site-specific analysis
determines that infiltration would
be beneficial.

Landscape design
May not be useable in areas
where curb and gutter are
legally required

Landscape design

Foot traffic should be limited

Foot traffic should be limited

-Mature tree size must not
High, special structural design conflict with existing
requirements
infrastructure6
foot traffic unsuitable on
-extensive roof

--

Medium

Minimum 50 feet between
infiltration and slopes steeper
than 15 percent or an
alternative setback established
by the geotechnical expert

Landscape design for roof
gardens

Low traffic and speeds under
30 mph

Medium

Low

--

--

Undeveloped or low-density
areas.

Low

Low to Medium¹

Potential safety concerns for
high-heels and disability access

-Public involvement possible
Urban spaces, new
development, close to
structures, limited development In place of existing/planned
space
pervious paved areas

Public involvement possible

--

--

May reduce width of available
sidewalk or roadway

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Public involvement possible

Public involvement possible

Urban public space, new
development

Best suited for urban areas, any
location with an existing or
Undeveloped or low-density
planned curb and gutter system areas

Next to impervious roadways or
other linear paved areas

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low to Medium

Low

Low

Low

Notes:
-- no feasibility requirements based on literature review
1. Alternative treatment options are landscaping elements with stormwater management and green infrastructure benefits that do not meet the 2015 Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit treatment requirements forbioinfiltration and the City will not receive C.3 (if a regulated project) or green infrastructure implementation credit, or partial credit, for non‐regulated projects.
2. A bioretention area may be considered a “bioinfiltration area” if it is unlined per the 2017 Alameda County Clean Water Program C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance.
3. Detention and infiltration of stormwater
4. Conveyance and some infiltration of stormwater
5. Collect and absorb stormwater
6. Conveyance and filtration of stormwater
7. See Site-Specific Feasibility Analysis (SSFA) for details
8. See Plant Palette (PP) for plant selection details
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
TABLE 3
Typical StormwaterTreatment Option Costs
Stormwater
Treatment
Option

Relative
Expense
(cost/ac-ft1 or
2
cost/cfs )

Typical Cost3
Construction Costs

Maintenance Cost

Type of Application

$60k

5-acre Commercial Site
(65% Impervious)

5%- 7% of Construction , $ ,
6
12.5% of Construction

Cost of plants varies. Maintenance costs
comparable to cost of typical landscaping.

$5, 5-10% of
Construction/year6

The costs of installing and maintaining a
bioretention planter vary depending on size,
materials, and maintenance requirements of
selected plantings6

3

$3-5.30/cuft , residential $3-4 &
commercial $10-40 (incl.
4
6
undertrain) , $8/sqft

4,5

Rain Garden

$

Notes

($/BMP)

3,4

5

$$

planter $32.70/sqft, or impervious
surface area $2.10/sqft6

NIA

NIA

Permeable
Pavement

$$ - $$$$5

$3.54-15.53/sqft3, materials $28/sqft & construction $10k/acre6

NIA

$$ - $$$$

$$ - $$$$5, $4k/acre/year6

Permeable pavement can be up to 25%
cheaper than traditional pavement when all
construction and drainage costs are included6

Green Roof

$$$$

new roof $10-20/sqft or re-roof
$6-40/sqft6

NIA

NIA

$$$5, $1.25-5.49/sqft/year6

NIA

Tree Well

$$

5

$8-10k/prefabricated system &
construction $1,5-6k7

NIA

NIA

$5, $100-500/year7

NIA

5%- 7% of Construction3,4, $ 5,
6% of Construction6

Construction of vegetated swales6
can be less expensive than other more
traditional conveyance systems such as
concrete ditches or sewers.

$350/ acre/ year
(about $0.01/ sqft/ year)4, $5

Costs depends upon the dimensions and
location of the strip6

Flow-Through
Planters

5

5

5

Bio-Swales

$ - $$

$0.25-0.50/sqft'

$3.5k

5-acre Residential Site
(35% Impervious)

Vegetative
Buffer Strips

$$4, $ - $$5

$0.00-1.30/sqft3, $13k-30k/acre4,
$0.30-0.70/sqft3 or $13k17k/acre6

$0$9k

5-acre Residential Site
(35% Impervious)

5

4

Notes:
1 Volume-based Best Management Practice (BMPs)
2 Flow-based BMPs
3 Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best Management Practices. Part D, Cost and Benefits Analysis, United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 1999, http://water.epa.gov/scitech/wastetech/guide/stormwater/index.cfm#report
4
5
6
7

California Stormwater Quality Association, 2003. New Development and Redevelopment Handbook
Green Infrastructure Design Manual, 2011. Louisville and Jefferson County Metropolitan Sewer District.
San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission & Port of San Francisco, November 2009
Charles River Watershed Association, Low Impact Best Management Practice (BMP) Information Sheet, August 2008

$
$$
$$$
$$$$

Relatively low
Moderate
Moderately High
High

Green Infrastructure Guide
City of Oakland, California

NIA = no information available
sqft = square foot
cuft = cubic foot
k = 1,000
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ATTACHMENT A
Plant Palette for Stormwater Treatment
PLANT
Scientific Name

Acer circinatum
Acer macrophyllum

Common Name

vine maple
big leaf maple

Plant Type

tree
tree

15 x 10
30 x 30

Achillea millefolium
Achillea millefolium var. lanulosa
Agave 'blue flame'
Allium schoenoprasum
Aloe x nobilis
Alnus rhombifolia
Anemopsis californica

common yarrow
mountain yarrow
blue flame agave
Allium
gold tooth aloe
white alder
yerba mansa

perennial
perennial
perennial
perennial
perennial
tree
perennial

1.5 x 1.5
1 x 1.5
2x1
1 x 0.5
2x1
40 x 30
1x2

Arbutus x 'marina'

strawberry tree
bearberry manzanita, kinnick
kinnick
purple three-awm
California sea pink
mugwort

tree

20 x 15

perennial
grass
perennial
shrub

0.5 x 6
2x2
1x1
3x3

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 'Point Reyes' or 'San Bruno'
Aristida purpurea
Armeria maritime
Artemisia douglasiana

STORMWATER TREATMENT OPTION

Size
Mature
HxW
(feet)

Bioretention
Area

FlowThrough
Planter

Green Roof- Green Roof- Tree Well
Extensive
Intensive
Filter

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●

Baccharis pilularis 'twin peaks' or or 'pigeon point'
Betula occidentalis
Bromus carinatus

prostrate coyote brush
water birch
California Brome

sub-shrub
tree
grass

1x6
15 x 8
2x1

Calystegia macrostegia

vine

10 x 10

Carex divulsa
Carex pansa
Carex barbarae

California morning glory
Berkeley sedge, European grey
sedge
dune sedge
Santa Barbara sedge

grass
grass
grass

1x2
1x1
1x1

Cercis canadensis
Clarkia spp.
Cornus stolonifera

eastern redbud
clarkia
red twig dogwood

tree
annual
shrub

25 x 25
1x1
3x3

Delosperma 'Lavendar Ice'

lavendar ice delosperma

perennial

0.5 x 1.5

1x3

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

perennial

●
●

●

●

4x6

sulfur buckwheat

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

CA

n/a

CA

16; 17

Spring; white

CA

Spring; white
rare; green
Spring; pink
Summer; orange
n/a
Spring; white

CA
N
N
N
CA
CA

16; 17 part shade inland
16; 17 tolerates foot traffic
16; 17
16; 17 winter dormant
16; 17
16; 17
16; 17 winter dormant

Year-round; pink

N

16; 17 well-drained soil

16; 17 full sun near bay

easy, full sun near bay,

plant on mound if not

C

●
●

CA
CA
CA

16; 17
17
16; 17

n/a

CA

16; 17 sand

Summer; red

CA

16; 17 annually

●

Summer; white

CA

16; 17 tough sites, not showy

●

●

Summer; white

CA

●
●

●

n/a
n/a

CA
CA

16; 17 proof
16; 17
16; 17

●

●

Spring; pink

CA

16; 17 fence

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; brown

N

●

n/a
n/a

CA
CA

●

●

●

●

Spring; pink

N

●

●

●
●

●
●

Spring; varies
Summer; white

CA
CA

●

Spring; lavender

N

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

16; 17

Notes
not vigorous, best in
shade

n/a

●
●

●

Zones

Summer; white

●

●

●

Native
Status

Summer; purple
Summer; pink
Summer; grey

●
●
●

●

●

Bloom Time:Color

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

Shade

●
●

●

●

Partial
Shade

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Full Sun

●

●

●
●

Drought
Tolerant

●
●
●

●
●
●

Low

LIGHT REQUIREMENTS

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

Regular Moderate

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

shrub

Eriogonum umbellatum

●

●

●

coyote brush

3x4

●

●

Baccharis pilularis var. consanguinea

perennial

●

●

●

flattop buckwheat

●

●

●

2x1

Eriogonum fasciculatum

●

●

perennial

1x4

●

●

scarlet columbine

perennial

●

●

●

Aquilegia formosa

California fuchsia and varieties

●

●
●

●

Sand

●
●

●

Loam

IRRIGATION NEEDS

●

●

2x3

Epilobium canum

Clay

●
●
●

shrub

2x1
1x2
0.5 x 0.5
0.5 x 0.5
1x1
2x2

Turf
Blocks

●

beach sagewort

grass
grass
perennial
perennial
grass
grass

Swale

●
●
●

Artemisia pycnocephala

tufted hairgrass
Pacific hairgrass
Bright green dudleya
live forever
creeping spikerush
blue wildrye

Buffer
Strip

●

●

Deschampsia cespitosa
Deschampsia cespitosa ssp. Holciformis
Dudleya virens spp.hassei
Dudleya farinose
Eleocharis palustris
Elymus glaucus

SOIL TYPE

●

Spring, Summer; greenish
gold
Spring, Summer; yellow
Summer; yellow
Summer; yellow
n/a
Spring;

●

Spring, Summer, Fall; varies

nice foliage, easy in
deer proof, prune
Full size variety, good for
Easy groundcover, deer

good for covering a

16; 17
16; 17 intolerant to foot traffic
16; 17
deciduous, low

16; 17 maintenance
16; 17 use in seed mix
16; 17 red bark
rapid cover, long

16; 17 blooming

CA

16; 17

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

17
16; 17
16; 17
16; 17
16; 17 difficult to mow
Variable tolerances by

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

C

16; 17 variety, check with

Summer; white

CA

16; 17

●

Summer; yellow

CA

16; 17

nursery
do not water in summer;
plant where flooding is
minimal,
plant where flooding is
minimal, very drought
tolerant
sun and drought tolerant

Erigeron glaucus
Erigeron foliosus
Eschscholzia californica
Festuca californica

seaside daisy
leafy fleabane
California poppy
California fescue

perennial
perennial
annual
grass

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; pink

CA

16; 17 at the bay, part-shade

1x2
1x2
1x1
2x2

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Spring; pink
Summer; orange
n/a

CA
CA

16; 18 easy
16; 17 use in seed mix
16; 17

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

CA

16; 17 slope stabilizer

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

CA

16; 17 mixed with other species

Festuca idahoensis

idaho fescue; blue bunchgrass

grass

1x1

Festuca rubra

red fescue

grass

1x2

Festuca rubra 'molate'

molate fescue
coastal strawberry; beach
strawberry

grass

1 x sp

perennial

1 x sp

Fragaria chiloensis

Green Infrastructure Guide
City of Oakland, California

and regular water inland

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

intolerant to shade; good

Mowing optional, can be

Spring; white

C

16;17

Spring; white

CA

17

to cover shaded areas
prefers part shade,
regular water in hot
areas, lawn alternative
ground cover
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
ATTACHMENT A
Plant Palette for Stormwater Treatment
PLANT
Scientific Name

Fragaria vesca

STORMWATER TREATMENT OPTION

Size
Common Name
mountain strawberry; woodland
strawberry

Plant Type

perennial

Mature
HxW
(feet)
1 x sp

Bioretention
Area

FlowThrough
Planter

Green Roof- Green Roof- Tree Well
Extensive
Intensive
Filter

SOIL TYPE
Buffer
Strip

Swale

●

●

●

●

●

●

Turf
Blocks

Clay

Loam

IRRIGATION NEEDS
Sand

Regular Moderate

●

●

LIGHT REQUIREMENTS
Bloom Time:Color

Native
Status

●

Spring; white

CA

16; 17 ground cover

●

Spring; green

CA

16; 17 tolerates bayside

●

Spring; green

N

16; 17 fog, min 5'x5' tree well

●

●

Spring; yellow

C

16; 17 established; no salinity

●

●

Summer; pink

CA

16; 17 fences

●

●

●

Winter; yellow-green

CA

●

●

Spring; white

CA

16; 17 good screen
best in summer fog
17

●

Spring, Summer; Blue

CA

●

Spring; yellow

CA

16; 17 soils
intolerant to shade
16

●

●

Winter - Summer; white

CA

16; 17 in frequently disturbed

Full Sun

Partial
Shade

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

Low

Drought
Tolerant

Shade

Zones

Notes

deciduous, fall color,
Fraxinus latifolia

Oregon ash

tree

25 x 25

Fraxinus oxycarpa 'Raywood'

Raywood Ash

tree

40 x 25

●

●

●
Fremontodendron 'California Glory'
Gambelia speciosa
Garrya elliptica
Gaultheria shallon
Gilia capitata ssp. chamissonis
Gleditsia triacanthos

Pseudognaphalium californicum

flannel bush
Island snapdragon
coast silktassel; wavyleaf
silktassel
salal
blue coast gilia; dune gilia;
chamisso's gilia; bluehead gilia
honey locust

California everlasting

shrub
vine
shrub; tree
shrub
annual
tree

perennial

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

conditions
intolerant of wind and

requires good drainage;
no water once

14 x 12
10 x 10
8x8
3x6
3x1
70 x 35

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

tolerance
evergreen, climbs
requires good drainage;

requires well-drained

long blooming, lives only
2-3 years, will self seed

2x2

●
Grevillea lanigera 'Coastal Gem'
Grevillea robusta
Grindelia camporum

wooly grevillea
silk oak
gumplant

shrub
tree
shrub

1x4
60 x 35
2x2

●

Heteromeles arbutifolia

toyon

shrub

20 x 15

●

Hordeum brachyantherum
Heuchera micrantha

meadow barley
coral bells

grass
perennial

1.5 x 1
1x1

Iris douglasiana

Douglas iris

perennial

1.5 x 2

Juncus patens

blue rush

grass

2x1

Laurus nobilis 'saratoga'
Layia platyglossa
Lessingia 'silver carpet'

Saratoga bay laurel
tidy tips
silver carpet

tree, shrub
annual
perennial

30 x 30
1x1
1x2

Leymus triticoides

creeping wildrye, beardless
wildrye

grass

3x1

Lolium spp.

perennial ryegrass

grass

1 x sp

Lupinus variicolor

many colored lupine

perennial

1x2

Lupinus nanus

sky lupine, dwarf lupine

annual

1x1

Magnolia grandiflora 'Saint Marys'

magnolia

tree

25 x 25

Mahonia repens
Mahonia pinnata
Mimulus aurantiacus
Mimulus cardinalis
Muhlenbergia rigens
Nasella pulchra

creeping Oregon grape
California holly grape
common monkeyflower
scarlet monkeyflower
deergrass
purple needlegrass

shrub
shrub
perennial
perennial
grass
grass

2x3
4x4
4x4
2.5 x 2.5
3x3
2x1

Platanus racemosa
Polystichum munitum
Potentilla anserina ssp. Pacifica
Prunella vulgaris
Prunus cerasifera 'Thundercloud'
Prunus ilicifolia

California sycamore
sword fern
Pacific silver cinquefoil
selfheal
purple leaf plum
holly leaf cherry

tree
perennial
perennial
perennial
tree
tree

60 x 60
3x3
1 x sp
0.5 x sp
15 x 15
15 x 15

Pyrus kawakamii

evergreen pear

tree

20 x 12

Quercus agrifolia

coast live oak

tree

70 x 70

Rhamnus crocea
Rhus lancea

redberry
African sumac, karee

shrub
tree

2x5
20 x 20

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●

●

16; 17

CA
CA

16; 17
17

Summer; white

CA

16; 17

n/a

CA

16; 17

●

Summer; pink

CA, C

16; 17

●

●

●

Spring; purple

CA

16; 17

●

●

Summer; yellow

CA

16; 17

●

●

●

Spring; yellow

N

16; 17

●
●

●

●
●

Summer; yellow
Summer; purple

CA
CA

16; 17
16; 17

●

●

●

●

n/a

CA

16; 17 Lawn alternative if

●

●

n/a

N

16; 17 preferred, requires

●

Summer; blue

CA

16; 17

●

Summer; blue

CA

16; 17 can be planted as seed

●

Summer; pink

N

●

Summer; yellow

CA

16; 17 deer proof

●
●

Summer; yellow
All year; orange
All year; red
n/a
n/a

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

16; 17 deer proof, slow
16; 17 best in part shade
16; 17
16; 17 quick to establish
16; 17

n/a

CA

n/a
Summer; yellow
Summer; violet
Spring; pink
Spring; white

CA
CA
CA
N
CA

16; 17 requires root barrier
16; 17 easy in shade
16; 17 spreads like strawberry
16; 17 tolerates mowing
16; 17 short-lived, evergreen
16; 17 showy fall berries

Spring; white

N

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

N

Summer; yellow
Summer; yellow

areas
plant where flooding is
minimal, tough, deer
resistant
intolerant to shade
tolerates salty soil
evergreen, red winter
berries
will not outcompete
weeds
cultivars ok too
summer dormant, short
blooming, prefer no
summer water
Use in seed mix for
green roof
evergreen, prune for tree
form

●

●

●

Winter; pink

●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Best grass for swales.
gg
, mown
irrigated
and

g

mowing
best with no summer
water after established

Minimum tree well 4' by

16; 17 4' or 3' by 6'

Min. 5'x5' tree well,

short-lived, evergreen,

●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

16; 17 tolerates bayside

Spring; green

CA

16; 17

Spring; green

N

16; 17

conditions
evergreen, no summer
irrigation after
established
sun at bay, part shade
inland
evergreen
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
ATTACHMENT A
Plant Palette for Stormwater Treatment
PLANT
Scientific Name

STORMWATER TREATMENT OPTION

Size
Common Name

Plant Type

Mature
HxW
(feet)

Ribes sanguineum

flowering currant

shrub

8x8

Ribes sanguineum cultivars
Ribes speciosum

flowering currant
fuchsia-flowered gooseberry

shrub
shrub

8x8
5x5

Rosa californica
Rubus ursinus

California wild rose
California blackberry

shrub
shrub

3x4
3x5

Sambucus nigra ssp. Caerulea
Clinopodium douglasii

blue elderberry
yerba buena

shrub, tree
perennial

12 x 12
1x3

Sidalcea malviflora
Sisyrinchium bellum
Sedum spathulifolium

checkerbloom
blue-eyed grass
stone crop

perennial
perennial
perennial

3x3
1x1
0.5 x 1.5

Sedum acre aureum

stone crop

perennial

0.5 x 1.5

Sedum floriferum 'Weihenstephaner'

stone crop

perennial

0.5 x 1

Sedum reflexum

blue spruce stone crop

perennial

0.5 x sp

Sedum 'Sea Gold'

stone crop

perennial

0.5 x 1.5

Bioretention
Area

FlowThrough
Planter

Green Roof- Green Roof- Tree Well
Extensive
Intensive
Filter

SOIL TYPE
Buffer
Strip

Swale

Turf
Blocks

Clay

Loam

IRRIGATION NEEDS
Sand

Regular Moderate

Low

LIGHT REQUIREMENTS
Drought
Tolerant

Full Sun

Partial
Shade

Shade

Bloom Time:Color

Native
Status

Zones

Notes
easy and adaptable,
attracts hummingbirds
easy and adaptable,
attracts hummingbirds
thorny
sun at bay, shade
interior, hooked thorns
edible fruit

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Winter; pink

CA

16; 17

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Winter; pink

CA

16; 17

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Winter; pink

CA

16; 17

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; pink

CA

16; 17

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; white

CA

16; 17

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

Spring; yellow
Spring; white

CA
CA

16; 17
shaded roofs
17

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

easy, summer dormant if

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; pink

CA

16; 17 not watered, butterflies

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

Winter; blue
Winter: yellow

CA
CA

16; 17 grass-like
16; 17 needs well drained soil

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

N

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Best with some shade,
needs well drained soil,

16; 17 won't out compete
bigger sedums

needs well drained soil,

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

N

16; 17 occasional water on roof

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

N

16; 17 occasional water on roof

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

N

16; 17 occasional water on roof

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Summer; yellow

N

16; 17 soil, occasional water on

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

needs well drained soil,

needs well drained soil,

Easy, needs well drained
Sedum sexangulare

Sedum specible 'Autumn Joy'

tasteless stone crop

showy stone crop

perennial

perennial

●

●

0.5 x 0.5

roof
Needs well drained soil,

●

Summer; pink

N

16; 17 occasional water on roof

●

●

Summer; pink

N

16; 17 soil, occasional water on

●

●

●

●

Fall; yellow

CA

16; 17 Easy, winter dormant

●

●

●

Summer; white

CA

16; 17 hummingbirds

●

●

●

●

Summer; pink

N

●

●

●

Spring; purple

CA

16; 17 attracts butterflies

●

●

●

●

Spring; pink

CA

16; 17 adaptible, thicket forming

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; yellow

N

●

●

●

●

●

Spring; white

CA

2x2

Easy, needs well drained
Sedum spurium 'John Creech'
Solidago velutina ssp. Californica

John Creech stone crop
California goldenrod

perennial
perennial

0.5 x 0.5
3x2

●

●

Stachys albens

cobwebby hedgenettle

perennial

2x2

●

●

Stachys byzantina

lamb's ear

perennial

1x3

●

●

Stachys chamissonis

magenta butterfly flower

perennial

3x2

●

●

Symphoricarpos albus

common snowberry

shrub

4x4

●

●

Tristania laurina 'Elegant'

water gum

tree

25 x 15

●

Vitis californica

california grape

vine

10 x 10

●

roof

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Easy, fuzzy foliage,
silver carpet' is non-

16; 17 flowering

best in wettest areas,

evergreen, adaptable

16; 17 low-maintenance

great covering for

16; 17 fences; edible grapes

Definitions:
Plant Type: Annual = Herbaceous plant that germinates, grows shoots and leaves, flowers, sets seed, and dies within a single year or less. An annual plant may seem to be perennial if it self-sows in place, coming up with
new plants year after year.
Grass = Perennial or annual tufted herbaceous plant, usually growing from rhizomes or stolons, with linear and often showy plumes of small, inconspicious flowers.
Perennial = Herbaceous or partially woody plant that lives for more than two and often for many years. Some perennials are treated as annuals because they look their best for only one year or do not survive cold winters.
Shrub = Woody plant that lives for many years, usually multi-trunked and often with foliage almost to the ground, typically but not always smaller than a tree.
Tree = Woody plant that lives for many years, often but not always single-trunked, typically but not always larger than a shrub. Shrubbiness can be a maintenance issue: the search for small trees for urban yards has led
many shrubs to be grown as "standards" with a single trunk, but stems growing from the base must be regularly removed to maintain this form.
vine = Flexible woody or semi-woody shrub that sprawls, climbs, clings, or twines.
H x W: Mature Height and Width in feet; sp = spreading; if site conditions are harsh or less than optimal for the species it may not reach the mature size.
Native Status: CA - California Native; C - Native Cultivar; N - non-native, regionally adapted
Zones: Adopted from Sunset Western Garden Book. Oakland contains Zone 16 (thermal belts and hillsides in the coastal climate area; more summer heat than Zone 17; afternoon wind in summer; Lows range from 32 to 19
degrees F.) and Zone 17 (Mild, wet, almost frostless winters and cool summers with typical highs from 60 to 75 degrees F.; frequent fog or wind; heat loving plants may not flower or fruit reliably; mild winters support many
plants that cannot tolerate cold; Lows range from 36 to 23 degrees F.)
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
ATTACHMENT A
Annotated Bibliography for Plant Palette
Introduction
The purpose of this annotated bibliography is to provide a brief review of resources utilized to
develop the Stormwater Treatment Options Plant Palette. Resources were chosen because they
offered some aspect of data that was included in the plant palette or offered scientific or field
knowledge of plants in a typical stormwater BMP or similar growing situation. Targeted
information included the following:






Stormwater treatment BMP design guidelines
Recommended drought tolerant plants
Recommended Bay Area adapted plants
Recommended plants for various BMPs
Plant characteristics including water needs, soil adaptability, light needs, and
climate/hardiness.

Bibliography
Bornstein, Carol, David Fross, and Bart O'Brien. California Native Plants for the Garden. Los
Olivos, CA: Cachuma, 2005.
Summary: Plant recommendations for California, plant care, nursery resources.
CalTrans District Five. “Advisory Guide to Plant Species Selection for Erosion Control.” Cal
Trans, District 5, 2001
Summary: Hardcopy format of a geographic information system (GIS) that combines state
and district-level climatological, geological, topographical, and plant biogeographical data
to define ecologically meaningful subdistrict Plant climate Zones. These climate zones form
the foundation for rapid access to lists of plant species for revegetation that is both
ecologically appropriate for a project site and useful in minimizing erosion.
City of Portland. “Appendix F.4 Plant Lists” Portland Stormwater Management Manual.
Portland, OR: City of Portland, 2008.
Summary: Provides lists of plant appropriate for various stormwater BMPs in Portland, OR
and plant characteristics. Hydro-zones for each plant also provided.
City of Portland. “Chapter 2 Facility Design” Portland Stormwater Management Manual.
Portland, OR: City of Portland, 2008.
Summary: Detailed information on site design and facility design criteria for each BMP type.
Green Infrastructure Guide
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City of San Francisco. “Appendix D: Vegetation Palette.” San Francisco Stormwater Design
Guidelines. San Francisco, CA: City of San Francisco, 2009.
Summary: plant palettes for recommended BMPs commonly used in San Francisco. Provides
plant characteristics including bloom time, soil, water, sun, native status, and habitat value.
Clean Water Program Alameda County. “Appendix B: Plant List and Planting Guidance for
Landscape-Based Stormwater Measures” C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance: A handbook
for developers, builders and project applicants. Hayward, CA: Alameda County, 2012
Summary: Guidance for planting techniques and selection of appropriate plant materials for
stormwater measures in Alameda County.
Clean Water Program Alameda County. “Chapter 6: Technical Guidance for Specific Treatment
Measures” C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance: A handbook for developers, builders and
project applicants. Hayward, CA: Alameda County, 2012
Summary: Technical guidance for stormwater treatment measures commonly used in Alameda
County. Used as the basis for understanding the characteristics of different BMPs for plant
selection.
El Nativo Growers, Inc. “What California Natives are Easy to Grow?” Azusa, CA: El Nativo
Growers, 2010.
Summary: Trusted grower of native plants in Southern California. Lists of California native
plants that are (1) easy, adaptable, and low maintenance, (2) moderate maintenance, and (3)
high maintenance or challenging to grow.
Harlow, Nora, and Barrie D. Coate. Plants and Landscapes for Summer-dry Climates of the San
Francisco Bay Region. Oakland, CA: East Bay Municipal Utility District, 2004.
Summary: Selected plants for Bay Area landscapes that conserve water. Provides detailed
information about each species including physical tolerances and suitability to various
locations.
Houdeshal, C.D. and Pomeroy, C.A. “Plant Selection for Bioretention in the Arid West” Low
Impact Development 2012: Redefining Water in the City. Salt Lake City, UT: University of
Utah. 2010
Summary: Examines plant species for use in Bioretention facilities including C:N ratio,
rooting depth, salt tolerance, soil preferences, season of growth, and water needs.
Recommendations for native plants for bioretention facilities for urban centers in the arid
west including Anaheim, California.
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LA County Dept. of Public Works. “LA River Masterplan: Landscaping Guidelines and Plant
Palettes.” Los Angeles, CA: Los Angeles County, 2004.
Summary: Landscape design guidelines for the LA River corridor. Includes plant list of
plants that should never be planted along the river and suggested plant lists, plants by plant
communities and info about each plant such as estimated water needs, height, spread, and
frequency of occurrence.
Perry, Bob. Landscape Plants for Western Regions: An Illustrated Guide to Plants for Water
Conservation. Claremont, CA: Land Design Pub., 1992.
Summary: Provides detailed information about each species including physical
tolerances and suitability to various locations.
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program. “Appendix D: Plant List and
Planting Guidance for Landscape-Based Stormwater Measures” San Mateo Countywide
Water Pollution Prevention Program: C.3 Technical Guidance. 2012
Summary: Guidance for planting techniques and selection of appropriate plant materials for
stormwater measures in Santa Clara County.
Snodgrass, Edmund C., and Lucie L. Snodgrass. Green Roof Plants: A Resource and
Planting Guide. Portland, Or.: Timber, 2006.
Summary: Plant selection and guidance for green roofs.
SVR Design Company. “High Point Community Site Drainage Technical Standards” Seattle,
WA: Seattle Public Utilities, 2006.
Summary: Includes a suggested plant list for various common stormwater BMPs.
University of California Cooperative Extension. “A guide to Estimating Irrigation Water
Needs of Landscape Plantings in California: Landscape Coefficient Method and WUCOLS
III.” Sacramento, CA: California Dept. of Water Resources. 2000.
Summary: Includes irrigation needs for many landscape plants typical in California.
Wilson, Bert. "Complete List of California Native Plants." California Native Plants for Your
Garden, Butterflies and Birds. Las Pilitas Nursery, 26 Oct. 2012. Web. 08 Nov. 2012.
<http://www.laspilitas.com/plants/plants.htm>.
Summary: Provides plant characteristics and field experience notes on many California
native plants.
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
ATTACHMENT B
STANDARD DETAILS

PROJECT TITLE

RAIN GARDEN PLANTS PER PLANT PALETTE AND
GUIDELINES FOR STORMWATER TREATMENT
OPPORTUNITIES (NORTHGATE 2014)
LATERAL PERFORATED
UNDERDRAIN PIPE

OVERFLOW INLET
WITH GRATE

UNDERDRAIN
CLEANOUT WITH CAP

A'

A

OUTLET PIPE TO
STORM SEWER
10' MAX SPACING
CONTRIBUTING
IMPERVIOUS AREA
UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION
SYSTEM
GAP IN CURB
(IF CURB IS PRESENT. SHOULD
BE AT LEAST 18 INCHES WIDE
PER ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN
WATER PROGRAM C.3
STORMWATER TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE)

FF

N
RU

O

STORMWATER
RETENTION AREA

3:1 MAXIMUM SLOPE

NOTES:
1.

DIMENSIONS OF RAIN GARDEN ARE VARIABLE AND DEPENDENT UPON AVAILABLE
SPACE AND REQUIRED DESIGN STORAGE CAPACITY. SURFACE AREA OF THE
BIOTREATMENT SOIL SHALL EQUAL 4% OF THE AREA OF THE SITE THAT DRAINS TO
THE RAIN GARDEN PER ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3
STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE, UNLESS SIZING CALCULATIONS ARE
SUBMITTED DEMONSTRATING THAT PROVISION SAN FRANCISCO BAY MUNICIPAL
REGIONAL STORMWATER PERMIT C.3, INCLUDING C.3.J., REQUIREMENTS ARE MET
USING A SMALLER SURFACE AREA.

2.

AN OVERFLOW WEIR MAY BE INSTALLED IN PLACE OF OVERFLOW INLET RISERS
WITH GRATES.

3.

RUNOFF ENTERING THE RAIN GARDEN MAY ENTER AS SHEET AS SHOWN ON
FIGURE 1A OR CONCENTRATED FLOW AS SHOWN ON FIGURE 1B.

4.

FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE ATTACHMENT A
PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE 2018).

5.

SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICE DEPARTMENT
STANDARD DETAILS FOR PUBLIC WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR
STORM CONDUIT CONNECTION DETAIL.

PLAN
NTS

No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

TYPICAL LAYOUT FOR RAIN GARDEN

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:

NTS

HOR.
VERT.
DATE: 05/22/17

SHEET NO.

1A
OF

PROJECT TITLE

LATERAL PERFORATED
UNDERDRAIN PIPE
OVERFLOW INLET
WITH GRATE
UNDERDRAIN
CLEANOUT WITH CAP

INLET PIPE, CULVERT,
OR DRAINAGE DITCH

A'

A

OUTLET PIPE TO
STORM SEWER

10' MAX SPACING
UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION
SYSTEM

TRADITIONAL SCOUR PROTECTION

RAIN GARDEN PLANTS PER PLANT PALETTE AND
GUIDELINES FOR STORMWATER TREATMENT
OPPORTUNITIES (NORTHGATE 2014)

STORMWATER
RETENTION AREA

3:1 MAXIMUM SLOPE

PLAN
NTS
NOTES:
1.

DIMENSIONS OF RAIN GARDEN ARE VARIABLE AND DEPENDENT UPON AVAILABLE
SPACE AND REQUIRED DESIGN STORAGE CAPACITY. REQUIRES A MINIMUM
RETENTION AREA OF APPROXIMATELY 4% OF CONTRIBUTING AREA. PER ALAMEDA
COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE.

2.

AN OVERFLOW WEIR MAY BE INSTALLED IN PLACE OF OVERFLOW INLET RISERS
WITH GRATES.

3.

RUNOFF ENTERING THE RAIN GARDEN MAY ENTER AS SHEET AS SHOWN ON
FIGURE 1A OR CONCENTRATED FLOW AS SHOWN ON FIGURE 1B.

4.

FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE ATTACHMENT A
PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE 2018).

5.

SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICE DEPARTMENT
STANDARD DETAILS FOR PUBLIC WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR
STORM CONDUIT CONNECTION DETAIL.
No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

TYPICAL LAYOUT FOR RAIN GARDEN, CONCENTRATED FLOW

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:

NTS

HOR.
VERT.
DATE: 05/22/17

SHEET NO.

1B
OF

PROJECT TITLE

OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

1

CLEANOUT WITH CAP
AT FIN. GRADE
3 MAX
MIN. 6" PONDING
3"
MULCH
BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA
MIN.18"
CLASS 2 PERMEABLE MATERIAL
MIN. 2"
12"

DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

MIN. 6"

NATIVE SOIL MUST HAVE
2% MIN. SLOPE
TOWARDS UNDERDRAIN

NATIVE SOIL

CONNECTION TO LATERAL
PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN PIPE

UNDERDRAIN
COLLECTION SYSTEM

SECTION A-A'
NTS
NOTES:
1. DO NOT COMPACT NATIVE SOIL. INFILTRATION RATES FOR NATIVE SOILS CAN BE OBTAINED AT USDA.GOV OR PER ASTM STANDARD
PERCOLATION TESTING.
2. 4"-DIAMETER PERFORATED OR SLOTTED UNDERDRAIN SHOULD HAVE A MINIMUM SLOPE OF 0.5% TOWARDS DRAINAGE.
3. SETBACKS MUST BE 8' FROM BUILDING FOUNDATIONS.
4. UNDERDRAIN SHOULD INCLUDE A MINIMUM 4-INCH DIAMETER, SCHEDULE 40 PERFORATED HDPE PIPE (PERFORATIONS FACING
DOWNWARD) WITH CLEANOUTS AND CONNECTION TO A STORM DRAIN OR DISCHARGE POINT. CLEAN-OUT SHOULD CONSIST OF A
VERTICAL, RIGID, NON-PERFORATED PVC PIPE, WITH A MINIMUM DIAMETER OF 4 INCHES AND A WATERTIGHT CAP FIT FLUSH WITH THE
GROUND. PIPING MUST HAVE 0.5% MINIMUM GRADE AND FOLLOW THE UNIFORM PLUMBING CODE. DO NOT USE FILTER FABRIC IN OR
AROUND UNDERDRAIN TRENCH.
5. PERMEABLE AGGREGATE SHALL BE CLASS 2 PERMEABLE MATERIAL (VIRGIN ROCK) PER CALTRANS SPECIFICATIONS, 3/4" MAX.
6. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA (BSM) SHALL BE ENGINEERED MIX WITH AN INFILTRATION RATE O F5 INCHES PER HOUR MIN. PER
MUNICIPAL REGIONAL STORMWATER PERMIT (MRP) ORDER NO. R2-2015-004, AND INCLUDE 60-70% SAND, 30-40% COMPOST BY WEIGHT
PER MRP ORDER NO. R2-2009-011 ATTACHMENT L AND ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE APPENDIX K.
7. MULCH SHALL BE "ARBOR", "AGED" OR "COMPOSTED" MULCH. WASHED AND CLEAN PEA GRAVEL, ROCK, COBBLE, OR OTHER MULCHES
THAT RESIST FLOATING AWAY MAY ALSO BE USED. BARK AND "GORILLA HAIR" MULCHES ARE NOT RECOMMENDED.
No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

RAIN GARDEN, TYPICAL SECTION A-A'

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:

NTS

HOR.
VERT.
DATE: 05/22/17

SHEET NO.

1C
OF

PROJECT TITLE

5% MAX SLOPE
5% MAX SLOPE
POROUS ASPHALT

6"
12"

RESERVOIR AGGREGATE

7"

PERVIOUS CONCRETE

RESERVOIR AGGREGATE

12"

GEO-GRID/GEOTEXTILE IF REQUIRED
BY PAVEMENT DESIGN

GEO-GRID/GEOTEXTILE IF REQUIRED
BY PAVEMENT DESIGN

NATIVE SOIL

NATIVE SOIL

OPTIONAL PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN AND
TRENCH WITH DRAIN TO STORMWATER
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

OPTIONAL PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN AND
TRENCH WITH DRAIN TO STORMWATER
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

SECTION
NTS

SECTION
NTS

NOTES:
1.
2. RESERVOIR AGGREGATE SHALL BE STONE SIZE NO. 89 OR NO. 9 PER ASTM D 448".
3. SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICE DEPARTMENT STANDARD DETAIL
FOR PUBLIC WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR STORM CONDUIT CONNECTION
DETAIL.
4. THE SUBGRADE SHOULD BE UNGRADED IN-SITU MATERIAL WITH A MINIMUM INFILTRATION RATE
OF 0.5-INCHES PER HOUR, OR BASED ON HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS, AN UNDERDRAIN SHOULD BE
INSTALLED TO REMOVE DETAINED FLOWS WITHIN THE PERVIOUS PAVING AND BASE, OR
CALTRANS GUIDANCE FOR BASE LAYER SIZING MAY BE FOLLOWED (SEE, "BASE LAYER") PER
ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE.
No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

PERMEABLE PAVEMENT, TYPICAL SECTIONS

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:

NTS

SHEET NO.

HOR.
VERT.

2

DATE: 05/22/17

OF

PROJECT TITLE

OPTIONAL SEPARATION STRUCTURE
MULCH
GROWING MEDIUM
PARAPET (EDGE OF BUILDING)

CLASS II PERMEABLE MATERIAL
OVERFLOW INLET
WITH GRATE

FLASHING

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
CLEANOUT WITH CAP

3"

MULCH

6"

BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA

MIN. 6"
CLASS II PERMEABLE
MATERIAL
8"
3" MIN

FABRIC AND PHYSICAL
ROOT BARRIER
(IF NEEDED)

EXISTING STRUCTURAL
ROOF DECK

ROOF

DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE
UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION SYSTEM

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
OR DECK SEALANT

SECTION
NTS
NOTES:
1. PERFORATED OR SLOTTED UNDERDRAIN MUST BE SLOPED
AT 0.50% MINIMUM TOWARDS DISCHARGE.
2. PIPE SHALL BE PVC SCH. 40 AND PERFORATED 6"
DIAMETER HDPE.

7. WATERPROOF MEMBRANE SHALL BE 30 MIL PVC LINER OR
EQUIVALENT, INSTALLED AND INSPECTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MANUFACTURE'S SPECIFICATIONS.
8. FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
GUIDE ATTACHMENT A PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE 2018).

3. ADDITIONAL WATERPROOFING SYSTEM ON BUILDING
SHOULD BE INSTALLED AS NEEDED.
4. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA SHALL BE GREEN ROOF SOIL
MIX INCLUDING: 50% PUMILE PERLITE, 25% ORGANIC
COMPOST, 25% TOPSOIL.

9. SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DEISGN AND CONSTRUCTION
SERVICE DEPARTMENT STANDARD DETAIL FOR PUBLIC
WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR STORM
CONDUIT CONNECTION DETAIL.
10. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS MAY BE REQUIRED.

5. FILTER FABRIC SHALL BE MIRAFI 140 N OR EQUIVALENT.
6. PERMEABLE AGGREGATE SHALL BE CLASS II PERMEABLE
MATERIAL PER CALTRANS SPECIFICATIONS 3/4" INCH
MAXIMUM.
No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

GREEN ROOF, TYPICAL SECTION

RCE NO.

EXP.
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DRAWN BY
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BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE
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SCALE:
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SHEET NO.

HOR.
VERT.

3

DATE: 05/22/17

OF

PROJECT TITLE

A'

TREE WELL WALL OR VAULT

TREE GRATE AND FRAME
MIN. 3' WIDTH OF WELL
BOX AND MIN. 0.5 CUBIC
YARD BIOTREATMENT SOIL
MEDIA VOLUME PER TREE.
DIMENSIONS AND
REQUIRED SOIL VOLUME
SHOULD BE SPECIFIC TO
TREE SPIECES. A LARGER
SIZED BOX MAY BE
REQUIRED FOR SOME
TREE INSTALLATIONS

TREE OR SHRUB

LATERAL PERFORATED
UNDERDRAIN PIPE
OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE
SHOULD BE AT LEAST 18 INCHES
WIDE PER ALAMEDA COUNTY
CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3
STORMWATER TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE

UNDERDRAIN CLEANOUT WITH CAP

A

CURB
DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

GUTTER/ROADWAY
STREET FLOW
DIRECTION

CURB INLETS. SHOULD BE AT LEAST 18 INCHES WIDE PER ALAMEDA COUNTY
CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

PLAN
NTS
NOTES:
1. PERFORATED OR SLOTTED UNDERDRAIN MUST BE SLOPED
AT 0.50% MINIMUM TOWARDS DISCHARGE.
2. SETBACKS: MUST BE 10' FROM BUILDING FOUNDATION.
STANDARD SETBACKS FOR INFILTRATION BMPs PER 2010
SAN FRANCISCO STORMWATER DESIGN GUIDELINES.
3. DISTANCE BETWEEN TREES VARIES: 20-30 FT ON CENTER.
4. TREE WELLS MAY BE SIZED USING EITHER THE 4% METHOD,
OR, WHERE ALLOWED BY THE CITY, THE COMBINATION
FLOW-AND VOLUME-BASED METHOD PER THE ALAMEDA
COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE.
No.
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CITY OF OAKLAND
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

TREE WELL, TYPICAL LAYOUT

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:
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VERT.
DATE: 05/22/17

SHEET NO.
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PROJECT TITLE

CENTER TREE OR SHRUB
IN MIDDLE OF TREE WELL

TREE GRATE AND FRAME
OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

CURB

MIN. 6"
CURB INLET
3

MULCH
BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA
CONCRETE FOOTING OR VAULT, E.G.
FILTERRA BOX, SILVA CELLS OR
EQUIVALENT

MIN.18"

CLASS II PERMEABLE MATERIAL
(VIRGIN ROCK)
EXISTING SUBGRADE
NATIVE SOIL

12"

DRAIN TO STORM CONDUIT
OR DISCHARGE

MIN. 3"

CONNECTION TO LATERAL
PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN
MIN. 3' WIDTH OF WELL BOX AND MIN. 0.5 CUBIC YARD
BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA VOLUME PER TREE.
DIMENSIONS AND REQUIRED SOIL VOLUME SHOULD BE
SPECIFIC TO TREE SPECIES. A LARGER SIZED BOX
MAY BE REQUIRED FOR SOME TREE INSTALLATIONS

SECTION A-A'
NTS
NOTES:
1. PROVIDE PROTECTION FROM ALL VEHICLE TRAFFIC, EQUIPMENT STAGING, AND
FOOT TRAFFIC IN PROPOSED INFILTRATION AREAS PRIOR TO, DURING, AND AFTER
CONSTRUCTION. DO NOT COMPACT NATIVE SOIL.
2. OVERFLOW:
a. INLET ELEVATION MUST ALL FOR 2" OF FREEBOARD, MINIMUM.
b. PROTECT FROM DEBRIS AND SEDIMENT WITH STRAINER OR GRATE.
3. UNDERDRAIN SHOULD INCLUDE A MINIMUM 4-INCH DIAMETER, SCHEDULE 40
PERFORATED PVC PIPE (PERFORATIONS FACING DOWNWARD) WITH CLEANOUTS
AND CONNECTION TO A STORM DRAIN OR DISCHARGE POINT. CLEAN-OUT SHOULD
CONSIST OF A VERTICAL, RIGID, NON-PERFORATED PVC PIPE, WITH A MINIMUM
DIAMETER OF 4 INCHES AND A WATERTIGHT CAP FIT FLUSH WITH THE GROUND.
PIPING MUST HAVE 1% MINIMUM GRADE AND FOLLOW THE UNIFORM PLUMBING
CODE. DO NOT USE FILTER FABRIC IN OR AROUND UNDERDRAIN TRENCH.
4. GROWING MEDIUM:
a. 18" MINIMUM.

b. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA (BSM) SHALL BE ENGINEERED MIX WITH AN
INFILTRATION RATE OF 5 INCHES PER HOUR MIN. PER MUNICIPAL REGIONAL
STORMWATER PERMIT (MRP) ORDER NO. R2-2015-004, AND INCLUDE 60-70% SAND,
30-40% COMPOST BY WEIGHT PER MRP ORDER NO. R2-2009-011 ATTACHMENT L
AND ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE APPENDIX K. USE OF A HIGH FLOW RATE TREE WELLS, FOR WHICH THE
LONG TERM INFILTRATION RATE OF THE MEDIA EXCEEDS 10 INCHES PER HOUR, IS
ONLY ALLOWED FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS PER MRP.Z
5. MULCH SHALL BE "ARBOR", "AGED", OR "COMPOSTED" MULCH. WASHED AND CLEAN
PEA GRAVEL, ROCK, COBBLE, OR OTHER MULCHES THAT RESIST FLOATING MAY
ALSO BE USED. BARK AND "GORILLA HAIR" MULCHES ARE NOT RECOMMENDED.
6. SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICE DEPARTMENT
STANDARD DETAIL FOR PUBLIC WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR
STORM CONDUIT CONNECTION DETAIL.
7. FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE ATTACHMENT A PLANT
PALETTE (NORTHGATE 2018), AND CITY TREE PLANTING GUIDELINES (OAKLAND
PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY - TREE SERVICES, AUGUST 2010).
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DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

A'
PLANTER PLANTS

UNDERDRAIN CLEANOUT
WITH CAP
PLANTER WALL

PERFORATED OR
SCREENED PVC PIPE

OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

GRAVEL OR SPLASH BLOCK
RAIN GUTTER DOWNSPOUT

A

STRUCTURAL WALL

PLAN
NTS
NOTES:
1.

PERFORATED OR SLOTTED UNDERDRAIN MUST BE SLOPED AT 0.50% MINIMUM TOWARDS
DISCHARGE.

2.

ADDITIONAL WATERPROOFING ON BUILDING SHOULD BE INSTALLED AND INSPECTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.

3.

FLOW-THROUGH PLANTERS MAY BE SIZED USING EITHER THE 4% METHOD, OR, WHERE
ALLOWED BY THE CITY, THE COMBINATION FLOW-AND VOLUME-BASED METHOD PER THE
ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE.
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FLOW THROUGH PLANTER, TYPICAL LAYOUT
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CHECKED BY

CHECK BY
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DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY
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RAIN GUTTER
GRAVEL OR SPLASH BLOCK
OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

STANDALONE WALL OR
STRUCTURE

PLANTER WALL

MULCH
3"
BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA
18"

CLASS II PERMEABLE MATERIAL
(VIRGIN ROCK)
CONNECTION TO LATERAL
PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN PIPE

12"

FABRIC
WATERPROOF MEMBRANE

DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

PLANTER BOX
SLAB ON GRADE
EXISTING SUBGRADE

SECTION A-A'
NTS
NOTES:

(PERFORATIONS FACING DOWNWARD) WITH
CLEANOUTS AND CONNECTION TO A STORM DRAIN OR
DISCHARGE POINT. CLEAN-OUT SHOULD CONSIST OF A
VERTICAL, RIGID, NON-PERFORATED PVC PIPE, WITH A
MINIMUM DIAMETER OF 4 INCHES AND A WATERTIGHT
CAP FIT FLUSH WITH THE GROUND. PIPING MUST HAVE
0.5% MINIMUM GRADE AND FOLLOW THE UNIFORM
PLUMBING CODE. DO NOT USE FILTER FABRIC IN OR
AROUND UNDERDRAIN TRENCH EXCEPT FOR
PROTECTION OF WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE.

1. DIMENSIONS:
a. WIDTH OF FLOW-THROUGH PLANTER: 18" MINIMUM'
b. WIDTH OF INFILTRATION PLANTER: 30" MINIMUM.
c. SLOPE OF PLANTER: 0.5% OR LESS.
2. FLOW-THROUGH PLANTERS MUST BE LESS THAN 30" IN
HEIGHT ABOVE SURROUNDING AREA IF WITHIN 5 FEET
OF PROPERTY LINE.
3. OVERFLOW:
a. ALLOW A MINIMUM OF 6 INCHES AND A MAXIMUM OF
12 INCHES OF WATER SURFACE STORAGE
BETWEEN THE PLANTING SURFACE AND THE TOP
OF THE OVERFLOW RISER.
b. PROTECT FROM DEBRIS AND SEDIMENT WITH
STRAINER OR GRATE.
4. UNDERDRAIN SHOULD INCLUDE A MINIMUM 4-INCH
DIAMETER, SCHEDULE 40 PERFORATED PVC PIPE

5. MULCH SHALL BE "ARBOR", "AGED", OR "COMPOSTED"
MULCH. WASHED AND CLEAN PEA GRAVEL, ROCK,
COBBLE, OR OTHER MULCHES THAT RESIST FLOATING
MAY ALSO BE USED. BARK AND "GORILLA HAIR"
MULCHES ARE NOT RECOMMENDED.
6. GROWING MEDIUM:
a. 18" MINIMUM
b. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA (BSM) SHALL BE
ENGINEERED MIX WITH AN INFILTRATION RATE OF 5

INCHES PER HOUR MIN. PER MUNICIPAL REGIONAL
STORMWATER PERMIT (MRP) ORDER NO.
R2-2015-004, AND INCLUDE 60-70% SAND, 30-40%
COMPOST BY WEIGHT PER MRP ORDER NO.
R2-2009-011 ATTACHMENT L AND ALAMEDA COUNTY
CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE APPENDIX K.

CITY OF OAKLAND
250 FRANK H. OGAWA PLAZA, SUITE 4314 * OAKLAND CA, 94612
(510) 238-3437 * FAX (510) 238-7227

10. SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
SERVICE DEPARTMENT STANDARD DETAIL FOR PUBLIC
WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR STORM
CONDUIT CONNECTION DETAIL.
11.FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
GUIDE ATTACHMENT A PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE
2018). PLANT SELECTION MAY VARY IF IRRIGATION IS
POSSIBLE.

7. PLANTER WALLS:
a. MATERIAL SHALL BE STONE BRICK, CONCRETE,
WOOD, OR OTHER DURABLE MATERIAL (NO
CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD).
b. CONCRETE, BRICK, OR STONE WALLS SHALL BE
INCLUDED ON FOUNDATION PLANS.

12.DRAINAGE DETAIL NEXT TO WALL IS SPECIFIC TO
LANDSCAPE ELEMENT ONLY.

8. WATERPROOF MEMBRANE: SHALL BE 30 MIL PVC LINER
OR EQUIVALENT, INSTALLED AND INSPECTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURERS
SPECIFICATIONS, FOR FLOW-THROUGH FACILITIES.
9. INSTALL WASHED RIVER ROCK TO TRANSITION FROM
No.

CIVIL ENGINEER

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION

INLET OR SPLASH PAD TO GROWING MEDIUM,
UNDERLAY WITH FILTER FABRIC.

FLOW THROUGH PLANTER, TYPICAL SECTION A-A'

RCE NO.

EXP.

CHECKED BY

CHECK BY

DESIGNED BY

DESIGN BY

DRAWN BY

DRAWN BY

DATE

BY

PROJECT NO.

REFERENCE

FINAL DRAFT-SUBECT TO REVISION
STANDARD DETAILS
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO.

SCALE:

NTS

HOR.
VERT.
DATE: 05/22/17

SHEET NO.
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PROJECT TITLE

CHECK DAMS /
FLOW SPREADERS

CHECK DAMS /
FLOW SPREADERS

CLEANOUT WITH CAP

C
INLET PIPE, CULVERT,
OR DRAINAGE DITCH

DRAIN TO STORM CONDUIT
OR DISCHARGE

OVERFLOW INLET
WITH GRATE

A

B

B'

EVERY 4 TO 6 INCHES OF
ELEVATION CHANGE
TRANSITIONAL SCOUR
PROTECTION
INFILTRATION AREA
OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

PLANTS

C'

A'

OVERFLOW INLET
WITH GRATE

PLAN
NTS

NOTES:
1. PROVIDE PROTECTION FROM ALL VEHICLE TRAFFIC,
EQUIPMENT STAGING, AND FOOT TRAFFIC IN
PROPOSED INFILTRATION AREAS PRIOR TO, DURING,
AND AFTER CONSTRUCTION. DO NOT COMPACT NATIVE
SOIL.

4. OVERFLOW:
a.
FREEBOARD, MINIMUM.
b. PROTECT FROM DEBRIS AND SEDIMENT WITH
STRAINER OR GRATE.
5.

2. DIMENSIONS:
a. WIDTH OF SWALE: 5' - 12'.
b. DESIGN SHALL INCORPORATE 3" MIN.
FREEBOARD BETWEEN TOP OF OVERFLOW
INLET AND TOP OF BANK.
c. LONGITUDINAL SLOPE OF SWALE: 6.0% OR LESS.
d. FLAT BOTTOM WIDTH: 2'.
e. SIDE SLOPES OF SWALE: 3:1 MAXIMUM.

REQUIRED FOR UP TO 1,500 SQ FT OF CONTRIBUTING

6. INSTALL WASHED RIVER ROCK TO TRANSITION FROM
INLETS TO GROWING MEDIUM, UNDERLAY WITH FILTER
FABRIC.

3. SETBACKS (FROM CENTERLINE OF FACILITY):
a. INFILTRATION SWALES MUST BE 10' FROM
FOUNDATIONS AND 5' FROM PROPERTY LINES.

7. FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
GUIDE ATTACHMENT A PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE
2018).

HAVE 1% GRADE AND FOLLOW THE UNIFORM PLUMBING
CODE.

8. CHECK DAMS: SHALL BE PLACED ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWING:
a. 3" TO 5" IN HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND SURFACE.
b. EVERY 4 TO 6 INCHES OF ELEVATION CHANGE.
9. SEE CITY OF OAKLAND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
SERVICE DEPARTMENT STANDARD DETAIL FOR PUBLIC
WORK CONSTRUCTION DRAWING NO. D-29 FOR STORM
CONDUIT CONNECTION.
10. BIOSWALES ARE LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS WITH
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT BENEFITS. DESIGN IS NOT
APPROVED BY THE WATER BOARD AND THE CITY WILL
NOT CURRENTLY RECEIVE MRP C.3 (IF A REGULATED
PROJECT) OR C.3.j GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPLEMENTATION CREDIT, OR EVEN PARTIAL CREDIT,
FOR NON-REGULATED PROJECTS.
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BIO SWALE, TYPICAL LAYOUT
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PROJECT TITLE

SLOPE VARIES
OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

SLOPE = 0.2% TO 2.0%
(DROP TOE TO DROP CREST)

3 MAX

OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE

1

OVERFLOW INLET WITH GRATE
CLEANOUT WITH CAP
AT FIN. GRADE

BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA

MIN. 6"

PERFORATED
UNDERDRAIN PIPE

MIN. 18"

BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA

3" MIN

CLASS II PERMEABLE MATERIAL

CLASS II PERMEABLE
MATERIAL (VIRGIN ROCK)

18"
3" MIN
NATIVE SOIL

24"

INSTALL CHECK DAMS EVERY 4 TO 6 INCHES
OF ELEVATION CHANGE

NATIVE SOIL
DRAIN TO STORM
CONDUIT OR DISCHARGE

PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN PIPE

DRAIN TO STORM CONDUIT
OR DISCHARGE

SECTION A-A'
NTS

SECTION B-B'
NTS

NOTES:

EXTEND ALONG BANK TO 2-YR FLOW
DEPTH PLUS A MINIMUM OF 0.5 FEET

1. PERMEABLE AGGREGATE SHALL BE CLASS 2 PERMEABLE
MATERIAL PER CALTRANS SPECIFICATIONS, 3/4"
MAXIMUM.

STONES OR BLOCKS
6"

9"

2. GROWING MEDIUM:
a.
b. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA (BSM) SHALL BE
ENGINEERED MUX WITH AN INFILTRATION RATE OF 5
INCHES PER HOUR MIN. PER MUNICIPAL REGIONAL
STORMWATER PERMIT (MRP) ORDER NO. R2-2015004,
AND INCLUDE 60-70% SAND, 30-40% COMPOST BY
WEIGHT PER MRP ORDER NO. R2-2009-011
ATTACHMENT L AND ALAMEDA COUNTY CLEAN WATER
PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
APPENDIX K.

BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA
CLASS II PERMEABLE
MATERIAL

PERFORATED
UNDERDRAIN PIPE
3" MIN

NATIVE SOIL

SECTION C-C'
NTS

No.
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BIO SWALE, TYPICAL SECTION
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PROJECT TITLE

GRAVEL TRENCH
(MIN 12" WIDE)

MAX LATERAL
SLOPE: 4%

MAX SLOPE: 5%

FLOW

FLOW

A

FILTER STRIP

FLOW

SWALE, GUTTER, OR
ALTERNATE CONVEYANCE

FLOW

FLOW

SLOPE: 2 TO 10%

FLOW

15' MIN WIDTH

FLOW

A'

PLAN
NTS

NOTES:
1.

FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE PLANT PALETTE AND GUIDANCE FOR
STORMWATER TREATMENT OPPORTUNITIES (NORTHGATE, 2014)

2.

VEGETATED BUFFER STRIPS ARE LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS WITH
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT BENEFITS. DESIGN IS NOT APPROVED BY
THE WATER BOARD AND THE CITY WILL NOT CURRENTLY RECEIVE MRP
C.3 (IF A REGULATED PROJECT) OR GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPLEMENTATION CREDIT, OR EVEN PARTIAL CREDIT, FOR
NON-REGULATED PROJECTS.
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OPTIONAL SEDIMENT TRAP
12" MIN WIDTH
CHECK DAMS OR BERMS EVERY
4 TO 6 INCHES OF ELEVATION CHANGE

FLOW
FLOW

SWALE, GUTTER, OR
ALTERNATE CONVEYANCE

FLOW
TRIBUTARY AREA
LEVEL SPREADER GRAVEL TRENCH
18" OF BIOTREATMENT SOIL
MEDIA OR NATIVE SOIL
(IF SUITABLE FOR
VEGETATION GROWTH)

NATIVE SOIL

15' MIN WIDTH

SECTION A-A'
NTS

NOTES:
1. PROVIDE PROTECTION FROM ALL VEHICLE TRAFFIC,
EQUIPMENT STAGING, AS WELL AS FOOT TRAFFIC FOR
PROPOSED INFILTRATION AREA PRIOR TO AND DURING
CONSTRUCTION. DO NOT COMPACT NATIVE SOIL.
2. DIMENSIONS:
a. FLOW LINE LENGTH: 15 FT MINIMUM, PER ALAMEDA
COUNTY CLEAN WATER PROGRAM C.3 STORMWATER
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE.
b. SLOPES: 0.5 TO 10%.
3. SETBACKS (FROM BEGINNING OF FACILITY):
a. 5 FT FROM PROPERTY LINE.
b. 10 FT FROM BUILDINGS.
c. 50 FT FROM WETLANDS, RIVERS, STREAMS, AND
CREEKS WHERE REQUIRED.
4. OVERFLOW: COLLECTION FROM FILTER STRIP SHALL BE
SPECIFIED ON PLANS TO APPROVED DISCHARGE POINT.
5. BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA: NO BIOTREATMENT SOIL
MEDIA REQUIRED IF VEGETATED AREAS ARE PRESENT.
OTHERWISE BIOTREATMENT SOIL MEDIA SHALL BE
USED WITHIN THE TOP 18".

7. LEVEL SPREADERS: A GRAVEL TRENCH MAY BE
REQUIRED TO DISPERSE THE RUNOFF EVENLY ACROSS
THE FILTER STRIP TO PREVENT A POINT OF DISCHARGE.
THE TOP OF THE LEVEL SPREADER MUST BE
HORIZONTAL AND AT AN APPROPRIATE HEIGHT TO
PROVIDE SHEETFLOW DIRECTLY TO THE SOIL WITHOUT
SCOUR. LEVEL SPREADERS SHALL NOT HOLD A
PERMANENT VOLUME OF RUNOFF. GRADE BOARDS CAN
BE USED INSTEAD OF THE GRAVEL TRENCH AND BE
MADE OF ANY MATERIAL THAT WILL WITHSTAND
WEATHER AND SOLAR DEGRADATION. TRENCHES USED
AS LEVEL SPREADERS CAN BE FILLED WITH CRUSHED
ROCK, OR PEA GRAVEL.
8. CHECK DAMS: SHALL BE PLACED ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWING.
a. 3" TO 5" IN HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL.
b. EVERY 10' WHERE SLOPE EXCEEDS 5%.
9. FOR PLANT SELECTION SEE GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
GUIDE ATTACHMENT A PLANT PALETTE (NORTHGATE
2018).

6. VEGETATION: THE FILTER STRIP MUST HAVE 100%
VEGETATION COVERAGE EXCEPT IN GRAVEL TRENCH.
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE
ATTACHMENT C
GIS SCREENING APPLICATION MEMORANDUM

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

April 18, 2018
Ms. Terri Fashing
Watershed Program Specialist
Watershed and Stormwater Management
City of Oakland, Public Works Agency
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 4314
Oakland, California 94612
RE:

Geographic Information System Screening Application
Green Infrastructure Guide
Oakland, California

Dear Ms. Fashing:
This Technical Memorandum summarizes the development and outlines the organization of the
draft Geographic Information System (GIS) data set for the City of Oakland (the City). The
purpose of the GIS data set is to provide a screening application to identify stormwater treatment
opportunities for City-owned properties and Rights-of-Way (City Sites). The GIS screening
application is based on the Green Infrastructure Guide (the GI Guide)1 that summarizes standards
for treating stormwater at City Sites. The following sections describe the organization of the
available information and functions of the current data set.
GIS DATA SET
The City contracted with Northgate Environmental Management, Inc. (Northgate) to develop the
GIS data set. Screening criteria were assigned to GIS layers for facilities, right-of-way areas, and
other parcels that present City Sites potentially suitable for stormwater treatment. Figure 1 shows
an overview map of all City Site. Table 1 provides a listing of the data layers and data sources
for the City Sites layers.
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City Facilities
The facility layer combines a total of 330 buildings and service centers including:







Libraries,
Recreation centers,
Fire stations,
Senior centers,
Municipal buildings, and
Parking lots (21 parking lots and associated structures).

City Parks
The City Parks layer represents the City-owned parcels associated with City parks. Some City
parks include property not owned by the City, and these parcels are not included in the
assessment.
City Right-of-Way Areas
The City Right-of-Way layer includes sidewalks with widths greater or equal to 10 feet, street
medians, and City streets.
Other City-Owned Properties
The layer for other properties includes City-owned parcels that are not identified as being
associated with a specific City building, facility, or park.
SITE PROFILE SCREENING
The GI Guide introduces five typical City-Site profile categories with respect to stormwater
treatment. Table 1 of the GI Guide in Appendix B presents the site profiles including City streets
with parallel parking; City streets with diagonal parking; City ground-level parking lots; groundlevel areas including plazas, parks, roadsides or undeveloped land; and City structures, such as
municipal buildings, shelters, and garages, with storm drain access. A preliminary screening of
treatment options was applied to the City Sites based on the above Site profile categories. This
provides an initial screening of potential treatment options that do not use Site-specific criteria,
but rather is based on the broad category of Site, such as “ground level area”, “streets”,
“structures”, etc. Assigning Site profiles like “structures with storm drain access” to typical City
Sites such as buildings allows for pre-screening of stormwater treatment options including green
roofs. Figure 2 through Figure 8 illustrate the results of the Site profile screening.
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ASSIGNMENT OF SITE-SPECIFC CRITERIA
Each of the City Sites layers were populated with Site-specific criteria based on stormwater
treatment standards identified in Table 2 of the GI Guide. Qualitative Site criteria presented in
the guidance (e.g., community concerns) are not included in the current GIS application. Sitespecific criteria in the GIS application are currently limited to quantitative, numerically
ascertainable site characteristics and include:








Topography (slope);
Hydrogeology (depth to shallowest groundwater);
Soil type;
Permeability (infiltration rate, based on dominant soil hydrologic group);
Space (available area);
Impervious tributary area (contributing area; assumes all properties are internally
draining); and
Drainage availability (distance to storm drain).

Figure 9 through Figure 13 illustrate a number of these physical criteria data sets, and provide a
listing for the source of these data layers.
SITE-CRITERIA SCREENING MODEL
Once all the City-Site layers were populated with Site criteria, a quantitative screening model
was developed for each Treatment Option and applied to the City Sites layers. For each
stormwater treatment option, the screening model runs through all the potential City Sites, and
identifies (with True/False criteria) whether the Site is a suitable candidate (“True”) for the
specific treatment opportunity or not (“False”). The results of the screening model are
summarized through additional attribute fields added to each City Site GIS layer. The screening
criteria used are based on Table 2 of the Guide and expressed in numeric values where
quantitative requirements are available. The screening model was built using the ArcGIS Model
Builder tool, and is configured so that it can be easily updated and re-applied if criteria are
modified or added.
APPLICATION OF SCREENING MODEL
The GIS inputs and results of the treatment option screening process have been compiled and
visualized in a GIS screening application consisting of an ArcGIS map document (MXD).
Through this application, City Sites can be queried individually or by treatment option to identify
potential treatment options by generalized Site profile or by application of the treatment
standards to Site-specific criteria. The application can be used to generate map and tabular views
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of City Sites that are suitable or for any of the seven treatment options, based on either the
generalized Site-profile screening, or Site-specific criteria screening.
Figure 14 through Figure 20 show examples of citywide maps of potential City Sites suitable for
each of the seven different treatment options, based on application of the Site-specific criteria
screening model.
SEA LEVEL RISE
Although not yet incorporated into the screening criteria model, all City Sites areas were also
populated with information regarding their proximity to areas potentially impacted by sea level
rise, including increased groundwater elevations. This information is recorded as the shortest
distance (in feet) from the edge of the City Site to areas identified as being inundated by a 50
centimeter (1.6 feet) mean sea level (MSL) rise and by a 150 centimeter (4.9 feet) MSL rise.
These two scenarios can be considered representative of currently predicted mid-century and
end-of-century sea level rise scenarios. Groundwater elevations in coastal areas will also rise
contemporaneously and therefore impact the selection for treatment options that have restrictions
on the minimum depth to groundwater. Figure 21 illustrates these potential inundation areas
(shown as filled areas in light blue (50 cm MSL rise), and dark blue (150 cm MSL rise) and also
indicates regions (hatched pattern) where water table elevations could potentially rise over the
next century and impact stormwater treatment options with minimum depth to water restrictions.
It should be noted that the region of potential groundwater level impacts shown on Figure 21 is
based on a very simplified approximation that assumes the magnitude of groundwater levels rise
is equivalent to the magnitude of sea level rise. These data can be used as a basis for queries to
further refine the selection of treatment options for the City Sites.
SCREENING MODEL LIMITATIONS & SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
It should be understood that the Site-criteria based screening model is meant to be a planning
tool and that it has certain limitations based on the following:




The structure and makeup of the City-Sites and Rights-of-Way GIS layers that define
what is considered a candidate Site,
The spatial resolution, accuracy, and completeness of the GIS data sets that define the
physical Site-criteria, and
The need to make certain simplifying assumptions and/or generalizations to apply the
Site-criteria standards through a semi-automated GIS process.
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A preliminary sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine to which parameters and or data
sets the model is most sensitive to in terms of excluding a specific treatment option for potential
use at City Site. The sensitivity analysis of the screening model indicates the following:


Rain Gardens – screening model results are most sensitive to the tributary area
(contributing impervious area ≤ 2 acres) and to the infiltration rate of the native soil
(infiltration rate  0.5 in/hr). For example, when considering the 159 parcels associated
with City Facilities, only three parcels are returned as being potentially suitable for rain
gardens using the above criteria. By relaxing the contributing impervious area restriction
to 3 acres, 15 parcels are eligible; at 4 acres, 19 parcels are eligible.



Bioswales – screening model results are most sensitive to tributary area (contributing
impervious area ≤ 0.5 acres) and to the infiltration rate of the native soil (infiltration rate
 0.5 in/hr). It should be noted that the standards specify a minimum depth to
groundwater of 1 foot, but the regional depth-to-groundwater GIS data set only has
information at 5-foot depth intervals so does not have sufficient resolution to exclude
sites based on these criteria in areas where the depth to water is in the 0-5-foot range.



Permeable Pavement – screening model results are most sensitive to slope restrictions
(Slope ≤ 4%) and to the infiltration rate of the native soil (infiltration rate  0.5 in/hr).



Green Roofs – screening model results sensitive only to distance from nearest storm drain
(Distance ≤ 100 feet).



Tree-Wells – screening model results sensitive only to distance from nearest storm drain
(Distance ≤ 100 feet).



Flow Through Planters – screening model results most sensitive to distance from nearest
storm drain (Distance ≤ 100 feet). It should be noted that the standards specify a
minimum depth to groundwater of 2 feet below the planter bottom, but the regional
depth-to-groundwater GIS data set only has information at 5-foot depth intervals so does
not have sufficient resolution to exclude sites based on these criteria in areas where the
depth to water is in the 0-5 foot range.



Vegetated Buffer Strips – screening model results most sensitive to slope restrictions (2%
≤ Slope ≤ 4%). It should be noted that the standards specify a minimum depth to
groundwater of 1 foot, but the regional depth-to-groundwater GIS dataset only has
information at 5-foot depth intervals so does not have sufficient resolution to exclude
sites based on these criteria in areas where the depth to water is in the 0-5 foot range.
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It should be noted that the exclusion of Sites based on the minimum native soil infiltration rate
criteria is based on treatment option designs that use native soil conditions, with no use of underdrains along with import of and/or mixing with non-native soil. Removing the native soil
infiltration rate restrictions used in the screening model substantially increases the number of
Sites potentially suitable for many of the treatment options.
A closer review of several sample City Sites indicates that very important to the screening
process is how the potential project areas are defined. For example, Frank Ogawa Plaza is
defined by the entire property parcel in the City’s GIS data layer. The calculation of average
slope is very sensitive to the inclusion of the areas of the Plaza that include the amphitheater and
the large steps around the lawn area. Including those areas gives higher average slope values than
if one were just considering the grassy area or other level areas. Similarly, when considering the
tributary areas, the model assumes that every parcel is self-draining (e.g. the entire impervious
area of the parcel drains internally). As such for Frank Ogawa Plaza, the model is using the
entire impervious area of the parcel to define the tributary area. But this would be different if the
raised grassy area is considered separately, since it does not actually receive water from the
entire Plaza. Each of these is sufficient to exclude the Site from consideration for a range of
treatment options. For example, the model currently shows the Plaza as being not suitable for
Vegetated Buffer Strips because of slope restrictions.
This all suggests that there can be some adjustments made on either removing certain criteria that
are difficult to estimate accurately without more detailed Site study, such as the tributary area, as
well as refining what is defined as a potential project Site so that parameters are not averaged
over areas so large as to affect the average Site properties.
The GIS screening tool is meant for general planning purposes and is intended to exclude sites
that are likely not suitable for each of the treatment options based on the available GIS data.
However, this does not mean that sites that are not excluded by the screening tool are necessarily
suitable for a given treatment option. Rather, it means that they cannot be excluded alone based
on available data, and further site-specific studies would need to be conducted to verify that they
are suitable for a given treatment option.
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CLOSING
We appreciate the opportunity to provide service to you on this project and look forward to
reviewing this information directly with you in person. Should you have any questions or require
additional information, please do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely,
Northgate Environmental Management, Inc.

Pascual Benito, PhD
Associate Engineer
Enclosures:

Table 1
Table 2
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 14
Figure 15
Figure 16
Figure 17
Figure 18
Figure 19
Figure 20
Figure 21
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Axel Rieke, P.E., QSD/P
Associate Engineer

Nancy Hendrickson, P.E.
Principal Engineer

City Sites Data Layers and Data Sources
Layers Used for Assigning Site-Specific Physical Criteria
All City Facilities, Properties, Parks, and Rights-of-Way
Potential for Rain Gardens (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Bio-Swales (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Permeable Pavement (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Green Roofs (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Stormwater Detention Tree Wells (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Flow-Through Planters (Site Profile Screening)
Potential for Vegetated Buffer Strips (Site Profile Screening)
Physical Characteristics: Depth to Groundwater
Physical Characteristics: Soil Type
Physical Characteristics: Soil Type – Hydrologic Soil Groups
Physical Characteristic: Slope (green = shallow, red = steep)
Physical Characteristic: Percent Impervious
Potential for Rain Gardens (Site Criteria Screening Applied
Potential for Bio-Swales (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
Potential for Permeable Pavement (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
Potential for Green Roofs (Site Criteria Screening Applied
Potential for Stormwater Detention Tree Wells (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
Potential for Flow-Through Planters (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
Potential for Vegetated Buffer Strips (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
Potential Impacts of Sea Level Rise
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TABLE 1
City Sites GIS Data Layers and Data Sources
City Sites
City Facilities
City Facilities Parcels
City Owned Property
Medians
Oakland Parks Parcel Based

Parking Facilities
Sidewalks
Streets
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GIS Layer/Notes
Building Footprints
(Includes some parking
garages)
Parcels intersected by City
Facilities
Provided by City of
Oakland
Street Medians
Oakland Parks layer using
parcel boundaries

Data Source
City of Oakland
City of Oakland
City of Oakland

City of Oakland
City of Oakland
Parcels intersected
with GreenInfo CA
Protected Areas
Database
Parking Lots and Garages
City of Oakland
Sidewalks over 10 feet wide City of Oakland
considered
Street centerlines have been City of Oakland
buffered to 20 feet
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TABLE 2

GIS Layers Used for Assigning Site-Specific Physical Criteria
Screening Criteria Dataset

Screening Criteria

Data Source

Depth To Groundwater

Depth To Groundwater

California Geological Survey
(CGS), Seismic Hazard Zone
Report, 2003

NRCS SSURGO Soil Survey

Soil Type, Hydrologic Group

Surficial Geology

Surficial Geology

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Natural Resources
Conservation Service
(NRCS), 2010
U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), Geologic Map and
map database of the Oakland
metropolitan area, Alameda,
Contra Costa, and San
Francisco Counties, 2000

Impervious Surface

Percent Impervious Surface
(averaged for each feature)

U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), National Land Cover
Database (NLCD), 2006

Slope Grid

Percent Slope (averaged for
each feature)
Distance from City Site
boundary to closest Storm
Drain
Sea Level Rise Inundation
Scenarios

Alameda County DEM
derivative, 2013
City of Oakland

Storm System Pipes
Mean Sea Level Rise
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U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), Potential Inundation
Due to Rising Sea Levels in
the San Francisco Bay
Region, 2010
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FIGURE 1

All City Facilities, Properties, Parks, and Rights-of-Way
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FIGURE 2

Potential for Rain Gardens (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 3

Potential for Bio-Swales (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 4

Potential for Permeable Pavement (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 5

Potential for Green Roofs (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 6

Potential for Stormwater Detention Tree Wells (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 7

Potential for Flow-Through Planters (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 8

Potential for Vegetated Buffer Strips (Site Profile Screening)
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FIGURE 9

Physical Characteristics: Depth to Groundwater
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FIGURE 10

Physical Characteristics: Soil Type. MUKEY = NRCS soil database map unit
ID (e.g. MUKEY 456714 = “Yolo silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes”)
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FIGURE 11

Physical Characteristics: Soil Type – NRCS Hydrologic Soil Groups (based on
estimates of runoff potential. Group A- high infiltration rate, B – moderate
infiltration rate, C– slow infiltration rate, D – very slow infiltration rate)
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FIGURE 12

Physical Characteristic: Slope (green = shallow, red = steep)
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FIGURE 13

Physical Characteristic: Percent Impervious
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FIGURE 14

Potential for Rain Gardens (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 15

Potential for Bio-Swales (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 16

Potential for Permeable Pavement (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 17

Potential for Green Roofs (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 18

Potential for Stormwater Detention Tree Wells (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 19

Potential for Flow-Through Planters (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 20

Potential for Vegetated Buffer Strips (Site Criteria Screening Applied)
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FIGURE 21

Potential Impacts from Sea Level Rise: Direct inundation areas for 50 cm
mean sea level (MSL) rise (mid-century scenario) shown in light blue fill
and150 cm MSL rise (end-of century scenario) shown in dark blue. Hatched
area indicates potential areas with shallower depth to groundwater.
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C.3 Stormwater Compliance Sign-off Form forDRAFT
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Projects
This form references Provision C.3 of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP), issued by the San
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board on November 19, 2015.
Project Name:
Project Address:

APN:

Contact Person:
Contact Phone:

Contact Email:

Project is NOT a C.3 “Regulated Project” and the Review of “GI Potential” Is Documented.
C.3 “Regulated Project” Review
The project is NOT a C.3 “Regulated Project” based on the Regulated Project definitions in Provision
C.3.b as indicated below. Please check the applicable box(es):
Project would create and/or replace less than 5,000 square feet of impervious area.
Project would create and/or replace less than 10,000 square feet of impervious area AND
project does not include auto service/maintenance facilities, restaurants, uncovered parking
areas (stand-alone or as part of a larger project), or structures with rooftop parking.
Project is a Road Project AND project would construct less than 10,000 square feet of new
contiguous impervious area when the following are excluded from the calculation:1
o

Sidewalks built as part of new streets or roads that direct stormwater runoff to adjacent
vegetated areas.

o

Bicycle lanes built as part of new streets or roads that are not hydraulically connected to
the new streets or roads and that direct stormwater runoff to adjacent impervious areas.

o

Impervious trails that are:
A. less than 10 feet wide and more than 50 feet away from the top of a creek bank.
OR
B. designed to direct stormwater runoff to adjacent vegetated areas or other nonerodible permeable areas (preferably away from creeks or towards the outboard
side of levees).

o

Sidewalks, bicycle lanes, or trails constructed with permeable surfaces (pervious concrete,
porous asphalt, unit pavers, or granular materials).

o

Caltrans highway projects and associated facilities.

Project consists of interior remodel.
Project consists of routine maintenance and repairs (e.g., roof replacement, replacement of
exterior wall surface, and/or pavement resurfacing) within the existing footprint.

1

When calculating the impervious area of a Road Project, include all roadway surfaces related to creation of additional
traffic lanes (including, for example, passing lanes and turning pockets). Shoulders and widened portion of existing
lanes may be excluded from the calculation.

1

“Green Infrastructure (GI) Potential” Review
Capital improvement program (CIP) projects that are NOT C.3 Regulated Projects must be reviewed to
determine whether they have green infrastructure (GI) potential, as required in Provision C.3.j.ii.(2).
When conducting these reviews, agencies should follow the Bay Area Municipal Stormwater
Management Agencies Association’s (BASMAA) Guidance for Identifying GI Potential in Municipal CIP
Projects. One way to follow this guidance is to use the Clean Water Program’s Worksheet for
Identifying GI Potential in Municipal CIP Projects. These documents can be downloaded from
www.cleanwaterprogram.com (click “Resources,” then “Development”). Please attach documentation
to demonstrate that the project was reviewed for GI potential.
The non-C.3 Regulated Project has been reviewed for GI potential as shown in the following
document(s):
Worksheet for Identifying Green Infrastructure Potential
in Municipal CIP Projects, dated:
Other documentation (describe):

Project IS a C.3 “Regulated Project” — Compliance Documented.
The C.3 Regulated Project has met all requirements for C.3 Regulated Projects as shown in the following
documents:
Stormwater Control Plan, dated:

____________________________________________

Construction Documents, dated:

____________________________________________

Other documentation (describe):

____________________________________________

Signature

Date

Name

Title

Note: This document was prepared by both ACCWP and BASMAA. The City of Oakland
contributed to creating these documents through participation in and financial support of these
organizations.
2
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Worksheet for Identifying Green Infrastructure Potential in
Municipal Capital Improvement Program Projects
This worksheet provides a series of checklists to walk agency staff through the process of reviewing capital improvement
program (CIP) projects for green infrastructure (GI) developed by the Bay Area Municipal Stormwater Management
Agencies Association (BASMAA), in its Guidance for Identifying Green Infrastructure Potential in Municipal Capital
Improvement Program Projects. The BASMAA guidance is included as Appendix A. This worksheet includes three parts:
 Part 1: Initial Screening
 Part 2: Assessment of Green Infrastructure Potential of a Project
 Part 3: Documentation of Results

Part 1: Initial Screening
Part 1 of this worksheet corresponds to the BASMAA guidance document’s Part 1, Initial Screening.

Step 1.1 Screen out projects by project type
1.1.a Obtain an editable electronic file that shows the agency’s CIP list in tabular format.
1.1.b Add a new column to the table, with the heading “Screened out from GI Potential Review”.
1.1.c For each project that meets one of the descriptions provided below, enter the words “Project Type” in the
new column of the CIP list.
1.1.d After the words “Project Type”, enter the number of the applicable project type. For example, if a project is
screened out because it has no exterior work, enter “Project Type 1”.
Types of Projects with No GI Potential (from Attachment 1 of the BASMAA guidance)
Project Type No.

Description

1

Projects with no exterior work, such as interior remodels

2

Projects involving exterior building upgrades or equipment, such as HVAC, solar panels,
window replacement, roof repairs and maintenance

3

Projects related to development and/or continued funding of municipal programs or related
organizations

4

Projects related to technical studies, mapping, aerial photography, surveying, database
development/upgrades, monitoring, training, or update of standard specs and details

5

Construction of new streetlights, traffic signals or communication facilities

6

Minor bridge and culvert repairs/replacement

7

Non‐stormwater utility projects, such as sewer or water main repairs/replacement, utility
undergrounding, treatment plant upgrades

8

Equipment purchase or maintenance (including vehicles, street or park furniture, equipment
for sports fields and golf courses, etc.)

9

Irrigation system installation, upgrades or repairs

Step 1.2 Screen out projects consisting of maintenance or minor construction work orders
1.2.a Using the electronic file of the table of CIP projects, for each project that meets the description shown
below, enter “Maintenance/Minor Construction” in the new column that was added in Step 1.1.
Description
The “project” includes budgets for multiple maintenance or minor construction work orders throughout the
jurisdiction or a portion of the jurisdiction. These types of projects will not be individually reviewed for green
infrastructure opportunity but will be considered as part of a municipality’s Green Infrastructure Plan.

1

Approved by GIWG August 8, 2016

Worksheet for Identifying GI Potential

Step 1.3 Screen out projects that are too early to assess
1.3.a Using the editable electronic file of the table of CIP projects, for each project that meets one of the
descriptions provided below, enter the words “Too Early” in the new column that was added in Step 1.1.
1.3.b After the words “Too Early”, enter the number of the applicable description. For example, if a project is
screened out because there is not yet enough information to assess the project for green infrastructure
potential, enter “Too Early 1”.1
“Too Early” No.

Description

1

There is not yet enough information to assess the project for green infrastructure potential

2

The project is not scheduled to begin design within the permit term (January 2016 –
December 2020)

3

The project is scheduled to begin within the permit term, but it has not yet moved forward to
conceptual design

Step 1.4 Screen out projects that are too late to change
1.4.a Using the editable electronic file of the table of CIP projects, for each project that meets one of the
descriptions provided below, enter the words “Too Late” in the new column that was added in Step 1.1.
1.4.b After the words “Too Late”, enter the number of the applicable description. For example, if a project is
under construction, enter “Too Late 1”.
“Too Late” No.

Description

1

The project is under construction

2

The project has moved to a stage of design in which changes cannot be made2

Part 2: Assessment of Green Infrastructure Potential
Part 2 of this worksheet corresponds to the BASMAA guidance document’s Part 2, Assessment of GI Potential.

Step 2.0 Identify projects that already include GI or low impact development (LID) treatment
2.0.a Review the projects that were not screened out to identify any “Regulated Projects” as defined in Provision
C.3.b. of the reissued Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP 2). This information may be in the
project files, or you may use the Clean Water Program’s Stormwater Requirements Checklist to make the
determination. C.3 Regulated Projects are required to include LID treatment measures, and are not
considered further in Part 2 of this worksheet. See Part 3, paragraph 2, for reporting guidance.
2.0.b Review the remaining projects to identify any non‐C.3 Regulated Projects that already include green
infrastructure and are funded. This information is anticipated to be included in the project files. There is no
further consideration in Part 2 of this worksheet for projects that already include green infrastructure and
are funded. See Part 3, paragraph 3, for reporting guidance.

Step 2.1 Collect Information/Reconnaissance
2.1.a For each project that was not screened out in Part 1, or found to include GI or LID treatment in Step 2.0,
obtain project plans that show:





Proposed project layout
Existing topography
Proposed grading plan (if available)
Existing and (if available) proposed storm drain inlets or catch basins and other drainage structures.

1

Projects that are determined to be too early to assess will need to be reassessed during the next fiscal year’s review.
The stage of design at which it is too late to incorporate green infrastructure measures varies with each project, so a “percent‐complete” threshold has
not been defined. Some projects may have funding tied to a particular conceptual design and changes cannot be made even early in the design process,
while others may have adequate budget and time within the construction schedule to make changes late in the design process. Agencies will need to make
judgments on a case‐by‐case basis. Agency staff completing the form may need to consult with the project manager or other staff members with specific
knowledge of each project to make these determinations.
2

2
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2.1.b Complete a copy of the Step 2.1 Checklist for each project, to consider GI opportunities that may be
associated with the following types of improvements, as applicable:
• Alterations to roof drainage from existing buildings
• New or replaced pavement or drainage structures (including gutters, inlets, or pipes)
• Concrete work
• Landscaping, including tree planting
• Streetscape improvements and intersection improvements (other than signals)
Enter the Project Name:
Checklist: Step 2.1 Project Information/Reconnaissance
Yes

No
1.

Does the project include alterations to building drainage?
If Yes, identify the locations of roof leaders and downspouts, and where they discharge or
where they are connected to storm drains.

2.

Is the project a street or landscape project?
If Yes, locate drainage structures, including storm drain inlets or catch basins. Identify and
locate drainage pathways, including curb and gutter.
Next, evaluate potential opportunities to substitute pervious pavements or grid pavements
for impervious pavements. Refer to Sections 6.6 and 6.7 of the C.3 Technical Guidance to
consider site suitability. Document the results of this evaluation in the space provided below.
Check one: There
impervious paving.

is /

is not potential to substitute pervious or grid pavements for

Enter the basis for the above finding regarding pervious or grid pavements:
3.

Are there any landscaped areas and/or paved areas that are adjacent to, or down gradient
from, roof leaders and downspouts identified in item 1, above, or the paved surfaces of a
street/landscape project reviewed in item 2, above?
 If Yes, skip to Step 2.2. Note that the project area boundaries may be, but are not
required to be, expanded to include potential green infrastructure facilities.
 If No, continue to item 4, below.

4.

Based on the results in item 2, above, is there is potential to substitute pervious pavements or
grid pavements for impervious pavements?
 If Yes, skip to Step 2.3.
 If No, the project does not have GI potential. See Part 3, paragraph 5, for reporting
guidance.

Step 2.2 Preliminary Sizing and Drainage Analysis
Complete a copy of the Step 2.2 Checklist for each project that continues to Step 2.2.
Checklist: Step 2.2 Preliminary Sizing and Drainage Analysis
1.

Scan the landscaped areas and/or paved areas identified in Step 2.1, item 3, to consider their feasibility for
LID facility locations. Factors that may influence feasibility include slope, size, and proximity to impervious
surfaces that would contribute runoff. Document the results of this preliminary scan in the space provided
below.
In the space provided, list the landscaped areas and/or paved areas in order of apparent feasibility for LID:

3
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Checklist: Step 2.2 Preliminary Sizing and Drainage Analysis
2.

Beginning with the potential LID facility locations that seem most feasible, identify possible pathways to
direct drainage from roofs and/or pavement to potential LID facility locations—by sheet flow, valley gutters,
trench drains, or (where gradients are steeper) via pipes, based on existing grades and drainage patterns.
Where existing grades constrain natural drainage to potential facilities, the use of pumps may be considered
(as a less preferable option). Document the results of this evaluation in the space provided below.
Runoff could be conveyed to the potential LID facility locations using (check all that apply):
Sheet flow

Valley gutters

Trench drains

Pipes

Pump(s)

Other (describe):
3.

Delineate (roughly) the area of each potential LID facility location, and the drainage area tributary to each
potential LID facility location. Typically, the delineation of a drainage area requires site reconnaissance,
which may or may not include the use of a level to measure relative elevations. Use the blank columns below
to enter the approximate areas. Values in the far right column will be automatically calculated.
Potential LID Facility
Location Name

Potential LID Facility
Location Area (sq.ft.)

Tributary Drainage
Area (sq.ft.)

Facility Area Divided by
Tributary Area
0

0

0
0

4.

Compare the preliminary sizing factors (facility area/tributary area) for potential LID facility types, provided
below, with the automatically‐calculated values in the far right column of item 3, above. If the value in the
table above is greater than or equal to a sizing factor listed below, there is potential to construct the
applicable type of facility within the potential LID facility location. Note that these sizing factors are
guidelines (not strict rules, but targets).
 Sizing factor > 0.5 for dispersal to landscape or pervious pavement3, which allows for a maximum 2:1
ratio of impervious area to pervious area.
 Sizing factor > 0.04 for bioretention
 Sizing factor > 0.004 (or less) for proprietary tree‐box‐type biofilters
In the space provided below, check the boxes for the LID facility types that may be feasible to construct in
the potential LID facility locations, based on the above sizing factors (check all that apply):
Dispersal to landscape or pervious pavement

Bioretention

Proprietary tree‐box‐type biofilters

None of the above
 If the bioretention or tree‐box‐type biofilters boxes are checked, continue to item 5, below If not,
skip to item 6.

3
Note that pervious pavement systems are typically designed to infiltrate only the rain falling on the pervious pavement itself, with the allowance for small
quantities of runoff from adjacent impervious areas. If significant runoff from adjacent areas is anticipated, preliminary sizing considerations should
include evaluation of the depth of drain rock layer needed based on permeability of site soils.

4
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Checklist: Step 2.2 Preliminary Sizing and Drainage Analysis
5.

For bioretention facilities requiring underdrains and tree‐box‐type biofilters, note whether there are
potential connections from the underdrain to the storm drain system (typically 2.0 feet below soil surface for
bioretention facilities, and 3.5 feet below surface for tree‐box‐type biofilters). Indicate below whether this
condition is met.
There is potential to connect an underdrain beneath the facility checked in 2d to the storm drain.
 Skip to Step 2.3.
There is NOT potential to connect an underdrain beneath the facility checked in 2d to the storm drain,
but there IS potential to construct a bioretention facility without an underdrain.
 Skip to Step 2.3.
There is NOT potential to connect an underdrain beneath the facility checked in 2d to the storm drain,
and there is NOT potential to construct a facility without an underdrain.
 Continue to item 6, below.

6.

Review the responses in items 5 and 6, above, and check all that apply:
In item 5, the box for "Dispersal to landscape or pervious pavement" was checked.
 Continue to Step 2.3.
In item 5, the box for "None of the above" was checked.
 The project does not have GI potential. See Part 3, paragraph 5, for reporting guidance.
In item 6, the third box was checked (no potential for an underdrain, and no potential facility without an
underdrain).
 The project does not have GI potential. See Part 3, paragraph 5, for reporting guidance.

Step 2.3 Barriers and Conflicts
Complete a copy of the Step 2.3 Checklist for each project that continues to Step 2.3. Note that barriers and
conflicts do not necessarily mean implementation is infeasible; however, they need to be identified and taken into
account in future decision‐making, as they may affect cost or public acceptance of the project.
Checklist: Step 2.3 Barriers and Conflicts
Yes

No
1.

Are there confirmed or potential conflicts with subsurface utilities?

2.

Are there known or potential issues with property ownership, or need for acquisition or
easements?

3.

Is there a lack of water supply for irrigation?

4.

Is green infrastructure well integrated with the rest of the project? (If no, explain in the
space provided)

5
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Step 2.4 Project Budget and Schedule
Complete a copy of the Step 2.4 Checklist for each project that continues to Step 2.4.
Checklist: Step 2.4 Project Budget and Schedule
1.

In the space provided below, list the sources of funding that may be available to include the design and
construction of green infrastructure in the project, and note the likelihood for each potential funding source
to become available.
Potential Funding Source

2.

Discuss Likelihood of Funding Source Becoming Available

Would the inclusion of GI in the project require acquisition of right of way, in addition to that required for
Yes
No
To be determined (TBD)
the project without the inclusion of GI?
If “Yes” or “TBD”, please explain:

3.

In the space provided below, list the sources of funding that may be available to include maintenance of
green infrastructure in the project, and note the likelihood for each potential funding source to become
available.
Potential Funding Source

4.

Discuss Likelihood of Funding Source Becoming Available

Are there any constraints on the project schedule, such as a regulatory mandate to complete the project by a
specific date, grant requirements, etc., that could complicate aligning a separate funding stream for the
Yes
No
TBD
green infrastructure element?
If “Yes” or “TBD”, please explain:

5.

In the space provided below, provide a discussion of whether cost savings could be achieved by integrating
the project with other planned projects, such as pedestrian or bicycle safety improvement projects, street
beautification, etc., if the schedule allows:

6
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Step 2.5 Assessment of Green Infrastructure Potential
Complete a copy of the Step 2.5 Checklist for each project that continues to Step 2.5.
Checklist: Step 2.5 Assessment of Green Infrastructure Potential
1.

Using the table format provided below, describe potential opportunities for specific ancillary benefits of
green infrastructure to enhance this particular project and the surrounding area.
Potential for GI Benefits to Enhance this Project and Surrounding Area

Ancillary GI Benefit
Improvement of quality
of public spaces
Provision of parks and
play areas
Provision of habitat
Enhancement of urban
forestry
Mitigation of heat island
effects
Aesthetic improvements
Other (describe):

2.

Review the project information entered in Steps 2.3 and 2.4, and the benefits identified in item 1, above.
Based on this information, would it make sense to include green infrastructure into this project—if funding
were available for the potential incremental costs of including green infrastructure in the project?
Yes

No

To be determined (TBD)

If “No” or “TBD”, please explain:

3.

In the space provided below, identify any additional conditions that would have to be met for green
infrastructure elements to be constructed consequent with the project:

Part 3: Documentation of Results
The following paragraphs provide guidance for documenting and reporting on the process of reviewing CIP projects for
green infrastructure potential. Paragraph 1, below, is from Part 1 of the BASMAA guidance document; Paragraphs 2
through 5 are from Part 2 of the BASMAA guidance document.
1.

Documentation of Each Project that Was Screened Out in the Part 1 Process. The projects removed through the
initial screening process do not need to be reported to the Water Board in the Permittee’s Annual Report.
However, the process should be documented and records kept as to the reason the project was removed from
further consideration. Note that projects that were determined to be too early to assess will need to be reassessed
during the next fiscal year’s review.

2.

Reporting of Each C.3 Regulated Project. Follow current C.3 guidance and report the project in Table C.3.b.iv.(2) of
the Annual Report for the fiscal year in which the project is approved.

3.

Reporting of Each Project that Already Includes Green Infrastructure and Is Funded. List the project in “Table B‐
Planned Green Infrastructure Projects” in the Annual Report, indicate the planning or implementation status, and
describe the green infrastructure measures to be included.
7
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4.

Reporting of Each Project that May Have Green Infrastructure Potential Pending Further Assessment of
Feasibility, Incremental Cost, and Availability of Funding. If the feasibility assessment is not complete and/or
funding has not been identified, list the project in “Table A‐Public Projects Reviewed for Green Infrastructure” in
the Annual Report. In the “GI Included?” column, state either “TBD” (to be determined) if the assessment is not
complete, or “Yes” if it has been determined that green infrastructure is feasible. In the rightmost column,
describe the green infrastructure measures considered and/or proposed, and note the funding and other
contingencies for inclusion of green infrastructure in the project. Once funding for the project has been identified,
the project should be moved to “Table B‐Planned Green Infrastructure Projects” in future Annual Reports.

5.

Reporting of Each Project that Does Not Have Green Infrastructure Potential. In the Annual Report, list the
project in “Table A‐Public Projects Reviewed for Green Infrastructure.” In the “GI Included?” column, state “No.”
Briefly state the reasons for the determination in the rightmost column. Prepare more detailed documentation of
the reasons for the determination and keep it in the project files.

Name of staff person completing the worksheet:

Signature:

Date:

Note: This document was prepared by both ACCWP and BASMAA. The City of Oakland
contributed to creating these documents through participation in and financial support of these
organizations.
8
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CITY OF OAKLAND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE ATTACHMENT D
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WORK SHEET

Appendix A
BASMAA’s
Guidance for Identifying Green Infrastructure Potential
in Municipal Capital Improvement Program Projects

May 6, 2016

Note: This document was prepared by both ACCWP and BASMAA. The City of Oakland
contributed to creating these documents through participation in and financial support of these
organizations.
9
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URBAN GREENING PLAN AND GRANT REPORT
APPENDIX C
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE CHAPTER OF THE
CITY OF OAKLAND GREAT STREETS GUIDE

CHAPTER 5 | GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Green infrastructure,
improves Oakland’s
watershed by cleaning
and slowing runoff from
impervious roadways,
sidewalks, and building
surfaces before it
enters creeks and other
waterways. Green
infrastructure treatments
help to restore predevelopment drainage
patterns and must be
considered in most street
reconstruction projects.

Planned San Pablo Avenue Retrofit - Rendering: Nevue Ngan Associates

Overview
Healthy watersheds are a vital component
of a healthy urban environment. Oakland’s
watershed comprises 15 main creeks, over
30 tributaries, Lake Merritt and the Estuary.
Sustainable stormwater management, such
as green infrastructure, improves Oakland’s
watershed by cleaning and slowing runoff from
impervious roadways, sidewalks, and building
surfaces before it enters creeks and other
waterways. Green Infrastructure treatments
also help to restore pre-development drainage
patterns and must be considered for medians,
curb zones, and furniture zones in most
street reconstruction projects. These Design
Guidelines provide information on designing
and implementing green infrastructure within
street rights of way.
Complete Streets that include green
infrastructure take advantage of landscape
and other street design elements to manage
and improve stormwater runoff quality. Green
infrastructure design elements such as
bioretention areas1, tree wells and pervious
pavement collect, absorb and clean water
runoff from adjacent impervious surfaces.
These design elements allow rain to soak
into soil and/or vegetated areas. In addition
to improving stormwater quality, green
1. Depending on their design, bioretention areas may
be referred to as rain gardens, stormwater planters
stormwater curb extensions, or flow-through planters.
Other guidance documents may use diﬀerent terminology.

infrastructure can reduce localized flooding,
minimize downstream creek bank erosion,
expand green space, improve streetscape
aesthetics, provide cleaner and cooler air,
increase economic vitality, and enhance the
pedestrian experience.
Streetscape projects that construct 10,000
square feet or more of new contiguous
impervious area may qualify as “Regulated
Projects” under section C.3 of the state’s
Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit
(MRP).2 C.3 Regulated Projects must follow
the Alameda County C.3 Technical Guidelines3
to comply with the MRP. Other streetscape
projects with GI potential must incorporate GI
measures to the maximum extent practicable. 4
2. The City of Oakland must comply with the San
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board’s
Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit, Order No. R22015-0049 (MRP). Section C.3 of the MRP includes
stormwater treatment and control requirements for
specific types of public and private development projects
and requires the City to incorporate green infrastructure
into all public infrastructure projects where practicable.
3. C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance, Alameda
Countywide Clean Water Program. Retrieved from
http://contextsensitivesolutions.org/content/reading/
alameda_county_c_3_stormwater_t_/resources/
AlamedaCoTechnicalGuidance/
4. Maximum Extent Practicable is a standard for
implementation of stormwater management actions to
reduce pollutants in stormwater.

To document compliance, project managers (or
project consultants) must complete the City’s
C.3 Stormwater Compliance Sign-off Form
for Capital Improvement Program Projects.5
For green infrastructure project site-specific
design and engineering technical guidance
see the City of Oakland’s Green Infrastructure
Guide.6 See Figure 5-9. at the end of the
chapter for examples of green infrastructure in
the city of Oakland.
Figure 5-1. The Green Infrastructure in Streets
Design Process, summarizes the process
of how to integrate green infrastructure into
street design.

5. This form is available on the City of Oakland’s Creeks,
Watershed & Stormwater Program page at www.
oaklandcreeks.org.

6. This guide is available on the City’s Creeks, Watershed &
Stormwater Program page at www.oaklandcreeks.org.
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Figure 5-1. Green Infrastructure
in Street Design Process

Step 1: Identify Environmental Context Factors
• Underlying soil and hydrology conditions (feasibility of infiltration, groundwater
table recharge)
• Pollutant Management (surface and subsurface)
• Tree Canopy
• Localized Flooding
• Location within Watershed
• Others Conditions

Step 2: Identify Built Context Factors and Constraints
• Adjacent land use and built context
• On-street parking
• Drainage areas and patterns (including tributary drainage areas (e.g. flows from adjacent
properties or cross streets) that may concentrate flows within the right-of-way)
• Location and capacity of existing stormwater utilities (lines and inlets)
• Longitudinal and cross-slopes
• Potential physical conflicts with underground and other utilities, drain inlets, fire
hydrants, driveways, and existing well-established landscaping and street trees

Step 3: Select Green Infrastructure Elements in Context of Other
Project Goals
• Set multimodal transportation (Complete Streets) and stormwater management goals
for the project in question
• Select appropriate Complete Streets and Green Infrastructure Elements (along with
complementing general landscape elements)
• Closely integrate Complete Streets and Green Infrastcruture Elements

Step 4: Detail Design of Green Infrastructure Elements
• Minimize project's impervious surfaces
• Maximize and design landscape based components as appropriate to project context
• Size and design Green Infrastructure Elements for local context and conditions following
applicable design guidance and requirements*
• Define needed operations and maintenance procedures for selected Green
Infrastructure Elements
• If unforeseen issues arise, return to Step 3 to (re)evaluate the use of other Green
Infrastcrutue Elements
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Overview

Use and Design

Design Considerations

Green infrastructure elements are designed to capture, detain, and/or infiltrate stormwater runoff
from roadway and sidewalk surfaces. This slows peak flow rates and removes sediments and other
pollutants typically present in runoff. The following list describes green infrastructure functions that
apply to varying degrees depending on the green infrastructure element:

When designing green infrastructure elements
of a given project, the designer should consider
the environmental and built context as well
as construction and ongoing operation and
maintenance.

Green Infrastructure Measures

Environmental Context Factors

INFILTRATION

POLLUTANT REMOVAL:

The process or rate at which water percolates into
the ground. The infiltration capacity of a green
infrastructure element is dependent on the capacity
of soils present under the feature to absorb water
and must be verified on a site-by-site basis prior to
finalizing green infrastructure element design. In
most cases biotreatment will be required prior to
infiltration into underlying native soil. Infiltration
helps to reduce peak stormwater flows to the storm
drain system and waterbodies and improves water
quality.

The removal of solid (particulate) matter and other
pollutants, such as oil and grease and pesticides,
from runoff by means of chemical adsorption
to soil particles and organic matter, microbial
transformation, plant uptake, sedimentation,
and filtration mechanisms. For example, where
vegetation is present, some pollutants are also
absorbed by plant roots and bound to plant
surfaces.

BIORETENTION

The process of precipitation temporarily adhering
to the leaves and other parts of trees and other
plants before reaching the ground. This leads to a
modest reduction and delay in the concentration
and peaking of stormwater runoff flows.

The
absorption,
temporary
storage
and
evapotranspiration7 of stormwater in a green
infrastructure feature composed of biotreatment
soil media, vegetation, and permeable material.
Stormwater flows into bioretention facilities, where
natural processes, such as water uptake by plants,
soil microbial action, and infiltration, work to remove
pollutants from and detain and evaporate the water.
The size, surface area, and depth of a bioretention
area depends on the area of impervious surface
draining to it. A bioretention area may incorporate
an underdrain and overflow system to accommodate
larger storms or low infiltration rates in underlying
soils.
7. Evapotranspiration occurs when water evaporates from
the soil and plants.

INTERCEPTION:

Environmental factors that may affect the feasibility,
location, and design of an individual feature or a
network of green infrastructure features include
the following:
• Soil and hydrological conditions, specifically
the infiltration rate of the underlying soil and
the groundwater depth;
• Soil conditions that can affect plant health,
such as high levels of salt or lime, or soil
compaction.
• Surrounding watershed, including the
relative location of the feature to nearby
creeks and other bodies of water as well
as to flood and/or tidal inundation zones,
including areas that experience localized
flooding;
• Slope8
• Pollutants present in the surface runoff that
is to be treated; and,
• Pollutants that may already be present
within soils or in water flowing in subsurface
conditions.

8. Steeper topography can aﬀect the feasibility of
green infrastructure by increasing costs and reducing
performance
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Built Context Factors

Construction

Operation and Maintenance

For green infrastructure elements to best
support the land use and urban context of
the street along which they are placed, the
following factors should be considered:

Green infrastructure construction requires
specific methodologies to achieve required
performance
standards.
Construction
drawings and specifications documents should
provide clear instructions for building and
maintaining green infrastructure facilities until
they are accepted and transferred to the public
or private owner. For example, contractors
must avoid soil compaction on top of areas
where green infrastructure will be constructed
and must verify and ensure the proper level
of planting soil compaction. In addition,
grading and drainage plans must be followed
to achieve desired performance. Even a 1/8inch discrepancy in elevation can affect how
water flows into a green infrastructure facility.
In addition, actual site conditions may require
design adjustments and plan set amendments
during construction.

The type and design of green infrastructure
features can have a significant effect on
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.
Therefore, the expected levels of maintenance
must be considered during green infrastructure
design.

• Available right-of-way width;
• Adjacent buildings and uses;
• Drainage areas that determine the amount of
runoff to be treated;
• Presence of transportation features such as
on-street parking, bike lanes, or bus stops;
• Presence of right of way features such as
utility boxes and lines, existing street trees, or
public art;
• Access and circulation patterns in the vicinity
and across the feature;
• Design characteristics of existing or proposed
hardscape elements, such as planter walls
(height, visual detailing, color), pavement
(combination of types, materials, patterns,
and color), or the need to accommodate
street furniture; and,
• Plant selection (plant height relative to
pedestrians, bicyclists, drivers, and signs,
etc.)9;
• Local street sweeping programs

9. The City of Oakland’s Green Infrastructure Guide
includes a list of preferred plants for green infrastructure
features. The Oakland Public Works Parks & Tree Services
Division also provides a Master Street Tree List (April 2017
– April 2018). See Attachments XX and XX.
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5.2 Green Infrastructure Measures
Green infrastructure measures that capture and treat runoff from impervious surfaces should be selected based on a site’s land use and street type,
and the various constraints each site presents. This section of the Design Guidelines lists the various types of green infrastructure measures and
provides use and design information for each type.

A. Bioretention Areas
Bioretention Areas10 can be designed in many forms and locations within a street. In general, bioretention areas slow, detain, and filter stormwater
in a recessed landscaped area. They are designed to “fill up like a bathtub” so a specific amount of water can be temporarily stored before filtering
through a layer of mulch, a layer of engineered biotreatment soil, and then a layer of clean drain rock.11 An underdrain which connects to the municipal
storm drain system is typically installed at the top of the rock layer to handle overflows while allowing water to slowly infiltrate into the underlying soil.
Bioretention Areas may be designed as stormwater planters, flow-through planters, stormwater curb extensions, or rain Gardens. These areas may be
of any shape, but they should be designed and built flat and level.

Stormwater Planters
Overview

Use and Design

Stormwater planters are typically narrow,
linear landscape areas with vertical sidewalls.
Stormwater planters are designed to treat
water runoff that flows into the planter from
adjacent sidewalk surfaces or is directed to
it from the roadway through a curb inlet and/
or covered drain channel. The use of vertical
sidewalls creates runoff retention capacities
using limited space and sidewalk width.
Stormwater planters are called “Flow-through
Planters” if lined by structural walls on the
sides and the base to prevent seepage into the
surrounding soil.

Stormwater planters can be used in constrained
area and retrofit areas. In some locations they
can be set level with the ground to receive
sheet flow. Flow-through planters can be
used next to buildings and other locations
where soil moisture is a potential concern.
Like stormwater planters, lined flow-through
planters include mulch, biotreatment soil and
drain rock, but they must include an underdrain
that is connected to the municipal storm
drain system. Figure 5-2. shows stormwater
planters integrated into a sidewalk that also
includes pervious or permeable pavers.

Additional Considerations
• Where stormwater planters are located
next to parking, consider accessibility
of parking spaces for persons with
disabilities. Also see Section 3.4 Q
Accessible Parking and Section 3.5
Universal Design.
• Stormwater planters should be located
and designed in close coordination with
other elements located in the Curb and
Furniture Zones of sidewalks. Also see
Sections 3.3 Sidewalks Furniture
Zone and 3.4 Sidewalks Curb Zone
and Curb Lane.

10. A bioretention area may be considered a “bioinfiltration area” if it is unlined and if the underlying soils have a saturated hydraulic conductivity rate of 1.6” per hour or greater. For more
information on bioinfiltration, see the C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance, Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program.
11. The California Department of Health (2010) has identified a four-day maximum allowable water retention time for stormwater treatment facilities. All green infrastructure measures and
general landscaping measures described in these design guidelines must be designed to drain completely within four days to eﬀectively suppress vector production.
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Figure 5-2. Stormwater Planters
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New Roadway
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Adjacent Sidewalk
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Pervious or permeable pavement

7

Trees may be constructed as Green Infrastructure Tree Wells, Stormwater
Trees or regular street trees with decomposed granite or tree grate, flush with
adjacent grade (shown).

8

Provide clear circulation space between on-street parking and sidewalk.

9

Install overflow connected to subdrain and storm drain system as necessary.

3
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4

Stormwater planter. Minimum width between planter walls: 3 feet.

5

Planter may include inlets to capture runoff from sidewalk.

18” wide, covered drain inlet and channel*
Provide accessible route where stormwater planters are installed along
on-street parking

*Size all trench drains, pipes, overflows and subdrains to be compatible with
Public Works maintenance equipment

Measures

Stormwater Curb Extensions

Additional Considerations

Overview

Use and Design

A typical curb extension is used to increase
pedestrian visibility, shorten the crossing
distance, or to help calm traffic. Stormwater
curb extensions fulfill these transportation
functions and are designed to capture,
treat, and manage stormwater runoff. Like
stormwater planters, the primary function of
stormwater curb extensions is to detain, clean,
evapotranspire, and, if possible, infiltrate
stormwater through bioretention.

Water at curb extensions is directed to flow
from the gutter and the flow line around
and then into a depressed landscaped area
contained within the extension. Stormwater
curb extensions can be also be designed as
the end points of subsurface trenches along
a section of linked tree wells, stormwater
planters, or bioswales the end of a stormwater
“treatment train”. Figure 5-3. Shows a typical
stormwater curb extension.

Additional Considerations

• The use of a curb extension as
stormwater curb extension should be
balanced with potential other needs in
a given area, such as spatial needs for
pedestrian circulation near crosswalks,
cafe seating, bicycle parking, or transit
stops. See Chapter 3 | Sidewalks,
Curbs, and Curb Lane and Section 4.2
Intersections | Pedestrians.

Figure 5-3. Stormwater extension

6
5
4
7
2
1 PPlanter width at narrow end: 3’ minimum.
P
Planter length, varies by location and can transition to other

2 ffeatures such as linked tree wells or stormwater plants.

3
5

p ggradients vary by
Depth of planter and slope
3 D
llocation and design. See

6

4 LLow point with overflow inlet.
C
Curb cut inlet with splash pad at forebay.

1

5 D
Detailing of curb cut inlet may vary.

6 EEdge condition at planter varies, can include low

ccurb, low rail fence, or no edging (shown).
SSidewalk width varies. See Table 2, consider circulation

7 nneeds and clear paths of travel to and from curb ramps
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Rain Gardens
Overview

Use and Design

The term “rain garden” is often synonymous
with “bioretention area” or “stormwater planter”.
Like any bioretention area, rain gardens may
vary in size and shape. Where space allows, rain
gardens are often built with sloped sides and
may have the visual appearance of a garden in
the urban landscape. They can be integrated
with adjacent sidewalk, roadway and/or private
property edge conditions.

Consider building rain gardens into the public
right-of-way in areas that are “left over”, where
streets intersect at odd angles or street grids
are offset from one another. In some cases, a
portion of a public park may be transformed
into a rain garden where the feature’s detention
function can be enhanced. The conceptual
before and after conditions in Figure 5-4.
illustrate a small traffic island transformed
into a modestly sized rain garden that stores
and treats runoff from the remaining paved
surfaces by eliminating unnecessary roadway
surfaces.

Additional Considerations
• Rain gardens can be designed in a broad
range of ways. Striking the right balance
between landscaped and hardscaped
surfaces as well as the appropriate
selection of amenities, such as seating,
largely depends on the built context,
adjacent uses, and community needs.
• Rain gardens can be integrated into the
redesign of locations where slip lanes are

Figure 5-4. Example of Opportunity Site and configureation of Rain Garden
3

3
1

4

Opportunity Site for Rain
Garden and Complete
Streets Improvements

2

4

1

3
1 BBioretention Area
2 TTrench drain or subsurface pipe connecting
multiple rain gardens
m

Curb cut / inlet
3 C

4 RReconfigured sidewalk area and pedestrian circulation
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B. Tree Wells
Overview
A tree well’s basic design is a vault filled with
bioretention soil mix, planted with vegetation,
and underlain with an subdrain. The top of the
soil is set low enough to take in water from
surrounding sidewalks or from the flowline
of the curb. Figure 5-5. illustrates different
configurations of green infrastructure Tree
Wells. Section A shows a Tree Well covered
with an ADA-Compliant tree grate. Section
B illustrates a Tree Well that includes planting
and a low fence.

Use and Design
Tree wells are typically located within the
Furniture Zone of the sidewalk like other street
trees. The tree well can appear to be a standard
street tree planting with a tree grate or if the
well is open the lower level of the soil and any
groundcover that is planted in it can make its
stormwater function more apparent.

Additional Considerations
• Use of pavement support systems:
The stormwater volume of an individual
or array of Tree Wells can be enhanced
using structural soils or a structural
pavement support system.12 Structural
soils and structural support systems
support the sidewalk and/or adjacent
curb lane and allow the soil to be
compacted at a low enough level to
provide a biotreatment function. The
lower compaction of the soil can also
support improved tree health.

• Use of permeable or pervious
pavement: The surface of the sidewalk
or adjacent curb lane can be paved
with permeable or pervious pavement
to allow a more dispersed flow of
stormwater into the soil of the Tree
Well or linked row of Tree Wells which
can provide for better tree health and
functioning of the biotreatment soil.
Section B in Figure 5-8. illustrates
a linked tree well application under
sidewalk pavement that also includes
permeable or pervious unit pavers.

• Tree wells designed for stormwater treatment can be used in combination with standard tree
wells as may be needed based on local conditions. The sizing of tree wells should be based
on both stormwater treatment needs and the recommendations for the width of adjacent
sidewalk zones. For more information see Chapter 3 Sidewalks, Curbs, and Curb Lanes and
Sections 3.3 D Street Trees and Landscaping. Consider low fencing around the edges of
open tree wells where deeper wells are needed to meet stormwater treatment capacities.

Multiple Tree Wells can be connected with a
sub-drain to form a linked row of Tree Wells.
At the surface level, such an array of tree wells
may take the form of a continuous planting area
or appear as individual tree wells with standard
or permeable paving between them.

12. Structural soil is a planting medium that consists
of a stone skeleton structure for strength and clay
soil for water retention, which allows urban trees to
grow under pavement. Structural support systems
include load-bearing modular grid products that are
commercially available.
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Figure 5-5. Tree Wells

2
B’

1
A

3

A

5
B’

4
Plan

1
2
3

Size stormwater tree linked/tree wells according
to stormwater management goals and per
section 5.3D Street Trees

4
5

Adjacent sidewalk

6

18” wide stormwater tree curb inlet, with
wheel guard as needed*

7

Minimum planter depth varies

Subdrain, if needed.* Use Class II virgin permeable
material for gravel layer.
To maximize tree health, consider the use of structural
soils and load-bearing modular grid products.
*Size all trench drains, pipes, overflows and subdrains
to be compatible with Public Works maintenance
equipment

Match width of pervious or permeable pavement
to width of tree wells or width of street furniture
and curb zone

1
1

2

4

3
7

Section ‘A’
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C. Pervious, Permeable and Porous Pavement
Overview

Figure 5-6. Examples of pervious, permeable and porous pavement applications.

Pervious, permeable and porous paving
materials are designed to allow stormwater
runoff to pass directly through or around the
paving material into a permeable subgrade
engineered to receive and temporarily store
the collected runoff. From the permeable
subgrade the runoff either infiltrates into the
existing underlying soils or is directed to the
stormwater system through a sub-drain. While
permeable paving provides water quality
benefits limited to the filtering of larger debris
and some sediments and other solids, pervious
paving has more filtering capacity. The primary
function of all pervious, permeable and porous
paving installations is to detain and/or infiltrate
stormwater. Figure 5-6. illustrates applications
of pervious, permeable and porous pavement.

Permeable paver installation in a crosswalk

Additional Consideratio
Additional Considerations

• Coordinate the use of pervious,
permeable, or porous pavement materials
within the overall street design. Porous
paving materials are typically better
suited for application in the parking lane
whereas more expensive permeable
or pervious pavers lend themselves to
application in the different sidewalk
zones.
• Also see Chapter 3 Sidewalks, Curbs,
and Curb Lanes.

Bus stop with pervious pavers and tree well

City of San Francisco
Parking lane constructed of porous concrete
(beyond stormwater curb extensions in
foreground)
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Table 5-1. Permeable, Pervious, and Porous Paving Locations with the Street

Table 5-1. provides an overview of the different
types of paving materials and for which street
design elements they may be appropriate. The
different paving types are defined as:

• Pervious concrete is a concrete pavement
with a large volume (about 20%) of
interconnected voids. Like conventional
concrete, pervious concrete is made from a
mixture of cement, coarse aggregates, and
water. However, it contains little or no sand,
which results in a porous open-cell structure
that allows water to pass through.
• Porous asphalt is the same as regular asphalt
except that it is manufactured without the fine
material, which leaves voids throughout the
pavement allowing water to filter through and
into a drainage bed of aggregate.

Curb Extension

Curb Lane

Travel Lane

Raised Median

Alley







|

|



|

2

Pervious Pavers

1

1

1

|

|



|

2

Pervious Concrete









|

|



|

2



|

|

|

2

PAVING
MATERIAL
Permeable Pavers

Porous Asphalt



Generally appropriate

|

Appropriate if load and wear requirements can be met

Roundabout

Street Furniture and
Curb Zone

• Pervious pavers allow stormwater to
percolate through the paver rather than
through the permeable joints around the
pavers. As water runs through the pavers
some urban pollutants get filtered out.

Frontage Zone and
Pedestrian Through
Zone

• Permeable pavers are separated by joints
filled with a crushed aggregate. Permeable
pavers are different from pervious pavers in
that rainwater passes through the joints only
and not the paver itself.

AREA OF THE STREET

Bicycle Lane

Use and Design

Not appropriate
NOTES:
1. Pervious pavers with a butt joint of 1/8” or less sand joint are appropriate for a pedestrian, an ADA compliant, surface.
2. Center of roundabout: see Raised Median; Apron: see Travel Lane; and Travel Lane: see Travel Lane.

Figures 5-2. and 5-5. illustrate pervious, permeable or porous paving materials integrated with other green infrastructure elements located in the
sidewalk area or parking lane. Where local conditions limit landscaped green infrastructure features, the sole use of pervious, permeable or porous
paving materials is a valid option for still advancing the goal reducing stormwater flows and improving water quality through the reduction of impervious
surfaces in urban environments.
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5.3 Other Landscaping Elements with Stormwater Management Benefits
The green infrastructure measures, such as bioretention features, described in these Design Guidelines should be incorporated into the streetscape,
and where feasible, designed to meet clean water standards set by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board. When this is not possible,
some general landscape elements, such as landscaped medians, planting strips, individual planters, and street trees, do provide urban greening and
stormwater management benefit. Street trees and planted areas can be designed to enhance these benefits and will contribute to the City’s green
infrastructure planning goals.

D. Street Trees
Overview

Use and Design

While the Tree Wells described in Section
5.2 B of this chapter can be designed to
meet the state’s C.3 and green infrastructure
stormwater
management
requirements,
regular street trees planted in a tree well
cannot. At a relatively low cost, however,
street trees can be designed to provide some
stormwater benefit.13

Street trees are generally planted in the
Furnishing and Curb Zones. Where possible,
the soil in the tree planter should be at or slightly
below the flow line of the adjacent gutter line,
and a cut out should be provided to allow
water into the street tree planter. Figure 5-10.
illustrates a stormwater-enhanced Street Tree
installation.

Figure 5-7. stormwater-enhanced Street Tree
installation.

Additional Considerations
• See Section 5.2 B - Tree Wells.
• See Section 3.3 D Street Trees and
Landscaping.

13. The Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA) is currently developing an
approach to obtain reduced stormwater treatment
credit under the state’s Municipal Regional Permit for
“undersized” green infrastructure elements (i.e.; alternative
treatment measures).

City of Philadelphia
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E. Bioswales
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Overview

Use and Design

Bioswales, also known as vegetated swales,
are shallow, linear, recessed landscaped
areas with a central drainage course and
gently sloped sides. The entire width of the
swale is typically planted with vegetation.
Water flowing through a bioswale is slowed
by the plants, allowing sediments and some
pollutants to settle out and some of the water
to soak into the soil. The remaining water in
the bioswale moves more slowly than it would
through pipes in a traditional stormwater
conveyance system and the resulting ponding,
if it occurs, is typically only a few inches deep
and temporary. A bioswale may be used in
conjunction with other elements to form a
“treatment train” to achieve compliance with
the state’s current clean water regulations.

Use bioswales in the furniture zone of residential
or low-volume streets to both ecologically and
aesthetically enhance the streetscape, as they
are generally wider than stormwater planters
or other green infrastructure elements. Figure
5-8. Section A illustrates a bioswale design
option for streets with wider sidewalks and onstreet parking where a swale with two sloping
sides and a curbside “step-out space” along
parked cars can be accommodated. Figure
5-8. Section B, shows a design option for
bioswales in locations where less space is
available and no step-out space is required.

Additional Considerations
• Where bioswales are located next to
parking, consider accessibility of parking
spaces for persons with disabilities.
Also see Section 3.4 Q Accessible

Parking.

Other Elements
Figure 5-8. Bioswales

1:1 Max

1

2
11

8

3

4

3:1 M

ax

6

1:1 Max

2
11

3:1 M
ax

Sidewalk

2

Landscape with tree*

3

Bioswale

5

8’ Min.

1

1

4

5

Section A

7

9

10

3

6

Curb with curb-cut inlet with trench
drain grate**
Subdrain, if needed. Use Class II virgin
permeable material for gravel layer

6

Retaining curb as required for depth of facility

7

Adjacent roadway with on-street parking

8

Provide a “Step-Out” area along parking

9

Curb with curb-cut inlet, and splash pad
and/or rock dissipater, as needed

10
11

Adjacent roadway without on-street parking
T
Tree
rootball, watering ring, and native soil
beyond

*Per City of Oakland Plant Palette for Stormwater
Treatment (April 2016)
**Size all trench drains, pipes, overflows and
subdrains to be compatible with Public Works
maintenance equipment

5

Section B

6’ Min.
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5.4 Locating Green Infrastructure within the Street Right of Way
Overview
Specific green infrastructure elements are best suited to particular locations within the street. For example, Tree Wells and standard Street Trees are
best located within the sidewalk, in planters in the curb lane, within landscaped medians, or in the center of roundabouts.

Use and Design
Pervious or Permeable Paving can be appropriate in most locations within a street but must be designed properly. Table 5-2. provides guidance on
appropriate green infrastructure and other landscaping features given land use context and location within the street.
Table 5-2. Green Infrastructure Locations within the Street Right of Way

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
MEASURES4

STREET ZONE
ELEMENTS / LAND USE
CONTEXT
Stormwater Planter7

Curb Lane

Dntn
/ MX /
Com

Emp /
Neigh /
Parks

z

z1

All Contexts6

Stormwater Curb Extension
Rain Garden
Tree Well
Pervious / Permeable Paving
Street Tree

OTHER
LANDSCAPING5

Sidewalk

Container Planter

All Other
Contexts

All Contexts

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z5

z

z

z

z

z1

z1

z2

2,3

z

1

z
z

z

NOTES:
1. Can be located on medians within the
roadway
2. Can be located within landscaped areas
of traffic circles or roundabouts within
intersections

z

1

Dntn= Downtown, MX= Mixed Use, Com= Commercial, Emp= Employment, Neigh=
Neighborhood
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Dntn

Intersection

z

Bioswale
Understory Planting

Roadway

z

z1

z1

z2

z

z1

z1

z2

3. “Left-over” spaces, i.e. triangular spaces
where streets meet at an angle
4. These green infrastructure elements can
be designed to meet the state’s C.3 clean
water requirements
5. These landscaping elements provide some
stormwater benefit but do not currently
meet the state’s C.3 requirements
6. Designer must evaluate whether a given
green infrastructure feature is appropriate
within the curb lane
7. Where necessary, a stormwater planter
may be designed as a “flow-through
planter”. Flow-through planters are lined on
the sides and bottom with structural planter
walls to prevent seepage into the underlying
soil

Figure 5-9. Examples of public and private green infrastructure in the City of Oakland

Stormwater curb extension

Rain garden adjacent to a bike lane

Rain garden connected to the gutter by a trench
drain

Pervious pavers
Bioretention areas and regular landscaping
combined in a single median

Rain garden adjacent to driveway
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Appendix C Green Infrastructure Chapter of City of Oakland Great Streets Guide
Attachment A Stakeholder Interviews and Recommendations

MEMORANDUM
Date:

January 15, 2016

To:

Iris Starr and Christina Blackston, City of Oakland

From:

Carrie Modi and Rob Rees, Fehr & Peers
Phil Erickson and Thomas Kronemeyer, Community Design + Architecture

Subject:

Summary of Oakland Complete Streets Design Guidelines Stakeholder
Interviews and Recommended List of Design Guidance
OK-0024.01

This memorandum summarizes issues and ideas documented in the stakeholder interviews
conducted for the Oakland Complete Street Network and Design Guidelines (“Design Guidelines”).
The interviews were conducted with groups of stakeholders in November of 2015 with the intent
to cast a broad net across the City of Oakland’s staff involved in the design, engineering,
maintenance and approval process for streets, including the Public Works Department, Planning
and Building Department, Fire Department, and Police Department in addition to AC Transit and
local advocates including Transport Oakland, Bike East Bay, and Walk Oakland/Bike Oakland. A list
of stakeholders who participated in the interviews is located in Attachment A. This memorandum
includes all information contained in the December 22, 2015 memorandum but adds additional
detail on green streets and maintenance issues.
The purpose of the interviews was fourfold, serving to identify:
1.

Design and engineering guidelines, codes, requirements and informal resources currently
used by City of Oakland staff;

2.

Key gaps in and needed updates to the City’s current multi-modal design guidance,
inclusive of considerations for storm water management through green infrastructure, as
well as informal resources that may not be codified elsewhere;

3.

Relative priority of the identified needs; and,

4.

Preferred format and user-interaction with the Design Guidelines document that will be
prepare as part of the Oakland Complete Streets project.

This memorandum documents those identified needs and suggestions, proposed next steps for
developing the recommended design guidance, and recommended high-priority topic areas for

1330 Broadway | Suite 833 | Oakland, CA 94612 | (510) 834-3200 | Fax (510) 253-0059
www.fehrandpeers.com

Iris Starr
January 15, 2016
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inclusion in the Complete Streets Design Guidelines. Attachment B contains issues raised by the
stakeholders that cannot be incorporated into the design guidelines.
Key Findings
The stakeholder interviews identified a variety of opportunities and issues, many of which can be
addressed through the Design Guidelines and others, which can be best addressed over time and
through future updates to the Design Guidelines. Discussion focused on the following themes:
a.

Desire for Standards, Not Just Guidance: Ultimately, designs should be adopted as
standards, not just guidelines. It was acknowledged that this would likely be done in
future efforts to make them fully enforceable, with the Design Guidelines guidance as a
first step toward that effort.

b.

Variety of Existing Design Standards: Stakeholders from across departments identified
a variety of sources that currently include standards related to complete streets. There
will be a need to either update each source or consolidate complete streets standards
into one comprehensive document moving forward. The current sources include the
Planning Code, Oakland Municipal Code, and Public Works Standard Plans and
Specifications. It will be important in moving forward to recognize the different review
and approval processes that are needed to change these sources; some require Council
action while others do not.

c.

Momentum for Inter-Department and Inter-Agency Coordination: Across all
departments, there was an acknowledgement of the importance of coordination. There is
high potential for targeted coordination and design guidance to resolve frequent design
challenges that may result from the current disagreement between guidance and
standards, and/or lack of clear design guidance.

d.

Need for Inter-Department “Champions” of the Design Guidelines: As the Design
Guidelines will be true guidelines, not standards, (at least to begin with) and because
coordination is required to get approval on the guidance, the need for mid-level
“champions” in each department will be key to maintain momentum and push the Design
Guidelines forward into the next steps beyond this current effort.

e.

Importance of Maintenance in Project Delivery: City departments review, modify or
provide input on the design of streets at different times during the project delivery cycle.
While planning and to a lesser extent transportation staff touch projects during earlier
stages, transportation, engineering, and maintenance staff get involved during later
stages of the project. For both groups, there are limited mechanisms for monitoring
and/or enforcing what gets built and what modifications are made to projects in the final
design stage. As a result, Maintenance staff’s role in delivering the final complete streets
design is critical. In addition, review and input from Police and Fire Departments is critical,
and the current practices may benefit from some revision and clarification.
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f.

Need for Coordination and Guidance Before “35% Design:” The Design Guidelines
should be targeted to City staff and external practitioners involved in street design, so
that the plans City staff reviews are “right” and consistent the first time they review them.

g.

Define a resolution process for resolving “competition” for space in multimodal
Complete Streets projects: City staff raised the issue that there is very often competition
for space when an existing street is being reconfigured to be more complete, and
possibly to include space for green infrastructure. Currently, there is not a set process or
flowchart for decision making in balancing various needs and guidance/standards that
result in needing more space than exists within existing rights-of-way. Perhaps the
“modal priorities” set by the CS can be used as a basis for resolving conflict.

h.

Long-Term Desire for Web-Based, Easily-Accessible, and Well-Organized
Information Clearinghouse: Many pointed to the City of San Francisco’s SF Better
Streets website as a well-organized, visually-rich, one-stop-shop for design guidance
across multiple departments: Planning; Public Works; Municipal Transportation Agency;

i.

Maintenance Considerations in Design: Several current designs pose street sweeping
challenges and should be clarified. For example, bike corrals, which are bicycle racks
located at roadway grade in an on-street parking space, presents a problem for
mechanical street sweeping operations and typically requires hand sweeping between
racks. Similarly, cycle track designs that include “floating parking” and/or
landscaped/hardscaped islands delineated by vertical curbs create an area between
parked cars and curbs along sidewalks that is difficult to sweep with current mechanical
equipment. As result, they may require hand sweeping or procurement of small-scale
mechanical sweepers.

j.

Standardization of Guidance: There are a variety of design details that come up
frequently on projects on which the City does not have a clear, consistent preferred
design. As a result, these would benefit from new guidance, agreed upon by multiple
stakeholders. For example, the preferred specifications for trash collection hardware (i.e.
trash collection baskets in inlets) should be resolved in order to streamline design,
maintenance, and replacement.

k.

Desire for Standards and Guidelines for Green Infrastructure Elements: Guidance on
green infrastructure is needed in order to avoid repeating construction and design flaws
of previously constructed green infrastructure elements, which have inadvertently led to
increased maintenance needs, such as clogged drains. The need is for standards, but the
Design Guidelines can be a first step toward that.
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Identified Design Guidance Needs
Table 1 presents design guidance needs identified in the stakeholder interviews. Each topic area
includes an initial assessment of:
•

Type of guidance needed

•

Relevant stakeholders for coordination and approval

•

Likely level of effort to create the guidance

•

Specific needs and opportunities identified by stakeholders

Proposed Prioritization for Addressing Design Guidance Needed
The Design Guidelines will identify all design needs identified through the stakeholder interview
process and recommend relevant next steps for each. However, only the highest priority design
guidance needs can be addressed in depth in the first iteration of the Complete Streets Design
Guidelines. It is expected that the remaining identified design guideline needs, along with newly
arising needs, will be addressed through future updates to the Design Guidelines. As a result, a
prioritization scheme is needed to identify the first set of design needs to be addressed. Based on
input from stakeholders, the following prioritization scheme is proposed:
•

Tackle highest priority “big issues” through policy statement and design drawings where
issues were identified as highest-need by multiple stakeholders

•

Codify policy statements where consensus is already existing as “low-hanging fruit”

“Big issues” that were identified as low priority and/or were identified by only a single stakeholder
are proposed to be addressed in future iterations of the Design Guidelines. Table 2 presents the
recommended list of topics to address in the Design Guidelines and the proposed methods for
addressing them. Many of these issues may require follow up and additional detail in further
iterations of the Plan in order to provide a comprehensive resolution to the topic area. Specific
details to be addressed will be refined based on stakeholder input to this memorandum and the
proposed Oakland Complete Streets Plan outline memorandum.
Measuring Success of Guidelines and Complete Streets Policy
There was a desire expressed in the meetings to establish some measures that can be identified to
track the level of success in implementing the guidelines. This is an application of performance
based planning to measure the success of projects.
•

Are projects following the guidance?
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•

Are there more and better projects?

•

Is staff being trained to use the guidance?

•

Are other communities using or referencing the guidance?

Next Steps
In order to proceed with drafting the Design Guidelines, we would like input from the City focused
on the following questions:
•

Are the “right” high priority projects captured?

•

Are there other “low-hanging fruit” that should be codified or other incorporated into the
Design Guidelines at this point?

Please provide a consolidated set of comments and feedback to Rob Rees and Carrie Nielson by
Monday, January 18 to finalize the list of projects in late January and begin drafting the Design
Guidelines.
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Appendix C Green Infrastructure Chapter of City of Oakland Great Streets Guide
Attachment A Stakeholder Interviews and Recommendations Table 1

TABLE 1: IDENTIFIED DESIGN GUIDANCE AND CONSIDERATIONS
Considerations

Need

Type

P

TPF

Stakeholder Coordination
TSD C
M
SW
F

Bus Stop
Relocation Policy

Policy Statement









Bus Stop Design

Design Drawings







 

Preferred
Sidewalk Design

Design Drawings







 



Driveways

Design Drawings







 



Temporary Traffic
Control/
Construction Zone

Policy Statement
and/or Design
Drawings







 







 





Corner Curb
Ramps
Bikeway Design

Street Trees

Policy Statement,
Incorporate Existing
“Info-bulletins”
Incorporated
Existing Public
Works Guidance
Policy Statement
and/or Design
Drawings








 







 

PD

AC











Level of
Effort
Low High

Specific Needs and Opportunities
- Explicit criteria on when to consider relocating bus stops
- Clear policy on how to notice public (including bus riders,
adjacent property and business owners) and
communication between City and AC Transit
- Updates to Designing with Transit for Oakland streets
- Include bus stop with cycle track
- Include stops on bulbouts to allow buses to stop in traffic
lane
-Sidewalk zones, preferred widths, clearance behind bus
stops, trees, and shelter guidance
- Needs eventual update in PC and OMC
- Sidewalk zones, preferred widths and minimums,
alignment of path of travel, consistency in pedestrian
environment
-Driveway relocation, consolidation
-Path of travel and pedestrian environment through
driveways
-Preferred and minimum widths for pedestrian and bicycle
accommodation
-signing detours for bicycles
-Information on temporary bus stop relocation
-Codify general guidance on two curb ramps per corner
-Consolidate and incorporate existing “info-bulletins” on
accessibility
-Consolidate various existing bikeway design drawings
-Use bicycle-safe grates for inlets
-Include pavement suitability assessment in design process
-Spacing included in PC, but no information on tree canopy
and species
-Link to street typologies
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TABLE 1: IDENTIFIED DESIGN GUIDANCE AND CONSIDERATIONS
Considerations

Need

Type

P

TPF

Guidance and
Design Drawings







 





Urban Forestry Plan







 





Other
Landscaping

Incorporate Existing
Guidance/Codes

Lane Widths

Policy Statement

Complete Streets
Checklist

Policy Statement

Fire Truck Staging
Requirements

Policy Statement
and Design
Drawings

Curb Extension
Design

Policy Statement
and/or Design
Drawings

Crosswalk Design

Guidance and/or
Design Drawings

Signal Preemption

Stakeholder Coordination
TSD C
M
SW
F





















 

PD

AC

Level of
Effort
Low High

Specific Needs and Opportunities
-Unify the three differing tree ordinances
-Incorporate Fire requirements
-Revise/update tree list
-Limit the use of tree grates
-Prepare Urban Forestry Plan
-Use drought tolerant plants
-Follow State regulations for water use/irrigation
-Throughout design process, balance maintenance needs
with available maintenance staff



-Include provisions for bus and goods movement routes

 





 





 







 



Policy Statement









Policy Statement







 







-Understand considerations for staging and outriggers:
height and age of adjacent buildings, parking, new
development, vertical obstructions, medians, street width,
cycle tracks, bus stops, street trees
-Include statement on coordination with Fire Operations
and Fire Marshall
-Codify streetsweeper radii
-Consider linking to Typologies
-Include retroreflective element in face of curb
-Use of trench drains (avoid 90 and 45 degree angles)
-Avoid the use of special paving that is difficult to maintain








-Codify existing checklist(s)





-Coordinate with Fire and AC Transit on high-priority
routes
-Document installation
-Potentially solves Fire’s curb extension consideration
- Clarify policy for when and where to include Green
Infrastructure
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TABLE 1: IDENTIFIED DESIGN GUIDANCE AND CONSIDERATIONS
Considerations

Need

Type

Stakeholder Coordination
TSD C
M
SW
F

P

TPF

Guidance







 



Design Drawings







 



Implement Policy or
Guidance







 



Purpose and Needs
Statement







 



Policy Statement







 



Implementation
Guidance







 



Street Sweeping

Guidance and/or
Design Drawings







 



Drainage

Policy Statement
and/or Design
Drawings







 



Green
InfrastructureDesign

Green
Infrastructure
Maintenance

PD

AC

Level of
Effort
Low High

Specific Needs and Opportunities
-Guidance linking green infrastructure types with complete
streets elements, street types, and place types
-Preferred and minimum dimensions for green
infrastructure elements
-Edge design (addressing tripping hazards)
-Size of pipes (i.e. overflows or underdrains) must match
standard equipment used for maintenance
-Use of trench drains (avoid 90 and 45 degree angles)
-Clear space needed to accommodate parking meters,
other curbside elements, and ADA access
-Define long-term flow rate requirements
-Conduct post-construction performance related to
construction and maintenance (loop results back into
design process)
-Develop Purpose and Need statement regarding green
infrastructure maintenance
-Need definition of maintenance responsibilities (private,
public, shared)
-Throughout design process, balance maintenance needs
with available maintenance staff
-Develop life-cycle costs (capital + maintenance) for green
infrastructure and grey infrastructure
Consider street sweeping operations/access in:
-Cycle track design
-Bicycle parking design in parking lane
-Link valley gutters and street typologies
-Where/when to use pervious pavement
-Address inlet screens and trash reduction guidance
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TABLE 1: IDENTIFIED DESIGN GUIDANCE AND CONSIDERATIONS
Considerations

Need

Type

P

TPF

Stakeholder Coordination
TSD C
M
SW
F

Project Scope/
Extents

Policy Statement







 

Roadway Overlay

Policy Statement







 

Funding/
Implementation
for “Layered
Projects”

Implementation
Guidance





GIS Mapping





Policy Statement







Policy Statement
and Guidance







Map of Building
Basements
Passenger and
Goods Movement
Loading
Shared Streets

AC







 

PD













Level of
Effort
Low High

Specific Needs and Opportunities
-Thresholds or mechanisms for how to identify when a
project scope could be or needs to be expanded (e.g.
repaving projects and adding bike lanes, signal
modification and redoing curb ramps, inclusion of green
infrastructure, etc.)
-Do not overlay on top of gutter (common practice)
-Establish building out the complete streets network
through overlays, wherever possible
-Identify funding sources tied to a range of improvements
and purposes, and how funding sources can be used to
leverage other sources: i.e. storm water, traffic safety, active
transportation, etc.
-Guidance on what kinds of funds work for which kinds of
projects, so staff can pursue those sources
-Create policy statement on creating a GIS layer
-Develop a GIS layer
-With cycle tracks and other changes to use of curbside
area, consider policy statement or guidance on loading and
curb management in school zones and commercial areas
-Create policy for street types and contexts where shared
streets are appropriate
-Provide guidance for details related to ADA, maintenance,
etc.

Notes: P=Planning, TPF=Public Works Transportation Planning & Funding, TSD=Public Works Transportation Services Division, C=Public Works Civil, M=Public Works Maintenance,
SW=Public Works Stormwater, F = Fire Department, PD = Police Department, AC=AC Transit.  denotes coordination required with a given stakeholder. Blue denotes “high level of effort”
to develop guidance. Green denotes “lower hanging fruit” and guidance than can be readily codified through the Design Guidelines with limited additional information.
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TABLE 2 PROPOSED TOPICS FOR INCLUSION IN FIRST
OAKLAND COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDELINES

Need

Type

Include in Design
Guidelines?



Bus Stop Relocation Policy

Policy Statement

Bus Stop Design

Design Drawings



Preferred Sidewalk Design

Design Drawings



Driveways

Design Drawings



Temporary Traffic Control/
Construction Zone

Policy Statement and/or
Design Drawings



Corner Curb Ramps

Policy Statement, Incorporate
Existing “Info-bulletins”



Bikeway Design

Incorporate Existing Public
Works guidance



Policy Statement and/or
Design Drawings



Street Trees



Urban Forestry Plan
Guidance and Design
Drawings



Other Landscaping

Design Guidance



Lane Widths

Policy Statement



Complete Streets Checklist
(Transportation / Streetscape Checklists)

Policy Statement



Fire Truck Staging Requirements

Policy Statement and Design
Drawings



Curb Extension Design

Policy Statement and/or
Design Drawings



Crosswalk Design

Guidance and/or Design
Drawings



Signal Preemption

Policy Statement



Policy



Basic Design Guidance



Design Drawings



Purpose Statement



Green Infrastructure Design

Green Infrastructure-Maintenance



Policy Statement
Develop Life-Cycle Costs

Include in Future
Versions/Efforts?
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TABLE 2 PROPOSED TOPICS FOR INCLUSION IN FIRST
OAKLAND COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDELINES

Need

Type

Include in Design
Guidelines?

Include in Future
Versions/Efforts?

Street Sweeping

Guidance and/or Design
Drawings



Drainage

Policy Statement and/or
Design Drawings



Project Scope/ Extents

Policy Statement

Roadway Overlay

Policy Statement

Funding/ Implementation for “Layered
Projects”

Implementation Guidance



Map of Building Basements

GIS Mapping



Passenger and Goods Movement Loading

Policy Statement



Shared Streets

Policy Statement and
Guidance






Notes: Blue denotes “high level of effort” to develop guidance. Green denotes “lower hanging fruit” and guidance than can be readily
codified through the Design Guidelines with limited additional information.
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Appendix C Green Infrastructure Chapter of
City of Oakland Great Streets Guide
Attachment A Stakeholder Interviews and Recommendations
Appendix A

APPENDIX A – LIST OF INTERVIEWED STAKEHOLDERS
MEETING 1: NOVEMBER 4, 2015
•

Jason Patton, Bicycle & Pedestrian Program Manager, Oakland Public Works Bureau of Engineering &
Construction

•

David Pene, Student Trainee, Oakland Public Works Bureau of Engineering & Construction

•

Sara Barz, Shared Mobility Coordinator, Oakland Public Works Transportation Planning & Funding
Division

•

Christina Ferracane, Strategic Planner, Oakland Department of Planning & Building

•

Nathan Landau, Senior Planner, AC Transit

•

Peter Chun, Transportation Engineer, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

•

Ed Manasse, Strategic Planning Manager, Oakland Department of Planning & Building

•

Wladimir Wlassowsky, City Traffic Engineer, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

•

Christine Calabrese, ADA Program Manager and BRT Project Manager, Oakland Public Works

MEETING 2: NOVEMBER 13, 2015
•

Jason Ling, Principal Civil Engineer, Urban Design Consulting Engineers

•

Terry Bottomley, Urban Designer, Bottomley Design & Planning

•

Garrett Gritz, Project Manager Civil Deign, Diablo Engineering Group

•

Amanda Leahy, Senior Transportation Planner, Kittelson & Associates

MEETING 3: NOVEMBER 16, 2015
•

Miguel Trujillo, Fire Marshall, Oakland Fire Department

•

Mohammad Barati, Oakland Public Works

•

Mohamed Alaoui, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

•

David Elzey, Traffic Lieutenant, Oakland Police Department

•

Darin Ranelletti, Deputy Director, Oakland Department of Planning & Building

•

Ed Manasse, Strategic Planning Manager, Oakland Department of Planning & Building
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MEETING 4: NOVEMBER 16, 2015
•

Ruth Miller, Board Member, Transport Oakland

•

Dave Campbell, Advocacy Director, Bike East Bay

•

Chris Hwang, Board President, Walk Oakland/Bike Oakland

MEETING 5: NOVEMBER 20, 2015
•

Mohamed Alaoui, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

•

Mark Hoffman, Deputy Chief, Oakland Fire Department

MEETING 6: NOVEMBER 20, 2015
•

Mohamed Alaoui, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

•

Jimmy Mach, Paving and Sewer, Oakland Public Works

•

Jeff Krohn, Architect, Oakland Public Works

•

Guz Amirzehni, Oakland Public Works

•

Pablo Miras, Acting Civil Engineer, Oakland Public Works

•

Rebecca Tuden, Watershed Specialist, Oakland Public Works

•

Nick Cartagena, Civil Engineer, Oakland Public Works

•

Si Lau, Oakland Public Works Transportation Services Division

MEETING 7: DECEMBER 08, 2015
•

Dale Smith, Public Works Supervisor, Oakland Public Works

•

Robert Kennedy, Park Supervisor II, Oakland Public Works – Park & Tree Services Division

•

Jason Mitchell, Assistant Director, Oakland Public Works – Infrastructure & Operations

•

Rebecca Tuden, Watershed Program Specialist, Oakland Public Works – Engineering Design & Right Of
Way Management Division

•

David Lonestar, Public Works Supervisor II, Oakland Public Works – Storm Drainage Maintenance,
Department of Infrastructure & Operations

•

Jamie Ramey, Public Works Supervisor II, Oakland Public Works – Electrical Traffic Maintenance

•

Johnny Nicks, Public Works Supervisor, Oakland Public Works – Sewer System Maintenance
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•

Susan Katchee, Assistant Director, Oakland Public Works – Facilities & Environmental Services

•

Brian Carthan, Park Service Manager, Public Works – Park & Tree Services Division

•

Kristin Hathaway, Watershed Program Specialist, Oakland Public Works – Engineering Design & RightOf-Way Management Division
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APPENDIX B – OTHER ISSUES RAISED IN STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
There were a range of other transportation and complete streets related issues that were mentioned in the
stakeholder interviews which cannot be directly addressed through this complete streets effort. These are listed
here in order to document these needs which can possibly be addressed through other future efforts.
•

Speeding on Oakland Streets: Speeding is an issue and while traffic calming features can address this
issue, to a degree, over time as streets are improved throughout the city, there are other needs that
could be addressed. Police mentioned that speed survey data is out of date for most streets which limits
the use of Lidar for traffic enforcement. Also, because of budget issues there is no dedicated group of
officers for traffic enforcement. While radar trailers are used to encourage drivers to travel at the speed
limit it is not clear if they are effective.

•

Crash Data: Police Department has limited access to crash data. While the Transportation Services
Department (TSD) utilizes the Crossroads program, the data comes from the State. However, the State’s
data once available to TSD is routinely 18 months to two years out of date. The Police Department
currently does not have access to Crossroads, although there are some plans to purchase the program. If
the Police had access to Crossroads it could enter their own data and with that have independent access
to up-to-date crash information and analysis.

•

Emergency Vehicle Preemption of Signals: If traffic division can coordinate further with fire, there is
the possibility to get more signal preemption functioning. There was also mention of the ability for fire
to apply for grant funding that Public Works cannot apply for.

•

Smaller/narrower Fire Vehicles: Fire mentioned the potential for purchasing smaller and narrower
vehicles over time. This would be an effective way to allow more freedom in the design of complete
streets features while also addressing the issue of existing narrow streets in many parts of Oakland.

•

Need for a New Urban Forestry Plan: the old Urban Forestry Plan (UFP) was eliminated with adoption
of new Municipal Code. A new UFP could support Oakland’s work on Green House Gas (GHG) reduction
goals and provide definitive guidance on desired tree species, rationale for when to use evergreen trees
and when deciduous trees, canopy cover goal, rules for responsibility of sidewalk replacement due to
tree root damage, among other issues.
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INTRODUCTION
The following sections describe how the City coordinated with regional agencies working on
green infrastructure planning efforts to engage a larger audience of stakeholders and align the
strategy for the Urban Greening Plan with a regional approach and to help identify opportunities
for and challenges to implementing green infrastructure.
REGIONAL PLANNING EFFORTS
San Francisco Estuary Partnership (SFEP), Urban Green Bay Area (UGBA)
Urban Greening Bay Area 1 is a collaborative effort to re-envision Bay Area urban landscapes
with widespread green infrastructure to address climate change impacts, infiltrate or capture
stormwater and pollutants near their sources, and in turn, promote improved water quality in
San Francisco Bay.
This collaborative effort between San Francisco Estuary Partnership (SFEP), San Francisco
Estuary Institute (SFEI) and Bay Area municipalities received initial funding from the State
Water Resources Control Board (Phase 1). It received additional funding from US EPA for the
ongoing Phase 2.
The City of Oakland was invited to participate as a Project Partner in the planning efforts and to
serve on the Technical Advisory Committee for the development of the GreenPlan-IT toolkit.
Oakland’s participation in this initiative informed the development of the Urban Greening Plan
and helped ensure its tools and guidance would have regional consistency. This consistency will
help to lower costs and improve success of future green infrastructure projects.
•

GreenPlan-IT Toolkit. A component of Phase 2 of UGBA, GreenPlan-IT is a versatile
open-source toolset that helps aid municipalities with their efforts to plan and evaluate
the placement of green infrastructure in the landscape and track the effectiveness of these
installations in reducing stormwater runoff, PCBs, and mercury in receiving waters.
GreenPlan-IT is a planning level tool that was developed by the San Francisco Estuary
Institute (SFEI) as a project for the San Francisco Estuary Partnership in collaboration
with a technical advisory committee, pilot partners, and Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) to provide Bay Area municipalities with
the ability to evaluate multiple management alternatives using green infrastructure for
addressing stormwater issues in urban watersheds.

1

SFEP’s Urban Greening Bay Area webpage describes the multi-faceted project and provides access to project
products: http://www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/#planning.
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Oakland staff participated in the GreenPlan-IT technical advisory committee and
provided input on tool kit development. In return, the City received GIS maps created
using the GreenPlanIT Site Locator Tool (GIS GI sighting tool), Modeling Tool
(hydrology and PCB modeling), and Optimization Tool (identifies GI needs and relative
costs to meet planning goals). The maps identify a prioritized list of potential green
infrastructure projects in Oakland.2


Green Infrastructure Design Charette. As another component of Phase 2 of UGBA,
SFEP hosted a design charrette to develop cost-effective Green Infrastructure designs for
typical roadway intersections, with construction of up to three Green Infrastructure
projects based on the resulting designs. The products of this effort will inform project
design and implementation in Oakland. A summary of the design charrette is provided in
Attachment A and the final design charrette green infrastructure details are provided in
Attachment B.



Regional Roundtable. Oakland helped develop and implement a BASMAA-led
Regional Resilient Infrastructure Roundtable (Regional Roundtable).3 The Roundtable
process was designed to develop policy solutions to integrate transportation, climate, and
water quality investments. 4 From 2016 – 2017, BASMAA and partners convened
meetings with local, regional, state, and federal agencies, elected officials, private sector
and non profit partners to identify barriers to the funding of multi benefit infrastructure
projects, and to identify and develop solutions. The Roundtable Task Team, which
consists of representatives of USEPA, SFEP, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board (Regional Board), BASMAA, and the City of Oakland, guided
development of the Roundtable. Horizon Water and Environment (Horizon) led a team of
consultants to support the project.
Following the Regional Roundtable meetings, BASMAA led an effort to develop a
Roadmap for future action to address obstacles to funding for Sustainable Street projects,
which are defined as projects that include both Complete Street improvements and green
stormwater infrastructure. The Roadmap of Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets
(Roadmap) was completed in March 2018, and is provided in Attachment C.

2

More information on the Green PlanIT tool is available online: http://greenplanit.sfei.org/.
The Roundtable Strategy was prepared as part of the Urban Greening Bay Area grant project, which is funded by
Region IX of the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Water Quality Improvement Funds, awarded to
the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), a joint powers agency acting on behalf of the San Francisco
Estuary Partnership (SFEP), a program of ABAG.
4
From The Strategy for the Regional Resilient Infrastructure Roundtable, prepared for BASMAA by Horizon Water
and Environment, October 24, 2016. Accessed online on 3/23/18: http://www.sfestuary.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/Resilient_Infrastructure_Roundtable_Strategy_FINAL_Oct_24-1.pdf.
3
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ABAG, East Bay Urban Greenways
The East Bay Corridors Initiative is a collaboration of communities working together to create a
network of thriving neighborhoods and downtowns. It focuses on Priority Development Areas
(PDAs), places planned for reinvestment and new homes and jobs. The Initiative is a platform to
address shared challenges and capitalize on shared opportunities. Member communities stretch
from Rodeo in the north to Fremont in the south—bringing together one of the most culturally,
ecologically and economically diverse places in the world.
Municipal Regional Stormwater (NPDES) Permit Green Infrastructure Plan
The purpose of the Green Infrastructure Plan (GI Plan) will be to guide the identification,
implementation, tracking, and reporting of green infrastructure projects within the City in
accordance with the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP), Order No. R2- 2015-0049,
adopted by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board in 2015 (MRP). 5 As a
key component of the GI Plan, the Urban Greening Plan is an adopted strategy and will be
utilized as a crucial planning tool by and for the City. The Green Infrastructure Plan must
comply with Green Infrastructure Plan requirements in Provision C.3.j of the MRP, which states
in part:
The Plan is intended to serve as an implementation guide and reporting tool
during this and subsequent Permit terms to provide reasonable assurance that
urban runoff Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) wasteload allocations (e.g., for
the San Francisco Bay mercury and Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) TMDLs)
will be met, and to set goals for reducing, over the long term, the adverse water
quality impacts of urbanization and urban runoff on receiving waters.
Over the long term, the Plan is intended to describe how the Permittees will shift
their impervious surfaces and storm drain infrastructure from gray, or traditional
storm drain infrastructure where runoff flows directly into the storm drain and
then the receiving water, to green—that is, to a more-resilient, sustainable system
that slows runoff by dispersing it to vegetated areas, harvests and uses runoff,
promotes infiltration and evapotranspiration, and uses bioretention and other
green infrastructure practices to clean stormwater runoff.
The Plan shall also identify means and methods to prioritize particular areas and
projects within each Permittee’s jurisdiction, at appropriate geographic and time
scales, for implementation of green infrastructure projects. Further, it shall
5

California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region Municipal Regional Stormwater
NPDES Permit. Order No. R2-2015-0049. NPDES Permit No. CAS612008. November 19, 2015. Accessed 3/23/15
online: https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/stormwater/Municipal/R2-20150049.pdf.
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include means and methods to track the area within each Permittee’s jurisdiction
that is treated by green infrastructure controls and the amount of directly
connected impervious area. As appropriate, it shall incorporate plans required
elsewhere within this Permit, and specifically plans required for the monitoring of
and to ensure appropriate reductions in trash, PCBs, mercury, and other
pollutants.
LOCAL PLANNING EFFORTS
Priority Conservation Areas
Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs) are designated through a process of the Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) and are defined by ABAG as “open spaces that provide agricultural,
natural resource, scenic, recreational, and/or ecological values and ecosystem functions. These
areas are identified through consensus by local jurisdictions and park/open space districts as
lands in need of protection due to pressure from urban development or other factors. PCAs are
categorized by four designations: Natural Landscapes, Agricultural Lands, Urban Greening and
Regional Recreation.
PCAs are a component of Plan Bay Area, the integrated long-range transportation and landuse/housing plan for the San Francisco Bay Area approved by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) and the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) in 2013.”
To be eligible for funding through ABAG, Oakland led an extensive process to identify and
adopt PCAs under the four categories listed above. The opportunity sites identified in the Urban
Greening Plan were included in the final list of PCAs that were adopted by Oakland City Council
in 2015. The planning process also led to the development of an “Equity Checklist” that is
intended to ensure that as the City moves forward with implementing urban greening projects
that efforts are made to ensure equitable distribution of projects.
Resilient Oakland Playbook
The Resilient Oakland Playbook (Resilient Oakland) is a holistic set of strategies and actions to
tackle systemic, interdependent challenges including housing security, community safety, and
vibrant infrastructure among others to better prepare the city for impacts from natural and
economic disasters to climate change events. It was developed in collaboration with more than
100 community leaders, public agencies, non-profit organizations, students and foundations with
expertise in economic, social and environmental justice; climate adaptation; transportation; urban
planning; housing; civic technology; architecture and design; data science; arts; business;
education; public health; energy; sustainability and health care; and more than 50 City of
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Oakland staff representing a similarly broad cross-section of disciplines. The Resilient Oakland
Playbook is provided in Attachment D.
Resilient Oakland specifically calls for the City to update its stormwater infrastructure with an
emphasis on the installation of green infrastructure. The inclusion of this as a key strategy is a
direct consequence of the planning work that was undertaken for the Urban Greening Plan and
the ability that gave staff to promote urban greening retrofit as an opportunity and a reality.
A diagnostic report titled Recommendations for Facilitating Implementation of Green
Infrastructure Measures was carried out to inform the Resilient Oakland effort. The report
identifies barriers to and recommendations to support green infrastructure implementation.
Several of the recommendations are addressed in the GI Guide and the Green Streets chapter of
the Oakland Great Streets Design Guidelines. The report is provided in Attachment B.
2018 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Project Prioritization Criteria Update
The City of Oakland is revising their criteria for prioritizing CIP projects. This provides a great
opportunity to implement the Urban Greening Plan, including select recommendations obtained
through the Urban Greening Grant public input activities. City Watersheds Division staff within
the Oakland Public Works department are working to elevate the importance of incorporating
green infrastructure into City projects and to ensure that the criteria reflect the current and
approaching MRP Green Infrastructure requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND FORMAT
1.1 Introduction
The Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) convened a Design
Charrette on November 1, 2016, as part of the regional Urban Greening Bay Area Project,
funded by a grant from the US Environmental Protection Agency. Urban Greening Bay Area
is a large-scale, multi-agency effort, led by the San Francisco Estuary Partnership, to reenvision Bay Area urban landscapes to develop stormwater-friendly, urban green
infrastructure that addresses challenges associated with climate change, infiltrates or
captures stormwater and pollutants near their sources, and promotes improved water quality
in San Francisco Bay. However, the high cost of retrofitting streets with green infrastructure
to realize these goals has been an obstacle to its widespread implementation.
The purpose of the charrette was to develop cost-effective typical designs for integrating green
infrastructure with bicycle and pedestrian improvements at roadway intersections. Therefore,
this charrette was primarily focused on different types of bulbouts (also referred to as
vegetated curb extensions). The typical design drawings developed through the charrette
process will be used to support the design of demonstration projects at intersections in San
Mateo and Sunnyvale that are representative of common intersections in Bay Area cities.
These projects will help verify the cost-effectiveness of the typical designs and serve as
demonstration projects for other agencies. These intersections also served as the subject of the
charrette to provide tangible examples for the development of typical bioretention bulbout
designs while also supporting the retrofit of these two locations.

1.2 Specific Goals and Objectives
The overall goal of developing standardized, transferable designs is to make progress in
addressing the high cost of design and construction, operational issues, and maintenance
challenges that often inhibit the widespread implementation of green infrastructure. The goal
of the BASMAA Urban Greening Charrette was to create tools and guidance to facilitate the
cost-effective implementation of green infrastructure (GI) in conjunction with bicycle and
pedestrian related intersection/street improvements in the Bay Area to capitalize on the
multiple synergies that exist between these two types of capital community investments.
Although there are many types of bicycle and pedestrian improvements that may benefit from
green infrastructure, the Charrette set out to challenge a multidisciplinary group of
professionals to think about the best and most economical ways of retrofitting typical Bay Area
intersections with bioretention bulbout planters. The design sessions were organized around
further developing preliminary designs for four types of bulbouts that could be implemented
for the Sunnyvale and San Mateo subject intersections.

1.3 Anticipated Output
The charrette aspired to produce two different outputs for use by BASMAA and subsequently
Bay Area municipalities. The first is a list of the industry’s best thinking in the following focus
areas: Cost, Constructability/Maintainability, Aesthetics/Functionality and Repeatability/
Synergy with bike and pedestrian infrastructure. The second output includes sketches, design
drawings, and other supporting direction for the four types of bulbout configurations and their
related sections that commonly occur within Bay Area streets.

1

1.4 Pre-Charrette Activities
Leading up to the Design Charrette, BASMAA with support from its project consultant team,
led several coordination, site selection, preliminary design and outreach efforts to establish a
clear set of goals and a structure that would yield tangible results from the charrette. The first
pre-charrette activity was to convene an Advisory Committee of SFEP, BASMAA, USEPA, the
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and representatives from
Bay Area Cities. Early discussions with this advisory committee revealed that the top objective
for the charrette was to produce typical GI designs that could cost-effectively be integrated
into pedestrian and/or bicycle improvements at intersections. Due to the budget limitations, it
was agreed that producing detailed designs for specific intersection improvement projects was
infeasible within the charrette’s current scope of work. The prioritization of typical GI designs
for intersection retrofit projects was the basis for the format and the objectives of the charrette.
The next pre-charrette activity involved the selection of candidate sites within the cities of San
Mateo and Sunnyvale. To assist these two cities in selecting suitable sites, consultant team
member Lotus Water provided site selection criteria within a memorandum dated June 29,
2016 (see Appendix A). The memo provided recommended site selection criteria and a list of
the favorable characteristics an example intersection should possess to serve as a typical Bay
Area intersection for the purposes of the charrette and the eventual demonstration project. In
addition to favorable physical characteristics such as the presence of on-street parallel
parking, 90-degree corners, and an existing storm drain system, the memo also recommended
looking for intersections in which other capital infrastructure improvements were planned to
start construction by mid-2017, and/or there was an opportunity to obtain additional grant
funding, such as the Safe Route to Schools Program. These types of capital project synergies
would provide a more complete street project while also decreasing overall project costs and
construction disturbance. The cities provided several intersection site location options to the
project team for consideration before the final two intersection locations were agreed upon.
The project team visited the two locations to do an initial study of the existing conditions to
develop rough base maps and photo logs.
As part of the site identification task, consultant team member Geosyntec conducted a GIS
analysis to assist in verifying that the selected intersections are as representative as possible
of the common features that make up intersections found throughout the Bay Area. The GIS
analysis indicated that approximately 15 percent of the intersection corners within the City of
San Mateo can be expected to have all three of the following prioritized conditions: the corners
are located adjacent to a drain inlet connected to a storm main, have an approximately 90degree angle, and have on-street parallel parking on both legs of the intersection. A more indepth summary of this GIS analysis and the overall site identification task can be found in the
Design Charrette Site Identification Technical Memorandum provided by Horizon on August
31, 2016 (Appendix B).
To ensure that the charrette participant group was representative of various disciplines
(landscape architecture, civil engineering, urban planning, construction management, city
budget directors) and sectors (private, city, and regional agencies) involved in GI design and
implementation, BASMAA and its project consultant team collaborated closely with the
Advisory Committee to produce a participant invitation list. A maximum of 27 participants
was set to assure that the break-out groups to be a manageable size. Within the previously
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mentioned memorandum (Appendix A), Lotus Water provided a list of suggested candidate
types and some specific individuals.

1.5 Format
1.5.1 Design Exercise I
The objective of Design Exercise I was to provide a focused review/critique of a designated
element/bulbout layout variation and its supporting details and sections. The conceptual
bulbout layouts, sections, and details were developed by the project team prior to the charrette.
Participants were assigned to one of four different groups based on how their individual
background aligned with the following discipline/experience categories: Aethetic/Function,
Cost, Constructability/Maintainability, and Repeatability/Synergy.

Team 3
Constructability
/ Maintenance

Team 4
Repeatability /
Synergy

Team 2 Cost

Team 1
Aesthetic /
Function

Figure 1: Design Exercise I Group Categories
During Design Exercise I, the breakout groups critiqued all four bulbout variations and
sections for approximately 20 minutes each. Each group’s comments were focused on their
assigned category. For example, Group 2 focused their attention on potential ways to make
each bulbout variation less expensive to implement. The groups produced lists, markups,
ideas, etc. to accompany the bulbout design into the next exercise. The key comments and ideas
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were documented on a large board assigned to each bulbout variation (see Appendix C) and
vocalized to the larger group at the end of Design Exercise I.

Figure 2: Participants Discuss Ideas in Design Exercise I

1.5.2 Design Exercise II
The objective of Design Exercise II was to create a revised design sketch and/or markup for
each bulbout variation and associated section/detail. The groups for this second design
exercise, in contrast to the Design Exercise I groups, were formed by mixing disciplines and
private and public sector professionals. Each interdisciplinary group spent the duration of
Design Session II improving the design of one bulbout variation and its associated
section/detail(s). The groups referenced the feedback provided across all the focus categories
during Design Exercise I and were provided additional background information, such as
aerials, existing conditions maps, and opportunities and constraints maps, on the subject
intersection corner. The groups discussed their proposed revisions and produced
drawings/sketches of the revised bulbout variation and supporting sections/details. At the end
of the exercise, they shared their consensus and reasons for proposed design changes with the
greater group.
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2 BULBOUTS AND CHARRETTE OUTPUT
The charrette yielded a variety of useful output, most of which was expected, in the form of
design critiques, design recommendations, material suggestions, implementation strategies,
and prioritization of next steps. From Design Exercise I, the participants provided general
feedback on the conceptual designs of the bulbout layouts and sections, but in many cases
found it hard to provide detailed critiques of site-specific design elements without grading
plans (topographic surveys were not provided by the cities prior to the charrette so proposed
grading plans were not within this project’s scope). In addition to the recommended design
changes coming out of both design exercises, participants also suggested strategies, or at least
options worth further consideration, that would allow GI to be implemented more thoughtfully
and more frequently at a lower cost. Some of these suggestions were focused on the site
selection process while others dealt with how GI projects were put out to bid. A summary of
the feedback for each bulbout variation is provided in this section. The raw material from the
charrette is provided in Appendices C and D. At the closing of the charrette, the larger group
discussed the best way to utilize the day’s output and provide the participating cities with the
most useful tools in implementing bioretention bulbouts in their respective jurisdictions. This
is discussed in detail within Section 5.

2.1 Bioretention Bulbout One
Bioretention Bulbout Variation One, located in San Mateo at the southwest corner of the
intersection of 4th and Fremont Avenues, accepts runoff from one leg. The proposed bulbout
footprint is within the existing parking lane only. The layout for Bulbout Variation One,
provided by the project team in advance of the charrette, is shown below:

Figure 3: Conceptual Layout for Bioretention Bulbout Variation One
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During Design Exercise I, participants provided the following comments, which have been
consolidated for the purposes of this summary report, for each of the four design consideration
categories for Bulbout Variation One:

2.1.1 Aesthetic/Function











Expand bioretention area into existing planter strip to eliminate need for retaining
wall
Expand bioretention area to perform better from a stormwater perspective
Design is too “cookie cutter”
Don’t block the inlet with plants—provide clear path for water to enter facility
Create forebay for pre-treatment
Consider incorporating street trees in design1
Consider the driver’s sight lines with plant selection—some plants listed exceed 5
feet in height
Do not use filter fabric
Create space for someone to sit and provide tree for shade
Existing landscaping could serve as an upland zone and could potentially support
trees

2.1.2 Cost







Avoid retaining walls where feasible
Use water barrier vs. deepened curb at roadway side
Removing existing tree could provide opportunities to expand into planting strip and
slope up to existing finish grade instead of installing concrete wall along this edge
Consider economy of scale for bids – bundle projects to increase profitability for
contractor and reduce unit costs
Look for project synergies to reduce overall costs, i.e.split construction costs with
ADA curb ramp improvement projects
Use Tucson planting palette to remove need for permanent irrigation system

2.1.3 Construction/Maintenance



Enhance forebay design for sediment/trash capture/maintenance purposes
Enhance structural design of foundation/dowel curbs/cross bracing

2.1.4 Repeatability/Synergy







Can underground tree root area be excavated? It costs more but provides better
sustainability.
Clarify the design criteria – Water quality sizing or compulsory GI?
Make GI essential to meeting pedestrian safety goals
Sites with existing catch basins are more readily repeatable
Promote green infrastructure as a solution to constructability of bulbouts
Mitigate grade breaks and elevation issues with smart design

The topic of incorporating trees within green street designs was tabled during this
charrette per the direction of BASMAA, because of parallel efforts regarding this specific
issue by a different working group.
1
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2.1.5 Design Images from Charrette Board
The image below is one of several that were produced during Design Exercise II: see
Appendix D for all the sketches and markups generated.

Figure 4: Proposed Design Changes for Bulbout Variation One

2.2 Bioretention Bulbout Two
Bioretention Bulbout Variation Two, located in San Mateo, at the southeast corner of the 4th
and Fremont Avenues intersection accepts runoff from both legs and the footprint is within
the existing parking lanes only. The layout provided by the team in advance of the charrette
for Bioretention Bulbout Two is shown below:
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Figure 5: Conceptual Layout for Bioretention Bulbout Variation Two

During Design Exercise I, participants determined that the following criteria were important
for each of the four design consideration categories for Bulbout Variation Two:

2.2.1 Aesthetic/Function












Create a hydraulic connection between the two corner bulbouts using a subdrain or
trench drain
Expand and integrate bioretention area into adjacent planting areas if no existing
trees (or trees need replacement)
Add a concrete/rip-rap pretreatment forebay
Keep trees on upland area and remove existing curb
Use organic mulch to provide additional soil nourishment
Provide low-growing grasses near the inlet and low-flow path
Provide a meandering low-flow path to get water all the way into facility
Consider offline condition
Don’t need both overflow and outflows in all situations
Remove sidewalk-side curb walls where adjacent to existing trees to be saved
Curb extension nose shouldbe landscaped (too small to provide effective treatment)

2.2.2 Cost





Keep one bidirectional ADA ramp at corners (San Mateo prefers having two ramps) if
existing traffic light poles impede using two ramps (conflicts with path of travel).
Moving traffic light is cost prohibitive.
Complicated concrete forms cost more
More storm drain structures equates to more money
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Study ADA code to see if raised portion of planter wall on sidewalk side could be
flush since it’s not immediately adjacent to sidewalk
Consider extra costs of reducing street crowns, where necessary
Seek opportunities for additional funding, e.g. Safe Routes to Schools Funds
If bulbout project is combined with a Safe Routes to School project, consider extra
costs and design coordination associated with new crosswalks, signage, and curb
ramps

2.2.3 Construction/Maintenance




Split bulbout costs with curb ramp improvement project
Increase width of splash pad and mortar cobbles for energy dissipaters (improves
ease of maintenance)
Provide an enhanced forebay design to capture sediments and trash

2.2.4 Repeatability/Synergy





Provide bi-directional ADA curb ramps everywhere
Use LIDAR/reroute data sets to screen potential bulbout sites (technical support
needed)
Create decision support system (parameters), i.e. “kit of parts” for intersection
retrofit projects
Produce one-page report with constraints to do field reviews
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2.2.5 Design Images from Charrette Board
The image below is one of several that were produced during Design Exercise II: see Appendix
D for all the sketches and markups generated.

Figure 6: Proposed Design Changes for Bulbout Variation Two
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2.3 Bioretention Bulbout Three
Bioretention Bulbout Variation Three, located in Sunnyvale, at the northwest corner of the
East Duane and San Miguel Avenue intersection, accepts runoff from one leg and the footprint
encroaches into the planter strip and parking lane. The provided layout for Bulbout Variation
Three is shown below:

Figure 7: Conceptual Layout of Bioretention Bulbout Variation Three

During Design Exercise I, participants determined that the following criteria were important
for each of the four design consideration categories for Bulbout Three:

2.3.1 Aesthetic/Function





Need to make sure water spreads evenly throughout facility
Consider variability of planting for intersection character
Taper depth of bioretention soil to minimize or eliminate deep curb
The 2.5:1 slope is too steep for bioretention soil







Add more curb cuts
Don’t need both overflow and outlet curb cut
Be careful of creating tripping hazards with raised curbs on sidewalk side
Too many layers in planting plan – simplify design
Consider incorporating small trees within bioretention
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2.3.2 Cost







Using planter strip reduces transition height – reduced wall height results in
reduced cost
Modifying bioretention area into more of a square shape yields more bioretention
area per unit perimeter which is more cost effective
Include protection BMPs in project costs
Consider using precast curb strips for retaining to lessen slopeor just reduce crosssection with less biotreatment soil at slope edges.
Develop utility compatible designs
Leave utilities in place if feasible

2.3.3 Construction/Maintenance






Utilize a “false” curb, where feasible
Round corner with curb
Address soil settlement during and after construction
Design may not provide enough structural support
Limb up trees within sight lines

2.3.4 Repeatability/Synergy



Pay attention to bulb radii to support existing/desired uses (bike lane, trucks/buses,
street sweepers, etc.)
Develop standard agreements, MOU’s and utility protection measures that meet the
approval of all local agencies and utility providers

2.3.5 Design Images from Charrette Board
The image below is one of several that were produced during Design Exercise II: see Appendix
D for all the sketches and markups generated.

Figure 8: Proposed Island Bulbout for Bulbout Variation Three
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2.4 Bioretention Bulbout Four
Bioretention Bulbout Variation Four, located in Sunnyvale at the south side of the Duane and
San Miguel Avenues intersection, is a midblock bulbout design at a T-intersection with an
integrated raised bike lane. The provided conceptual layout for Bulbout Variation Four is
shown below:

Figure 9: Conceptual Layout of Bioretention Bulbout Variation Four

During Design Exercise I, participants determined that the following criteria were important
for each of the four design consideration categories for Bulbout Variation Four:

2.4.1 Aesthetic/Function














Shift bike lane farther from cars
Wide sidewalk to make it more inviting
Revise to 9-foot wide bioretention area
Make bioretention slope more gentle
Create low flow channel feature that meanders through bioretention area
Keep plants away from bike path to minimize hazards
Move inlet to angle point of curb
Provide concrete slab for splash pad for easy maintenance
Planting may overhang edge of slab for aesthetics
Hard to irrigate and maintain traditional planting strip portion
Use prefabricated fiberglass reinforced bridge for pedestrian ramp crossing
Combine planting areas
Create bioretention zones
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Flip-flop bioretention and standard planting zones to create interest
Include check dams and terracing
Consider raised crosswalks
The 30-inch maximum drop from sidewalk down to planter finish grade is too deep

2.4.2 Cost







Remove one crosswalk across Duane Avenue
Consider long term maintenance cost
Use sleeves through solid curb ramp to connect bioretention areas
Get community support for project, i.e. Adopt a Biofilter program
Move bike lane south
Cheaper to irrigate one larger strip vs. two long, skinny strips

2.4.3 Construction/Maintenance




Remove trench drain
Provide check dams
Include trash capture/curb cut pad at inlet

2.4.4 Repeatability/Synergy



Consider using/developing precast bulbout components
Consider situations in which road diet strategies conflict with bulbout designs

2.4.5 Design Images from Charrette Board
The image below is one of several that were produced during Design Exercise II: see Appendix
D for all the sketches and markups generated.

Figure 10: Proposed Design Changes for Bulbout Variation Four
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3 DISCUSSION AND FEEDBACK FROM
PARTICIPANTS
To wrap up the charrette, the project team posed several questions to the participants and led
a discussion regarding the best ways to use the ideas and findings from the charrette in
developing typical design drawings.

3.1 Charrette Wrap-up Questions
1. Knowing what you know now about this
work what is the best way/format to
deliver it to BASMAA/Municipalities?
 Go/No-Go checklist for site selection
2. As a public-sector professional, what is
the most useful format to receive this
information so that you can take it to
the next level?
 Municipalities lack guidance on best
locations to implement GI
 Give guidance on how to select
location/intersection
Figure 11: Discussion of Charrette Findings
 Give guidance on how designs can be
modified for different conditions
 Utilize tools to find intersections (i.e. GIS) rather than manual/visual
 Typical standard details are challenging with small budgets because there are so
many different paths that can be taken to produce these
 A good example is the Los Angeles County Model Street Design Manual for Living
Streets
 Three design approach categories:
1. Bulbout Concept
2. Island Concept
3. Stormwater treatment within sidewalk
3. As a consultant or private sector design professional inheriting the next
phase of this work, how would you like to receive it?
 Have flexibility in design, no standard details
 Details/specs do not capture rationale, but guidance documents can
 1-page summary guidance document for each category
 Guidance that takes maintenance into consideration
 Develop methodology to very quickly identify site and feasibility using Google
Earth and field assessment
 Provide guidance on utilizing these tools to assess feasibility before design
4. Is guidance or details/specifications more useful?
 Need a checklist from multiple perspectives to encompass varying conflicts
 Allow people to consider all components
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Standardized details do not make sense, but a standard component checklist could
be a useful tool

3.2 City Input from Design Charrette
As the conclusion of the charrette, the following city representatives and BASMAA members
reported back on their key takeaways from the charrette:






Elaine Marshall (City of Sunnyvale)
David Swartz (City of Fremont)
Leo Chow and Otis Chan (City of San Mateo)
Shari Carlet (City of Palo Alto)
Matt Fabry (BASMAA)

This group related some of the charrette findings to specific lessons learned from their
jurisdictions but there was a consensus that there was a need for design guidelines and site
selection criteria, and cost-effective strategies for incorporating bioretention bulbouts with
transportation and other capital improvement projects. Their comments can be found in
Appendix E.
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
4.1 Summary
Site Selection/Feasibility Guideline Documents
Based upon the Charrette materials produced during the two design exercises and the
succeeding discussion session, guidance documents, rather than standard details, appear to be
the best way to assist municipalities with GI implementation. The public sector is lacking
guidance on how to select good locations to implement GI, as well as how to modify typical
designs for varying conditions. Site variability is a key factor in determining that typical
standard details would not be a useful tool for municipalities. Standard details are difficult to
produce with small budgets and they do not provide flexibility in design. Guidance documents
can capture rationale in a way that standard details and specifications cannot, and they also
provide flexibility and allow creativity in design. A one-to two-page document that provides
guidance on the methodology used to quickly evaluate site feasibility using Google Earth, City
GIS data (if available) and a rapid field assessment would be a very useful tool for
municipalities.
Project Integration Identification
After site feasibility is confirmed, municipalities should identify opportunities for project
integration to minimize overall project costs and disturbance to residents and local businesses.
Integration of GI into complete streets projects would result in more competitive bids and will
reduce the costs of GI implementation when compared to stand-alone GI streetscape projects.
Other potential project synergies that could reduce GI implementation costs include Bay Area
Grant Programs (i.e. Safe Routes to School), utility repair/replacement, ADA curb ramp
upgrades, and paving restoration. Economy of scale should also be considered because
bundling projects can be used to reduce unit costs of GI facilities.
Technical Design Guidelines
Once the site is selected by the municipality, it would be beneficial to provide technical design
guidelines for GI implementation. A one-to two-page summary document would be a useful
tool in providing guidance for each of the four categories identified in the Charrette:
Aesthetic/Function, Constructability/Maintenance, Costs, and Repeatability/Synergy. The key
components identified in the charrette for each of the four categories should be used as the
foundation for the guidelines. The key design considerations for each category are listed below


Aesthetic/Function
o Remove curb walls on sidewalk side, if feasible, and take advantage of
existing planting strips, if any
o Do not use overhanging plants near bike lane/sidewalk for safety reasons
o Side-slopes of 2.5:1 or steeper within the bioretention planter can result in
erosion – recommend flatter slope or terraces
o Don’t block bioretention planter inlets with vegetation
o Address ADA requirements
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Consider effective turning radii that provides traffic calming while also
providing enough clearance for fire trucks, buses, garbage trucks, and other
large vehicles that are served by this intersection.
Constructability/Maintenance
o Curbs may need foundation or brackets/cross-bracing to provide adequate
structural support
 Check dams can be used as brackets/cross-bracing while also
functioning as grade control
o Protect existing utilities within and adjacent to the bioretention planter
o A maximum vertical drop from sidewalk to finish grade of planter of 30
inches is too deep
Costs
o Perimeter walls increase costs – minimize where feasible
o Long, linear features cost more, so make bioretention wider and more square
in shape
o Take advantage of gutter low point in grading design and “bridge”
bioretention planter over this low point by pushing it into existing planting
strip, if feasible.
o Difficult to get contractors to bid on small projects, so “bundle projects” to
attract more bids.
o Incorporate into large multi-use project (Example: Safe Routes to Schools)
o Need for multi-agency approved standards for utility protection to reduce
costs associated with moving/relocating utilities
o Connect multiple bioretention facilities hydraulically to avoid requiring more
than one overflow structure
o Consider long-term maintenance costs in design
o Use low water/no irrigation plant palettes
Repeatability/Synergy
o Prepare a simple checklist to see the extent to which desired
stormwater/pedestrian safety/bike improvements/ADA
improvements/streetscape beautification/utility benefits are met
o Create opportunities for pre-fabricated components
o Identify locations where GI can be used to lower incremental costs of
drainage or sidewalk improvements
o







In summary, it is important that these new technical design guidelines consider all the key
components for GI implementation while also providing design flexibility for the user.

4.2 Next Steps
Based on the final summary discussion during the charrette and pre-charrette planning
process, the charrette output will be used to develop the following documents to best provide
typical design drawings, which will be utilized by the cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale to
develop demonstration bulbout projects:
1. Advance the conceptual design drawings provided in advance of the charrette, to
incorporate input from the charrette participants. After reviewing the different options
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for bioretention designs developed at the charrette, the following options were
identified for inclusion in the final conceptual typical design drawings:
a. Bioretention Bulbout Variation 1: Bioretention Area Extended into Planting
Strip with 3:1 Maximum Slope from Sidewalk to Curb. Where existing trees
and/or utilities do not prohibit grading within the planting strip, this option is
preferred over the flat bioretention area with a retaining wall option, based on
the retaining wall cost and concerns regarding the appearance of a drop-off
next to the sidewalk. The following are some other suggested features that may
be included in the final conceptual typical designs:
i. Additional roadside curb cut inlets
ii. Two curb ramps at the corner if feasible
iii. 12-inch minimum wide bench adjacent to sidewalk and taller plants in
upland zone to discourage pedestrian traffic within bioretention area
iv. Enhanced splash pad/forebay design
b. Bioretention Bulbout Variation 2: Bioretention Areas on Both Legs
Hydraulically Connected and Extended into Planting Strips. This option
maximizes the performance of the facility while reducing the number of
connections to the storm drain main, thus improving its cost effectiveness.
Careful consideration of site-specific intersection grading will be required to
ensure that a proper hydraulic connection (via underdrains and surface flow)
can be achieved and flooding concerns addressed without excessive
maintenance requirements. The final conceptual typical designs may also
include the following suggestions from the charrette, many of which are like
those listed under Bulbout Variation 1:
i. Transition grade down to bioretention area using slope in lieu of
concrete retaining wall where feasible. Use stacked stone or precast
retaining elements around existing trees and/or utility vaults to be
kept in place.
ii. Additional roadside curb cut inlets
iii. Two curb ramps at the corner if feasible
iv. Enhanced splash pad/forebay design
c. Bioretention Bulbout Variation 3: Bioretention Area Incorporating Compacted
Native Soil Perimeters. The use of compacted native soil benches around the
edges of the bioretention planter would eliminate the need for costly retaining
wall and water barrier features. It is noted that the Design Exercise II Group
suggested a major configuration change to the conceptual bulbout design to
provide a protected bike lane. The suggested change would create an island
containing bioretention and reverse the locations of the bike and parking lanes,
which would cause a ripple of road design changes for Duane Avenue, and
other streets in which this typical design was applied. By locating the
bioretention area away from the existing low point, this design would likely
require significant intersection grading changes. Considering the goals of these
typical concept bulbout design drawings, the project team recommends that
the bioretention island idea be studied further under a different scope or be
considered an individual landscape element without the stormwater
management elements, and that the following suggestions be included in the
revised Bulbout Variation 3 design:
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i. Revise bulbout shape to be more square
ii. Protect utilities in place to avoid relocation costs
iii. Simplify plant layout using ground cover in low-flow channel areas and
taller plants in upland zone; do not place plants at inlets
iv. Add more curb cut inlets and ensure sidewalk can drain freely into
bioretention planter
d. Bioretention Bulbout Variation 4: Combined Bioretention and Planting Area
Adjacent to Raised Bike Lane at Midblock Crossing. Per the suggestion of
charrette participants, the dedicated raised bike lane is shifted immediately
adjacent to the sidewalk and the planting strip and bioretention areas are
combined into a multifunctional green space which allows for a more flexible
and creative landscape design. The wider footprint provides more space for
sloped sides and varied topography and plant types. Additional suggestions
that may be incorporated into the final typical conceptual design include:
i. Remove one crosswalk across Duane Avenue
ii. Use solid curb ramp crossing with culverts/pipes to hydraulically
connect bioretention areas in lieu of more expensive boardwalk-style
pedestrian crossings.
iii. Add more curb cut inlets
iv. Provide raised pavement markers or something similar to safely
delineate the bike lane from the sidewalk
v. Ensure pedestrian/bike crossings are safe and meet all applicable code
vi. Create meandering low-flow channel
vii. Consider sight lines at pedestrian crossings
viii. Create forebay to capture trash and sediment at first inlets
2. Under a separate project contract, develop the following guidance documents:
a. Site selection guidance for the integration of bioretention bulbouts with
pedestrian and/or bike improvement projects, and
b. Key planning and design considerations for bioretention bulbouts.
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APPENDIX A
Site Selection Criteria Technical Memorandum dated June 29, 2016

215 Kearny Street, Suite B, San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 800‐6805 www.lotuswater.com

From:

Lotus Water

For:

Horizon‐BASMAA staff

Date:

June 29, 2016

Project:

BASMAA Urban Greening Bay Area

RE:

Charrette Action Items from June 21 Kickoff Meeting

This memo provides information required by the following two action items from the June 21 kickoff
meeting for the Urban Greening Bay Area Project:



Prepare site selection criteria for the Cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale to consider with cost,
performance, and transferability of designs in mind.
Provide a list of potential Charrette participants for consideration by BASMAA

Criteria to Assist Cities with Site Selection (preliminary)The following preliminary site selection criteria
are provided for consideration. Please note that this is not a list of requirements, but
recommendations. Any particular site is unlikely to meet all of these criteria. In general, sites that meet
a larger number of these criteria are anticipated to be more suitable than sites that meet a lower
number of criteria. However, there may be site‐specific mitigating factors, and sites that meet a larger
number of the criteria may not be most suitable if, for example, hazardous conditions exist at the site.









Physical Configuration:
o Standard Block/Intersection, street width, sidewalk width, and block length
o Four‐way intersections with the most common dimensions and parking lanes
o Significant distance between curb radius and nearest driveway/access
o No potential conflicts with ADA parking spaces and/or loading zones
Drainage Infrastructure: End of block catch basins
Utilities: No known major utility conflicts within the parking lane zones near the intersection
corners
Topography/Elevation: Suitable drainage management areas/intersections at low points, low to
moderate slope and typical street crowns
Soils: Infiltrative or sandy soils (Type A or B to eliminate the need for underdrains and additional
infrastructure); no known presence of contaminated soils; groundwater below 10’; no shallow
bedrock
Land Use:
o Lower density (with cost in‐mind)
o Lower number of parcels per block in higher density areas
o Non‐Mass Transit Streets
o Non‐major arterial streets with heavy‐truck traffic




Capital Project Coordination: Known street, pedestrian, or bicycle project scheduled in same
location in an early design phase
Miscellaneous: highly visible, adjacent, or nearby, to existing feature that requires landscape
maintenance, no potential security risks (such as a known drug‐use area)

Draft Charrette Participants
The number of participants should be between 18 and 27 to keep the groups manageable and costs
reasonable. Ideally an even distribution of disciplines would be included in each group. For example: If
we had three sites, with three different groups, then we would want to have an engineer in each one, a
landscape architect in each one, and so on.
Types of Participants and suggested candidates:
 Engineer or water quality professional from San Mateo and Sunnyvale
 Capital budget‐minded representative from San Mateo and Sunnyvale
 Civil Engineers with direct streetscape and green infrastructure experience (built work)
 Landscape architects with Bay Area green infrastructure experience and knowledge of native
plant species (Kevin Robert Perry)
 Construction Management/Inspectors from Bay Area Municipalities (Michael Adamow, SFPUC,
GI Construction Management Specialist)
 Contractors who have recently won a bid or constructed a green infrastructure project on
Peninsula
 Pedestrian and/or Bicycle planner with Peninsula experience (Horizon staff has worked with and
would recommend John Ciccarelli, who has done work for San Mateo County Health System)
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APPENDIX B
Design Charrette Site Identification Technical Memorandum dated August 31, 2016

Office:
180 Grand Ave, Suite 1405
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 986-1851
www.horizonh2o.com

Technical Memorandum
To:

Geoff Brosseau, BASMAA

From:

Laura Prickett, AICP, CPESC, QSD

Date:

August 31, 2016

Re:

Urban Greening Bay Area - Design Charrette Site Identification

1.

Purpose and Organization of this Memorandum

This memorandum documents the task to assist the cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale in identifying
intersections within their respective jurisdictions for green infrastructure improvements, and the process to
confirm that selected intersections are as representative as possible of applicable common features of
road segments that make up intersections found throughout Bay Area cities.
The memo begins with an introduction to the Design Charrette as part of the larger Urban Greening Bay
Area project, followed by a description of the analytic approach used identify applicable common features
of intersections in Bay Area cities, a summary of the findings of the intersection analysis, and a
discussion of the candidate sites identified by the cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale.
2.

Introduction

The Design Charrette task is part of the Urban Greening Bay Area grant project, which is funded by
Region IX of the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Water Quality Improvement Funds,
awarded to the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), a joint powers agency acting on behalf of
the San Francisco Estuary Partnership (SFEP), a program of ABAG.
The Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) is a member of the team
headed by SFEP that was awarded the grant. BASMAA is leading the development and implementation
of a Design Charrette, to develop cost-effective and innovative “typical” designs for integrating green
infrastructure with bicycle and pedestrian improvements at roadway intersections. The overall goal in
developing standardized, transferable designs is to make progress in addressing the high cost of design,
implementation, operations, and maintenance that inhibits the widespread use of green infrastructure and
LID features. The Design Charrette will utilize actual intersection locations in San Mateo and Sunnyvale
that are as representative as possible of the common features of road segments that make up
intersections found throughout Bay Area cities. The development of the Design Charrette is guided by the
Roundtable Task Team, which consists of representatives of USEPA, SFEP, the San Francisco Bay
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water Board), BASMAA, the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission (SFPUC), and the cities of San Mateo, Sunnyvale, and Oakland. Horizon Water and

1
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Environment (Horizon) is leading a team of consultants to support the development and implementation
of the Design Charrette.
As part of the site identification phase of the Design Charrette, the Horizon team coordinated with the
cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale, and other members of the Charrette Advisory Committee, to identify
candidate intersections. Horizon’s team member Lotus Water prepared a memorandum providing site
selection criteria to assist the cities in the site selection process, which is included as Attachment A. Team
member Geosyntec conducted a GIS analysis to assist in verifying that selected intersections are as
representative as possible of the common features of road segments that make up intersections found
throughout Bay Area cities. Geosyntec’s analysis is documented in a memorandum included as
Attachment B.
3.

Analytic Approach to Identify Common Intersection Features

The approach to identifying applicable, common roadway intersection features utilized GIS technology to
identify the frequency of the occurrence of intersections, and corners within intersections, that have
common roadway features that are applicable to the implementation of green infrastructure. Due to the
complexity of the analysis, it was necessary to limit the GIS roadway feature analysis to four parameters,
and to limit the study area to one city, as described below.
Roadway Features Analyzed
Based on the experience of the Charrette Advisory Committee and the Horizon team in designing and
implementing green infrastructure projects, and the anticipated needs for the development of typical
design drawings, the following intersection features were prioritized for analysis:





Intersection corners with a 90 degree angle,
The presence of a storm drain inlet that connects to a storm drain main,
Configuration of on-street parking, and
Underlying soil type.

Applicability of the GIS Study Area to Bay Area Cities
The GIS analysis was conducted within the City of San Mateo, identifying the frequency of occurrence of
the four roadway features described above throughout the City of San Mateo. These results may be
considered reasonably representative of common roadway intersection conditions in other Bay Area
cities, based on the following considerations.
Prevalence of Intersections with 90-Degree Corners. Historic maps indicate that a dominant rectilinear
street grid was established in the City of San Mateo early in its development (City of San Mateo 2012), as
is typical of cities in the American West (Knight 2012). Later development in San Mateo, particularly
during the extensive build-out of the city during the post-World War II era, expanded upon the street grid,
and also introduced some curvilinear roadways. Patterns of development within San Mateo’s downtown
area can be expected to be similar to pre-World War II downtown street grids in other cities. Patterns of
development in other parts of the city can be expected to be similar to areas of other cities that were
developed during the major development expansion that occurred in the Bay Area in the postwar era.
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Storm Drain Inlets at Intersections. Section 837.3 of the Caltrans Highway Design Manual (Caltrans
2016) identifies intersections a one of the locations at which a storm drain inlet is nearly always required.
However, the Manual indicates that, under certain conditions (where the gutter flow is small and
vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic are not important considerations) stormwater flows may be
carried across the intersection in a valley gutter and intercepted by an inlet downstream. It is reasonable
to expect that storm drain inlets will frequently be present at intersections in Bay Area cities, except for
cities in which stormwater is frequently conveyed through intersections. For example, within the City of
San Mateo there are some drain inlets that do not connect to the storm drain main, and, instead, allow
stormwater to flow in a pipe to the other side of an intersection, where it “bubbles up” and continues to
flow downstream in the gutter. The GIS analysis controlled for this occurrence, by including in the
analysis only the storm drain inlets that connect to a storm main.
Configuration of On-Street Parking. A survey of Public Works and Traffic Engineering Departments of
56 California cities and 19 cities nationwide found that the average standard roadway width for residential
streets was 36 to 40 feet, a width that was preferred by transportation officials because it allows for onstreet parking on both sides of a street. Additionally, most cities were found to rely on standards for rightof-way width that were established by the Institute of Transportation Engineers in 1967 (Ben Josef, 1995).
Based on the prevalence and longevity of street design standards that allow for on-street parking, it is
anticipated that on-street parking would be prevalent in most Bay Area cities.
Soil Type. The Low Impact Development Feasibility Report prepared by BASMAA (2011) included
mapping of hydrologic soil groups for Alameda, Contra Costa, San Mateo, Santa Clara counties, and
portions of Solano County. In general, low-lying portions of these counties have substantial areas of
poorly-drained soils (hydrologic soil group D), with well-drained soils occurring primarily in hillside areas.
Urbanization has occurred primarily within low-lying areas, and it is reasonable to expect that many Bay
Area cities include substantial areas of poorly drained soils, similar to findings for the City of San Mateo,
described in Section 4, below.
4.

Summary of Findings of the Intersection Analysis

The GIS analysis used individual street corners as the unit of analysis. As shown in Table 1, a total of
1,560 intersections were identified in the City of San Mateo, consisting of a total 4,010 corners. The GIS
analysis indicated that approximately 15 percent of the corners can be expected to have all three of the
following conditions: the corners are located adjacent to a drain inlet connected to a storm main, have an
approximately 90-degree angle, and have on-street parallel parking on both legs of the intersection.
Of the three conditions, the chief limiting condition may be proximity to a drain inlet connected to a storm
main. Only 28 percent of all corners in the city have this condition. The angle analysis was conducted
only for the universe of corners that are adjacent to a drain inlet connected to a storm main. As shown in
Table 2, the angle analysis found that there was an approximately 90-degree angle at 66 percent of the
corners that are adjacent to a drain inlet connected to a storm main.
The parking analysis was conducted for a random sample of the intersections that met the first two
conditions (corners located adjacent to a drain inlet connected to a storm main, and with an
approximately 90-degree angle). The parking analysis found that 85 percent of corners that met the first
two conditions had parallel parking on both legs of the corner. More detail regarding the GIS analysis is
provided in Attachment B.
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Table 1:
Summary of Findings from the GIS Analysis
Number of
Occurrences

Percentage of
Occurrences

Total intersections

1,560

100%

Total corners

4,010

100%

Corners adjacent to inlet connected to storm main

1,116

28%

Corners approximately 90 degrees, adjacent to inlet
connected to storm main

737

18%

Percentage of corners approximately 90 degrees,
adjacent to inlet connected to storm main, and are
estimated to have parallel parking on both legs of the
intersection1

626 (estimated)

15% (estimated)

Feature

Source: Geosyntec Consultants 2016
1

The parking analysis was based on a random sample of the 737 corners that are approximately 90 degrees,
and are adjacent to inlet connected to storm main. Eighty-five percent of the sampled intersections had parallel
parking on both legs of the intersection. It may be estimated that 85 percent of the 737 corners have parallel
parking on both legs, which would amount to 626 corners, or 15 percent of all corners.

Table 2:
Results of the Angle Analysis of Corners Adjacent to Inlet Connected to Storm Main
Feature

Number of
Occurrences

Percentage of
Occurrences

1,116

100%

737

66%

Total corners adjacent to inlet connected to storm main
Corners approximately 90 degrees, adjacent to inlet
connected to storm main
Source: Geosyntec Consultants 2016

5.

Candidate Sites for the Design Charrette Task

In order to maximize cost efficiencies in project implementation, the cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale
sought to incorporate green infrastructure improvements in capital projects that have been scheduled, or
could potentially be scheduled, to begin construction in mid-2017. From that group of projects, the cities
prioritized projects that include at least two 90-degree corners, have a storm drain line to which an
underdrain may be connected, have on-street parking, and do not have any constraints that would
preclude construction of bulb-outs at the intersection corners. An example of a condition that would
preclude construction of bulb-outs is a dedicated right-turn lane. The cities also considered additional
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criteria that were identified in the Site Selection Criteria memo prepared by consultant team member
Lotus Water (Attachment A).
The consultant team assisted city staff in reviewing a number of candidate intersections. The status of the
site reviews is shown in Table 3. The City of San Mateo has verified that the sites that are currently under
consideration in San Mateo (4th Avenue/Fremont Street and 29th Avenue/Juniper Street) each have at
least two 90-degree corners, have a storm drain line to which an underdrain may be connected, and have
on-street parallel parking, and do not have dedicated right-turn lanes. The City of San Mateo is currently
reviewing these intersections to consider conditions such as roadway width, recent construction that may
have occurred at these intersections, and opportunities to improve Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
access. The City of Sunnyvale is currently reviewing an intersection on North Sunnyvale Avenue, near
Bishop Elementary School, for potential installation of pedestrian bulb-outs that could include green
infrastructure facilities.
Table 3:
Sites Reviewed for Potential to Develop Green Infrastructure
Intersection

6.

City

Status/Considerations

1

9th Avenue/ Claremont Street

San Mateo

Removed from further consideration/
a corner lacks 90 degree angle

2

9th Avenue/ El Dorado Street

San Mateo

Removed from further consideration/
lacks adequate storm drain

3

10th Avenue/El Dorado Street

San Mateo

Removed from further consideration/
lacks adequate storm drain

4

4th Avenue/El Dorado Street

San Mateo

Removed from further consideration/
lacks adequate storm drain

5

4th Avenue/Fremont Street

San Mateo

Currently under consideration

6

29th Avenue/Juniper Street

San Mateo

Currently under consideration

7

Mathilda Avenue – pedestrian
safety improvements at
channeled right turn lanes

Sunnyvale

Removed from further consideration/
lacks corners with 90 degree angles

8

North Sunnyvale Ave and East
Taylor Avenue

Sunnyvale

Currently under consideration
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DRAFT Memorandum
Date:

25 August 2016

To:

Matt Fabry, San Mateo County and Geoff Brosseau, BASMAA

Copies to:

Laura Prickett, Horizon Environmental

From:

Kelly Havens, Geosyntec Consultants

Subject:

Urban Greening Bay Area Project – Design Charrette GIS Intersection
Frequency Analysis

INTRODUCTION AND GOAL
The Urban Greening Bay Area Project includes a Design Charrette to develop cost-effective green
infrastructure designs for typical roadway intersections. The Charrette includes the development
of conceptual designs for BMPs that could be implemented in these intersections, as well as an
assessment of how frequently typical roadway intersections occur in the Bay Area region.
Geosyntec conducted a GIS analysis to identify the frequency that intersections characterized as
typical roadway intersections occur in the Bay Area region. This memorandum serves to
summarize the analysis conducted and the frequency results.
METHODOLOGY
Overview
The GIS methodology employed for this analysis entailed screening and analysis of shapefiles
provided by the City of San Mateo to identify typical roadway intersections where generic BMP
designs could be implemented. As BMPs would typically be implemented at one or more corners
in any given intersection, corners were identified as the unit which would be analyzed for
frequency of occurrence.
Based on discussions with the BASMAA team and the Project team, the characteristics associated
with corners located in typical roadway intersections that would be feasible for BMP
implementation include the following:
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1. Corner angle is approximately 90 degrees
2. Inlet that is connected to the storm main is present at corner
Parking configuration and underlying soil type were two other factors brought up by the team that
were considered relevant to suitability of implementation of a generic BMP.
Analysis Steps
Data received for the analysis included the City of San Mateo street layer (a line layer) and the
City of San Mateo storm drain layer (consisting of points and storm drain lines). A summary of
the analysis steps are included below:
1. Using the street layer, all intersections and corners in the City were identified. To identify
the “total corners”, the following steps were conducted:
a. Corners associated with highways or bridges were removed using visual
assessment.
b. Angles of corners were calculated based on the street layer linework.
c. Corners with angles greater than 175 degrees were removed (these were found to
represent street ends through visual assessment).
2. Once the total corners were estimated, those corners adjacent to an inlet connected to a
storm main were identified using the following steps:
a. Storm main lines were extracted from the storm drain layer.
b. Inlet points connected to the storm main lines were identified.
c. Corners within 30 feet of an inlet connected to a storm main were identified using
a buffer analysis.
3. Corners adjacent to an inlet connected to a storm main that were approximately 90 degrees
were then identified.
a. Corners with angles ranging from 87.5 degrees to 92.5 degrees were assumed to be
approximately 90 degrees. This range was found to adequately represent an average
of 90 degree corners based on a visual assessment of the corners in different angle
ranges (85 to 95, 87.5 to 92.5, 89.5 to 90.5, and 89.95 to 90.05).
4. These corners were analyzed for underlying soil type using the NRCS SSURGO dataset
available
through
Web
Soil
Survey
(http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm).
To examine parking configuration for the identified corners, a visual assessment was conducted
on half of the corners identified. These corners were identified using a random selection tool
available in ArcGIS. The first 100 feet of curb of the corners were examined in Google Earth to
characterize parking on both parking legs.
UrbanGreening_GISAnalyses_082516.docx
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RESULTS
The analysis yielded a total of 1,560 intersections in the city, and a total of 4,010 corners with less
than a 175 degree angle. Twenty-eight percent of those corners were within 30 feet of an inlet
connected to a storm main. Of those, approximately 65% (18% of total corners) were found to be
approximately 90 degrees (i.e. with an angle within the 87.5 to 92.5 degree range). When
examining how many total intersections contained at least one of these corners, it was found that
approximately one quarter of City intersections contained a corner with the identified
characteristics. A summary of the corner analysis is provided in Table X below:
Table 1: Summary of Intersections and Corners
Feature
Total Intersections1
Total Corners1,2
Corners Adjacent to Inlet Connected to Storm Main1,2
Corners Approximately 90 degrees, Adjacent to Inlet
Connected to Storm Main1,3
Intersections with at least one Corner Approximately 90
degrees, Adjacent to Inlet Connected to Storm Main1,3

1,560
4,010
1,116

Percent of
Total
100%
100%
28%

737

18%

399

26%

Number

1 Does not include highway or bridge adjacent intersections or corners.
2 Includes corners with angle of 175 degrees or less.
3 Includes corners with angle between 87.5 and 92.5 degrees.

Of the 737 identified corners that are approximately 90 degrees, and are adjacent to an inlet
connected to a storm main, one half of the corners (rounded to 369 corners) were randomly selected
and were visually assessed for parking configuration (Angled, Parallel, or No Parking Allowed).
The findings of that assessment are presented in Table 2. In addition to the three parking
configurations examined, four (about 1%) of the 369 corners visually assessed consisted either of
points that were not actually corners (i.e. a driveway or alleyway was represented instead of a
street) or the parking configuration was not able to be determined.
The majority of corners assessed include parallel parking on both parking legs (85%). Only about
2 percent (9 total corners) included parallel parking on one leg and angled parking on the other
leg.
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Table 2: Summary of Visual Assessment of Parking Configuration
Parking Leg I

1

Parking Leg II

Angled
Angled
Angled
Parallel
Angled
No Parking Allowed
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
No Parking Allowed
No Parking Allowed No Parking Allowed
N/A or Unable to
N/A or Unable to
Determine
Determine
Total

Number of Corners
Assessed
1
9
4
312
32
7

Percent of Corners
Assessed1
0.3%
2%
1%
85%
9%
2%

4

1%

369

100%

Does not sum to 100% due to rounding.

The vast majority of soil underlying the identified corners was identified by NRCS as cut and fill
or urban land. No hydrologic soil group is identified by NRCS for these soil types, but they are
typically assumed to be poorly drained soils. Less than one percent of these corners (5 corners)
were underlain by hydrologic soil group C soils.
Figure 1 displays the results of this analysis graphically.
Application to Greater Bay Area
A detailed analysis was not conducted to examine the representativeness of San Mateo as
compared to the greater Bay Area. Land use was approximately identified during the visual
assessment conducted to examine parking configuration for the identified corners. Based on that
assessment, approximately 85% of the corners were located in residential land use areas. The
majority of the remaining corners were located in commercial land use areas, with very few located
in industrial, mixed use, and open space land use areas. Whether the high proportion of residential
land use is representative of City of San Mateo or if this is a function of the identified corner
characteristics (or both) was not examined as part of the scope of this work.
Land use does appear to affect parking configuration based on the visual assessment conducted.
Per the assessment, no angled parking was observed in residential areas, whereas at least one leg
of angled parking was observed for approximately 25% of corners located in commercial land use
areas.
* * * * *
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APPENDIX C
Design Exercise I Boards and Notes

Bulbout Variation One
Photo of Charrette Board:

Participant Feedback:
Aesthetic/Function









Functional Elements:
o Curb and gutter
o DMA contribution varies
o Expand into existing planter strip
o Too cookie cutter
o Don’t block the inlet
o Forebay consideration
Create forebay for pre-treatment
Opportunity for street trees
Plant materials grow to 5’, too tall
Open planting at entrance to bioretention area
Integrate existing planting area
Avoid walls









Extend into existing planting area
Create space for someone to sit, tree for shade
What is watershed? Is it big enough to be worth doing?
Expand to perform better
Existing landscaping could be upland zone, maybe support trees
Add functional curb and gutter
There is non-functioning curb/existing

Cost










Use water barrier vs. deepened curb at roadway side? Not needed, is there concern
for lateral water movement?
No filter fabric
Removing tree could provide opportunities to expand into planting strip and slope up
instead of conc. Wall along this edge
Consider economy of scale for bids – bundle projects to increase profitability for
contractor/reduce unit costs
General – look for project synergies to reduce overall costs
Removing tree could provide opportunities to expand into planting strip and slope up
instead of conc. Wall along this edge.
Explore irrigation – tree planting
More gravel?
Tucson palette?

Construction/Maintenance




Split with curb ramp for ADA (safety)
Enhanced forebay for sediment/trash capture/maintenance
Foundation/dowel curbs/cross bracing

Repeatability/Synergy








Standard Detail – to resolve conflicts (sleeves under sidewalks)
Can underground tree root area be excavated? More money but better sustainability
Design criteria – WQ sizing or Compulsory GI
Make GI essential to meeting pedestrian safety
Sites w/ catch basins more readily repeatable
Green infrastructure as a solution to constructability of bulb-outs
Mitigate grade breaks and elevation issues

Bulbout Variation Two
Photo of Charrette Board:

Participant Feedback:
Aesthetic/Function












Cost

Create hydraulic connection between the two corner bulbouts
Expand and integrate bioretention area into adjacent planting area
Add concrete/rip-rap pretreatment forebay
Connect the two facilities. Keep trees on upland, remove existing curb
Organic mulch feeds soil
Forebay at entrance – low growing grasses
Potential meander into upland area
Low flow path meander, get water all the way into facility
Subdrain or trench drain to connect the facilities
Consider offline condition
Don’t need both overflow and outflows
Remove inside curb wall due to existing trees










Keep one ADA ramp at corners if existing traffic lights impede using two ramps.
(Conflicts with path of travel). Moving traffic light cost prohibitive. S.M. prefers 2
ramps at corners
Complicated concrete forms are more money
Sidewalk drains to upper planted strip
More SD structures = more money
Study if raised portion of planter wall on sidewalk side could be flush since it’s not
immediately adjacent to sidewalk
Consider extra costs of reducing crowns C street
Safe route to school/crosswalk design issue

Construction/Maintenance




Split with curb ramp
Increase width of splash pad and mortar cobbles for energy dissipaters (maintenance)
Or provide an enhance forebay design to capture sediments and trash

Repeatability/Synergy








Bi-directional ADA ramps everywhere
Use LIDAR/reroute data sets to screen sites (technical support needed)
Create decision support system (parameters) “kit of parts”
Seek opportunities – safe routes to schools (example)
One page report with constraints to do field reviews
Integrate planting strip if no existing trees (or need replacement)
Curb extension nose can be landscaped (no treatment too small)

Bulbout Variation Three
Photo of Charrette Board:

Participant Feedback:
Aesthetic/Function











Need to make sure water spreads throughout facility
Variability of planting for intersection
Two terraces for interest
Taper bioretention soil to lose deep curb, but lose bioretention soil
Use ground cover in bioretention area – but not a lot of good experience with it.
Add more curb cuts
Don’t need both overflow and outflow
Why 90-degree corner? Tripping hazard
Too many layers in planting plan – simplify
Minimize curb corners in sidewalk to minimize tripping

Cost





Using planter strip reduces transition height – reduced wall height – reduced cost
More square shape  more bioretention area per unit perimeter  more cost
effective
2.5:1 slope too steep for biotreatment soil. ID protection BMPs
Is keeping utilities in place feasible?









Precast strips for retention to lessen slope? Or just reduce cross-section w/ less
biotreatment soil @ slope
Slope on sidewalk side won’t be stable. Reduce excavation? Stair-step transition?
Cost/institutional issues related to water line  who repairs/replaces bioretention if
it needs to be dug up?
Standard agreements/utility protection measures
Avoid moving utility
Develop utility compatible designs
Leave utilities in place

Construction/Maintenance






Additional curb cuts
False curb
Round corner with curb
Soil settlement during and after construction
Possibly not enough support (dowel, foundation)

Repeatability/Synergy





Pay attention to bulb radii to support existing/desired uses (bike lane)
Effective turning radius
Bike parking?
Small trees okay

Bulbout Variation Four
Photo of Charrette Board:

Participant Feedback:
Aesthetic/Function
















Shift bike lane farther from cars
Create stop/respite area
Wider sidewalk make inviting
9’ wide bioretention
Gentle slope, taper
Low flow feature/meander
Keep plants away from bike path (hazard)
Move entrance to angle of curb
Concrete slab easy to maintain at entrance
Planting may overhang edge of slab for aesthetics
Hard to irrigate and maintain planting strip
Frame crosswalk with trees
Prefab fiberglass reinforced bridge
Combine planting areas
Create congregation zone







Create bioretention zones
Flip-flop zones to create interest
Check dam, terracing
Put bioretention closer to street
Don’t separate – join the 2 planting strips

Cost








Remove one crosswalk
Consider long term maintenance cost
Instead of bridging curb ramp, use sleeves through to connect bioretention areas
Trash capture/curb cut pad
Community buy in – adopt a biofilter
Combine bioretention planter C street/ move bike lane south
Cheaper to irrigate one larger strip vs. two long, skinny strips

Construction/Maintenance






30” drop is too deep
Raised crosswalk
Shift bike-lane
No trench drain
Check-dams

Repeatability/Synergy







Bikeway X-slope
T-intersection on Mid-Block Example
Pre-cast bulbout
Move curb cuts better
Road diet conflict
X-walk

APPENDIX D
Design Exercise II Images from Charrette Board

Bulbout Variation One

Figure D-112: Bulbout Design Variation 1, Option a: Deep, Flat Bioretention Area

Figure D-2: Bulbout Design Variation 1, Option b: Bioretention Area with Gradual Slope from Sidewalk
to Curb

Bulbout Variation Two

Figure D-3: Bulbout Design Variation 2, View a: Overview of Proposed Design Solutions

Figure D-4: Bulbout Design Variation 2, View b: Splash Apron Details

Figure D-5: Bulbout Design Variation 2, View c: Profile Annotated to Allow Design Variants

Bulbout Variation Three

Figure D-6: Bulbout Design Variation 3, View a: Plan View of Proposed Protected Bike Lane

Figure D-7: Bulbout Design Variation 3, View b: Proposed Lane Widths at Bioretention Location

Figure D-8: Bulbout Design Variation 3, View c: Proposed Lane Widths (No Bioretention)

Figure D-9: Bulbout Design Variation 3, View d: Cutaway View – Bioretention Adjacent to Sidewalk

Figure D-10: Bulbout Design Variation 3, View e: Plan View Showing Full Intersection

Bulbout Variation Four

Figure D-11: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View a: Partial Plan View of Pedestrian Crossing Bike Lane
and Bioretention Within Bulbout

Figure D-12: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View b: Plan View Showing ADA Conflicts with Current
Bulbout Design

Figure D-13: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View c: Plan View Showing Bike Lane Shift and Inlets

Figure D-14: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View d: Section View of Bulbout with Deepened Roadside
Curb at Low Points Only

Figure D-15: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View e: Section View of Bulbout with Slope Down to
Bioretention and Structural Soil under Bike Lane

Figure D-16: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View f: Plan View of Entire Bulbout Summarizing the
Suggested Changes

Figure D-17: Bulbout Design Variation 4, View g: Plan View Showing Boardwalk Crossing Alternate and
Trees within Bulbout

APPENDIX E
Closing Comments from Public Sector Participants

Elaine Marshall (City of Sunnyvale):







Intersection in a package of other improvements as part of One Bay Area Round 2
(OBAG2) Funding Application
Try to not have stormwater be last component of design but think holistically
Reaffirmed belief in collaboration
Want to bring these ideas/concepts back to Sunnyvale, but need to determine how to
do this when most of the design is not conducted in house
Cost is an ongoing challenge not addressed significantly
How to isolate stormwater cost in transportation or bigger projects

David Swartz (City of Fremont):





Fremont has money for Safe Routes to School and bike/pedestrian safety
Haven’t started bulb-outs
Have design standards for stormwater tree planters, but have found issues with “plug
and play” approach
Interested in seeing how this will work coming out of charrette

Leo Chow (City of San Mateo):




Learned most about cost and maintenance
Cost reduction discussions were valuable
Standard design – interested in how it will work with every intersection

Shari Carlet (City of Palo Alto):








Pilot projects were used as standards for city
Trying to incorporate Green Infrastructure into transportation projects
Have issues with existing trees
o Worried about incorporation and maintenance of new mature trees
Understanding utility conflicts was helpful
o Moving towards private
Helpful for guidelines/standards
Understanding constraints and how they impact standard design is very important
(i.e. tree well lesson learned)
Options for different conditions may be useful (David)

Otis Chan (City of San Mateo):







Lesson 1 – involve the fire department early in the design process
Lesson 2 –bus drivers don’t like raised crosswalks/intersections
Have 6 intersections with bulbouts
Still have flooding because water did not flow around corner
Did not have time for additional detailed survey when design changed
Changed decision to just one side of the corner instead of both

Matt Fabry (BASMAA):
Guidance/checklists for constraints/opportunities needs would be helpful

RELEVANT URBAN GREENING PLANNING EFFORTS
ATTACHMENT B
FINAL DESIGN CHARRETTE GI DETAILS

PLANTING STRIP

3' (MIN) PLANTER WIDTH

1' (MIN) FROM TRAVEL AND/OR BIKE LANE

BIORETENTION
PLANTING SPECIFIED BY
DESIGNER, SEE NOTE 3
6"

6"

STANDARD CURB
AND GUTTER WITH
WALL EXTENSION

TOP OF PLANTER WALL FLUSH
WITH ADJACENT SURFACE

2" (MIN) FREEBOARD

ROADWAY
WITHOUT PARKING

CONCRETE SIDEWALK

2"-6"
30" MAX

DESIGN PONDING ELEVATION

CALTRANS CLASS II
PERMEABLE ROCK

2"-3" MULCH
18" (MIN) BIORETENTION SOIL
MIX (BSM) PER REGIONAL BSM
SPECIFICATION

NOTES:
12" (MIN) 1.

BENCH FOR WALL
CONSTRUCTION
PLANTER WALL LOAD BEARING
LINE, SEE NOTE 2
SEE NOTE 1
(E) UTILITY MAIN TO
REMAIN IN PLACE

UNDERDRAIN
SEE NOTE 4

2.

PROVIDE LOAD BEARING LINES PER THE GEOTECHNICAL
ENGINEER.

3.

SPECIFY DROUGHT-TOLERANT SPECIES THAT CAN TOLERATE
STORMWATER INUNDATION AND ADHERE TO LOCAL PLANT
LISTS. DO NOT SPECIFY THE PLANTING OF LARGE PLANTS
NEAR INLETS OR OUTLETS, OR PLANTS THAT HAVE THE
POTENTIAL TO ENCROACH INTO SIDEWALKS OR BIKE LANES.

4.

UNDERDRAIN PLACEMENT IS DEPENDENT ON SUBGRADE SOIL
CONDITIONS. FOR TYPE B/C SOILS, THE UNDERDRAIN MAY BE
ELEVATED TOWARDS THE TOP OF THE AGGREGATE STORAGE
LAYER, APPROXIMATELY 3" BELOW BOTTOM OF
BIORETENTION SOIL. FOR TYPE D SOILS, THE UNDERDRAIN
SHALL BE PLACED 2" ABOVE THE SUBGRADE.

SEE NOTE 1
SCARIFIED AND
UNCOMPACTED SUBGRADE

BIORETENTION BULBOUT SECTION

B

BASMAA URBAN GREENING TYPICAL GI DETAILS
SECTION B-B
WALLS ON BOTH SIDES, UTILITY MAIN PROTECTION

PROVIDE THE MINIMUM CLEARANCE/SETBACKS PER THE
LOCAL UTILITY PROVIDER'S REQUIREMENTS.

SCALE:

DATE :

3/4"=1'

April 14, 2017

DRAWN BY:
BF

CHECKED BY:
SD

SHEET NUMBER

S-B-B

1' (MIN) FROM
TRAVEL AND/OR
BIKE LANE

STANDARD CURB
AND GUTTER WITH
WALL EXTENSION

BIORETENTION
PLANTING SPECIFIED BY
DESIGNER, SEE NOTE 2

5' CONC. BIKE LANE

6' CONC. SIDEWALK

OVERFLOW STRUCTURE
WITH BEEHIVE GRATE,
SEE NOTE 1
VARIES, 3' (MIN)

4"-6" (TYP)

OPTIONAL SLOPED
SIDES TO REDUCE
DROP-OFF @ EDGE

6"

ROADWAY
WITHOUT PARKING

6" SEPARATION WITH
RAISED PAVEMENT
MARKERS OR STRIPING

2"-6"
30" (MAX)

SIDEWALK DRAINAGE
NOTCHES SLOPED @ 2% (MIN)
TOWARDS PLANTER

1
3 MAX

DESIGN PONDING ELEVATION
2"-3" MULCH

PLANTER WALL TO ADDRESS
SITE-SPECIFIC LOADING PER
DESIGNER SPECIFICATIONS, TYP.

18" (MIN) BIORETENTION SOIL
MIX (BSM) PER REGIONAL BSM
SPECIFICATION

12" (MIN)

CALTRANS CLASS II
PERMEABLE ROCK

6" WIDE BENCH FOR WALL
CONSTRUCTION (TYP)
PIPE CONNECTION TO
STORM DRAIN SYSTEM

6" (MIN) GRAVEL BASE

SCARIFIED AND
UNCOMPACTED SUBGRADE

UNDERDRAIN
SEE NOTE 3

MIDBLOCK BULBOUT SECTION

NOTES:
1.

DESIGNER TO SPECIFY SIZE AND DEPTH OF
OVERFLOW STRUCTURE THAT ADHERES TO LOCAL
JURISDICTIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

2.

SPECIFY DROUGHT-TOLERANT SPECIES THAT CAN
TOLERATE STORMWATER INUNDATION AND ADHERE
TO LOCAL PLANT LISTS. DO NOT SPECIFY THE
PLANTING OF LARGE PLANTS NEAR INLETS OR
OUTLETS, OR PLANTS THAT HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
ENCROACH INTO SIDEWALKS OR BIKE LANES.

3.

UNDERDRAIN PLACEMENT IS DEPENDENT ON
SUBGRADE SOIL CONDITIONS. FOR TYPE B/C SOILS,
THE UNDERDRAIN MAY BE ELEVATED TOWARDS THE
TOP OF THE AGGREGATE STORAGE LAYER,
APPROXIMATELY 3" BELOW BOTTOM OF
BIORETENTION SOIL. FOR TYPE D SOILS, THE
UNDERDRAIN SHALL BE PLACED 2" ABOVE THE
SUBGRADE.

C

BASMAA URBAN GREENING TYPICAL GI DETAILS
SECTION C-C
RAISED BIKE LANE, OVERFLOW STRUCTURE

SCALE:

DATE :

1"=2'

April 14, 2017

DRAWN BY:
BF

CHECKED BY:
SD

SHEET NUMBER

S-C-C
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Executive Summary
This report, the Roadmap, was developed to
identify and remedy obstacles to funding for
Sustainable Street projects, which are defined
as projects that include both Complete Street
improvements and green stormwater
infrastructure, and that are maintained in a
state of good or fair condition.
The specific actions included in this Roadmap
are designed to improve the capacity – both
statewide and in the San Francisco Bay Area -to fund Sustainable Street projects that
support compliance with regional permit
requirements to reduce pollutant loading to
San Francisco Bay, while also helping to
achieve the region’s greenhouse gas reduction
targets.

Sustainable Street in the City of San Mateo;
stormwater runoff flows into a “bioretention area” or
rain garden that reduces the crossing length for
pedestrians near a local school (Source: SMCWPPP).

Challenges for Sustainable Streets
To date, Sustainable Streets have faced funding obstacles due to the restrictions of various funding
programs – which may not recognize the potential for overall cost savings that local agencies may
achieve through multi-benefit Sustainable Streets projects. Some transportation grants may fund only
some aspects of a Sustainable Street project, while resource grants may fund other aspects – and
assembling multiple funding sources brings new challenges and costs to a project.

Financial Needs and Benefits
Over the next 20 to 30 years, cities throughout the Bay Area, and in other parts of California, are
required to invest in widespread construction of infrastructure projects that remove pollutants from
stormwater runoff, in order to achieve water quality goals for San Francisco Bay. The cost is anticipated
to parallel the costs to meet similar requirements in other parts of the state. For example, City of Los
Angeles alone, over the next 20 to 30 years, has estimated that $7 to $9 billion dollars will be needed to
implement the city’s Water Quality Compliance Master Plan for Urban Runoff (Farfsing and Watson
2014). Sustainable Streets are designed to cost effectively deliver multiple benefits, including: climate
change mitigation, air quality improvement, water quality improvement, localized flood control, and
community benefits.
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Specific Actions to Address Challenges
This Roadmap presents specific actions intended
to ease the financial burden local governments
are facing by maximizing available resources
and/or identifying new funding streams. The
specific actions to fund Sustainable Streets are
scheduled for the following timeframes:


Immediate actions, such as addressing
Sustainable Streets in grant solicitations



Short-term actions, such as reviewing
policies for better ways to fund
Sustainable Streets



Long-term solutions, including legislative
engagement and/or advocacy regarding
Sustainable Street

This Sustainable Street project in Union City
incorporates a bioretention area and pervious paving
with curb extensions (Source: Horizon).

How You Can Help
Public agencies that fund transportation, water, and climate change mitigation and adaptation
investments are collaborating to implement specific actions related to their funding programs.
Implementation agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are leading additional specific
actions to fund Sustainable Streets, including legislative engagement and/or advocacy. A Roadmap
Committee will continue to provide support throughout the implementation of the Roadmap, to spread
the word about successes achieved when there is investment in these recommended actions.
A sample of specific actions to fund Sustainable Streets is provided below:
Specific
Action No.
Description
1-2
Update One Bay Area Grant Guidance - Develop guidance
clarifying eligibility of green stormwater infrastructure
(GSI) elements in federally funded (One Bay Area Grant OBAG) transportation projects, for inclusion in guidance
materials that MTC will provide county’s for OBAG’s third
round of funding.
1-4
Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund Sustainable
Streets - Each identified agency will review policy
documents for its applicable grant program(s) to identify
opportunities to more fully fund Sustainable Streets
projects, using a checklist provided in Appendix D.
1-7
Develop State Legislative Program - Develop and
implement an initiative to inform and/or influence future
state propositions, related legislation and incorporation
into state law – that provides a clear path for full eligibility
of Sustainable Streets, and coordinates application
requirements among grant programs that fund
Sustainable Streets.
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1. Purpose and Need
Funding Sustainable Streets
The purpose of this Roadmap is to identify specific
actions to fund Sustainable Street projects, which are
defined as projects that include both Complete Streets
improvements and green stormwater infrastructure,
such as rain gardens and pervious paving, and that are
maintained in a state of good or fair condition, based on
the Good-to-Poor rating system adopted by the
California Transportation Commission (Caltrans 2016).
The funding of Sustainable Streets projects has proven
challenging, due to the tendency for various funding
programs to focus only on one or a few of the multiple
benefits provided by Sustainable Streets.

This Sustainable Street in City of San Mateo
incorporates a bicycle land and a “bioretention
area” or rain garden that removes pollutants from
stormwater runoff (Source: SMCWPPP).

Investments in Sustainable Streets will help meet needs
for stormwater permit compliance, greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction, and road maintenance. Sustainable
Streets support stormwater compliance, by addressing the water quality impacts of cars and trucks, the
fact that stormwater runoff from adjacent properties is often routed to roadways, and the integration of
storm drain systems into streets and roads. Sustainable Streets sequester carbon and encourage
alternative modes of travel, supporting the San Francisco Bay Area’s GHG reduction targets. Sustainable
Streets can help maintain roadways in good or fair condition, which is important for maintaining the
safety of the traveling public, and has been challenging, as gas tax revenues have declined, due to
improved vehicle efficiency and efforts to reduce single occupancy vehicle travel. It may be possible to
achieve economies of scale by including active transportation, pavement rehabilitation, and water grant
funding to fully fund a Sustainable Streets project.
This Roadmap is an output of a Regional Roundtable process that convened meetings of representatives
from federal, state, regional, and local agencies to identify and seek to resolve obstacles to funding
Sustainable Streets projects. The specific actions for funding Sustainable Streets listed in Section 2 are
based primarily on information presented at meetings of the Regional Roundtable. Agencies and
organizations participating in the Regional Roundtable were provided an opportunity to review and
comment on the Roadmap. There is a close correspondence between the agencies and organizations
participating in the Roadmap and the Regional Roundtable. More information on the Regional
Roundtable is available at http://www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/#planning.
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Financial Needs and Benefits
Municipalities throughout the Bay Area are required to
change the way they manage stormwater runoff, due
to green infrastructure planning requirements in the
Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (San Francisco
Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board 2015), as
well as green infrastructure components of the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s 20-year Sewer
System Improvement Program (SFPUC 2017). These
planning processes call for a transition from traditional
“gray” infrastructure to an increase in green
stormwater infrastructure, in order to improve water
quality in San Francisco Bay over the coming decades.

Green stormwater infrastructure is designed to mimic
natural processes. This photo shows how landscaped
bioretention areas help to detain and slow the flow of
stormwater runoff to the storm drain system
(Source: Nevue Ngan).

The cost is anticipated to parallel costs to meet similar requirements in Southern California. The City of
Los Angeles alone, over the next 20 to 30 years, estimated $7 to $9 billion will be needed to implement
the city’s Water Quality Compliance Master Plan for Urban Runoff (Farfsing and Watson 2014).

Cut-away view of a bioretention area. Natural
processes remove pollutants from stormwater runoff
as it filters through biotreatment soil. Some of the
treated water will infiltrate into native soils; some
will enter the underdrain and go to the storm drain

Union City prepared a preliminary capital cost
estimate in the range of $72 million to $126 million, in
2017 dollars, to implement GSI in accordance with the
estimated local share of mercury and PCB pollutant
load reduction targets (Ruark 2017). With a
population of 72,155 and geographical area of 19.3
square miles, representing just 1.5 percent of the Bay
Area’s urbanized land, Union City’s GSI program
represents a small percentage of the anticipated
capital investments that will be needed from the 76
local agencies subject to the Municipal Regional
Stormwater Permit to comply with the GSI planning
requirements. Efforts to further quantify the need for
investment in GI are currently underway as part of
developing jurisdiction-specific GI Plans.

In the coming decades, state and regional transportation agencies are seeking to mitigate climate
change and improve mobility in the Bay Area through large-scale funding of transportation projects that
emphasize bicycle, pedestrian, and public transit facilities. The Transportation Investment Strategy of
the Draft Plan Bay Area 2040 anticipates over $5 billion in funding for complete streets and active
transportation projects over the next 24 years (MTC 2017d). The following sequence of three images
shows how Complete Streets plus GSI equal Sustainable Streets.
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Conventional Street

Complete Street

Complete Street
+
Green Infrastructure
=
Sustainable Street
Source: Bottomley Urban Design
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Sustainable Streets are designed to cost effectively deliver multiple benefits, including:
 Climate change mitigation – Sustainable street designs encourage bicycling, walking, and the
use of public transportation to help reduce carbon emissions from motor vehicles. Trees and
landscaping are planted to sequester carbon.


Air quality improvement – By encouraging bicycling, walking, and the use of public
transportation, Sustainable Streets can help reduce particulate matter and other pollutants from
motor vehicles that can adversely affect human health.



Water quality improvement – Pollutants in stormwater runoff are removed by capturing and
treating stormwater in specially designed landscape areas.



Localized flood control – Directing stormwater runoff to landscaping can help address local
flooding problems.



Water supply reliability – In areas that rely on groundwater supplies, directing stormwater
runoff to landscaping can help support water supply reliability by recharging groundwater.



Community benefits – Planting trees and landscaping enhances public spaces, which can
increase property values and improve community cohesiveness, improving quality of life and
better accommodating an increasing number of Bay Area residents.



Public health – Construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities encourages active living.



Climate change adaptation – Green infrastructure designs can help improve the resilience of
transportation infrastructure to withstand high intensity storms and rising sea levels.

Challenges to Funding Sustainable Streets
Because each funding programs has historically focused on only one or a few of the multiple benefits
provided by Sustainable Streets, local agencies have encountered challenges in funding Sustainable
Streets projects including:


Ineligible components of Sustainable Streets projects: Green infrastructure may be ineligible
for funding by transportation grants; transportation facilities may be ineligible for funding by
resource agency grants.



Ineligible activities: Some grants may not cover all project phases, such as planning or shortterm maintenance.



Inability to use other grants as matching funds: Matching funds must cover eligible activities;
therefore, grant funding for GSI components of a Sustainable Street project may not “count” as
a match for a transportation grant, and vice versa.



Funding cycles of grants are not coordinated: Projects that must assemble funding from
multiple grants may have difficulty finding two applicable grants that will be available at the
same time.
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Costs of tracking and applying for
grants: Local agencies often lack the
resources to track grant opportunities,
prepare applications, and “repackage”
the same project to apply for multiple
grants.



Costs of administering and reporting
on grants: Obtaining multiple grants for
a single project adds substantial
administrative requirements due to
separate record‐keeping and reporting.



Scoring approaches may penalize
multiple-benefit projects: Sustainable
Streets projects may not score
competitively for grants that seek the
most cost-effective transportation
solution, due to the inclusion of
ineligible costs.

This Roadmap has been developed to address these challenges, in order to achieve funding of
Sustainable Streets projects.
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2. Specific Actions
This section of the Roadmap identifies Specific Actions for implementation by federal, state, regional,
and local agencies – including agencies in the water resources and transportation sectors – to improve
conditions for funding Sustainable Street projects. All agencies face certain limitations in their roles. For
example, transportation agencies are subject to various requirements to specifically focus on addressing
transportation needs, while water resource agencies must address their own legislative mandates. The
Specific Actions described below seek to maximize collaboration across sectors, as possible given the
limitations of the respective agencies’ roles.

Categories and Timeframes for Specific Actions
The Roadmap includes three pathways, based on three categories of specific actions to fund Sustainable
Streets, as follows:


Pathway 1, Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources



Pathway 2, Improve Conditions for Projects that Are Funded by Multiple Grants



Pathway 3, Additional Funding Options

Each specific action will be conducted by a lead entity, and, in some cases, supporting entities. The
specific actions included in each pathway are organized by timeframe (immediate, short-term, and longterm). Some of the Specific Actions have statewide implications, and some have potential to involve
Integrated Regional Water Management groups. Therefore, the Roadmap Committee may coordinate
some Specific Actions with applicable provisions of the California Water Action Plan, and the Committee
may recommend reaching out to local agencies from other regions and/or IRWM groups to collaborate
on some Specific Actions. The Roadmap Committee may also identify needs for workgroups to
implement various Specific Actions. Immediate tasks are anticipated to be initiated in 2018, and are
likely to conclude in 2019. Short-term tasks are anticipated to be initiated in 2019, and are likely to
conclude in 2020. Long-term tasks may begin as early as 2019 and are likely to continue for a period of
years. Within each timeframe, actions are alphabetized by lead entity name.

Pathway 1: Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
Pathway 1 seeks to prioritize Sustainable Street project activities in funding sources managed by both
transportation and resource agencies. The goal of this pathway is to maximize the ability of each funding
source to fund both transportation and green stormwater infrastructure improvements -- reflecting the
integration of transportation and resource benefits in Sustainable Streets.
Table 1 lists specific actions and participation by agencies and organizations to prioritize Sustainable
Streets in funding sources. A number of the actions are specific to the State Water Resources Control
Board’s Storm Water Grant Program (SWGP) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s One
Bay Area Grant Program (OBAG), based on case studies that were prepared for these programs as part
of the Regional Roundtable on Sustainable Streets. Other funding agencies will conduct similar reviews
of applicable grant programs, under Specific Action 1-4.
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Specific Action 1-7, Develop State Legislative Program, does not specify particular legislative initiatives,
which will be identified as part of this Specific Action. The State Legislative Program may recommend
requirements for interagency collaboration and/or participation by key agencies in actions that promote
widespread implementation of Sustainable Streets, recognizing that requirements have been needed for
interagency collaboration such as the Integrated Regional Water Management program. The State
Legislative Program may also review other Specific Actions, and recommendations that emerge from
Specific Actions, to identify items that would be best implemented through legislation.

Specific
Action No.
1-1

Table 1
Specific Actions to Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
Entities Lead Support
Caltrans
Local Assist.
MTC

FHWA
MTC
Caltrans
Div. of Local
Assist.

1-3

California
Transportation
Commission

Caltrans,
MTC

1-4

Applicable
funding
agencies 1

--

1-2

1-5

Regional Water BASMAA,
Board staff
countywide
stormwater
programs

1

Agencies implementing Action 1-4
ACTC, CCTA, SMCTA, VTA
ACTC, C/CAG, CCTA, VTA
BAAQMD
Caltrans
CNRA
DWR, SCC
FEMA
SFBRA, SCC
SGC

Description of Action
Immediate Actions
Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal Transportation Grants - Provide clarification
of the eligibility of GSI elements in federally funded transportation projects.
Update OBAG Guidance - Develop guidance clarifying eligibility of GSI
elements in federally funded (One Bay Area Grant - OBAG) transportation
projects, for inclusion in guidance materials that MTC will provide to
counties for OBAG’s third round of funding.
Clarify GSI Eligibility in the Local Streets and Roads Program – As guidelines
are developed for this program, in accordance with SB 1 of 2017, clarify the
eligibility of GSI elements in pavement rehabilitation and other applicable
projects.
Short-Term Actions
Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund Sustainable Streets - Each
identified agency will review policy documents for its applicable grant
program(s) to identify opportunities to more fully fund Sustainable Streets
projects, using a checklist provided in Appendix D.
Regional Water Board Staff to Review the Completed Checklists Prepared
in Specific Action 1-4. Water Board staff will identify opportunities to more
fully fund Sustainable Streets. The purpose of this review would be to help
funding agencies identify opportunities to further support GI
implementation. This review of the completed checklists will provide an
opportunity to suggest changes to eligibility requirements, potentially
including modifications that would make it easier for small agencies to
obtain funding for GI.

Applicable grant programs
Transportation half-cent sales tax measure programs
Congestion Management Agency programs
Transportation Fund for Clean Air
Active Transportation Program, Cooperative Implementation Agreements
Urban Greening grants
Proposition 1 grants
Emergency Management Performance Grant
Measure AA Program
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program
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Specific
Action No.
1-6

1-7

1-8

Table 1
Specific Actions to Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
Entities Lead Support

Description of Action
Actions to Achieve Long-Term Solutions
BASMAA
SFEP, TPL,
Identify Opportunities to Influence Federal Policy - Identify opportunities
SFBRWQCB to support efforts by others to influence eligibility of GSI in federal surface
transportation programs, maintaining communication with MTC on
legislative engagement and/or advocacy.
SFEP 2
State Water
Develop State Legislative Program - Develop and implement a strategy to
Board, RWQCB inform and/or influence future state propositions, related legislation, and
BASMAA, TPL, incorporation into state law – that provides a clear path for full eligibility of
STB
Sustainable Streets, and coordinates application requirements among grant
programs that fund Sustainable Streets. This is anticipated to include
reports to legislators about the types of designs and co-benefits (including
green jobs) that resonate with communities. Topics to consider
incorporating into the State Legislative Program include:
• Recommendations regarding bond measures, language about match
and eligibility, and other issues that were discussed in case studies
presented at Roundtable meeting -- which may include tracking the
funding for a future iteration of the Storm Water Grant Program (after
Prop 1 is complete) and participating in the stakeholder outreach
workshops.
• Requirements for interagency collaboration and/or for participation by
key agencies in actions that promote widespread implementation of
Sustainable Streets.
• Review other Specific Actions and recommendations that emerge from
Specific Actions, in order to identify items that would be best
implemented through legislation.
To help demonstrate the need for legislative fixes, potentially identify the
ideal state to modernize roadways, and then compare that effort to the
effort needed to maintain the facilities that we have now.
Caltrans
State Water Address Caltrans Stormwater Treatment Credit - Prepare proposal for
stormwater
Board staff, providing credit to Caltrans for GI that is funded as part of Caltrans’
staff
Regional
transportation grants to local agencies.
Water Board
staff

Pathway 2: Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
Pathway 2 seeks to improve conditions for projects that are funded with multiple grants. The goal of
Pathway 2 is to remove obstacles that local agencies have encountered when attempting to obtain and
manage multiple grants for a single Sustainable Streets project. The specific actions for this pathway are
listed in Table 2.

2

The legislative work done by public agencies would consist of educating lawmakers on issues and opportunities.
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Specific
Action No.

Table 2
Specific Actions to Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
Entities Lead Support

2-1

SWRCB

2-2

Applicable
funding
agencies 3

2-3

BASMAA

3

Other
funding
agencies
--

Funding
agencies,
SFBRWQCB

Agencies implementing Action 2-2
ACTC, CCTA, SMCTA, VTA
ACTC, C/CAG, CCTA, VTA
BAAQMD
Caltrans
CNRA
DWR, SCC
FEMA
MTC
SFBRA, SCC
SGC
SWRCB

Description of Action
Immediate Actions
Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations - Coordinate with other agencies to join
SWRCB in participating in funding fairs and the California Financing
Coordinating Committee website.
Inform other agencies of solicitations - Identify and add staff from applicable
agencies to the list of parties to notify regarding schedules of future
solicitations for applicable grant programs.
Short-Term Actions
Offer Training on Obtaining Grants - Develop and offer training to assist local
agencies in the San Francisco Bay Area in identifying funding sources and
preparing grant applications for Sustainable Streets projects, seeking to
help local agencies build capacity to be able to apply for grants and follow
through with the requirements for project planning, public involvement,
tracking of results, and funding of maintenance. This will include
consideration how to address the needs of disadvantaged communities.
Examples of grants to address include Caltrans’ Cooperative
Implementation Program and Financial Contribution Only Program.
Potentially include in the training:
• Nuts and bolts of obtaining funding,
• How to gauge the competitiveness of a project and be strategic in
efforts to seek funding,
• How to find the flexibility in a funding program and tailor the
applications accordingly,
• Case studies of how cities have succeeded in winning grants and
keeping the grant funds that they won – especially when there were
multiple sources of funding.
(Note: this action also applies to Pathway 1, Prioritize Sustainable Streets in
Funding Sources.)

Applicable grant programs
Transportation half-cent sales tax measure programs
Congestion Management Agency programs
Transportation Fund for Clean Air
Active Transportation Program, Cooperative Implementation Agreements
Urban Greening grants
Proposition 1 grants
Emergency Management Performance Grant
One Bay Area Grants
Measure AA Program
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program
Storm Water Grant Program
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Specific
Action No.
2-4

Table 2
Specific Actions to Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
Entities Lead Support
BASMAA
Funding
agencies,
CASQA

2-5

SFEP

2-6

SFEP

2-7

Applicable
funding
agencies 4

4

Description of Action
Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects - Prepare statewide guidance on
how to “package” Sustainable Streets projects for specific grants, which
may be incorporated in future grant guidelines and will consider the needs
of disadvantaged communities. Examples of grants to address include in the
guidance encompass Caltrans’ Cooperative Implementation Program and
Financial Contribution Only Program. Potentially include in the training:
• Information on coordination, match requirements of different grants,
how to demonstrate multiple benefits of GSI components in
transportation projects,
• Successful strategies to seek funding,
• Guidance on how GI can be considered functional landscaping per
Caltrans definitions, and
• Recommendations from funding agencies on how to find the flexibility
in the programs they are applying for and tailor applications to meet
the requirements identified in the grant solicitation.
(Note: this action also applies to Pathway 1, Prioritize Sustainable Streets in
Funding Sources.)
BASMAA
Track Upcoming Solicitations - Develop and maintain a database to track
upcoming solicitations for grants and applicable loans, such as the State
Revolving Fund, that fund Sustainable Streets.
Funding
Identify Opportunities to Coordinate Reporting - Compare reporting
agencies,
requirements among grant programs and identify opportunities to
BASMAA
coordinate reporting schedule, format, etc. – for example, SWRCB allows
grant recipients to establish some milestone dates.
Actions to Achieve Long-Term Solutions
-Consider Linkages to Other Programs - Funding agencies will consider aspects
of other related grant programs (timing, criteria, etc.) in the development of
future grant programs, and will coordinate with other grant programs where
feasible.

Agencies implementing Action 2-7
ACTC, CCTA, SMCTA, VTA
ACTC, C/CAG, CCTA, VTA
BAAQMD
Caltrans
CNRA
DWR, SCC
FEMA
MTC
SFBRA, SCC
SGC
SWRCB

Applicable grant programs
Transportation half-cent sales tax measure programs
Congestion Management Agency programs
Transportation Fund for Clean Air
Active Transportation Program, Cooperative Implementation Agreements
Urban Greening grants
Proposition 1 grants
Emergency Management Performance Grant
One Bay Area Grants
Measure AA Program
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program
Storm Water Grant Program
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Pathway 3: Additional Funding Options
Pathway 3, Additional Funding Options, seeks to improve conditions for local agencies to fund
Sustainable Streets projects with a range of funding options, including fees and loans, and the funding of
pavement rehabilitation projects, through sources identified in Senate Bill 1 (SB 1), the Road Repair and
Accountability Act of 2017, which was signed into law on April 28, 2017. SB 1 includes the continuous
appropriation of $1.5 billion annually for maintenance and rehabilitation of local streets and roads
through various sources of revenue, such as increases in the State gasoline and diesel fuel taxes, and a
new a transportation improvement fee to be collected with vehicle registration fees (League of
California Cities 2017). The goal of Pathway 3 is to secure local funding mechanisms such as parcel taxes
or fees for planning, implementation, and operations & maintenance of Sustainable Streets. It may be
more cost-effective in the long run to fund ongoing costs through parcel taxes or fees than to expend
staff time pursuing grants and loans to cover these costs. Although it is difficult to achieve the supermajority required by Proposition 218 to enact a stormwater fee, there are examples of successful ballot
measures, including the 2017 approval of a fee in Palo Alto to fund routine water system maintenance
and operation that provides for storm water system improvements (City of Palo Alto 2017), and the
2009 approval of a fee in Burlingame to fund a $39 million Capital Improvement Program to improve the
City's storm drain system (City of Burlingame 2015). Funds from parcel taxes or fees would help leverage
grant opportunities as a reliable local match.

Specific
Action No.

Table 3
Specific Actions for Additional Funding Options
Entities Lead Support

3-1

ACCWP,
CCCWP,
SMCWPPP,
SCVURPPP

BASMAA

3-2

SFEP

BASMAA

3-3

SFEP

BASMAA

Description of Action
Immediate Actions
Provide Guidance on a Range of Funding Options – Countywide stormwater
programs will provide guidance for local agencies to evaluate a range of
funding options for Sustainable Streets projects and other projects that
incorporate green stormwater infrastructure. This is anticipated to include
an evaluation of Business Improvement Districts, approaches to fund
maintenance including fees, and working with BASMAA to explore
potential opportunities to develop a regional alternative compliance
program.
Improve the Existing Web Presence for the Roadmap. Expand the existing
Green Stormwater Infrastructure Resources of SFEP’s website to help
publicize the Roadmap, or potentially develop a new website for the
Roadmap. This will include the management of an online spreadsheet of
Specific Actions to monitor progress of Roadmap implementation.
Seek Funding for Roadmap Implementation. Identify potential funding
sources and submit applications for a grant to cover expenses for state
legislative program development website development and maintenance,
annual meetings of the Roadmap Committee, training on obtaining grants,
development of guidance for obtaining multiple grants, and tracking
implementation of Specific Actions.
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Specific
Action No.
3-4

Table 3
Specific Actions for Additional Funding Options
Entities Lead Support
CASQA
BASMAA,
Countywide
stormwater
programs, Local
governments,
SFEP, STB, TPL,
SPUR

3-5

SFEP

BASMAA

3-6

MTC

BASMAA, SFEP,
Countywide
stormwater
programs

3-7

BASMAA

SFEP

3-8

Funding
agencies 5

--

5

Agencies implementing Action 3-8
ACTC, CCTA, SMCTA, VTA
ACTC, C/CAG, CCTA, VTA
BAAQMD
Caltrans
CNRA

Description of Action
Support SB 231 Implementation. Participate in strategic efforts to use SB
231 (which clarified that the Prop 218 “sewer” exemption includes storm
sewers) to raise local stormwater fees in ways that do not engender
unwanted lawsuits while establishing that the full scope of the exemption
includes planning, constructing, and maintaining sustainable streets the
establishment of reliable revenue sources may allow local stormwater
programs to seek loans under SWRCB’s State Revolving Fund.
Short-Term Actions
Convene the Roadmap Committee – Monitor implementation of the
Roadmap of Funding Solutions by convening the Roadmap Committee
described in Section 3, Roles and Responsibilities. This will include at least
two meetings per year. Potential agenda items include:
• Progress updates,
• Reminders to partner agencies of action items,
• Periodic reviews and adjustments of Specific Actions,
Updates regarding quantification of the need for GI, based on GI Plans
prepared throughout the region.
Coordinate with Local Agency Staff to Share Information - Facilitate
discussions among staff from public works, stormwater, active
transportation, and transit to develop integrated approaches to
Sustainable Streets – at MTC’s working groups and/or a set of
outreach/coordination meetings led by BASMAA and/or other partners.
This dialogue is anticipated to improve communication between funding
agencies and local agencies regarding the funding process. Topics for
sharing and dialogue may include how local agencies can build capacity to
address long-term maintenance needs for GI, the types of tools that can
help local agencies communicate internally and work together across
departments and identifying types of information sharing that can reduce
effort for both funding agencies and local agencies.
Prepare and Distribute a Fact Sheet of the Roadmap - The fact sheet would
help agencies communicate internally regarding actions to fund
Sustainable Streets, and could potentially be used for other outreach, in
coordination with Specific Action 3-9, Develop and Conduct Outreach
Strategy.
Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in Agency Policies, Procedures,
Strategic Plans and/or Other Documentation. Funding agencies will each
incorporate into its strategic plan the Specific Actions for which agency has
been identified as Lead agency. Examples of policy documents include
Green Building Policy, Sustainable Landscaping Guidelines, and BMPs.

Applicable grant programs
Transportation half-cent sales tax measure programs
Congestion Management Agency programs
Transportation Fund for Clean Air
Active Transportation Program, Cooperative Implementation Agreements
Urban Greening grants
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Table 3
Specific Actions for Additional Funding Options

Specific
Action No.
3-9

Entities Lead Support
SFEP

DWR, SCC
FEMA
MTC
SFBRA, SCC
SGC
SWRCB

Description of Action
Actions to Achieve Long-Term Solutions
BASMAA, BCDC, Develop Outreach Strategy - The strategy will identify the steps necessary
NRDC, Save the Bay, to develop and implement an outreach program, seeking to build broader
SPUR, TPL,
public engagement around Sustainable Streets. The strategy is anticipated
Countywide
to focus on the resiliency benefits of Sustainable and Streets and frame
stormwater
the issues as making streets better, laying the groundwork for a call to
programs
action around the Roadmap. The strategy will identify actions and assign
roles for implementation. Depending on interests and capacities of
support organizations, actions may encompass community outreach,
elected official outreach, and business engagement, A Sustainable Streets
fact sheet may be developed, focused on communicating to local elected
officials the need for action to better fund Sustainable Streets. Part of the
messaging is anticipated to present GI as an integral part of road projects.
The Los Angeles River campaign is anticipated to serve as a model for the
outreach strategy.

Proposition 1 grants
Emergency Management Performance Grant
One Bay Area Grants
Measure AA Program
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program
Storm Water Grant Program
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3. Roles and Responsibilities
The Roadmap will be implemented by Participating Agencies, Organizations, and Champions, with
implementation monitored by a Roadmap
Committee. These roles are described below,
followed by a description of procedures to track
and monitor implementation of the Roadmap.

Participating Agencies and
Organizations
The Participating Agencies and Organizations
are listed in Table 4, at the end of this section of
the Roadmap. The agencies and organizations
are categorized by type (federal agency, state
agency, etc.) and listed alphabetically within
This bioretention facility in Oakland receives
these categories. Table 4 is cross-referenced to
stormwater runoff from both the roadway and an
the lists of specific actions in Section 2, to
adjacent plaza (Source: Horizon)
identify the actions that each agency or
organization is leading. Some actions are led by multiple parties, because individual agencies will
conduct that action internally. For example, numerous funding agencies have committed to leading
Action 1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund Sustainable Streets, in which they will each review
their own funding programs to identify opportunities to remove obstacles to the integrated funding of
Sustainable Streets projects.

Champions
Champions are organizations that have the interest and capability to influence legislation and policy
decisions, and generally advocate for the funding of Sustainable Streets. The current list of Champions is
provided below.



Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) – BASMAA is a consortium
of nine San Francisco Bay Area municipal stormwater programs. BASMAA was started by local
governments in response to municipal stormwater permits in an effort to promote regional
consistency and facilitate efficient use of public resources. BASMAA is designed to encourage
information sharing and cooperation, and to develop products and programs that are more
cost-effective when done regionally than could be accomplished locally. In addition, BASMAA
provides a forum for representing and advocating the common interests of member programs
at the regional and state level.



San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water Board) – The
Regional Water Board issued the current Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit on November
19, 2015, including in Provision C.3.j of the permit a requirement for the Permittees to prepare
and implement Green Infrastructure Plans. Green Infrastructure Plans are required to include
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targets for the amount of impervious surface to be retrofitted with green infrastructure by 2020,
2030, and 2040.



San Francisco Estuary Partnership (SFEP) – SFEP is a collaboration of local, state, and federal
agencies, NGOs, academia and business leaders working to protect and restore protect and
restore the San Francisco Bay-Delta Estuary. SFEP builds partnerships and leverages federal
funding with millions of dollars in state and local funds for regional-scale restoration, water
quality improvement, and resilience-building projects (SFEP 2017).



Save The Bay – Save The Bay is the largest regional organization working to protect, restore and
celebrate San Francisco Bay since 1961. Save The Bay mobilizes thousands of Bay Area residents
to protect and restore the Bay for future generations, both as advocates in their community and
volunteers on the shoreline, working with scientists and policymakers to protect the Bay as the
region's most important natural resource--essential to our environment, economy, and quality
of life (Save The Bay 2017).

Roadmap Committee
A Roadmap Committee will be formed to monitor and track progress of actions taken by agencies to
make available funding for sustainable streets projects, to track the projects that succeed in obtaining
funding, and periodically review and adjust Specific Actions as needed. This Committee may also identify
needs for workgroups to implement various Specific Actions. The Roadmap Committee will consist of
representatives of the Participating Agencies, potentially including local agency representatives, and is
anticipated to elect officers for limited terms. The Committee is anticipated to meet at least twice a
year, unless Committee members determine that more frequent meetings are needed. One annual
meeting is anticipated to include progress reports and keynote speeches highlighting achievements by
Participating Agencies and/or new advancements in Sustainable Streets.

Tracking and Follow-up
The Roadmap Committee’s primary tool for tracking and monitoring progress in implementing the
actions listed in Section 2 is anticipated to be an online spreadsheet of specific actions, which would be
editable by the representatives of Participating Agencies. Participating Agencies would periodically be
reminded to populate the online spreadsheet with information on progress since the last update, which
could be formatted as a progress report for annual meetings of the Roadmap Committee.
The Roadmap Committee will continue to follow up with partner agencies and organizations to identify
additional Champions. For example, the Roadmap Committee is following up with the agencies listed
below, as well as other agencies and organizations, regarding the potential to serve as Champions.



Department of Transportation (Caltrans) – Through its Division of Local Assistance, Caltrans
oversees more than one billion dollars annually available to over 600 cities, counties and
regional agencies for the purpose of improving their transportation infrastructure or providing
transportation services (Caltrans 2018). Some of the Division of Local Assistance grant programs,
such as the Active Transportation Program, prioritize the funding of projects that include
Sustainable Streets elements, such as bicycle and pedestrian improvements. Caltrans is subject
to the California Department of Transportation Municipal Stormwater Permit, issued by the
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State Water Board on September 19, 2012, as amended. As part of complying with this permit,
the Caltrans Stormwater Program provides funding to local agencies for green infrastructure
improvements through Cooperative Implementation Agreements.



Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) - MTC is the transportation planning, financing
and coordinating agency for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. Congress distributes
federal transportation dollars to MTC (and other metropolitan planning organizations) to invest
in regional priority transportation projects and programs. MTC also helps local agencies in the
Bay Area obtain state funding for transportation projects. In 2012, MTC established the One Bay
Area Grant (OBAG) program, which taps federal funds to maintain MTC's commitments to
regional transportation priorities while also advancing the Bay Area's land-use and housing
goals. OBAG includes both a regional program administered by MTC and a county program that
allows counties to use OBAG funds to invest in a range of street and road project types,
including elements of Sustainable Streets projects.



State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) – Through its Division of Financial
Assistance, the State Water Board implements financial assistance programs, including the
Storm Water Grant Program, loan and grant funding for construction of municipal sewage and
water recycling facilities, remediation for underground storage tank releases, watershed
protection projects, and nonpoint source pollution control projects (SWRCB 2018) . The State
Water Board has experience collaborating with other funding agencies, including the
Department of Water Resources.

Sustainable Streets and
Collaborative Action
This Roadmap sets forth a vision of
collaborative action to implement
specific actions to realize multibenefit projects. This may challenge
some existing organizational
structures that were developed to
support single-benefit projects.
Agencies are making this
commitment in order to realize a
vision of multi-benefit projects that
help make communities healthier
and more vibrant than single-benefit
projects of the past.

Meeting of the Regional Roundtable on Sustainable Streets, March 2017
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Categories of
Participants
Federal
Agencies

Table 4
Agency or Organization Assignments
Participating Agencies and Organizations
• Federal Emergency Management Agency

• Federal Highway Administration
• Federal Transit Administration
State Agencies

Specific Actions
Supported by Agency or Organization
1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund 2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
Sustainable Streets
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
Reporting
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation
-1-1, Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal
Transportation Grants
Led by Agency or Organization

• Caltrans Division of Local Assistance

1-1, Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal
Transportation Grants

1-2, Update OBAG Guidance
1-3, Clarify GSI Eligibility in the Local Streets
and Roads Program

• Caltrans Stormwater Program

1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund
Sustainable Streets
1-8, Address Caltrans Stormwater Treatment
Credit
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs

2-1, Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting

1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund
Sustainable Streets
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation

2-1, Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting

2-1, Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation

1-7, Develop State Legislative Program
1-8, Address Caltrans Stormwater Treatment
Credit
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects

•
•
•
•
•

Caltrans Active Transportation Program
California Natural Resources Agency
Department of Water Resources
State Coastal Conservancy
Strategic Growth Council

• State Water Resources Control Board
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Categories of
Participants
State Agencies
(cont.)
Regional
Agencies

Table 4
Agency or Organization Assignments
Participating Agencies and Organizations
• Bay Area Air Quality Management District
• San Francisco Bay Restoration Authority

Specific Actions
Supported by Agency or Organization
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting
2-1,
Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations
1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund
2-3,
Offer
Training on Obtaining Grants
Sustainable Streets
2-4,
Prepare
Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-6,
Identify
Opportunities
to Coordinate
2-7, Consider linkages to other programs
Reporting
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Led by Agency or Organization

Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation

• Bay Conservation and Development
Commission
• Metropolitan Transportation Commission

• San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality
Control Board

• San Francisco Estuary Partnership

--

3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy

1-1, Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal
Transportation Grants
1-3, Clarify GSI Eligibility in the Local Streets
and Roads Program
2-1, Coordinate to Publicize Solicitations
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting
1-5, Regional Water Board Staff to Review the 1-6, Identify Opportunities to Influence Federal
Completed Checklists Prepared in Specific
Policy
1-7, Develop State Legislative Program
Action 1-4
1-8, Address Caltrans Stormwater Treatment
Credit
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
1-6, Identify Opportunities to Influence Federal
1-7, Develop State Legislative Program
Policy
2-5, Track Upcoming Solicitations
3-4,
Support
SB 231 Implementation
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
3-6,
Coordinate
with Local Agency Staff to
Reporting
Share
Information
3-2, Improve the Existing Web Presence for the
Roadmap
1-2, Update OBAG Guidance
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs
3-6, Coordinate with Local Agency Staff to
Share Information
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation
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Categories of
Participants
Regional
Agencies
(cont.)

County
Transportation
Agencies

Table 4
Agency or Organization Assignments
Participating Agencies and Organizations

• Alameda County Transportation
Commission
• Contra Costa Transportation Authority
• San Mateo County/City Association of
Governments
• San Mateo County Transportation
Authority
• Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority

Specific Actions
Led by Agency or Organization
Supported by Agency or Organization
3-3, Seek Funding for Roadmap
Implementation
3-5, Convene the Roadmap Committee
3-7, Prepare and Distribute a Fact Sheet of the
Roadmap
3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy
1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund
Sustainable Streets
2-2, Inform Other Agencies of Solicitations
2-7, Consider Linkages to Other Programs
3-8, Incorporate Applicable Specific Actions in
Agency Policies, Procedures, Strategic
Plans, and/or Other Documentation

2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting

--

2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting

• Napa County Transportation and Planning
Agency
• San Francisco County Transportation
Authority
• Solano Transportation Authority
• Sonoma County Transportation Authority
• Transportation Authority of Marin
Local Stormwater Programs

• Alameda Countywide Clean Water
Program
• Contra Costa Clean Water Program
• San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution
Prevention Program
• Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution
Prevention Program

3-1, Provide Guidance on a Range of Funding
Options
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3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation
3-6, Coordinate with Local Agency Staff to
Share Information
3-9, Develop and Conduct Outreach Strategy
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Categories of
Participants
Local Stormwater Programs
(cont.)

NonGovernmental
Organizations

Table 4
Agency or Organization Assignments
Participating Agencies and Organizations
• Cities of American Canyon, Benicia,
Calistoga, Napa, Petaluma, Sonoma, St.
Helena, Yountville
• Counties of Napa, Solano, Sonoma, and
Vallejo
• Fairfield-Suisun Urban Runoff
Management Program
• Marin County Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Program
• San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
• Sonoma County Water Agency
• Town of Ross
• Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control
District
• Bay Area Stormwater Management
Agencies Association

Led by Agency or Organization
--

Specific Actions
Supported by Agency or Organization
3-6, Coordinate with local Agency Staff to
Share Information
3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation

1-4, Identify Opportunities to More Fully Fund
Sustainable Streets
2-3, Offer Training on Obtaining Grants
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Projects
3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy

1-7, Develop State Legislative Program
2-5, Track Upcoming Solicitations
2-6, Identify Opportunities to Coordinate
Reporting
3-2, Improve the Existing Web Presence for the
Roadmap
3-3, Seek Funding for Roadmap
Implementation
3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation
3-5, Convene the Roadmap Committee
3-6, Coordinate with Local Agency Staff to
share Information
3-7, Prepare and Distribute a Fact Sheet of the
Roadmap
3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy

--

1-6, Identify Opportunities to Influence Federal
Policy
1-7, Develop State Legislative Program

• Save The Bay
• Trust for Public Land
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Categories of
Participants
NonGovernmental
Organizations
(cont.)

Table 4
Agency or Organization Assignments
Participating Agencies and Organizations
• California Stormwater Quality Association

Led by Agency or Organization
3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation

• NRDC
• SPUR
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Supported by Agency or Organization
3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation
3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy
2-4, Prepare Guidance for Packaging Strategy

--

3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy

--

3-4, Support SB 231 Implementation
3-9, Develop Outreach Strategy
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Appendix A
Acronyms and Definitions
This appendix provides a list of acronyms and glossary of technical terms used in the Roadmap.

List of Acronyms
ACCWP

Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program

ACTC

Alameda County Transportation Commission

BAAQMD

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

BASMAA

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association

Caltrans

California Department of Transportation

CASQA

California Stormwater Quality Association

C/CAG

San Mateo County/City Association of Governments

CCCWP

Contra Costa Clean Water Program

CCTA

Contra Costa Transportation Authority

CMA

Congestion Management Agency

CNRA

California Natural Resources Agency

DWR

Department of Water Resources

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

GI

Green infrastructure

GSI

Green stormwater infrastructure

MRP

Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit

MTC

Metropolitan Transportation Commission

OBAG

One Bay Area Grant Program

RWQCB

Regional Water Quality Control Board

SCC

State Coastal Conservancy

SCVURPPP

Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program

SFBRA

San Francisco Bay Restoration Authority

SFEP

San Francisco Estuary Partnership

SGC

Strategic Growth Council

SMCTA

San Mateo County Transportation Authority

SMCWPPP

San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program

STB

Save the Bay

VTA

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

TMDL

Total Maximum Daily Load

TPL

Trust for Public Land

USEPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency
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Glossary of Terms
Active Transportation: Any self-propelled, human-powered mode of transportation, such as walking
or bicycling (CDC 2011).
Carbon sequestration: Terrestrial, or biologic, carbon sequestration is the process by which trees
and plants absorb carbon dioxide, release the oxygen, and store the carbon.
Geologic sequestration is one step in the process of carbon capture and
sequestration, and involves injecting carbon dioxide deep underground where
it stays permanently (USEPA 2016).
Complete Street:

A transportation facility that is planned, designed, operated, and maintained
to provide safe mobility for all users, including bicyclists, pedestrians, transit
vehicles, truckers, and motorists, appropriate to the function and context of
the facility (Caltrans 2017a).

Congestion Management Agency: A congestion management agencies (CMA) is a countywide body
funded by the state gas tax that works to keep traffic levels manageable.
CMAs help coordinate land use, air quality and transportation planning among
the local jurisdictions; prepare a congestion management program to spend
gas tax funds; monitor levels of congestion on major roads; and analyze the
impacts that a proposed development will have on future traffic congestion
(Institute for Local Government 2015).
Green infrastructure: Green infrastructure is an approach to water management that protects,
restores, or mimics the natural water cycle, providing habitat, flood
protection, cleaner air, and cleaner water (American Rivers 2017).
Green stormwater infrastructure: Green stormwater infrastructure is type of green infrastructure
that specifically addresses stormwater management. It includes a range of
soil-water-plant systems that intercept stormwater, infiltrate a portion of it
into the ground, evaporate a portion of it into the air, and in some cases
release a portion of it slowly back into the storm drain system (Philadelphia
Water Department 2017)
Stormwater treatment system: Any engineered system designed to remove pollutants from
stormwater runoff by settling, filtration, biological degradation, plant uptake,
media absorption/adsorption or other physical, biological, or chemical process
(San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board 2015)
Sustainable Street:

Roadway segment that includes both complete streets features and green
stormwater infrastructure, and that is maintained in a state of good or fair
condition.
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Total Maximum Daily Load: After the identification of a water quality-limited waterbody is
completed, a Total Maximum Daily Load is established at a level necessary to
achieve the applicable state water quality standards (USEPA 2017c). A TMDL
establishes the maximum amount of a pollutant allowed in a waterbody and
serves as the starting point or planning tool for restoring water quality (USEPA
2017d).
Urban greening:

An integrated, citywide approach to the planting, care and management of all
vegetation in a city to secure multiple environmental and social benefits for
urban dwellers; projects may involve planting of trees, shrubs, grass, or
agricultural plots (Sorensen et al. 1997).
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Appendix B
Potential Sources of Funding for Sustainable Streets
This appendix provides two tables that, taken together, identify a range of funding sources that may potentially be used to fund Sustainable Streets projects. Table B-1 includes transportation funding sources and presents available
information regarding the eligibility of green stormwater infrastructure. Table B-2 includes resource-related funding sources and presents available information regarding the eligibility of transportation features.

Row No.
1

2

3

Name of Funding Source
One Bay Area Grant Program

Administering Agency
Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC)

Link to information
http://mtc.ca.gov/our-work/invest-protect/focused-growth/one-bayarea-grants
(Source: MTC 2017a)

Active Transportation
Program

California Transportation
Commission (CTC)

Myriad of fund sources that
will have to be obtained from
CTC

• Scoring criteria is a balance dictated by the various fund sources.
• Landscaping as part of the ATP project that meets the program goals
are eligible expenses.
• Projects must comply with all Federal and State regulations and
must follow the Caltrans Federal Aid and CTC delivery process.

TDA Article 3

MTC establishes guidelines;
counties administer funding per
MTC guidelines

State funded through
Transportation Development
Act (TDA), Public Utilities Code
(PUC)

• Intersection safety improvements including bulbouts/curb
extensions (Source: MTC 2016).
• Curb and gutter improvements were not specifically mentioned in
the guidelines, but would be integral to curb extension construction.

http://mtc.ca.gov/our-work/fund-invest/investment-strategiescommitments/transit-21st-century/funding-sales-tax-and-0

• Eligibility may vary by county.

Alameda: www.alamedactc.org/app_pages/view/8057 (ACTC 2012a)

(Source: MTC 2017b)
4

Table B-1
Transportation Funding Sources that May Potentially Fund Sustainable Streets
Funded by
Conditions under which Green Stormwater Infrastructure is Eligible
• Surface Transportation
• Permeable pavement is eligible.
Block Grant Program (STP –
• Landscaping as part of streetscape improvement or safety
federal funding)
improvement is eligible.
• Congestion Mitigation and
• GSI is eligible if required for mitigation.
Air Quality Improvement
• Dependent on various goals and guidelines of OBAG sub-programs
(CMAQ – federal funding)
• Must comply with all Federal & State & Regional & County level (for
• (Source: MTC 2017)
county programs) regulations.
• Follows Caltrans Federal Aid Delivery process.
• (Sources: MTC 2015a, Atkinson 2017)

Transportation for Livable
Communities

Counties administer
Transportation for Livable
Communities funding
(Sources: ACTC 2012, CCTA 2017,
C/CAG 2016, VTA 2017)

www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/atp/
(Source: Caltrans 2017b)

(Source: MTC 2017b)

Section 99200
Funding sources may vary by
county.

Contra Costa: www.ccta.net/_resources/detail/18/1 (CCTA 2017a)

(Sources: ACTC 2012, CCTA
2017, C/CAG 2016, VTA 2017)

San Mateo: http://ccag.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/OBAGTLC-Scoring-Criteria.pdf (C/CAG 2016)
Santa Clara: www.vta.org/projects-and-programs/call-for-projects (VTA
2017a)

5

Safe Routes to School

MTC establishes guidelines;
counties administer funding per
MTC guidelines.

CMAQ funding (Source: MTC
2015b)

• MTC guidelines identify new curbs and gutters as eligible
improvements for pedestrian improvement projects (Source: MTC
2012).

http://mtc.ca.gov/tags-public/safe-routes-school (MTC 2017c)

6

TIGER grants

FHWA

FHWA

• National competition aimed at highway/ Bridge bike/ped/passenger
and freight rail/port / intermodal projects.
• Very intensive benefit-cost analysis required.
• Infrastructure as required mitigation is probably eligible.

https://www.transportation.gov/tiger (USDOT 2017)
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Row No.

Name of Funding Source

Administering Agency

7

Transportation Fund for
Clean Air

BAAQMD

8

Affordable Housing and
Sustainable Communities

Strategic Growth Council
guidelines.

Table B-1
Transportation Funding Sources that May Potentially Fund Sustainable Streets
Funded by
Conditions under which Green Stormwater Infrastructure is Eligible
•
The Application Guidance for the Bicycle Facilities Grant Program
State Funding
does not specifically mention storm drainage, landscaping, or other
project activities directly related to green stormwater infrastructure
(BAAQMD 2017b); however, an informational interview with
BAAQMD staff (BASMAA 2016) indicated that green stormwater
infrastructure improvements, or other landscaping improvements,
may be eligible due to carbon sequestration benefits.
State Cap and Trade Funding

• Urban greening costs are eligible, and projects must include at least
one urban greening element. The definition of urban greening
includes natural infrastructure and stormwater features. Natural
infrastructure is defined as the preservation and/or restoration of
ecological systems, or utilization of engineered systems that use
ecological processes, to increase resiliency to climate change and/or
manage other environmental problems.
• Projects may receive up to 3 points for incorporating natural
infrastructure, if the surrounding community is experiencing any
specific climate vulnerabilities and the project aims to address
specific concerns.

Link to information
http://www.baaqmd.gov/grant-funding/public-agencies (BAAQMD
2017a)

http://www.sgc.ca.gov/Grant-Programs/AHSC-Program.html (SGC
2015)

(Source SGC 2017)
9

Half-cent sales tax measure
funding (different measures
for different counties)

ACTC – Alameda County

Countywide sales taxes

Eligibility policies vary by county.

CCTA – Contra Costa County
VTA – Santa Clara County
SMCTA – San Mateo County

Alameda County:
Measure B: www.alamedactc.org/app_pages/view/4617 (ACTC
2012b)
Measure BB: www.alamedactc.org/news_items/view/14837 (ACTC
2015)
Contra Costa County Measure J: www.ccta.net/sources/detail/2/1
(CCTA 2017b)
San Mateo County Measure A:
www.smcta.com/about/About_Measure_A.html (SMCTA 2012)
Santa Clara County:
Measure A Transit Improvements: www.vta.org/projects-andprograms/programs/2000-measure-a-transit-improvementprogram (VTA 2015)
Measure B: www.vta.org/measure-b-2016 (VTA 2017b)
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Table B-2
Resource-Based Grant and Loan Programs that May Potentially Fund Sustainable Streets
Row No.
1

Name of Funding Source
Prop 1 Stormwater Grant
Program

Administering Agency
State Water Resources
Control Board

Funded by

Conditions under which Transportation is Eligible
• Costs for permeable pavement are eligible
• Costs for bike lanes/pedestrian
pathways/alternate transit lane could be
eligible if GHG reduction is shown as a
quantifiable benefit

State Proposition 1

Link to information
www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/swgp/prop1/
(Source: SWRCB 2017)

(Source: BASMAA 2017b)
2

Prop 1 Integrated Regional
Water Management Grants

Department of Water
Resources

State Proposition 1

• The guidelines for the 2016 round of funding
do not specifically address the eligibility of the
transportation features of Sustainable Streets
projects; however, projects receive points for
demonstrating a reduction of GHG (DWR
2016)

http://www.water.ca.gov/irwm/grants/prop1index.cfm (DWR 2017)

3

State Coastal Conservancy

Prop 1 Grants

State Proposition 1

• The program funds multi‐benefit projects in
four focus areas: Fisheries, Wetlands
restoration, Agricultural water use/
ecosystem, and Urban Greening. Urban
greening looks as multi‐benefits, including
public access to ecological resources, carbon
sequestration, enhancement of urban park,
with a focus on ecological function (BASMAA
2017a).
• The grant guidelines do not specifically
address the eligibility of the transportation
features of Sustainable Streets projects;
however, one of the project selection criteria
is for project design and construction methods
to include measures to avoid or minimize GHG
emissions to the extent feasible and consistent
with the project objectives (SCC 2016).

http://scc.ca.gov/grants/proposition-1-grants/ (SCC 2017)

4

Measure AA

San Francisco Bay
Restoration Authority

Regional Measure AA

• The program generally looks at larger scale
GSI, but could fund water quality treatment
systems along urbanized shorelines of the Bay.
Projects in association with restoration and/or
along shore or Bay edge may be eligible
(BASMAA 2017a).
• The Measure AA grant guidelines do not
mention roads or streets. Eligible project types
include trails and levees (SFBRA 2017b).

http://sfbayrestore.org/sf-bay-restoration-authority-grants.php (SFBRA
2017a)

5

Urban Greening Grants

California Natural
Resources Agency

State Cap and Trade funding

• Eligible activities include green street and
alleyway projects that integrate green
stormwater infrastructure elements into the
street or alley design, including permeable
surfaces, bioswales, and trees (CNRA 2017b).

http://resources.ca.gov/grants/urban-greening/ (CNRA 2017a)

6

Emergency Management
Performance Grant

Federal Emergency
Management Agency

Appropriation Authority for Program: Department of
Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2017 (Pub. L. No.
115-31)

• This is a planning grant that provides Federal
funds to states to assist state, local, territorial,
and tribal governments in preparing for all

https://www.fema.gov/preparedness-non-disaster-grants (FEMA 2017)
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Table B-2
Resource-Based Grant and Loan Programs that May Potentially Fund Sustainable Streets
Row No.

Name of Funding Source

Administering Agency

Funded by

Conditions under which Transportation is Eligible
hazards. Examples of funded activities include
conducting risk assessments and updating
emergency plans (USDHS and FEMA 2017).

Link to information

7

Cooperative
Implementation
Agreements for Total
Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) Compliance

Caltrans Stormwater
Program

Caltrans Stormwater Program funding

• As of March 2018, the program had funded
three local agency projects through
cooperative implementation agreements in
the San Francisco Bay Area; none were
Sustainable Street projects. Sustainable
Streets projects in the SF Bay Area could
potentially be eligible; however, this program
can only fund water quality improvements.
Key criteria include: the number of TMDL
pollutants that will be addressed (including
trash) and the amount of Caltrans right of way
that is treated. Projects that infiltrate or
capture and use stormwater are preferred.

For information, contact Tom Rutsch, tom.rutsch@dot.ca.gov

8

San Francisco Bay Water
Quality Improvement Grants

USEPA

The funds for the awards under the 2017 RFP were
appropriated to USEPA under the “Further Continuing and
Security Assistance Appropriations Act, 2017” (Public Law
114-254) and will be issued under Section 320 of the
Clean Water Act (National Estuary Program), 33 U.S.C.
§1330 (USEPA 2017b).

• Eligible projects include projects that manage
stormwater with low impact development and
green stormwater infrastructure; projects
should be based on a restoration plan, TMDL,
stormwater/green stormwater infrastructure
plan, or watershed plan (USEPA 2017b).

www.epa.gov/sfbay-delta/sf-bay-water-quality-improvement-fund (USEPA
2017)

9

Clean Water State Revolving
Fund (CWSRF)

SWCRB

The CWSRF provides below-market rate financing, funded
by the California Infrastructure and Economic
Development Bank State Revolving Funds revenue bonds
(Fitch Ratings 2014).

• Eligible projects include planning, design,
and/or construction of publicly-owned storm
water treatment and control facilities.

www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/ (SWCRB
2018)
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Appendix C
Solutions Considered and Withdrawn
A number of potential solutions were developed as part of the Regional Roundtable of Funding
Solutions for Sustainable Streets but were withdrawn from further consideration based on input
provided by agencies participating in the roundtable process. These potential solutions are listed
in Table C-1, together with an explanation of the basis for withdrawing the solutions from
further consideration.
Table C-1
Potential Solutions Considered and Withdrawn from Further Consideration
Potential Solution
Single Distribution – Create a single distribution of
funding for projects that include both green stormwater
infrastructure and transportation improvements that
reduce greenhouse gases.

Basis for Withdrawing the Potential Solution
This potential solution would have introduced
difficulties inherent in mixing funds from different
sources, since each funding source has been
developed to address layers of objectives, as well as
the agency mission and the funding source needs.
Funding agencies participating in the Regional
Roundtable for Funding Sustainable Streets did not
support this potential solution.
Coordinate the Timing of Funding Cycles – Coordinate The timing of the funding cycle for each funding
the timing of funding cycles among agencies, in order to source is subject to many diverse factors, such as
publish solicitations for different grants that fund
funding appropriations, which are unlikely to be
Sustainable Streets within a given timeframe. This
changed in order to accommodate a subset of eligible
would make it more possible for one project to receive types of projects.
funding from multiple grants.
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Appendix D
Checklist for Identifying Opportunities to Improve
Funding of Sustainable Streets
This checklist is provided for use by individual funding agencies to review policy documents regarding their programs.
For questions that receive a “YES” answer, enter in the “Potential Revisions for Consideration” columns potential
changes to policies and procedures that would improve the funding of Sustainable Street projects. Potential revisions
that could be done the program level go in the “Program Revisions” column, and potential revisions that require
legislation go in the “Legislative Revisions” column. If you cannot currently determine whether legislation would be
required, please indicate in the “Legislative Revisions” column that legislation may be required, pending more
information.
Potential Revisions for Consideration
YES NO N/A Question
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions
Questions Regarding Pathway 1: Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
☐

☐

☐

1. If the funding source is a transportation
grant, does it restrict the use of funds for
green stormwater infrastructure? If yes,
please describe the restrictions in the
”Items to Consider Revising” columns. If
applicable, include a discussion of how
Transportation Asset Management (TAM)
is used at the funding program level, and
how TAM addresses or does not address
green stormwater infrastructure.

☐

☐

☐

2. If the funding source is a resource grant,
does it restrict the use of funds for
transportation improvements that reduce
greenhouse gases? If yes, please describe
the restrictions in the ”Items to Consider
Revising” columns.

☐

☐

☐

3. Is the maximum grant amount too low to
fully fund the construction of both the
transportation and green stormwater
infrastructure features of a Sustainable
Streets project? If yes, please indicate in
the ”Items to Consider Revising” columns
whether an increase in the maximum
grant amount could be considered.

Questions Regarding Pathway 2: Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
☐

☐

☐

4. To simplify the application process for
projects that must obtain multiple grants,
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YES

NO

N/A

Question

☐

☐

☐

5. Would the agency consider incorporating
into the guidelines for its funding
program(s) statewide guidance on how to
“package” Sustainable Streets projects for
specific grants?

☐

☐

☐

6. Would the agency consider jointly
establishing a match with other agencies –
for example, would resource agencies
consider establishing a standard local
match similar to transportation grants?

☐

☐

☐

7. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate with the other funding
agencies to allow joint reporting?

☐

☐

☐

8. If the funding source does not fund all
aspects of Sustainable Streets, does the
scoring system put projects at a
disadvantage if they include ineligible
costs?

☐

☐

☐

9. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate among agencies to time
solicitations?

☐

☐

☐

10. If your agency does not currently include
in solicitations the extensions that may be
available, would you be willing to include
this information in order to assist
applicants in evaluating the potential
alignment of grant periods of different
grants that may be combined for a
project?

☐

☐

☐

11. Are any of the following activities
ineligible under the grant program:
planning, design, construction, and/or
short-term maintenance, and monitoring?

would the agency consider coordinating
with other funding agencies to develop a
basic application form, which each agency
could modify as needed for each funding
program?
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YES

NO

N/A

Question

☐

☐

☐

12. How does the funding program ensure
that the various regions of the state get
their fair share of funding?

☐

☐

☐

13. How does the funding program address the need
for green stormwater infrastructure to be provided
in old industrial areas, which will help meet load
reduction targets for PCBs? Please describe any
ways in which locating Sustainable Streets in the old
industrial areas are encouraged or discouraged.

☐

☐

☐

14. For urban greening grant programs, would the
agency be willing to coordinate with other urban
greening programs in order to standardize urban
greening solicitations to the extent possible?
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Appendix E
Case Studies
Two case studies were conducted to identify opportunities to improve funding of Sustainable Streets. The case studies
are intended to serve as examples for how funding agencies may use the checklist provided in Appendix D to review
their funding programs and develop specific actions to improve funding of Sustainable Streets projects. The two case
studies focused, respectively on the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) county program managed by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and the Storm Water Grant Program (SWGP) managed by the State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB). The results of each case study is presented in the format of the checklist provided in Appendix
D, followed by an explanation of how specific actions were identified based on the results.

One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) Case Study
The following checklist presents the results of a review of MTC Resolution 4202, Adoption of the project selection
policies and project programming for the second round of the One Bay Area Grant program (OBAG 2), using the checklist
in Appendix D. This review focused on the OBAG County Program, which provides funding for grants administered by the
nine Bay Area counties. Resolution 4202 establishes regional policies that must be followed by each county’s OBAG
program. Following the checklist is a discussion of how the results were used to develop specific actions included in the
Roadmap.
OBAG County Program Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

YES NO N/A
Question
Questions Regarding Pathway 1: Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
☒

☐

☐

1. If the funding source is a transportation
grant, does it restrict the use of funds for
green stormwater infrastructure? If yes,
please describe the restrictions in the
“Potential Revisions for Consideration”
columns.
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•

Eligibility is
•
governed by
federal law. Some
GSI components of
Sustainable
Streets projects,
such as pervious
paving, are clearly
eligible.
It would be helpful
to have guidance
to assist grant
applicants in
demonstrating the
benefits of GSI in
transportation
projects.

The Water
Environment
Foundation has
been involved in
the public review
of federal surface
transportation
legislation and
may seek to
influence eligibility
of GSI in future
federal surface
transportation
acts. If other
regional partners
seek to influence
GSI eligibility in
federal legislation,
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OBAG County Program Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
YES

NO

N/A

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

Question

they should inform
MTC. MTC
conducts
legislative
advocacy on the
federal level.

•

Coordination with
Caltrans is
recommended to
clarify eligibility of
GSI components in
federally funded
transportation
projects.

2. If the funding source is a resource grant,
does it restrict the use of funds for
transportation improvements that reduce
greenhouse gases? If yes, please describe
the restrictions in the “Potential Revisions
for Consideration” columns.

•

The funding source is not a resource grant.

3. Is the maximum grant amount too low to
fully fund the construction of both the
transportation and green stormwater
infrastructure features of a Sustainable
Streets project? If yes, please indicate in the
“Potential Revisions for Consideration”
columns whether an increase in the
maximum grant amount could be
considered.

•

MTC does not specify a maximum amount
for OBAG County Program grants.

Questions Regarding Pathway 2: Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
☐

☒

☐

4. To simplify the application process for
•
projects that must obtain multiple grants,
would the agency consider coordinating with
other funding agencies to develop a basic
application form, which each agency could
modify as needed for each funding
program?
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OBAG2,
proposition, and
other funding
program
requirements are
too unique to fit
into a “single
application”
solution. However,
MTC is looking at
ways to
coordinate
regional programs
to develop an MTC
application that
may be used for
multiple programs.

N/A
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OBAG County Program Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
YES

NO

N/A

☒

☐

☐

Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

Question

☐

5. Would the agency consider incorporating
•
into the guidelines for its funding program(s)
statewide guidance on how to “package”
Sustainable Streets projects for specific
grants?

This type of
guidance could be
helpful for grant
applicants to
demonstrate
multiple benefits
of GSI in
transportation
projects.

☐

☒

6. Would the agency consider jointly
establishing a match with other agencies –
for example, would resource agencies
consider establishing a standard local match
similar to transportation grants?

•

The OBAG match
requirement is
determined by
federal law.

☐

☐

☒

7. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate with the other funding agencies
to allow joint reporting?

•

MTC does not have reporting requirements
for OBAG.

☐

☐

☒

8. If the funding source does not fund all
aspects of Sustainable Streets, does the
scoring system put projects at a
disadvantage if they include ineligible costs?

•

The OBAG program already includes an
emphasis on multi‐modal, multi-benefit
projects. Additionally, OBAG criteria do not
include a requirement to look at
cost/benefit.

☐

☒

☐

9. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate among agencies to time
solicitations?

•

MTC is looking at
•
ways to
coordinate
regional programs,
and could inform
other funding
agencies of its
RFPs.

☐

☐

☒

10. If your agency does not currently include in
solicitations the extensions that may be
available, would you be willing to include
this information in order to assist applicants
in evaluating the potential alignment of
grant periods of different grants that may be
combined for a project?
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•

N/A

•

No changes to the
federally-legislated
11.47% non‐
federal local
match
requirement are
anticipated.

Federal legislation
dictates when
funds are spent;
there are no
opportunities to
time the
requirements with
other programs.

The obligation and delivery deadlines are
already described in the OBAG policy
resolution; extensions are not available.
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OBAG County Program Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
YES

NO

N/A

☐

☐

☐

☐

Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

Question

☒

11. Are any of the following activities ineligible
under the grant program: planning, design,
construction, and/or short-term
maintenance, and monitoring?

•

OBAG grants can be used for planning,
design, construction, and short‐term
establishment. Eligibility for maintenance is
determined by federal law.

☒

12. For urban greening grant programs, would
the agency be willing to coordinate with
other urban greening programs in order to
standardize urban greening solicitations to
the extent possible?

•

The funding source is not an urban greening
grant program.

As a result of completing the above checklist for the OBAG program, four Specific Actions were identified. The
relationship between these specific actions and the information in the checklist is shown in Table E-1.
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Table E-1
Relationship between Specific Actions and the OBAG Program Review
Agencies/Organizations
Specific Action
1-1, Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal Transportation Grants Provide clarification of the eligibility of GSI elements in federallyfunded transportation projects

Lead
Caltrans

1-2, Update OBAG Guidance - Develop guidance clarifying
eligibility of GSI elements in federally funded (One Bay Area
Grant - OBAG) transportation projects, for inclusion in guidance
materials that MTC will provide to counties for OBAG’s third
round of funding (OBAG 3)
1-6, Identify Opportunities to Influence Federal Policy - Identify
opportunities to support efforts by Champions to influence
eligibility of GSI in federal surface transportation programs,
maintaining communication with MTC on legislative
engagement and/or advocacy

MTC

2-2, Inform other agencies of solicitations - Identify and add
staff from applicable agencies to the list of parties to notify
regarding schedules of future solicitations for applicable grant
programs

Support
FHWA, MTC

Applicable Items from the OBAG Review Checklist
The clarification of eligibility proposed in Specific Action 1-1
would address issues discussed in the following checklist item:

•

Caltrans

Guidance proposed in Specific Action 1-2 would address issues
discussed in the following checklist item:

•

BASMAA

Funding
agencies,
including
MTC

Item 1 (Eligibility of GSI components of
Sustainable Streets)

Item 1 (Eligibility of GSI components of
Sustainable Streets)

SFEP, Trust
for Public
Land, Save
the Bay

The federal legislative engagement and/or advocacy proposed in
Specific Action 1-6 would address issues discussed in the
following checklist item:

None

The coordination proposed in Specific Action 2-2 would address
issues discussed in the following checklist item:
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•

•

Item 1 (Eligibility of GSI components of
Sustainable Streets)

Item 9 (Coordinate timing of solicitations)
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Storm Water Grant Program (SWGP) Case Study
The following checklist presents the results of a review of the State Water Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB)
Proposition 1 Storm Water Grant Program Guidelines (SWRCB 2015), which was conducted using the checklist in
Appendix D. Following the checklist is a discussion of how the results were used to develop specific actions included in
the Roadmap.
SWGP Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
Potential Revisions for Consideration
YES NO N/A
Question
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions
Questions Regarding Pathway 1: Prioritize Sustainable Streets in Funding Sources
☐

☐

☒

1. If the funding source is a transportation
grant, does it restrict the use of funds for
green stormwater infrastructure? If yes,
please describe the restrictions in the
“Potential Revisions for Consideration”
columns.

•

☒

☐

☐

2. If the funding source is a resource grant,
does it restrict the use of funds for
transportation improvements that reduce
greenhouse gases? If yes, please describe
the restrictions in the “Potential Revisions
for Consideration” columns.

• Costs for impervious
surfaces are generally
ineligible; however,
costs for bike lanes,
pedestrianpathways,
and/or alternate
transit lanes could be
eligible if greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction is
shown as a
quantifiable benefit.
Guidance may be
provided to assist
applicants in
documenting multiple
benefits of GSI.

• Fure grant
programs could
consider how the
program may
support the
funding of
Sustainable
Streets as
eligibility criteria
are developed.

☐

☒

☐

3. Is the maximum grant amount too low to
fully fund the construction of both the
transportation and green stormwater
infrastructure features of a Sustainable
Streets project? If yes, please indicate in
the “Potential Revisions for Consideration”
columns whether an increase in the
maximum grant amount could be
considered.

• Although the
maximum
implementation grant
amount is $10 million,
projects that seek
funding under the
Storm Water Grant
Program often
combine funding from
multiple sources.

N/A
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grant.
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SWGP Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
Potential Revisions for Consideration
YES NO N/A
Question
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions
Questions Regarding Pathway 2: Improve Conditions for Using Multiple Grants
☐

☐

☒

4. To simplify the application process for
projects that must obtain multiple grants,
would the agency consider coordinating
with other funding agencies to develop a
basic application form, which each agency
could modify as needed for each funding
program?

• The SWGP and other
funding program
requirements are too
unique to fit into a
“single application”
solution.

• It may be possible
to influence the
development of
future
propositions/ena
cting legislation
to coordinate
some elements of
application
requirements
with other grant
programs that
fund Sustainable
Streets

☒

☐

☐

5. Would the agency consider incorporating
into the guidelines for its funding
program(s) statewide guidance on how to
“package” Sustainable Streets projects for
specific grants?

• This type of guidance
could be helpful for
grant applicants to
demonstrate multiple
benefits of Sustainable
Streets projects,
including GHG
reduction.

N/A

☐

☐

☒

6. Would the agency consider jointly
establishing a match with other agencies –
for example, would resource agencies
consider establishing a standard local
match similar to transportation grants?

• The SWGP match
requirement was
dictated by the
chapter of State law
into which the
program was
incorporated.
• Guidance could be
developed to help
applicants
demonstrate the
eligibility of
transportation
elements, such as the
use of permeable
paving, so that
funding of those
elements could be
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• As future funding
programs based
on future
propositions are
developed, there
may be
opportunities to
influence related
legislation and
the incorporation
into a chapter of
state law.

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association
SWGP Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

YES

NO

N/A

Question

☐

☐

☒

7. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate with the other funding
agencies to allow joint reporting?

• SWRCB currently
allows grant recipients
to establish some
milestone dates. If
reporting
requirements of
applicable funding
programs are
compared, there may
be opportunities to
coordinate the
reporting schedule,
format, etc.

☐

☐

☒

8. If the funding source does not fund all
aspects of Sustainable Streets, does the
scoring system put projects at a
disadvantage if they include ineligible
costs?

• The SWGP’s scoring criteria do not penalize
projects that include ineligible costs.

☐

☐

☒

9. If grant recipients may combine this grant
with other grants, is your agency willing to
coordinate among agencies to time
solicitations?

• Timing of solicitations
is subject to state
budget allocation.
Bond law dictates
when funds must be
spent.

identified as matching
funds.

• While the SWGP has
no flexibility in the
timing of
solicitations, there
are opportunities to
coordinate
information. SWRCB
participates in
funding fairs and the
California Financing
Coordinating
Committee website.
A database of grants/
upcoming
solicitations could be
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SWGP Case Study
Identifying Opportunities to Improve Funding of Sustainable Streets
Potential Revisions for Consideration
Program Revisions
Legislative Revisions

YES

NO

N/A

Question

☐

☐

☒

10. If your agency does not currently include
in solicitations the extensions that may be
available, would you be willing to include
this information in order to assist
applicants in evaluating the potential
alignment of grant periods of different
grants that may be combined for a
project?

• Time extension requests are never guaranteed

☐

☐

☒

11. Are any of the following activities ineligible
under the grant program: planning,
design, construction, and/or short-term
maintenance, and monitoring?

• Grants can only cover costs incurred within the
grant period.

☐

☐

☒

12. For urban greening grant programs, would
the agency be willing to coordinate with
other urban greening programs in order to
standardize urban greening solicitations to
the extent possible?

• The funding source is not an urban greening
grant program.

developed. Funding
agencies could inform
one another on RFP
timing.

and may be denied by the Governor.

As a result of completing the above checklist for the SWGP, four Specific Actions were identified. The relationship
between these specific actions and the information in the checklist is explained in Table E-2.
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Table E-2
Relationship between Specific Actions and the SWGP Review
Agencies/Organizations
Specific Action
1-7, Develop State Legislative Program - Develop and
implement an initiative to influence future state propositions,
related legislation, and incorporation into a chapter of state law
– to provide a clear path for full eligibility of Sustainable Streets,
and coordinate application requirements among grant programs
that fund Sustainable Streets

Lead
SFEP

2-1, Coordinate to publicize solicitations - Coordinate with
other agencies to join SWRCB in participating in funding fairs
and the California Financing Coordinating Committee website

SWRCB

2-2, Inform other agencies of solicitations - Identify and add
staff from applicable agencies to the list of parties to notify
regarding schedules of future solicitations for applicable grant
programs
2-7, Consider linkages to other programs - Funding agencies will
consider aspects of other related grant programs (timing,
criteria, etc.) in the development of future grant programs, and
will coordinate with other grant programs where feasible

Funding
agencies,
including
SWRCB
Funding
agencies,
including
SWRCB

Support
SWRCB,
RWQCB,
BASMAA,
Champions

Applicable Items from the SWGP Review Checklist
The State Legislative Program proposed in Specific Action 1-7
would address issues discussed in the following checklist items:

•

Item 2 (Eligibility of transportation components
of Sustainable Streets)

•

Item 4 (Potential coordination of some
application requirements with other grant
programs)

•

Item 6 (Match requirements)

Other
funding
agencies

The coordination proposed in Specific Action 2-1 would address
issues discussed in the following checklist item:

None

The coordination proposed in Specific Action 2-2 would address
issues discussed in the following checklist item:

•

•
None
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Item 9 (Coordinate timing of solicitations)

Item 9 (Coordinate timing of solicitations)

The considerations proposed in Specific Action 2-7 would
address issues discussed in the following checklist item:
•

Item 4 (Potential coordination of some
application requirements with other grant
programs)
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Appendix G
List of Participating Agencies and Organizations
Participating agencies and organizations are listed below, and includes the names of the representatives
that attended Regional Roundtable meetings. Attendees 6 of this meeting provided comments on the
Draft Roadmap that have been incorporated in the Final Roadmap.
Table G-1
Participating Agencies and Organizations
Agency/Organization

Roundtable Attendance 9/19/2017

Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program

Jim Scanlin

BAAQMD

--

BASMAA

Geoff Brosseau
Matt Fabry

Bay Area Metro | ABAG and MTC

Anne Richman
Matt Maloney
Mallory Atkinson
Christy Leffal

Bay Area Regional Collaborative

--

Bay Conservation and Development Commission
California Natural Resources Agency

Miriam Torres
--

California Transportation Commission

Garth Hopkins

Caltrans

Jagjiwan Grewal
Ephrem Meharena
Tom Rutsch

California Stormwater Quality Association

Geoff Brosseau

City of Campbell

Fred Ho

City of Oakland

Ryan Russo
Alison Schwartz

6
Curt Kruger, of Contech, and Eric Zickler, of Lotus Water, also attended the September 19, 2017, Regional
Roundtable meeting and commented on the Draft Roadmap.
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Table G-1
Participating Agencies and Organizations
Agency/Organization

Roundtable Attendance 9/19/2017
Terri Fashing
Bruce Wells

City of San Jose

--

City of San Pablo

Amanda Booth

City of Union City

Thomas Ruark

Contra Costa Clean Water Program

Rachel Kraai

Contra Costa County

Mary Halle

Contra Costa Transportation Authority

--

Department of Water Resources

Paul Wells

Federal Emergency Management Agency

--

Federal Highway Administration

--

Natural Resources Defense Council

Alisa Valderrama

Regional Water Quality Control Board

Thomas Mumley
Keith Lichten

San Francisco Estuary Partnership

Josh Bradt

San Mateo City/County Association of Governments

Jean Higaki

San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program

Matt Fabry

San Mateo Transportation Authority

--

Santa Clara Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

Jill Bicknell
Eugene Maeda

Save the Bay

Allison Chan

SPUR

Laura Tam

State Coastal Conservancy/ San Francisco Bay Restoration Agency

Sam Schuchat
Matt Gerhart

State Water Resources Control Board

Jeffrey Albrecht
Meghan Tosney

Strategic Growth Council

--
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Table G-1
Participating Agencies and Organizations
Agency/Organization

Roundtable Attendance 9/19/2017

Trust for Public Land

Katherine Jones

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

David Smith
Luisa Valiela
Erica Yelensky
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RELEVANT URBAN GREENING PLANNING EFFORTS
ATTACHMENT D
RESILIENT OAKLAND PLAYBOOK

About 100
Resilient Cities

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

Pioneered by the Rockefeller Foundation,
100 Resilient Cities (100RC) is dedicated to
helping cities around the world become more
resilient to the physical, social, and economic
challenges that are a growing part of the 21st
century. 100RC supports the adoption and
incorporation of a view of resilience that includes not just the shocks—earthquakes, fires,
floods, etc.—but also the stresses that weaken
the fabric of a city on a day to day or cyclical
basis. By addressing both the shocks and the
stresses, a city becomes more able to respond
to adverse events, and overall, is better able to
deliver basic functions in both good times and
bad, to all populations. Oakland was accepted
into the first wave of cities in the 100RC
network, alongside Berkeley and San Francisco
in the Bay Area. The three cities, led by their
respective Chief Resilience Officers, have been
collaborating to leverage regional efficiencies
for their strategy development processes,
where possible, and will continue to collaborate
on implementing their resilience strategies.

The Fox Theater originally opened its doors in
1928 as an elaborate movie palace, and serves as
a symbol of resilience. It shuttered in 1966 and
remained closed for 40 years, surviving a fire
and an earthquake, and escaping the wrecking
ball before being restored to its former splendor,
reopening in 2009 as part of the renewal of the
Uptown theater and arts district.

Resilient Oakland
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Oakland has a rich tradition of social
innovation and a strong legacy of
resilience. Resilience in Oakland means
tackling systemic, interdependent
challenges, such as equitable
access to quality education and
jobs, housing security, community
safety and vibrant infrastructure to
better prepare us for shocks like
earthquakes and stresses like climate
change. To achieve this, we need to
leverage our collective resources
by fostering a culture of responsive
and trustworthy government, datadriven decisions centered around
residents' needs and robust, smart
infrastructure development.

We know today’s greatest challenges,
such as rising income inequality,
which impacts our most vulnerable
communities, cannot be solved by
one of our agencies, organizations
or communities alone. This Resilient
Oakland playbook centers on
increasing collaboration inside our City
government through the launch of our
new Civic Design Lab, building new
and innovative partnerships among
regional governments and co-designing
community engagement processes with
those who live and work in Oakland.
A resilient Oakland manifests through
robust community organizations,
engaged residents and a City
government opening itself up to
the idea that change is inevitable
—we must now harness it for the
benefit of our growing town.

Oakland has the physical and human
resources to be a thriving and
connected 21st century global city. As
the birthplace of the women’s suffrage
Sincerely,
movement and the Black Panther Party,
Oakland has long been an innovative,
mission-driven city committed to
economic and social justice and
Libby Schaaf,
equitable growth. Our town attracts
Mayor of Oakland
renowned activists, artists, makers, and
other risk-takers within its 78 square
miles addressing the serious issues of
our day. Oakland’s current resilience
challenges are an opportunity to do
what Oakland has always done: rethink
old paradigms and balance the equation
of access to opportunity while building
more creative and vibrant infrastructure
to support our promising future.

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland
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October 10, 2016

On behalf of the entire 100 Resilient
Cities team, I want to congratulate
the City of Oakland on the release
of Resilient Oakland. This bold
strategy will drive innovation
in City government, promote
economic security for residents and
strengthen Oakland’s neighborhoods
and physical infrastructure.
Recognizing that Oakland is best
positioned to thrive when residents,
community organizations, local
businesses and government come
together, this strategy represents a call
to action for all Oaklanders. Resilient
Oakland outlines concrete actions
that will address current and future
shocks and stresses, ranging from
economic inequality to insufficient
affordable housing to sea level rise to
earthquakes—reflecting the holistic
urban resilience approach that 100RC
seeks to spread throughout our network
of 100 member cities and beyond.
Mayor Libby Schaaf’s leadership
and support were critical in the
development of this strategy, and I
want to thank her for her partnership
and commitment. I also want to thank
Oakland’s Chief Resilience Officer,
Kiran Jain, for her tireless dedication
and for the innovative vision that
has shaped Resilient Oakland.

While the release of this document
marks an important milestone, our
work is far from over. It will take
continued commitment and action
to ensure that this strategy has an
impact. This is why we are excited to
continue our partnership as Oakland
embarks upon implementation—the
work of making the actions described
in this strategy a reality. Actions such
as improving affordable housing
access by redesigning the City’s
Rent Adjustment Program website;
retrofitting homes so they produce
their own energy and conserve water
through the EcoBlock pilot; and
preparing vulnerable communities
more effectively for disasters through
“Neighbors Helping Neighbors” are
just some of the initiatives that will
lead to a more secure and vibrant
future for Oakland residents.
These and other initiatives are making
Oakland a leader in the urban resilience
movement—and we anticipate that
many will become best practices
that other cities within the 100RC
Network will emulate. We are thrilled
to recognize and celebrate Oakland’s
achievement in releasing Resilient
Oakland, and look forward to our
continued partnership as Oakland helps
to spread urban resilience to cities
across the United States and the world.
Sincerely,

Michael Berkowitz
President, 100 Resilient Cities

LETTER FROM 100 RESILIENT CITIES

October 10, 2016
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Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland
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This playbook provides an opportunity
to honor and scale our existing
achievements and rethink old
paradigms, so we can increase access
to opportunity for all Oaklanders
and build more vibrant infrastructure
to support our thriving future.
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RESILIENT OAKLAND:
THE OPPORTUNITY

Oakland is one of the most diverse, creative and
progressive urban coastal cities in the United States.
As a major city in the Bay Area, Oakland also sits
within one of the most prosperous economic growth
engines in the world. The benefits of this growth, as
acutely felt in Oakland, are not equitably distributed.
Today, particularly among low-income neighborhoods
and communities of color, Oakland faces rapidly
rising income inequality and housing displacement,
disparate unemployment and education rates, and
chronic violence. A person living just one mile from
a fellow Oaklander may be nearly twice as likely to
be unemployed, and live 15 years less. Aging housing
stock and public infrastructure challenged by seismic
and climate risk further threaten Oakland residents,
particularly our most vulnerable communities.
In this time of hyper-prosperity brought on, in part, by the technology and real
estate booms in the San Francisco Bay Area, Oakland is uniquely positioned to
take advantage of its growth while remaining true to its roots and sense of self.
Resilient Oakland embraces Oakland’s strengths while tackling the daily and
chronic stresses facing Oaklanders today and better preparing for
tomorrow’s challenges.
Though comprehensive in scope, Resilient Oakland is not a finished product or
a plan in the traditional sense. Rather, this playbook is a call to action. Resilient
Oakland sets forth the work we need to do to begin modernizing our City by
integrating processes, policies and programs that achieve greater impact. Resilient
Oakland illuminates what is possible, whether it is breaking down workforce data
by demographic population to better address the needs of our underserved
residents or inviting our Human Services, Housing & Community Development,
and Economic & Workforce Development departments to work together on
leveraging economic and housing security strategies. Through this work, we are
changing the way we do government. And in the process, we are making our
institutions—both local and regional—more resilient and responsive to whatever
may come our way.
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The Resilient Oakland playbook is a holistic set
of strategies and actions to tackle systemic,
interdependent challenges. This includes equitable
access to quality education and jobs, housing
security, community safety and vibrant infrastructure,
which will better prepare us for shocks like
earthquakes and climate change impacts.
We begin with a timeline highlighting a century of resilience in Oakland followed
by a history of resilient actions the City has taken over the last 20 years to
further social, economic and physical development. We then outline 15 major
resilience challenges facing our town, which are then addressed by three key
themes and 10 main goals accomplished through nearly 40 resilient actions.
The three key themes for advancing resilience in Oakland are: (1) build a more
trustworthy and responsive government, (2) stay rooted and thrive in our town,
and (3) build a more vibrant and connected Oakland. Some of the actions
outlined under these three key themes were already underway (such the Mayor’s
Community Safety Plan) and are included here due to their clear resilience value,
some have been adapted with a resilience lens in mind, some have been fast
tracked due to the resources available through the 100 Resilient Cities program
(such as digital improvements to the Rent Adjustment Program, the City’s green
infrastructure plan or sea level rise roadmap), and others have come about as a
result of stakeholder engagement through Resilient Oakland’s two-year process.
Under the leadership of our Chief Resilience Officer, Kiran Jain, the Resilient
Oakland playbook is designed to set forth strategies that will deliver more
effective governance and ways to solve complex multi-stakeholder challenges.
Resilient Oakland recognizes government simply cannot spend its way out
of challenges, such as housing displacement or climate adaptation. We need
to approach our work differently and rethink how we maximize resources to
benefit our residents and businesses. By taking a continuous build, measure,
learn approach to resiliency from ‘little bets’1 to ‘moonshots’2, we honor
the work that has been done and how we build on it today while setting
forth bold actions that accelerate our ability to meet these challenges.
The Resilient Oakland playbook celebrates a City government opening itself up to
the idea that change is inevitable—we must now harness it for the benefit of our
growing town.

THEME 1: BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT
GOALS:

Design equitable
and measurable
community
engagement

Create more
opportunities for
collaborative
government

Apply data-driven
principles to inform
decision-making

Engage youth in
shaping the future
of Oakland

THEME 2: STAY ROOTED AND THRIVE
IN OUR TOWN
GOALS:

$

Increase
economic security

Promote safe
and healthy
neighborhoods

Increase affordable
housing stock

THEME 3: BUILD A MORE VIBRANT AND
CONNECTED OAKLAND
GOALS:

$
Reduce current
and future climate
and seismic risks

Promote urban
greening for
neighborhoods
most in need

Maximize value
of collective
infrastructure
investments

Resilient Oakland
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1906

Photo:
Earthquake
damage,
Washington
Street, west side,
April 1906.

WWII
1920–1950

1800s

1900s

1910s

Wartime Boom

Era of 7th Street
jazz corridor

Photo: Aerial view of the
Oakland Naval Supply
Center under construction, June 11, 1942.

1930s

1940s

1930s

1950s

1852

Oakland
founded

1850s

Development
of Oakland’s
Chinatown

1946

1908

Oakland
General Strike

Nation’s first
women’s suffrage
parade held
in Oakland

Photo: Protestors surround a mail truck at
the Oakland General Strike of 1946.
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Photo: March of 300 women of the
California Equal Suffrage Association
in Oakland, August 27, 1908.

Photos, clockwise from top left: Photo by unkown, courtesy of Online Archive of California; Photo by unknown, courtesy of the Library of Congress;
Photo by unknown, courtesy of https://localwiki.org/oakland; Photo by unknown, courtesy of https://localwiki.org/oakland

A CENTURY OF RESILIENCE

Earthquake

1991

Oakland Hills
Firestorm

2012

Start of severe
California drought

2007–2012

Lasting impacts of
Great Recession
on Oakland

1989

Loma Prieta
Earthquake

1960s

2013–Present

Deepening housing
affordability
crisis

Growth of
Chicano
movement in
Fruitvale

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

1972

2012

Photos, clockwise: Photo by Dave Hector; Photo by Unknown, courtesy of the Port of Oakland Archives-Pacific Gateway Collection

BART Service begins

Start of
Black Lives
Matter
movement

1966

Black Panther
Party founded

1999–2000

Army Base closes,
Oakland designates
redevelopment
Project Area

2011–12

Occupy Oakland

2011

California cities, including
Oakland, mandated to dissolve
redevelopment agencies

2010–Present

High levels of population
and job growth

Photo: A 1950 aerial view of the
Oakland Army Base.
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RECENT RESILIENCE ACTIONS

1990s

2000s

2010s

2009

2013

A companion to the
1999 Estuary Policy
Plan, this plan
establishes the land
uses, open spaces,
shoreline access, as
well as neighborhood revitalization
and industrial
economic needs for
the Estuary Area.

This project assesses the vulnerability
of a wide range of
assets along the
Alameda County
shoreline, including
in Oakland, to 16
and 55 inches of sea
level rise.

Central Estuary Plan

2003

Oakland bans gender
identity discrimination in
housing, employment,
public accommodation,
and City services

2002

Measure DD
Over 80% of Oakland
voters pass this $198.25
million bond measure
focused on waterfront
improvements at Lake
Merritt and the Estuary.

1996–1998

General Plan—Open Space, Conservation and Recreation Element; Land
Use And Transportation; Historic
Preservation Elements
These General Plan elements designate land uses, zoning controls,
management of open spaces, and
preservation of historic properties to
foster economic vitality.
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Adapting to Rising
Tides Alameda
County Pilot Project

2012

Energy and Climate
Action Plan
This plan identifies
actions to reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions and
outlines potential
impacts due to
climate change and
the need to address
those vulnerabilities.

2014–2015

Specific Plans for
West Oakland,
Lake Merritt
Station, Broadway
Valdez District,
and Coliseum
Area
These plans
identify context
specific strategies
for each neighborhood to provide
inclusion, affordable housing,
transportation
connectivity,
and jobs.

2016

2014

2016

Oakland Promise

(Adopted)
2015-2023 General
Plan Housing Element

Mayor Libby Schaaf
and Oakland Unified
School District
Superintendent
Antwan Wilson
launch a ten year
cradle‐to‐career
initiative that will
triple the number of
low‐income Oakland
public school
graduates who
complete a
post‐secondary
education.

This plan contains
policy goals to provide
equal housing opportunities for all
incomes, promote
development of
housing for low and
moderate incomes,
and provide affordable rental housing.

2015

Principled Policing
Report
Mayor Libby Schaaf
releases inaugural
report on police
discipline to be
released bi-annually.

2014

2016

New Department of
Transportation
Oakland establishes
a Department of
Transportation
(DOT), a key
milestone to more
equitably bring
greater safety and
accessibility to
Oakland’s streets
for the benefit of all
city residents.

2016

Local Hazard
Mitigation Plan
This plan identifies
the hazards Oakland
faces, the populations that are
especially vulnerable to these
hazards, and
provides actions to
reduce risk from the
outlined hazards.

Measure FF
Voters approve to
raise the Oakland
minimum wage to
$12.25/hour.

Measure KK
Council places
$600M bond
measure on
November ballot
for streets/sidewalk repair, city
facilities, anti-displacement and
affordable
housing.

2016

Successful “No
to Coal”
Oakland City
Council votes to
confirm an
ordinance banning
coal from being
handled and stored
in the City of
Oakland.

2016

Measure AA
Voters in the Bay
Area approve a new
$12-per-parcel tax
that will raise $500M
over 20 years for
habitat restoration,
improve water quality
and flood protection
across the Bay Area.

2016

Oakland at Home:
Recommendations for
Implementing a Road
Map Toward Equity
This document
provides practical and
actionable solutions to
address the
affordability crisis.

Resilient Oakland
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RESILIENCE CHALLENGES
AT-A-GLANCE

SEA LEVEL RISE

CHRONIC
HOMELESSNESS

EARTHQUAKES
AND
LIQUEFACTION

COASTAL AND
URBAN FLOODS
SOCIOECONOMIC
DISPARITIES

DROUGHTS

WILDFIRES

DISPARITIES IN
ACCESS TO
HEALTHCARE

These icons represent the main shocks and stresses facing Oakland,
identified as part of the Preliminary Resilience Assessment. Each one is
described more in the following pages. The effects of the shocks such
as earthquakes or wildfires are often exacerbated by long-term stresses,
such as wealth disparities and limited city resources. The dashed lines
represent these interconnections between the shocks and stresses.
16

HIGH
CRIME RATE

WEALTH
DISPARITIES

LIMITED CITY
RESOURCES
AGING
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRUST IN
GOVERNMENT

EXTERNAL
ECONOMIC CRISES

INSUFFICIENT
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

EDUCATION
DISPARITIES

DISPARITIES IN
ACCESS TO JOBS
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Equity is critical to Oakland’s resilience. According
to a recent report by the Public Policy Institute of
California, the State’s per capita gross domestic
product has increased by more than 30 percent
since 1997. Over this same period, top incomes
have grown at more than double the rate of low
and middle incomes. These trends seem contrary
to the idea that “a rising tide lifts all boats.”3 This
statewide occurrence is acutely felt in Oakland
where a tale of two cities, one of hyper-prosperity
and the other of deep poverty, informs how
resilience challenges are addressed and tackled.
Many Oaklanders experience chronic social stresses like poverty, unemployment,
and violence. Wide disparities exist in employment and wages, educational
attainment, and health outcomes. These social stresses are correlated with a
greater vulnerability to physical shocks: low-income households in Oakland
are more likely to be located in areas at greater risk of sea level rise, seismic
instability, and liquefaction. These chronic stresses compound the risks of
intermittent shocks, leaving our communities that already experience inequity
further exposed to risk, which further weakens our resilience as a city.

Stresses
Socioeconomic Disparities—A Tale of Two Cities
From 2015 to 2016, Oakland's rental housing market saw a 15 percent increase
in median rents, which is more than 5 times the national rate of increase.4 In the
same time period, Oakland's office rents increased 35 percent, making it the
world's fastest-growing office rental market.5 But economic growth has been
unequal across the city. Technology workers are finding Oakland an increasingly
attractive place in which to live and do business. Yet, this influx of wealth is
placing stress on many existing residents and less-skilled workers at a time when
the manufacturing industry that was once a mainstay of the Oakland economy
is shrinking. Consequently, Oakland’s current story is a tale of two cities. The first
city is a more global Oakland, rebounded from a deep recession where citywide
statistics are improving each year. The second city is the one seen by low-income
neighborhoods and communities of color, where the effects of these improving
statistics have yet to be seen and the recovery has been painstakingly slow.

Wealth Disparities

19.6%

residents
living beneath
poverty line

7th

highest income
inequality in
the nation

White households

double
median income of
any other group

30%

of children live in
households with
income below
the federal
poverty level

35%

of children live in
households receiving
public assistance

6,7

Educational Disparities
Oakland exceeds national levels both for the number of adults with college and
post-graduate degrees and for the number of adults who did not complete
high school. In the past decade, Oakland’s public schools have made important
gains in student achievement. Today, the Oakland Unified School District
stands as California’s most-improved urban school district.8 However, only
a minority of Oakland’s children are meeting key educational milestones.
On most metrics, the achievement gap persists when comparing African
American and Latino students to White and Asian students. A majority of
Oakland’s public schools struggle to serve students, particularly students
of color and those from socioeconomically disadvantaged or language
minority backgrounds. Although Oakland’s graduation rate has improved
in recent years to 63 percent, it still lags behind the average graduation
rate of 80 percent for Alameda County and California.9 Too many Oakland
students are not gaining the skills needed for successful employment.

Access to Good Jobs
Since the Great Recession, Oakland has seen unemployment decrease
consistently. After reaching a ten-year high of 16.9 percent for 2010, Oakland’s
currently unemployment rate has dropped to 6.0 percent. While Oakland’s
unemployment rate has decreased during this period, it remains higher than
current the National (4.9 percent), State (5.9 percent), and Alameda County (4.8
percent) averages.10 It is important to note that these statistics fail to capture
people who are disconnected from the local economy and who have stopped
searching for jobs.
Between July 2015 and July 2016, 29,500 new jobs were added in the East Bay.
But, this job growth has not impacted all communities equally. According to the
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Oakland’s current
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unemployment
rate has

143,000

dropped to

6%
Among Hispanic
and Latinos, the
unemployment rate is

11.3%

more jobs
forecasted by

2020

29,500
new jobs were
added in the
East Bay from
2015—2016

Among African
Americans, the
unemployment rate is

20.2%

American Community Survey 2015 one year estimates, the unemployment rate
among African Americans was 20.2 percent and Hispanic or Latinos it was 11.3
percent. The unemployment rate among communities of color during this period
is in stark contrast to an unemployment rate of 6.3 percent among Whites.
While the current economic conditions in Oakland have improved since 2014,
these racial disparities still persist. Increasing access to good jobs means also
making sure access is equitable.

High Crime Rate
Between 2013 and 2015 Oakland had on average 84 murders per year. Although
more of the shootings that occurred in 2015 were fatal, 2015 marks the third
consecutive year of double-digit reductions in shootings in Oakland.11 To put this
3-year trend into perspective, nearly 250 fewer Oakland residents were injured
or killed by gun violence in 2015 than in 2012, and over 1,100 fewer people were
victims of violent crime in 2015 than in 2012.12 Despite progress, Oakland exceeds
statewide and national trends for violent crime. Gun violence is of particular
concern, with 341 reports of aggravated assaults with a firearm in 2015.

411

reported
shootings
in Oakland in
2014

250

2013 and 2014 had the

lowest

homicide numbers in
more than a

decade

fewer Oakland
residents were injured or killed by gun
violence in 2015 than in 2012
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Serious violence is most concentrated among individuals (mostly young men)
18 to 34 years old, and the highest percentage of victims and suspects are men
between the ages of 18 and 24, followed by men between the ages of 25 and 34.
Violence is disproportionately concentrated in specific parts of the city,
particularly in East and West Oakland. According to law enforcement data,
the individuals engaged in a majority of the robberies throughout the city
are the same as those engaged in violent crime in East and West Oakland.
This geographic distribution correlates closely with the concentration of
stressors that can increase the risk of violence like rates of arrest, crime
incidence, food stamp participation rates, youth incarceration and probation
rates, rates of violent suspensions, and chronic student absences.13

Insufficient Affordable Housing
Oakland is in the midst of a housing affordability crisis. Between 2012 and 2015,
median market rate rental prices citywide increased substantially while the
supply of housing decreased. The biggest changes occurred in rental rates for
two-bedroom apartments, where market rate rents increased by 111 percent
citywide while supply fell by 59 percent during this period. The second largest
change in this period occurred in rental rates for one-bedroom apartments,
where the rent increased by 76 percent while supply decreased by 13 percent.14
Increases in market rate rental prices at this scale mean that residents will
be forced to pay a larger percentage of their household income on rent.15

Between 2012
and 2015, supply
of two-bedroom
apartments fell by

59%

Between 2012 and
2015, one-bedroom
rents increased by

76%

Between 2012
and 2015, supply
of one-bedroom
apartments decreased
by

13%

Between 2012 and 2015,
two-bedroom rents increased by

111%

According to the Mayor’s Housing Report, Oakland at Home,16 the estimated
shortfall of homes affordable to Extremely Low, Very Low, and Low Income
renters in Oakland grew by an average of 1,035 homes per year from the
2000 U.S. Census and the 2008 to 2012 American Community Survey. There
are over 26,000 severely cost-burdened, low-income renters and nearly
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9,000 severely cost-burdened, low-income owners in Oakland—renters or
owners paying over 50 percent of their household income on rent.
Furthermore, this housing crisis is disproportionately impacting
low-income community and communities of color. African Americans
represent 35 percent—17,125 households—of homeowners that are
severely cost burdened. For renters, African Americans comprise 45
percent—11,645 households—of severely rent-burdened households.

Chronic Homelessness
Chronic homelessness is most commonly defined as a person
experiencing homelessness for more than a year, or an unaccompanied individual with a disabling condition who has had at least
four episodes of homelessness in the past three years.

While only

13%

of Alameda County’s
population is African
American....

In 2015, there were

4,040
individuals
experiencing
homelessness in
Alameda County

...African Americans
represent

54%

of the individuals
experiencing

homelessness
Every two years Alameda County conducts a Point In Time Count (PITC) of
persons experiencing homelessness on a single night in January. According to the
2015 PITC, there were an estimated 4,040 individuals experiencing homelessness
in Alameda County.17 While only 13 percent of Alameda County’s population is
African American, African Americans represent 54 percent of the individuals experiencing homelessness. According to the City's Department of Human Services, in
the last PITC, on any given night in Oakland, there are 2,191 homeless people, and
63 percent of them (1,384) are unsheltered—living on the streets or in places not
meant for habitation. While data is limited, that number appears to be growing as
housing prices rise and traditional housing for very low income residents such as
single-room occupancy hotels are being converted to other purposes.
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Oakland provides resources for rapid re-housing, including rent subsidies,
case management, and services to address root causes of homelessness.
However, the supply and access to affordable housing is severely limited.
The City collaborates closely with housing and service providers as well
as mainstream agencies in Alameda County and the Oakland Housing
Authority on issues related to chronic homelessness, including winter-relief
shelter efforts and housing subsidy programs for interim and permanent
supportive housing. In order to provide adequate shelter for all residents,
both appropriate locations and funding for additional winter shelter
beds for the more difficult, colder months of the year are needed.

Trust in Government
While many American cities have seen a drop in crime this past decade, trust in
local law enforcement is at the center of a national debate. Recent police misconduct in the Oakland Police Department and high crime rates have diminished
trust in local police. As a result, the City government has tackled these issues
by expanding its engagement efforts in recruiting a new police chief, releasing
public safety data, and partnering with institutions like Stanford University to
study and mitigate racial profiling. The City’s holistic approach to community
safety focuses on helping families thrive, neighborhoods becoming safer, and
communities healing from trauma and restoring their trust in the police.
Additionally, ethical conduct among City staff and officials continues to be
an important issue among the community. Residents at public meetings, the
press, and a few public institutions have expressed concern around government transparency, including City compliance with open meeting policies or
public records laws. In 2013, the Alameda County Grand Jury identified 29
instances in which City Council members interfered with the administrative
functions of the City. In November 2014, the residents of Oakland voted to
amend the City Charter in favor of increasing the Public Ethics Commission’s
strength, independence, and staffing. The City Council also approved the
Government Ethics Act in December 2014 to provide a clear, comprehensive, and enforceable framework of ethics rules in Oakland. 		

Aging Infrastructure

Oakland’s

infrastructure gets

D+

(inadequate
maintenance)

$800M
in unfunded
deferred
maintenance

$95M

per year shortfall
for the next

5 years
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Limited City Resources
Despite prudent and conservative fiscal policies established since the last
economic downturn and robust economic growth, over the long term, without intervention, the City’s expenditures are projected to grow faster than
revenues. The growth rate in revenues from taxes and fees is slower than the
growth rate of personnel, utility, fuel, and other costs. Simultaneously, the City
will require significant new investments in capital and services to maintain
current infrastructure and quality of life. These trends, when coupled with
limitations on the ability of local governments in California to generate new
sources of revenue, create continual pressure to reduce government services
or continue deferring capital investments. In times of economic downturn,
these limitations can lead to dramatic reductions in government services
at precisely the times those services are most needed by residents.

Droughts
California has historically experienced cyclical periods of extreme drought,
including the present period which has lasted four years and is ongoing.
These droughts lead to significant mandatory conservation requirements.
A changing climate is expected to bring deeper, longer droughts and more
days of extreme heat. During a drought, Oakland experiences higher water
prices, decreased cooling options during extreme-heat days, loss of shade
trees and plants and open space values, and higher risk of wildfires. Extreme
heat disproportionately affects the health of vulnerable populations.

Sea Level Rise

Oakland is
expected to experience

12–24
inches of sea

level

rise by 2050

Oakland is
expected to experience

36–66

inches of sea

level rise

by 2100

As the elevation of San Francisco Bay rises in response to warming oceans and
melting ice sheets, coastal floods will only increase in frequency and severity.16
Low-lying coastal residential areas, the Port of Oakland, the former Oakland Army
Base, and a variety of low-lying areas near the Coliseum, Oakland International
Airport, and Interstate 880 are most at risk. According to the Bay Conservation
and Development Commission, Oakland is expected to experience 12 to 24 inches
of sea level rise by 2050 and 36 to 66 inches of sea level rise by the year 2100.
Adapting to Rising Tides (ART) is a regional program addressing sea level rise
risk in the San Francisco Bay Area. Within Oakland, the ART Subregional Pilot
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Project estimated that 6,000 of Oakland’s residents would be at risk from 16
inches of sea level rise, with 9,000 at risk from 55 inches of related flooding.19
Sea level rise will not impact all Oakland residents in the same way, as
some are more vulnerable than others. Some communities lack access
to preparedness information, transportation options, healthcare, and
insurance, which increase their vulnerability to the adverse impacts of a
flood event. Communities of color and low-income communities are over
represented in the most vulnerable segments of the population.20
Adaptation to sea level rise may also impact Oakland residents in different
ways. Adapting will require significant public investment. Without proactive
consideration of environmental justice concerns, adaptation decisions
about what is protected and how it is paid for may have a disproportionate
impact on low-income neighborhoods and communities of color.21

Shocks
Many of the acute shocks facing Oakland are well known. Earthquakes and
wildfires have severely damaged the City in the past. The effects of such shocks
are exacerbated by long-term social stresses, such as violent crime and economic,
health, and educational disparities outlined previously. Now, climate change
threatens the City, with impacts that are felt as both discrete shocks (coastal
floods and increased wildfire risks) and continual or periodic stresses (rising seas
and droughts). As the climate warms, droughts, extreme-heat days, and large
rain storms are expected to occur more frequently and with greater intensity.
Oakland’s vulnerable residents, including the elderly, children, and communities
of color, may be at a disproportionate disadvantage to these increasing threats.

Earthquakes & Liquefaction

Shaking from the
Hayward fault could be

The Hayward Fault has a

31%

chance of producing
a large earthquake
within 30 years

Seven major
fault systems
capable of earthquakes
of magnitude

6.7

3 to 10

times stronger than
the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake

or larger

There are more than

22,000

apartment units in
soft-story buildings
in Oakland
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In Northern California, seven major fault systems are considered capable of
rupturing in earthquakes of magnitude 6.7 or larger.22 The Hayward Fault, located
at the base of the hills on the eastern edge of the City, has a 31 percent chance
of producing such an earthquake within the next 30 years. An earthquake of
this magnitude would cause significant damage in Oakland; shaking from the
Hayward fault could be 3 to 10 times stronger than the shaking experienced in
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. Soft-story apartment buildings are particularly
at risk; there are more than 22,000 apartment units in soft-story buildings in
Oakland.23 Earthquakes also cause liquefaction, a phenomenon in which soil
loses its strength, stiffness, and ability to support buildings. The U.S. Geological
Survey has mapped the likelihood of liquefaction of soils in Oakland in the event
of a major earthquake along the Hayward Fault.24 The flat-land areas of Oakland
are at the highest risk, and these areas overlap with the locations of much of the
critical transportation infrastructure and emergency operations facilities for the
City. These areas are also home to many low-income and vulnerable residents.

Coastal (Bay) and Urban Floods
The intensity and frequency of precipitation events are expected to increase
due to climate change.25 The combination of higher tides due to sea level rise
and larger storms with Oakland’s aging stormwater drainage systems may lead
to significant increases in both coastal and urban flooding and flood damage.
Low-lying areas, such as the Coliseum and West Oakland neighborhood, are
particularly vulnerable to coastal (Bay) and urban floods.26 In December 2014, a
combination of coastal and urban flooding closed roads, businesses, and schools
throughout the City, impacting public safety, education, and Oakland’s economy.

Wildfires
The Oakland Hills Firestorm of 1991 was the most destructive fire in State history.27
Although wildfires may occur at any time of year and in any climate, the risk of
fire increases greatly with increased drought and heat. California’s future climate
of frequent drought and higher heat leaves Oakland at extreme risk for wildfires.

3,469

single-family dwellings

destroyed in the
Oakland Hills
Firestorm

$3.9

billion in losses in
the Oakland Hills
Firestorm
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Risk of wildfires to

INCREASE
climate
change

with

25

lives lost in the
Oakland Hills
Firestorm of 1991

External Economic Crises
The City of Oakland is part of the San Francisco Bay Area regional economy,
which, like most local economies in the U.S., is prone to occasional recessions and contractions. The regional economy is particularly dependent
on the technology and real estate sectors, which are prone to particularly
dramatic boom-bust cycles. Given large income disparities and the City’s
revenue structure, these economic crises have a tendency to impact the most
vulnerable residents while simultaneously reducing City resources to serve
those residents. The City and region are also vulnerable to shocks related
to international trade, travel, tourism, logistics, and manufacturing. Analysis
from the National Bureau of Economic Research suggests that national economic contractions recur on approximately 7-year cycles.28 During the prior
economic recession, the City’s discretionary revenues were reduced by nearly
12 percent, while the demands for City services dramatically increased.

Resilient Oakland
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OAKLAND’S YOUTH POET LAUREATE

What I’ve Learned
Since Finding My Voice
By Azariah Cole-Shephard
Ms. Cole-Shephard is 18 years old and attends
Charles W. Davidson College of Engineering at San José State University,
where she majors in Electrical Engineering. She is a 2016
graduate of Lionel Wilson Preparatory Academy.
All lives didn’t matter to you before black lives mattered to us.
Let’s think back to why rosa sat on that bus
Why when we are in stores racism follows us
Why tamir was shot faster than the pen crossed the first T on the trust
Why sandra bland was my friend and I didn’t even know her.
Why she was already dead and y'all didn't even have to shoot her.
Why her name goes unuttered when you claim you spitting truth.
Don’t know why y’all refuse to invest in the futures of the youth beyond the school to prison
pipeline and our successes don’t fit your timeline but we still thrive
You see I will never be ready for the lynching that awaits me.
The day I say the revolution is now,
they will realize that we are coming
and there is no way out and they will kill me.
But this time not emotionally
no this time physically
but the one thing they can’t touch is my spirituality
because the reality of it all is that…
Lynching won’t kill my soul
even if it does snatch my last breath
and crush my vocal chords.
The legacy of the ancestors breathes through me
and I put their strength upon my back
Lifting one griot at a time
so I can remain steady...
in my work to liberate my people
and to deconstruct the noose

but what will you do?
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Photo by Ed Ritger

I am breaking down this institution,

Resilient Oakland
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NEIGHBORHOOD RESILIENCE
30

[In]City is a summer program at University of
California, Berkeley that introduces students
to the study and practice of urban planning.
The 2016 class project focused on applying an
ethnographic methodology to investigate assets
and vulnerability in four Oakland neighborhoods:
Castlemont/Eastmont, Chinatown, Fruitvale, and
Golden Gate. Each of these neighborhoods has
different socio-economic characteristics, diverse
community cultures, and unique challenges.
The student researchers used an interview-based approach and
conducted 13 condensed and 6 in-depth interviews with community leaders,
residents, and business owners representing 14 organizations. They also
distributed an online survey. These methods demonstrated the need for a
human-scale approach to resilience and led to insights on personal resilience
and the different ways Oakland residents understand and experience resilience
in their lives.
The following pages illustrate some of the key findings from the 2016 [In]City
Project and are organized by the four neighborhoods studied. They provide
the strategy with a small sense of how neighborhoods express resilience in
Oakland, with a brief history of each neighborhood, a summary of assets
and vulnerabilities, and direct quotes from residents, business owners, and
community leaders.

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland
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O A KL A N D ’S R O A D TO R E S I L I E N C E
C A S TL E MON T/ E A S TM O N T

ASSETS
Public Space

HIS TORY O F O V E R C O M I N G
From the 1950s through the present,
Castlemont and Eastmont have
struggled with limited city resources,
gang violence, and drug use.

Social Services
V UL NE RA BI L I T I E S

The community’s perseverence is
a testament to resident resilience,
different in nature than that of other
neighborhoods.

“Crime. Selling drugs.
It’s a big source of
income for youth; it’s a
big source of income for
anybody.”
“There are 80-year-old
homeless grandmothers
living on the street.”
“We need a better
relationship with the
police.”

Safety & Policing
We a l t h & E d u c a t i o n
Di s p a r i t i e s
“We’re not really worried
about the climate... The
weather is not an issue;
where I’m going to
sleep tomorrow night is.”

“Get the city some
hope.”

“We need to end the
violence.”

“Resilience, to me,
is to make it through
almost everything and
bounce back.”

“I live in the ghetto
but the house across
the street would cost a
million.”

Jasmine C. Humphries, Karen Limón Corrales, Nicole Manz, Patrick Pelegri-O’Day, Andrew Trillo
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INCITY 2016 Instructors: Ginette Wessel, Rick Kos, Alison Ecker, Aaron Welch, Eric Anderson, Dave Koo

O A K L A N D ’S R OA D TO R E S I L I E N C E
C H I NATOW N

HIS TORY O F C O H E S I O N

ASSETS

Since the mid-1800s, Chinatown’s
organizations and churches have provided
social services for residents when the city
government neglected to do so.

C u l t u r e & C o m m u n i ty
Public Space

Today Chinatown is a bustling cultural
hub that provides authentic shops and
essential services for Oakland’s Asian
communities.

Lack of Investment

“The protests that cut
through here are bad for
business.”
“The library’s patrons are
from all throughout the
Bay Area.”
“I think the new
minimum wage is
making it hard for family
businesses to stay
open.”

V UL NE RA BI L I T I E S
Ag e & L a n g u a g e
Disparities
“I come here just for the
pork buns!”

“The park located at
the heart of Chinatown
promotes social activity
and programming.”
“In the past two years
there has been much
more graffiti and
many more homeless
encampments under the
freeway.”

“Oakland’s Chinatown
doesn’t cater to tourists
the way San Francisco’s
does.”
“New immigrants come
straight to Chinatown to
get library cards using
their passports.”

Jasmine C. Humphries, Karen Limón Corrales, Nicole Manz, Patrick Pelegri-O’Day, Andrew Trillo
INCITY 2016 Instructors: Ginette Wessel, Rick Kos, Alison Ecker, Aaron Welch, Eric Anderson, Dave Koo
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O A KL A N D ’S R O A D TO R E S I L I E N C E
F R UITVAL E

ASSETS

HIS TORY O F S TR E N G TH
Fruitvale’s history of community
building began in the 1960s, when the
neighborhood was a hub of the Chicano
Movement.

Cu l t u r e & Co m m u n i t y
Economic Investment

Though crime and police tension put
strain on the neighborhood, Fruitvale’s
community pride and cohesion are evident
in its many neighborhood celebrations.

Health

“I feel like they’re trying
to push us all out and
replace us with new
people to create this
‘Resilient City.’”

V U L N E R AB I L I T I E S
Safety & Policing

“I think it would be
interesting to have ways
for people to be heard,
especially in Spanish.”

“¡Necesitamos
más policia, y más
vigilencia!”

“We could use a good
bar but then again, we
don’t need a good bar.”

“My students tend to eat
junk food and affordable,
unhealthy options.”

“Folks aren’t afraid to
hustle, if you have to
braid hair, you braid
hair .”

“I always find a sense
of community here…
there’s a sense of
ownership as well.”

“There’s not a lot
of communication
between the police and
the community.”

Jasmine C. Humphries, Karen Limón Corrales, Nicole Manz, Patrick Pelegri-O’Day, Andrew Trillo
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INCITY 2016 Instructors: Ginette Wessel, Rick Kos, Alison Ecker, Aaron Welch, Eric Anderson, Dave Koo

O A K L A N D ’S R O A D TO R E S I L I E N C E
G O LDE N GATE

HIS TORY O F TR A N S I TI O N
Golden Gate, nestled between
Emeryville and West Berkeley, has
been in a process of self-redefinition
since its birth in the late 1800s.
An incredibly diverse and wellloved neighborhood, Golden Gate is
negotiating multiple forces in its search
for a stable identity.

“The face of
Golden Gate has
changed.”
“We know all of our
neighbors.”
“If I didn’t have rent
control, I wouldn’t be able
to live here anymore.”

ASSETS
O r g a n i z a t i o n & R e s o u rces
Economic Investment
V UL NE RA BI L I T I E S
Ho u s i n g
Cr i m e

“When you pass by
every day the block on
which someone you
knew was murdered,
it changes your
neighborhood.”
“We have a map
of who will need the
most help in case of a
natural disaster.”

“We are
considered the
gentrifiers.”
“Twenty years ago there
was nothing here.”

“The neighborhood is
getting better for small
business owners.”

Jasmine C. Humphries, Karen Limón Corrales, Nicole Manz, Patrick Pelegri-O’Day, Andrew Trillo
INCITY 2016 Instructors: Ginette Wessel, Rick Kos, Alison Ecker, Aaron Welch, Eric Anderson, Dave Koo
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT
36

A main principle of Resilient Oakland is approaching
City work differently to better serve Oakland
residents and businesses, while maximizing the
benefits we provide them. To do so, we need
to shift old paradigms and adopt new ways
of doing the business of government.
The City of Oakland will focus on modernizing City processes by growing
and supporting a culture of civic innovation built on data analysis, iterative
processes, and human-centered service design. These methodologies
ensure City programs and policies are designed around the needs and
aspirations of Oakland residents, and are continuously optimized. Better
data collection and analysis will foster improved evidence-based decision
making. Human-centered, iterative design will help break down government
silos, ensure that services are understandable and easy to use, and promote
continuous process refinement to serve Oaklanders more effectively.
To achieve a more trustworthy and responsive government, we also need to
empower our “entrepreneurial bureaucrats” to think outside the box while
collaborating closely with community stakeholders. The City of Oakland
boasts a passionate and mission-driven staff. Resilient Oakland engaged
staff from nearly all City departments, led by a team of doers and innovators,
to address interdisciplinary issues. To deepen resilience in their own work,
City staff developed the following guiding principles during this process:

“We believe that success will come from the freedom to try new
things in a culture that is not guided by apprehension, but rather
allows us to pursue new opportunities and partnerships in nimble,
flexible ways. Our work must be multidisciplinary and multilevel,
engaging all facets of our organization working across agencies.
We must accept and harness changes that are inevitable. We
will use change as an opportunity to creatively adapt and better
serve all residents. We will be responsive to the community and
engage in two-way dialogue, which includes setting honest
expectations and following through on commitments.”
These principles provide a framework to move the City forward faster, in a more
collaborative way, so we can tackle our resilience challenges quickly and more
effectively.

“The Bay Area needs a system
of regional governance that
can rise to the challenges
of the 21st century.”

“How do we
give people
the power and
privilege to be
at the table?”

“We believe
in designing
beautiful
& simple
experiences.”

“The community
is an institution
itself...this isn’t
only our work,
it’s our life.”

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

“Successful
engagement includes
facilitation that does
not favor anyone.”

“There is
something
that occurs
when you
own that you
don’t know.”

“Community engagement
is the baseline of
government. Let’s aim for
community partnership.”

Resilient Oakland
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: DESIGN EQUITABLE
AND MEASURABLE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The City of Oakland will strengthen local democracy and governance by working
on developing an inclusive, collaborative, and effective relationship built on trust
between residents and government.
Action: Develop principles for community engagement in Oakland
Action: Pursue Partners for Places Equity Pilot to support ongoing
collaborative engagement
Action: Improve use of metrics to promote equitable outcomes

GOAL: CREATE MORE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT
The City of Oakland will foster an enterprise-wide movement towards continuous
learning and improvement by developing repeatable, collaborative processes that
transform the institution at its core, while leveraging regional resources for the
benefit of Oakland residents.
Action: Open a Civic Design Lab for problem solving across
City departments in collaboration with partners
Action: Implement integrated actions through Resilience Delivery Teams
Action: Strengthen regional resilience through partnerships, programs,
and pilots
Action: Design a digital service center focused on public needs
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: APPLY DATA-DRIVEN
PRINCIPLES TO INFORM
DECISION-MAKING
The City of Oakland will work on transforming City government to a highperforming, continually improving, data-informed organization.
Action: Measure performance to improve the City’s resilience decision-making
Action: Identify Key Performance Indicators for digital services, such as the
Rent Adjustment Program

GOAL: ENGAGE YOUTH IN
SHAPING OAKLAND’S FUTURE
The City of Oakland will engage youth to ensure they benefit from and shape the
change and resilience they want to see in their communities.
Action: Launch Y-PLAN Resiliency Challenge to support engagement with
Oakland youth
Action: Grow and support resilience internships through the Mayor’s
Classrooms2Careers Program
Action: Educate Oakland youth about resilience issues and the future of
Oakland through arts and storytelling

Resilient Oakland
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FLAGSHIP ACTION
GOAL: DESIGN EQUITABLE AND MEASURABLE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

DEVELOP PRINCIPLES FOR COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT IN OAKLAND

The City of Oakland in partnership
with Rebuild by Design, West Oakland
Environmental Indicators Project,
and Streetwyze is developing new
principles for community engagement
to identify and address the needs of
residents and communities. These
principles are being developed through
a collaborative process with City staff
and community leaders in a series of
workshops that examine the range of
engagement strategies used, evaluate
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their effectiveness and limitations,
and incorporate community-relevant
metrics and benchmarks to measure
the outcomes of community outreach
and engagement tools and practices.
These workshops are being developed
using a co-designed engagement
process that will give the City the tools
and relationships it needs to conduct
better outreach, lead to an improved
understanding of how the City can
conduct more effective engagement
in person and online, identify oppor-

Photo by Ayushi Ray, City of Oakland

Description

The four-workshop series is being
co-designed and co-led by City
staff and community partners,
to focus on the following:
Workshop 1: Create a collective
understanding of successful and
unsuccessful engagement methods
Workshop 2: Understand common
themes and create engagement
principles
Workshop 3: Co-design an engagement
strategy around an upcoming
City project
Workshop 4: Evaluate and iterate
the engagement strategy
The City of Oakland seeks to shift
from a traditional, top-down “input
and feedback” model of community
engagement to a collaborative,
problem-solving process through
which residents are partners in making
policy and implementing programs
that address their needs. Applying
community-identified principles of
engagement and collaborative problem
solving will cultivate trust among
and between community and City
staff. The principles can be applied to
future offline and online engagement
efforts, improve the relevance and
effectiveness of City policies, and
enable more responsive government.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

tunities and practices to include the
community in the decision-making
process, and establish applicable
frameworks for discrete issues that
can be iterated and replicated.

`` Expands and deepens community
engagement—already underway
in various efforts throughout
the City of Oakland—in terms of
resiliency, climate action, land use,
transportation, economic development, housing, public spaces,
cultural arts, and social equity.
`` Supports workshops/trainings
that help develop a framework for
equitable engagement among City
staff and equitable action plans
between the City and the community.
`` Builds civic capacity by using both
digital and in-person community
engagement tools, such as surveys
or participatory budgeting.
Ultimately, the goal is to better
answer the question: How can we
most smoothly create a positive
feedback loop between community
input and service delivery, particularly
in communities that are traditionally
less engaged than others?
Lead: City Administrator’s Office
Partners: Rebuild By Design,
West Oakland Environmental
Indicators Project, Streetwyze
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Related goals: Create more opportunities for collaborative government;
Engage youth in shaping the
future of Oakland; Promote safe
and healthy neighborhoods.
Challenges Addressed:

Resilient Oakland
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PURSUE PARTNERS FOR PLACES EQUITY
PILOT GRANT TO SUPPORT ONGOING
COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT
Description
The City of Oakland is a member of the
Urban Sustainability Directors’ Network,
which supports local sustainability and
resilience efforts through networking,
training, information sharing, and
funding. The Partners for Places Equity
Pilot grant (P4P-E) is a competitive
funding opportunity designed to bolster
collaboration between municipal sustainability staff and community leaders,
and to increase equity throughout
communities. The City and its community partners, though the Oakland Climate
Action Coalition, have successfully
won P4P-E grants in the past.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Will have the potential to not only
mitigate the effects of climate change,
but to also reduce pollution, improve
public health and well-being, create
local jobs, and reduce living expenses.
These impacts are of utmost importance to many communities in Oakland: those most exposed to pollution
from vehicular traffic or industrial
waste, those paying a higher portion
of their wages for electricity and gas,
those in need of stable jobs, and many
other disadvantaged communities.
`` Benefits disadvantaged communities,
respond to environmental justice
needs, and build on local strengths.
Lead: City of Oakland Public
Works Department
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Partners: Oakland Climate Action Coalition and other community organizations
Timeframe: Near-term (1 to 2 years)
Funding: Funding needed
Related goals: Create more opportunities for collaborative government;
Promote safe and healthy neighborhoods; Apply data-driven principles
to inform decision-making; Maximize
the impact of collective infrastructure
investment; Provide urban greening
for neighborhoods most in need.
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: DESIGN EQUITABLE AND
MEASURABLE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: DESIGN EQUITABLE AND
MEASURABLE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

IMPROVE USE OF METRICS TO
PROMOTE EQUITABLE OUTCOMES
Description
The City will explore working with the
Equality Indicators Project (EIP) to
develop a framework to promote equitable outcomes for Oakland residents.
This framework could include collecting
key metrics that can be used to track
progress in improving outcomes for
Oakland’s most vulnerable residents.
These metrics could include data across
priority domains, such as Economy,
Education, Health, Housing, Justice,
and Services. EIP could then help the
City establish baseline metrics and
track changes annually. The City would
be able to use data to understand
which policies and programs are most
effective in improving outcomes for
disadvantaged Oakland residents and
should therefore be expanded, and
where new initiatives are most needed.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Helps the City identify and prioritize
the areas in which the City’s efforts to
tackle inequity have been successful
and where additional initiatives are
needed to address inequalities among
specific disadvantaged populations.

Timeframe: Near-term (1 to 2 years)
Funding: Rockefeller Foundation
Related goals: Promote safe
and healthy neighborhoods;
Increase economic security.
Challenges Addressed:

Lead: City Administrator’s Office

Photo by AECOM

Partners: Institute for State and
Local Governance at the City
University of New York, Rockefeller
Foundation, 100 Resilient Cities

Resilient Oakland
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT

OPEN A CIVIC DESIGN LAB FOR PROBLEM
SOLVING ACROSS CITY DEPARTMENTS AND
IN COLLABORATION WITH PARTNERS
Description
The City of Oakland will launch the
Civic Design Lab (CDL) on the 9th
floor of City Hall, where resilience,
digital services, and the arts converge.
CDL will be a space for government
innovation based on human-centered
design. Human-centered design
is a creative approach to problem
solving that focuses on involving
the community in creating solutions
tailored specifically to their needs.
CDL will bring individuals and teams
from multiple departments together,
including Resilience Delivery Teams,
to engage in the following activities:
`` Public Feedback Sessions (i.e., user
testing). CDL will invite the public into
the space to give the City feedback
about tools, programs, and processes.
`` Project-Based Fellowship. CDL
will host City employees to
engage in project-based work
and frame the right questions for
collaborative solution making.
`` Workshops or “Labs” for City
staff. Labs will be designed to
enable City staff to better build
and implement digital services
focused on user research, process
design, and content development.
`` Engagement Events. As a gathering
place, CDL will be used to host small
public events to foster engagement,
convene like-minded innovators and
technologists, and train City residents
on how to access government
services using online tools, foster
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engagement, and train residents
on how to access government
services using online tools.

Benefits to Oakland Residents:
`` Cultivates meaningful engagement
and trust among and between
community and City staff by creating
a space of facilitated conversations
and continuous learning.
`` Improves the public experience
with government services.
`` Deepens internal capacity
building for problem solving
and collective engagement.
`` Increases collaboration
throughout City Departments
and increases efficiencies.
`` Strengthens relationships
between public servants and
community members.
Lead: City Administrator’s Office
Partners: California College of the
Arts, frog design inc., Code for
America, Open Architecture Collaborative, blink!LAB, Courtenay Skott
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: Open Architecture Collaborative, blink!LAB, Courtenay Skott
Related goals: Design equitable and
measurable community engagement; Apply data-driven principles
to inform decision-making.
Challenges Addressed:

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

1

Photo by Ethan Guy, City of Oakland, Graphic adapted from Legal Design Lab

DISCOVER

What is the
landscape?
Understand the
challenge, the
situation and the
stakeholders.

2

SYNTHESIZE

What is
your mission?
Define and
map the users
and problem
statement you’ll
be designing for.

3

BUILD

What ideas
may work?
Generate
possible
solutions for the
problem and
prototype them.

4

TEST

Are the ideas
worthwhile?
Test promising
possible
solutions with
your users and
in live situations.

5

EVOLVE

How to move
forward?
Process the
feedback, edit
your prototypes,
and vet them.

Resilient Oakland
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IMPLEMENT INTEGRATED ACTIONS
THROUGH RESILIENCE DELIVERY TEAMS
Description
The City will set up “Resilience Delivery
Teams,” internal working groups that
will ensure coordination and accountability in resilience strategy refinement
and implementing innovative solutions.
These teams will be interdepartmental, with members from relevant
agencies, and can include community
stakeholders. Resilience Delivery
Teams will be responsible for direct
implementation, working with senior
staff, City units, and departments, but
will remain outside the regular organizational hierarchy. These teams will
be uniquely positioned to coordinate
across departments and functions,
leveraging City talent and commitment to achieve concrete results.
For example, with regards to implementing the green infrastructure
plan, the Resilience Delivery Team will
leverage interagency partnerships
with Public Works, Transportation,
and Planning & Building to develop:

`` Expands the City of Oakland’s capacity to address resilience challenges
and implement timely solutions.
Lead: City Administrator’s Office,
Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: Various City departments

`` A plan of action that is
anchored in evidence;

Timeframe: Winter 2016

`` A clear path to successful
implementation of the plan;

Related goals: All

`` The ability to track progress and
jointly solve problems along the way;

Funding: N/A

Challenges Addressed:

`` An annual report or data
dashboard on progress; and
`` An in-depth review that offers
opportunities for the Resilience
Delivery Team to carefully examine
what has been achieved and
what may need to change.
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Benefits to Oakland Residents

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT

STRENGTHEN REGIONAL RESILIENCE
THROUGH INNOVATIVE PARTNERSHIPS,
PROGRAMS, AND PILOTS
Description
The City of Oakland will participate in
regional resilience partnerships with
organizations including the Bay Area
Regional Collective (BARC), Coastal
Hazards Adaptation Resiliency Group
(CHARG), and SuperPublic. BARC,
with support from a Caltrans Regional
Planning Grant, will coordinate planning efforts to ensure the Bay Area
transportation system is more resilient
to increased flooding and sea level
rise, while also improving the safety
and sustainability of our communities,
particularly our most vulnerable
and disadvantaged communities.
The City will also participate in regional
pilots and programs. For example, the
City of Oakland serves on the executive
board of the Bay Area Resilient by
Design challenge, a unique nine-county
pilot to co-create a vision for vibrant
climate adaptation along our shoreline
as the rate of sea level rise, extreme
storms, and urban flooding accelerates.

Benefits to Oakland Residents:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

`` Leads to more creative, effective,
and efficient approaches to
addressing resilience challenges.
`` Creates more opportunities for
Oakland residents and community organizations to assess the
potential risks and consequences,
and observe, support, and participate in resilience efforts.

Area Resilient by Design Challenge,
Bay Conservation Development
Commission, City and County of
San Francisco, City of Berkeley, City
of Richmond, City of San Jose
Timeframe: Ongoing
Funding: N/A
Related goals: Design equitable and
measurable community engagement;
Maximize value of collective infrastructure investments; Reduce current and
future climate and seismic risk; Increase
affordable housing stock; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods.
Challenges Addressed:

Lead: Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: Regional partners, such as
BARC, CHARG and SuperPublic. Bay

Resilient Oakland
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DESIGN A DIGITAL SERVICE CENTER
FOCUSED ON PUBLIC NEEDS
Description
The City of Oakland, in partnership with
Code for America, has developed a
foundational approach to digital service
delivery. The main website aims to centralize and restructure digital communications and service delivery by implementing a more user-centric narrative
that ties together information, service
applications, and City data to inform
and engage members of the Oakland
community. The goal: to convey simplicity, trust and equity to the public in our
visual and written communications. The
digital services strategy will be used to
establish a baseline of user research,
visual design standards, and a content
Lead: City Administrator’s Office
strategy that improves the way we
deliver information and services online.
Partners: Code for America

Benefits to Oakland Residents:

Rollout Timeframe: Winter 2017

`` Makes information more accessible.

Funding: Phases I and II funded;
ongoing funding needed

`` Delivers information equitably
to residents on both sides of
the digital divide, regardless of
device model/age or preference
for mobile or desktop tools.
`` The design will be clean and easy
to read, using plain language so
it is both readable and easy to
translate into multiple languages.
`` Residents are more likely to find
the information they need and
trust the information they find,
creating a more collaborative
relationship between City government and the people we serve.

Related goals: Apply data-driven principles to inform decision making; Design
measurable and equitable community
engagement; Maximize value of collective infrastructure investment.
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Ethan Guy, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: APPLY DATA-DRIVEN PRINCIPLES TO INFORM DECISION-MAKING

MEASURE PERFORMANCE TO IMPROVE THE
CITY’S RESILIENCE DECISION-MAKING
Description
The City of Oakland will seek to couple
its Open Data Policy with a Data Governance Plan to increase data accessibility
and centralize information. The City of
Oakland, with pro bono support from
Data Eaters (a team of data analysts),
researched current database integrities
and discrepancies, as well as principles
of data analysis methods used in
the field of resilience building. This
research revealed the need for a Data
Governance Plan to assist in the development and maturity of data programs,
including systems that reside on Cityowned servers managed by Information
Technology Division staff, as well as
systems hosted by external entities.
Oakland’s Data Governance Plan
aims to:
`` Enable better decision making;
`` Reduce operational friction;

`` Improvements in data consistency and quality.
`` Clear set of definitions, policies,
and procedures designed to
streamline the management of
the data systems and address
redundant and inconsistent data.
Lead: City Administrator’s Office
Partners: Data Eaters
Timeframe: Spring 2017
Funding: Pro bono support
from Data Eaters
Related goals: Design equitable and
measurable community engagement;
Increase economic security; Reduce
current future climate and seismic risks;
Provide urban greening for neighborhoods most in need; Maximize value of
collective infrastructure investments
Challenges Addressed:

`` Protect the needs of
data stakeholders;
`` Train management and staff to adopt
common approaches to data issues;
`` Build standard, repeatable processes;
`` Reduce costs and increase
effectiveness through coordination of efforts; and
`` Ensure transparency of processes.

Benefits to Oakland Residents:
`` Increased awareness of the data programs and the type of data collected.
`` Improved data system documentation that accurately captures the
extent and type of data collected.

Resilient Oakland
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IDENTIFY KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR DIGITAL SERVICES, SUCH AS THE
RENT ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM
Description
Measuring performance is key to meeting service delivery goals. For instance,
as part of the digital work supporting
the Rent Adjustment Program, we will
start to create a performance framework (e.g., guidelines that outline the
service’s objectives and explain what
data our team should gather to meet
them); estimate the number of people
you expect to use the service; determine the analytics tools already in use
and whether they are suitable for the
type and volume of data we’re expecting; determine where existing data is
kept and how to access it, aggregate
it, and make it usable to measure our
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
By identifying a KPI for the digital service improvement for the Rent Adjustment Program, we seek to ensure that:
`` The service is meeting
residents’ needs;
`` The service allows residents to
easily complete the task;
`` There are enough people using the
service to make it cost-efficient; and
`` People know about the service
and choose to use it.

Benefits to Oakland Residents:
`` Helps to ensure City services
are meeting residents’ needs.
Lead: City Administrator’s Office,
Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: TBD
Timeframe: Spring 2017
Funding: N/A
Related goals: Use data
to drive decisions
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Ethan Guy, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: APPLY DATA-DRIVEN PRINCIPLES TO INFORM DECISION-MAKING

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: ENGAGE YOUTH IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF OAKLAND

LAUNCH Y-PLAN RESILIENCY CHALLENGE TO
SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT WITH OAKLAND YOUTH
Description
The City will launch the Youth–Plan,
Learn, Act, Now! (Y-PLAN) initiative
to partner with schools to engage
students in research, data collection and
analysis so our youth can prepare and
present recommendations for healthier,
more equitable, and more joyful cities
to their city leaders. Given the disparate
impacts of climate change, such as the
impacts of sea level rise on communities of color, and the unequal distribution of climate risk throughout our
communities, the City will implement
the Y-PLAN, an award-winning initiative
from UC Berkeley’s Center for Cities +
Schools that empowers young people
to tackle real-world problems in their
communities through project-based
civic learning experiences. As an
essential component in the Oakland
Resilience Challenge, Oakland is asking
students to work with their Oakland
public high school classes to answer the
question: “What can the City of Oakland
do to make targeted sites more socially
and physically resilient to sea level rise?”

Benefits to Oakland Residents:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

`` Help youth develop their critical
thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity skills as they gain
understanding and awareness of the
issues surrounding both physical and
personal resilience to sea level rise.
`` Empower the students to work alongside the City to contribute important
and tangible improvements in the
lives of people in their community.

Lead: Y-PLAN, UC Berkeley’s
Center for Cities + Schools
Partners: Chief Resilience Officer;
Oakland Unified School District,
students from Environmental Sciences and African American Male
Achievement Initiative classes at
an Oakland public high school
Timeframe: Spring 2017
Funding: Haas Fund, The
California Endowment
Related goals: Create more opportunities for collaborative government;
Design equitable and measurable community engagement; Reduce current
and future climate and seismic risks
Challenges Addressed:
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The Center for Cities + Schools at UC Berkeley hosted a series of events to
celebrate the 5-year anniversary and 700+ participants of the Y-PLAN Japan
TOMODACHI Softbank Youth Leadership program.This leadership program,
funded by SoftBank, is part of a larger effort in Japan and the US-Japan
Council to strengthen cultural and economic ties between the two countries
after the March 2011 triple disaster in Japan (earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear
accident). Since the onset of the program, students from the Tohoku region
affected by the events of March 2011 are selected each year to participate
and focus on an urban planning and community development class.
For the 2016 summer program, the students focused on analyses and
proposals for revitalization and disaster preparedness of Oakland’s Howard
Terminal along the waterfront. In support of this effort, Chief Resilience
Officer Kiran Jain participated alongside other local professionals in a
final student project panel and discussion to provide feedback, exchange
ideas, and learn from the Tohoku student’s experiences on resilience
from the events of March 2011. Student proposals ranged from visions
of a more connected Oakland to the ways in which technology could
empower local culture, community centers, and place-making.
Photo by Shirl Buss
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Case Study: Y-PLAN Japan TOMODACHI Softbank Youth
Leadership Program at UC Berkeley’s Center for Cities + Schools

BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: ENGAGE YOUTH IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF OAKLAND

GROW AND SUPPORT RESILIENCE INTERNSHIPS
AND APPRENTICESHIPS THROUGH THE MAYOR’S
NEW CLASSROOMS2CAREERS PROGRAM
Description

Benefits to Oakland Residents:

Oakland will launch a Classrooms2Careers Program (formerly known as the
Mayor’s Summer Job Program) that
combines a career-oriented academic
curriculum, relevant work experience,
and student financial assistance in
a year-round program. Equity in
resilience also means exposing and
preparing Oakland’s diverse youth
for careers and apprenticeships in
resilience. Classrooms2Careers will:

`` Invests in Oakland youth, preparing
them for college, community college,
and/or a variety of professional
careers in resilience and sustainability.

`` Provide the flexibility students need
to acquire the knowledge and skills
and earn a living at the same time;

`` Offers meaningful opportunities for
Oakland youth to gain real-world
skills and experience, such as data
analytics, GIS mapping, and planning
related to complex problem solving.
`` Connects Oakland youth with industry
professionals to prepare them for
the future.
`` Increases local talent pipeline for
local jobs.

`` Teach students the work ethic and
communications skills needed to make Lead: Office of the Mayor,
Chief Resilience Officer
the transition into the workforce; and
Partners: Oakland Unified School
`` Give employers that participate in
District, Oakland Thrives
the program the edge they need
to find qualified job candidates.
Timeframe: Winter 2017
Classrooms2Careers Program will
launch at the National Linked Learning
Conference in January 2017. Oakland
will explore creating and launching a
“Hire a Youth” campaign for businesses
highlighting how we are working to
better prepare talent for the businesses
in Oakland. Oakland will also set a
baseline by identifying how many
work-eligible youth are in Oakland,
then set goals and targets prioritizing
young men and women of color,
and consider out-of-school youth.

Funding: Corporate sponsorships
and other funding sources
Related goals: Increase economic
security; Create more opportunities
for collaborative government
Challenges Addressed:
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY
AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

GOAL: ENGAGE YOUTH IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF OAKLAND

EDUCATE OAKLAND YOUTH ABOUT RESILIENCE
ISSUES AND THE FUTURE OF OAKLAND
THROUGH ARTS AND STORYTELLING
Description
Combining science, technology, engineering, arts and math with creative
storytelling, we will launch the Resilient
Oakland coloring book and future city
design challenges to empower Oakland
youth to learn about community and
physical resiliency. The purpose is for
youth to discover what they can do
to become the architects of their own
futures. The Resilient Oakland coloring
book aims to grow connections and
resilience planning between and
among residents of all ages, languages,
cultures, and perspectives. Each
chapter is comprised of snapshots
in time from Oakland’s past, present,
and future so people can connect on
local history, envision present projects,
and understand that what we imagine
can become a vibrant, sustainable
reality when we work together to
create connected communities.

Related goals: Design equitable and
measurable community engagement;
Create more opportunities for
collaborative government; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods
Challenges Addressed:

Benefits to Oakland Residents:
`` Empowers Oakland youth to imagine,
describe, and illustrate what they
want and need to do to recover
quickly from adversity, and have an
impact in creating safer neighborhoods and prosperous communities.
Lead: Vision Architecture, Inc.,
Chief Resilience Officer
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: Pro bono support by
Vision Architecture, Inc.; funding by
100RC; ongoing funding needed
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Partners: 100 Resilient Cities
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BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND
RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

The ‘secret sauce’ of Oakland is rooted in our people
and the 75 neighborhoods they shape. The City is
one of the most diverse major cities in the nation,
with significant representation from Hispanic and
Latino, Asian, and African American residents, as well
as one of the country’s largest lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) communities.29
Diversity is also a source of economic vitality for many Oakland businesses. Small businesses represent the foundation of Oakland’s local
economy, with 90 percent of businesses in Oakland employing less than
20 people. These businesses face challenges, such as rising commercial
rents, increasing gentrification, and recent overall economic stagnation. Given that many of the City’s small businesses are also located in
low-income, minority-based neighborhoods, protecting the viability
of these businesses is also a matter of equity and social justice.
On the housing side, a majority of Oakland’s housing stock is in older, preWorld War II buildings. Property owners with limited means, especially seniors
and households still recovering from the economic recession, experience
difficulty supporting home repairs, property taxes, and insurance. Oakland’s
neighborhoods that continue to be hardest hit by foreclosures are in low- to
moderate-income flatland neighborhoods, including those with historically
high rates of African American homeownership. These same neighborhoods are
also disproportionately impacted by vacant and abandoned properties, which
attract vandalism and dumping, drain City resources, decrease tax revenues,
and depress both property values and community vitality. At the same time,
Oakland is experiencing an unprecedented need for new affordable housing.
Economic and housing security is key to a thriving town that protects our
diversity. Oakland will build and finance affordable housing to support
long-term residents’ ability to stay and accommodate our growing population. Oakland will enhance the quality of life in its neighborhoods through
cross-cutting and integrated initiatives that improve safety, health, and
the economic assets and security of its low-income residents and people
of color, so that they are not only able to weather shocks and stresses,
but with quality housing, educational opportunities, and jobs. Oakland
will also explore 21st century business models, such as the ‘circular economy,’ that support restorative and regenerative businesses by design.
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“We are fierce
localists here in
Oakland. That
means we care
about where we
buy our things.”

“The diversity of Oakland’s
entrepreneurs as well as
their business ideas is
pretty breathtaking.”

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

“Oakland is the heart and
soul of the sustainable
economy movement.”

“Oakland is the
hottest residential
real estate market
in the Bay Area
right now.”

“Oakland is a
melting pot, but
it won’t continue
to be if rent keeps
rising and longterm residents
continue to leave.”

Resilient Oakland
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GOAL: INCREASE
ECONOMIC SECURITY

Oakland will enable all residents to be economically secure, build wealth, and
achieve their full potential, regardless of race or means. Oakland seeks to build
a model of responsible economic growth and business attraction, in concert
with a commitment to building economic security, especially for those who have
historically had limited access to opportunity.
Action: Support asset building for low-income parents and children
through Oakland Promise College Savings Initiatives
Action: Create pathways to career success for young men and women of color
Action: Design a suite of inclusive economic development services to help
entrepreneurs of color gain equal footing in Oakland’s economy
Action: Align economic resilience goals with the Oakland Thrives wealth
impact table

GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND
HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS
Oakland’s neighborhoods will be made safer through implementating programs
that improve the health, well-being, and safety of our families. The City’s holistic
approach to community safety focuses on helping families thrive, neighborhoods
becoming safer, and communities healing from trauma and restoring their trust in
the police.
Action: Redesign digital service for Oakland’s Rent Adjustment Program to
mitigate displacement

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

Action: Implement the 2016 Oakland Comprehensive Community Safety Plan
Action: Promote resilience and equity for Oakland’s high-risk youth
and adults most affected by trauma and violence
Action: Advance the health and well-being of Oakland youth and families
Action: Launch Neighbors Helping Neighbors initiative to expand the reach of
emergency preparedness and response training in
underserved neighborhoods

GOAL: INCREASE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING STOCK
As the regional economy has boomed, Oakland’s housing stock has not kept pace
with the number of people who want to live in Oakland. As a result, home prices
and rents have become out of reach for many of Oakland’s long-time residents.
Oakland will seek to improve access to affordable housing by creating new
affordable homes.
Action: Provide gap financing for affordable housing in transit-accessible
neighborhoods
Action: Acquire and rehabilitate vacant, abandoned and blighted properties
into green, healthy, and permanently affordable homes

Resilient Oakland
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STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

GOAL: INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY

SUPPORT ASSET BUILDING FOR LOW-INCOME
PARENTS AND CHILDREN THROUGH OAKLAND
PROMISE COLLEGE SAVINGS INITIATIVES
Description

Benefits to Oakland Residents

Our vision is that all children of Oakland
graduate high school with the expectation, resources, and skills to complete
college and succeed in the career of
their choice. Oakland Promise is an
innovative and comprehensive initiative
launched in January 2016. Two programs of the Oakland Promise, Brilliant
Baby and Kindergarten to College
(K2C), will establish college savings
accounts and an early expectation
of academic and college success for
young children. Brilliant Baby is beginning as a three-year demonstration
project, that will open college savings
accounts seeded with $500 for 1,500 of
Oakland’s most economically vulnerable
and under-resourced families. Parents
will be recruited to also participate
in a program of financial coaching
and parenting support designed to
reduce stressors in the household and
promote effective early parenting.

`` Improves the early childhood
development outcomes for infants,
economic well-being of families
and academic success of children.

(K2C) is being launched in partnership
with Oakland Unified School District
with the goal of creating a college-going culture in our public schools
and within our children beginning in
elementary school. A cornerstone of the
K2C program is establishing a college
savings account seeded with $100 for
each child as they enroll in kindergarten,
with the common experience of
owning a college savings account as a
concrete tool for each child and family
in the process. Parents will also be
encouraged to begin saving their own
funds towards their child’s college.
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`` Increases opportunities for individuals and families of color to build
wealth through college savings and
access to a college education.
`` Supports neighborhood stability
as youth and families gain more
wealth-building opportunities.
Lead: Office of the Mayor, Director of
Education, Project Director for Oakland
Promise College Savings Initiatives
Partners: City of Oakland, Oakland
Unified School District, Alameda
County Department of Public Health,
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital, Early
Head Start Providers: City of Oakland,
Brighter Beginnings, the Unity Council
Timeframe: Anticipate program launch early 2017
Funding: City of Oakland, philanthropy, corporate sponsorships
Related goals: Engage youth in
shaping Oakland’s future; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods.
Challenges Addressed:

GOAL: INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY

CREATE PATHWAYS TO CAREER SUCCESS
FOR YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR
Description

As part of Oakland Promise, Oakland
will launch Future Centers, which
are college and career hubs on middle-school and high-school campuses.
Future Centers will provide support to
these students to develop college and
career plans. Future Centers will also
help connect students with financial
aid, scholarships, and internships.
The Classroom2Careers program will
also offer meaningful opportunities
for Oakland youth to gain real-world
internship experience. Further, the City
is developing a strategy for an inclusive
technology ecosystem referred to as
'tech-quity' that paves the path for
preparing Oaklanders for entrepreneurial and employment opportunities
within the technology industry.

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Increases access to quality
educational and career opportunities for Oakland youth.
`` Increases opportunities for individuals and families of color to build
wealth through quality careers.

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

Oakland will advance the My Brother’s
Keeper Local Action Plan, a coordinated
national initiative launched by the White
House to improve long-term outcomes
of men and boys of color. The Local
Action Plan provides strategies to help
ensure children enter kindergarten
ready to learn, all students graduate
from high school ready for college
and career, and students have access
to higher education or job training.

`` Supports neighborhood stability
as youth and families gain more
wealth-building opportunities.
Lead: Office of the Mayor, City of Oakland Director of Equity and Strategic
Partnerships, City of Oakland Economic
and Workforce Development Office
Partners: East Bay Community
Foundation, Oakland Unified
School District, local colleges and
universities, local employers, Urban
Strategies Council, PolicyLink, Bay
Area Council, Oakland Thrives
Launch Timeframe: Fall 2016
Related goals: Engage youth in
shaping Oakland’s future; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods.
Challenges Addressed:
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DESIGN A SUITE OF INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES TO HELP
ENTREPRENEURS OF COLOR GAIN EQUAL
FOOTING IN OAKLAND’S ECONOMY
Description
The City will expand programs to
benefit lower-income and minority
entrepreneurs, including the Kiva loan
program and an Online Business Portal
(December 2016), to help small business start, scale their operations and
increase jobs. Comparable community
efforts include the one-stop center.
These efforts should be integrated into
an inclusive suite of services that help
local businesses to expand, including
referrals to service providers, location
assistance, mentoring, and hiring
assistance. In the 2012 U.S. Census
survey of business owners, 51 percent
of Oakland businesses are owned by
people of color, but they generally
have lower sales and fewer employees
than white-owned businesses.
Under the Kiva Oakland partnership,
over the next three years, Kiva will:
`` Fund over 600 entrepreneurs
endorsed by over 50 Trustees;
`` Generate $3M of loan
volume by Year 3;
`` Generate $6M in incremental economic impact;
`` Maintain repayment rate of
over 90 percent; and

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Creates a diverse and thriving job base that supports
communities of color.
`` Builds assets for communities of color.
Lead: Office of the Mayor, Department
of Economic & Workforce Development
Partners: Kiva U.S., Oakland
Emerging 100 Initiative
Timeframe: Winter 2017
Funding: Philanthropy, savings from
prioritizing and leveraging resources

Related goals: Apply data driven
`` Establish over 20,000 connections
principles in decision-making; Promote
between borrowers and lenders; many
safe and healthy neighborhoods.
local lenders will become customers.
Challenges Addressed:
`` Launch OakTEN (Tech Entrepreneurs
Network) with the Kapor Center
for Social Impact and DevLabs to
support entrepreneurs of color
by reducing the time and costs
associated with starting a business.
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GOAL: INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY

GOAL: INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY

ALIGN ECONOMIC RESILIENCE GOALS WITH THE
OAKLAND THRIVES WEALTH IMPACT TABLE
Description

`` Reduce the asset poverty rate of
African Americans (63 percent)
and Latinos (69 percent) by half.

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN
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Through the Oakland Thrives
wealth impact table, the City and
its partners will implement the
Mayor’s economic resilience and
security goals to reduce the asset
poverty rate, unemployment rate and
increase living wage jobs in Oakland,
including the following 10-year goals:

`` Reduce the unemployment rate
of African Americans (14 percent)
and Latinos (9.7 percent) by half.
`` Increase the percentage of
Oaklanders that have living
wages by 50 percent.
In addition, the City will also explore
building upon the Oakland Housing
Authority pilot “Promise Plus” project
that aligns housing, jobs, financial
services, and education to increase
financial self sufficiency; and develop a
centralized platform that links residents
seeking financial security with access to
capital, financial education, and credit
repair to remove barriers to employment, housing and wealth building.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Builds an economically and culturally
diverse city where all people are
economically secure, build wealth,
and are able to achieve their full
potential regardless of race or means.

Lead: Office of the Mayor, Director of
Equity and Strategic Partnerships
Partners: City of Oakland Housing and
Community Development Department,
City of Oakland Economic and
Workforce Development Office, City of
Oakland Human Services Department,
Chief Resilience Officer, IHS Markit, Oakland Housing Authority, Oakland Thrives
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Related goals: Apply data-driven
principles to decision-making; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods
Challenges Addressed:

Resilient Oakland
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FLAGSHIP ACTION
GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS

REDESIGN DIGITAL SERVICE FOR
OAKLAND’S RENT ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM
TO MITIGATE DISPLACEMENT
Description
The City will redesign the Rent
Adjustment Program (RAP) website
in order to more effectively provide
services, which include contesting
actions such as illegal rent increases,
improper noticing, and decreased
housing services or living conditions. To
achieve this, the City has undertaken
a human-centered design approach to
determine how best to redesign the
RAP website and database to increase
access, while also rethinking program
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service-delivery processes. The RAP is
the City of Oakland’s main mechanism
for resolving disputes between property
owners and renters. Approximately 70
percent of Oakland’s estimated 100,000
rental units are currently covered under
the RAP. Improvements are focused on:
`` Replacing the existing paper
filing system with an electronic
case management system;
`` Improving the existing database; and

Related goals: Apply data-driven
principles to inform decision making;
Create more opportunities for
collaborative government; Increase
affordable housing stock

Other governments’ guidelines, such as
the United Kingdom’s Government Service Design Manual, are also inspiring
Oakland’s work on these improvements.

Challenges Addressed:

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OAKLAND

`` Upgrading or replacing the RAP
website to make it easier for
the public to access information
on RAP, existing ordinances,
and other housing services.

Photo by Morgan Bellinger of Move Photography

Benefits to Oakland Residents.
Lead: Housing and Community
Development Department,
City Administrator’s Office
Partners: frog design inc.
Timeframe: Winter 2017
Funding: One-time development funding of $365,000 provided through Fiscal Year 2016/2017 General Fund; Ongoing funding provided through RAP fee.

Resilient Oakland
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IMPLEMENT THE 2016 OAKLAND
COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN
Description
The Mayor’s Comprehensive Community Safety Plan guides the City’s
overall efforts towards increasing safety
through engaging the entire community. The Plan’s theory of change presents
community violence as a public health
challenge. To fulfill the vision of Oakland
as one of the healthiest and safest cities
in the United States, the Plan focuses
on three goals: 1) thriving youth and
families, 2) safe neighborhoods, and 3)
restorative city. These goals range from
providing educational, employment,
and cultural opportunities for youth
most vulnerable to becoming victims or
perpetrators of violence, to accounting
for historical inequities and injustices
that have led to current conditions
of violence and trauma. The Plan
will create a common framework for
collective accountability, aligning the
resources of the City, Oakland Unified
School District and Alameda County
with other government agencies,
community-based organizations and
philanthropy. For each goal developed,
the City will explore setting Key Performance Indicators to track progress
using open data, and will collaborate
with City and County stakeholders,
community partners, and other
members to discuss intent, additional
opportunities, and implementation.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Increases pathways to success for
all young people in Oakland.
`` Improves housing stability and increases economic stability for families.
`` Leads to improved response times
and ratings for police services through
community and resident surveys.
Lead: Office of the Mayor
Partners: Alameda County, Oakland Unified School District
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: Fully funded
Related goals: Increase economic security; Engage youth
in shaping Oakland’s future
Challenges Addressed:
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GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS

PROMOTE RESILIENCE AND EQUITY FOR
OAKLAND’S HIGH-RISK YOUTH AND ADULTS
MOST AFFECTED BY TRAUMA AND VIOLENCE
Oakland’s Resiliency in Communities
After Stress and Trauma (ReCAST)
program seeks to promote resiliency
and equity for Oakland’s high-risk youth
and adults most affected by trauma
and violence. In partnership with a
multi-sector coalition of stakeholders,
the City will work to improve behavioral
health outcomes and reduce trauma
among the highest-risk young people
and their families, empower community
residents, and improve community-police relations. Oakland ReCAST will
build on three City divisions that serve
Oakland’s most marginalized, at-risk
populations in need of trauma-informed
behavioral health supports: Head
Start, Oakland Fund for Children &
Youth, and Oakland Unite, Oakland’s
violence intervention initiative. Together,
these divisions reach over 50,000
young people and families through a
network of local service providers.
The goals of Oakland ReCAST include:
`` Expanding access to trauma-informed
behavioral health services by enhancing use of evidence-based models
among City-funded human service
programs and developing a service
pipeline to County-funded services;
`` Providing coordinated training to
community-based social service
providers and law enforcement
entities to increase use of trauma-informed practices; and

`` Supporting the work of community
partners to address tensions in
law enforcement-community
relations and to promote community resiliency and healing.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Helps to ensure that City services
are meeting residents’ needs.

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

Description

`` Reduces taxpayer costs by
reducing the unnecessary use of
emergency services and jails.
`` Improves health outcomes and
job prospects for individuals and
reduces disruption to families.
Lead: City of Oakland Human
Services Department
Partners: SAMHSA; Alameda County
Behavioral Health Care Agency and
its contracted providers, Oakland
Unified School District, Oakland Police
Department, East Bay Agency for
Children, Office of the Mayor, Chief
Resilience Officer, Alameda Alliance
for Health, and Prevention Institute.
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: The SAMHSA ReCAST award
amount of $5,000,000 from September
30, 2016 to September 29, 2021
Related goals: Responsive government;
Prosperous residents and families
Challenges Addressed:
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GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS

ADVANCE THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
OF OAKLAND YOUTH AND FAMILIES
Description
Oakland Thrives is a citywide effort
with the goal of making Oakland the
healthiest city in the country. The
co-chairs of the Youth Ventures Joint
Powers Authority and leadership of
Kaiser Permanente are partnering with
leaders from the public, business, and
non-profit sectors, the faith community,
and Oakland neighborhoods to take a
cross-sector collaborative approach to
improve health and social determinants
of health. The initiative spans five main
focus areas—health, education, wealth/
income, safety, and housing—all critical
to the long-term well-being of Oakland’s children, youth, and their families.
The initiative is in its initial phase,
and has established the Oakland
Thrives Leadership Council, identifying
short-term actions to produce results
and yield longer-term opportunities,
creating a common agenda to guide
the longer-term effort, and launching
Impact Tables to coordinate ongoing
action. The City will continue to
participate in this group to enhance
coordination between collaborative
efforts already underway in Oakland
and to implement new cross-sectoral
strategies to achieve impact.

Lead: Office of the Mayor
Partners: Alameda County,
Oakland Unified School District,
Kaiser Permanente, FSG
Timeframe: Launched July
Funding: Fully-funded
Related goals: Increase economic security; Engage youth
in shaping Oakland’s future
Challenges Addressed:

`` Provides increased access to schoolbased health care, early childhood
screening, and services informed
by research on youth trauma.
`` Provides improved access to
career pathways, wealth savings,
meaningful employment, and
financial tools for families.
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Benefits to Oakland Residents

GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS

LAUNCH NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS
INITIATIVE TO EXPAND THE REACH OF
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
TRAINING IN UNDERSERVED NEIGHBORHOODS
The City will launch the Neighbors
Helping Neighbors Love Your Block
Program to bolster community preparedness. This program is an innovative partnership with Communities
of Oakland Respond to Emergencies
(CORE), the Office of the Mayor, and
the Oakland Fire Department Emergency Management Services Division.
CORE will deepen engagement in
vulnerable communities by conducting
community outreach events in each City
Council district in Oakland. The events
will include a basic preparedness workshop followed by a build-a-kit session
where participants will have the opportunity to assemble their own emergency
starter kits with supplies. The outreach
associated with “Neighbors Helping
Neighbors Love Your Block” will reach
lower-income, multi-lingual residents,
persons with disabilities, and others
with access and functional needs. The
program will help engage and recruit
community members to take CORE
training, establish CORE neighborhood
groups, or join existing CORE groups.

risks that Oaklanders face, including
extreme heat and sea level rise.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Improves access to disaster response
training, materials, and services.
`` Increases awareness of community
resources, response networks, and
protocol following a disaster event.

STAY ROOTED AND
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Description

`` Enhances neighborhood self-reliance following a major disaster.
Lead: Fire Department, Emergency
Management Services Division
Partners: Cities of Service, Office of
the Mayor, Chief Resilience Officer
Timeframe: Neighbors Helping
Neighbors will be launched in September 2016. Outreach events will
be conducted through April 2017.
Funding: Neighbors helping Neighbors
is funded by a grant from Cities of Service. Funding for further outreach and
program sustainability will be sought.
Related goals: Reduce current and
future climate and seismic risks
Challenges Addressed:

Oakland will also collaborate with other
100RC network cities, San Francisco
and Berkeley, and other Cities of Service
Bay Area Volunteerism Initiative members to share best practices around
expanding the reach of their emergency
preparedness programs. CORE will also
explore ways to expand the curriculum
of the CORE training to increase the
awareness of climate change-related
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PROVIDE GAP FINANCING FOR
AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN TRANSITACCESSIBLE NEIGHBORHOODS
Description
As part of the State of California’s “Cap
and Trade” program, revenue is allocated to the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) program.
AHSC funds land-use, housing, transportation, and land preservation to support infill and compact developments
that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
For the first round of AHSC funding,
based upon an annual Notice of
Funding Availability (NOFA) process, Oakland has applied to fund
seven compact transit-oriented
development-related affordable
housing projects to help increase the
affordable housing pipeline. These
funds would be crucial to providing gap
financing for affordable housing units
in transit-accessible neighborhoods.
Moving forward, the City is in the process of developing a system to identify
and provide commitments towards
projects that would be competitive for
the future AHSC NOFA applications.
By maintaining a steady supply of
competitive AHSC applications, the
City would be able to both address the
need for affordable housing and also
achieve a triple bottom line approach
(economic, social and environmental
benefits) to new developments.
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Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Provides financing for affordable
housing while mitigating the
impact of new developments.
Lead: Housing and Community
Development Department
Partners: Enterprise Community
Partners
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: AHSC funding TBD
Related goals: Promote safe and healthy
neighborhoods; Maximize value of
collective infrastructure investment
Challenges Addressed:
Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

GOAL: INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK

GOAL: INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK

ACQUIRE AND REHABILITATE VACANT,
ABANDONED AND BLIGHTED
PROPERTIES INTO GREEN, HEALTHY, AND
PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOMES
Description

The City is developing opportunities to
support nonprofit organizations to buy
and rehabilitate existing buildings that
house lower-income Oaklanders—and
making them permanently affordable
to current and future residents.
Utilizing funding from Measure KK
(potential infrastructure bond), the
City is pursuing a gap funding subsidy
for developers to maintain these
properties as permanently affordable.

Photo by Laney College Carpentry Department

In addition, the City has also launched
From Blight to Homes, an innovative
pilot partnership with the Alameda
County Tax Collector and affordable
housing developers to turn tax-defaulted, abandoned lots into scattered-site,
affordable rental and ownership
housing for low-income households.
Additionally, the City and County
are working on providing property
tax reductions and relief from outstanding fees and fines—such as fines
associated with code violations—to
make financial assistance to owners
of these properties more effective.

STAY ROOTED AND
THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

The City is exploring several innovative
funding mechanisms and approaches
that realize the triple bottom line of
preserving existing housing stock,
transforming blighted and vacant
properties into productive reuse, and
bringing new affordable units online.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Provides a mechanism to keep
Oaklanders in their homes, while
increasing the affordable housing
stock in a cost-effective manner
and addressing the twin problems
of deteriorating housing conditions
and vacant/abandoned properties.
Lead: Housing and Community
Development Department, Planning
and Building Department
Partners: Affordable Housing Developers, Alameda County Tax Collector’s
Office, California Strategic Growth
Council, Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFIs)
Timeframe: Pending successful
passage of Measure KK
Related goals: Engage youth in
shaping Oakland’s future; Promote
safe and healthy neighborhoods.
Challenges Addressed:
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Oakland’s transportation network, utilities, and
housing stock have helped it achieve a diverse
and booming economy. Yet infrastructure, such
as the storm drainage system and streets, is
under strain and not keeping pace with the
changes and challenges of the 21st century.
Oakland needs to rethink its traditional approach to infrastructure, especially given the City’s strong commitment to renewable energy and
efficiency goals, as well as green infrastructure projects. Though not
addressed in this playbook, Oakland also needs to think about digital
infrastructure and how that relates to smart cities, the “internet of things,”
and greater data collection through sensors, which can also help prioritize
limited capital improvement dollars. Oakland envisions a transformative
approach to creating vibrant, sustainable, and resilient infrastructure.
Oakland will proactively prepare its infrastructure and communities for
climate and seismic risks through physical retrofits, planning, and robust
community engagement. Oakland will use green infrastructure to manage
stormwater, so that while also reducing flood risks, we are also providing
urban greening benefits, such as improved air quality and reduced urban
heat island effects, especially for neighborhoods that have limited access
to parks and green space. Bringing Oakland into the 21st century will
require a significant amount of investment that will need to be generated
in new and creative ways. Oakland will explore piloting new financing
opportunities and seek to replicate the most promising methods.

“The face of
Golden Gate
has changed.”

“The neighborhood is
getting better for small
business owners.”

“People are so
open here.”

“We know
all of our
neighbors.”

“Twenty years
ago there was
nothing here.”

“The park located at the heart
of Chinatown promotes social
activity and programming.”

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

“Infrastructure plays a vital
role for sustained, broadly
shared economic growth
and competitiveness.”

Resilient Oakland
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GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT
AND FUTURE CLIMATE
AND SEISMIC RISKS
Oakland is planning for a future where climate-related hazards are more frequent
and intense, including coastal flooding, watershed flooding, extreme heat, and
drought. In addition, Oakland is preparing for the risk of an earthquake on the
Hayward fault and will continue its efforts to retrofit homes to reduce the loss
of life and property. Some Oakland residents are more vulnerable to climate
and seismic disasters than others, particularly low-income neighborhoods and
communities of color. The City will continue to seek to partner with, and build the
resilience of, those communities.
Action: Demonstrate the retrofit of a city block using Ecoblock principles
Action: Implement the 2016 Update to the Energy and Climate Action Plan
Action: Design and implement a soft-story retrofit program
Action: Implement the Preliminary Sea Level Rise Road Map
Action: Implement high-priority actions from the Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
Action: Assess equity impacts and feasibility of 100-percent clean and
renewable energy
Action: Improve community resilience through risk modeling

GOAL: PROVIDE URBAN
GREENING FOR NEIGHBORHOODS
MOST IN NEED
Green infrastructure can bring many benefits to communities—beyond protecting
and improving water quality entering storm drains, and providing compliance
with Federal and State regulations. Oakland is eager to increase the use of green
infrastructure to provide additional benefits, such as improved air quality, reduced
urban heat island effect, creating habitat, and improving the experience of the
public realm. These are especially important benefits for neighborhoods that have
historically lacked access to parks, creeks, and street trees.
Action: Identify and leverage funding opportunities for Priority
Conservation Areas
Action: Update the Storm Drainage Master Plan to guide future investment in
stormwater management
Action: Prioritize parks and open spaces using resilience-related criteria
Action: Develop a Green Infrastructure Plan to improve social, environmental,
and economic resilience outcomes

$

GOAL: MAXIMIZE VALUE OF
COLLECTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS
BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

While the City is seeking a $600M bond measure in November 2016 for housing
and community infrastructure (Measure KK), the level of infrastructure investment
that Oakland envisions cannot be achieved with traditional investment tools
alone. Oakland will explore and pilot innovative financing mechanisms, and apply
the lessons learned from those pilots more broadly. The City will explore how to
best leverage the City’s budget to partner with residents, businesses, and other
organizations to achieve our goals.
Action: Apply a resilience, mobility, and equity lens to assess and select
capital improvement projects
Action: Explore participation in County’s Community Choice
Aggregation program
Action: Explore innovative financing tools for resilience projects,
including EcoBlocks

Resilient Oakland
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FLAGSHIP ACTION
GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

DEMONSTRATE THE RETROFIT OF A CITY
BLOCK USING ECOBLOCK PRINCIPLES
Description
The EcoBlock project team will work in
close collaboration with the owners and
residents of a small, older residential
neighborhood to retrofit an entire
North Oakland block that includes
approximately 30 older homes, many
subdivided into two to three smaller
units. The project will include implementing deep energy efficiency in all
homes and shared rooftop solar panel,
creating a solar-powered microgrid
with smart controls and onsite energy
storage that can operate autonomously.
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Electricity generated on site will be
sufficient to power electric vehicle
chargers, which may serve as a shared
resource for the community. The
EcoBlock will drive significant water
conservation through rooftop water
harvesting and advanced technologies
to treat and recycle water onsite.
Recycled water will irrigate shared
organic fruit and vegetable gardens and
landscaping to keep the block lush and
mitigate the urban heat-island effect.
The EcoBlock will serve as a prototype,
in the hopes that it can be replicated

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP

HEALTHY
HOUSING

HEALTHY
COMMUNITY

PUBLIC
INFRASTRUCTURE

HEALTHY
ECONOMY

SOCIAL
COHESION

across the nation to transform low- to
moderate-income neighborhoods
to be solar-powered, zero-carbon,
and drought-tolerant, while reducing
stress on the electric grid and the
wastewater treatment system.

Funding: The project was awarded
an initial $1,500,000 planning grant
by the California Energy Commission.
The project team is continuing to
seek additional funds to finance
planning and project development.

Benefits to Oakland Residents

Related goals: Increase economic
security; Promote safe and healthy
neighborhoods; Maximize the value of
collective infrastructure investments

`` Promotes environmental justice by
proving the feasibility and scalability
of transforming the city’s residential
blocks into neighborhoods that are
energy and water secure and resilient.

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

SUSTAINABLE
SAFE
TRANSPORTATION

Challenges Addressed:

Lead: UC Berkeley, Chief Resilience
Officer, Public Works Department,
Planning and Building Department
Partners: Lawrence Berkeley National
Labs, Stanford University, and NASA
Launch Timeframe: Near-term (2 years)
for planning and policy development;
medium (3 to 5 years) for building

Resilient Oakland
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IMPLEMENT THE 2016 UPDATE TO THE
ENERGY AND CLIMATE ACTION PLAN
Description

Benefits to Oakland Residents

The Energy Climate and Action Plan
(ECAP) plan has been updated in
order to:

`` Revives community engagement in
and familiarity with local and citywide
resilience and sustainability issues.

`` Reprioritize action items to accurately
reflect accomplishments to date,
items complete or substantially
underway, new community priorities,
and/or new opportunities and constraints; and

`` Re-establishes a sense of community
ownership over the city’s efforts to
simultaneously combat and adapt to
climate change.

`` Revise language where necessary to
better capture the original intent of
each action item, while accounting
for changes in the economic, social,
technological, or climatic context.

`` Ensures that environmental justice
remains a centerpiece of the City’s
climate agenda.
Lead: Public Works Department

Partners: All City departments;
Chief Resilience Officer, Oakland
Climate Action Coalition and other
Feedback from implementing divisions, engaged community organizations,
partner agencies, community stakehold- business leaders, especially cleantech,
ers, and community business leaders,
green, and small businesses.
will inform the update. The revised
Timeframe: Near-term (1 year) for
ECAP will set priorities for the remainplanning and medium-term (4 years)
ing period leading up to the 2020 goal
for ongoing implementation
year and establish the baseline on
which a 2030 ECAP will be predicated.
Funding: ECAP implementation
is dependent on diverse ongoing
Oakland’s ECAP, adopted by Council
funding for a wide array of actions.
in 2012, was written with extraordinary
community engagement. It contains 175 Related goals: Create more opportuaction items across five thematic areas
nities for collaborative government;
(Building Energy Use, Transportation
Promote safe and healthy neighand Land Use, Materials Use and Waste, borhoods; Provide urban greening
Community Engagement, and Adaptafor neighborhoods most in need.
tion and Resilience to Climate Change),
Challenges Addressed:
61 of which were three-year priorities.
The ECAP aims to achieve a 36 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
relative to 2005 levels by 2020.

GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT A SOFT
STORY REFTROFIT PROGRAM
Oakland is developing a program that
will provide limited financial support to
owners of soft-story apartment buildings for seismic retrofits. This program
will help the City enhance interdepartmental coordination and pilot streamlined processes to expedite soft-story
retrofits. Simultaneously, the City will
continue to explore policy tools, such
as a retrofit ordinance, that would more
effectively mitigate the hazard posed
by un-retrofitted soft-story buildings.
Soft-story apartment buildings are at
particular risk of structural damage or
even collapse from an earthquake due
to a lack of adequate strength in their
first story. They account for approximately 22,000 housing units in Oakland.
To enroll eligible properties in this pilot
program, the City will explore ways
to reach out to owners of soft-story
apartment buildings at risk of earthquake damage, including working with
rental housing associations, print and
media advertising, and direct mail to
owners of eligible buildings identified
during the City’s preliminary screening.
In addition to the soft-story retrofit
program, which targets apartment
buildings of five or more units,
Oakland also received FEMA grant
funding to provide financial assistance
to owner-occupants for seismic
retrofits of one to four unit homes.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Helps prevent human injury, loss of
life, and damage to or loss of housing
units and reduce costs associated
with these negative impacts.

`` Reduces displacement and keeps
residents in their homes following
a major earthquake, helping to
preserve Oakland’s diversity and
reduce the costs of rapidly rehousing displaced residents.
`` Reduces recovery time from
an earthquake as residents in
stable housing can more readily
return to jobs and schools and
contribute to the local economy.
Lead: Housing and Community
Development Department
Partners: Planning and Building Department, FEMA, California Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services.
Timeframe: Outreach and compile
master list of eligible properties from
October 2016 to March 2017. Plan
check, construction, and inspections
from April 2017 to September 2019.
Funding: The City has received
$117,500 from FEMA for Phase I of the
program, which will include outreach
to owners of eligible properties,
establishment of a master inventory
list, and collection of owner consent
agreements. Phase II funding, up
to $2,882,500 for construction and
program implementation, will be
approved by FEMA if Phase I demonstrates that the program is eligible.

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

Description

Related goals: Increase economic
security; Promote safe and healthy
neighborhoods; Maximize the value of
collective infrastructure investments
Challenges Addressed:
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FLAGSHIP ACTION
GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

IMPLEMENT THE PRELIMINARY
SEA LEVEL RISE ROAD MAP
Through the resilience strategy
development process, Oakland has
developed a Preliminary Sea Level
Rise (SLR) Road Map, which includes
priority coordination and adaptation
actions to guide the City’s work in
the near-term (through 2018).
The document seeks to:
`` Summarize the most up-to-date
climate science, relevant policies and
regulations, and vulnerability and risk
assessments conducted to date;
`` Identify information gaps and establish needs for further assessment;
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`` Provide the foundation and
guidance to develop a citywide
SLR adaptation plan; and
`` Identify opportunities for engagement, collaboration, and coordination.
Priority actions are grouped in the categories of: (1) community engagement
and collaboration, (2) regional coordination, (3) understanding neighborhood
vulnerabilities, and (4) enabling
climate-smart development. There are
a total of 22 actions in the Road Map,
three of which are featured below.

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

Description

As also identified in the Energy and
Climate Action Plan (ECAP), the
City will engage with the Oakland
community about SLR impacts, laying
the foundation for public discussion of
future planning decisions and adaptation strategies. In partnership with local
community groups, the City will seek
to communicate information about SLR
impacts to the Oakland community,
particularly those who may be most
vulnerable, such as communities of
color and low-income communities.
Near-term opportunities include the
ECAP Update, Plan Downtown Oakland
outreach, and CORE and Neighbors
Helping Neighbors programs.
Enable and Use
Community-Generated Data
The City will seek opportunities for
residents to provide additional information critical to SLR mapping efforts,
including factors affecting localized
flooding, such as areas of illegal
dumping, infrastructure conditions, and
unique neighborhood attributes. This
activity could be facilitated through a
partnership with a digital provider so
community partners can map neighborhood-specific conditions for inclusion
in SLR adaptation plans and actions.
Identify Funding to Complete Citywide
Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
East Oakland and the Coliseum Area
have undergone vulnerability assessments as part of the Adapting to Rising
Tides Program. In addition, the Port will
be assessing its maritime facilities, and
developing an implementation plan for
near- and long-term SLR adaptation
strategies. Additional community areas
such as West Oakland, the Central
Estuary, and Jack London Square are
also vulnerable and in need of similar
assessments. The City will identify funding to complete vulnerability and risk
assessments for vulnerable areas and
assets that have not yet been studied.
The City will seek to partner with the
Oakland Climate Action Coalition and

other local groups to ensure that residents in Oakland’s vulnerable communities are engaged in the vulnerability
assessment process. In addition, the
City will collaborate with all appropriate
local, County, and regional agencies.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Increases opportunities for residents
to learn about the potential impacts
of SLR on local neighborhoods and
more effectively plan for personal
impacts during storm events.
`` Strengthens communication between
and among residents and the City regarding critical safety issues, and facilitate greater participation among the
community in developing solutions.
`` Helps ensure that the City and
other agencies are taking a coordinated and proactive approach
to SLR adaptation and planning.
Lead: Planning and Building
Department, Public Works Department, Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: Many partners, including
San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission, Bay Area
Regional Collaborative, Alameda
County Flood Control District, Oakland
Climate Action Coalition, Resilient
Communities Initiative, Port of Oakland,
East Bay Regional Park District, Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Pacific Institute, among others.
Timeframe: 2016 to 2018
Funding: Oakland is seeking funding
to complete many of the actions

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

Communicate SLR Risks
to the Community

Related goals: Build community
engagement and trust in decision-making; Create more opportunities for
collaborative government; Use data to
drive decisions; Promoting safe and
healthy neighborhoods; Maximize value
of collective infrastructure investments.
Challenges Addressed:

Resilient Oakland
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IMPLEMENT HIGH-PRIORITY ACTIONS FROM
THE LOCAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Description
Oakland will prioritize the 21 mitigation
strategies outlined in Oakland’s 2016
to 2021 Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
(LHMP). Mitigation strategies in the
LHMP include retrofitting building and
facilities to reduce earthquake risks,
infrastructure improvements to reduce
temporary flooding and permanent inundation, fire prevention strategies, and
emergency planning and preparedness.
These mitigation strategies seek to
reduce potential damage to infrastructure and the dislocation and disruption
to Oaklanders' lives resulting from a
hazard. In addition, the LHMP seeks to
ensure that all future Specific Plans and
General Plan updates include an analysis of projected sea level rise and other
hazards that are projected to become
more extreme as a result of climate
change, and where necessary, incorporate appropriate mitigation strategies.
The plan recognizes that climate
change threatens Oakland with both
discrete shocks (coastal floods,
increased wildfire risks) and continual
or periodic stresses (rising seas and
droughts). Oakland’s low-income residents, communities of color, the elderly,
and children may be disproportionately
vulnerable to these increasing threats.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Reduces the loss of life and property
from hazards.
`` Improves recovery time in the event of
a disaster and safeguards Oakland’s
economic welfare, reducing dislocation and disruption.
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`` Preserves environmental quality
by minimizing damage to natural
resources from identified hazards.
Lead: The implementation of actions will
be led by various departments, including Planning and Building Department,
Public Works Department, Fire Department (Emergency Management Services Division) and the Port of Oakland
Partners: Federal Emergency Management Agency, State of California
Office of Emergency Services , Association of Bay Area Governments
Timeframe: 2016 to 2021
Funding: Oakland is seeking
funding to implement several
of the mitigation strategies
Related goals: Promoting safe and
healthy neighborhoods; Provide
urban greening for neighborhoods
most in need; Maximize value of
collective infrastructure investments
Challenges Addressed:

Photo courtesy of BART, http://www.bart.gov/sites/default/files/314115639_622b2ff12c.jpg
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GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

ASSESS EQUITY IMPACTS AND FEASIBILITY OF
100-PERCENT CLEAN AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
Description

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` This assessment has the potential
to increase equity conditions
for all residents by proactively
addressing impacts on this issue.
`` Implementation of the assessment
may improve economic and job
development prospects, reduce
the potential for inequities in siting
energy facilities, and increase
fairness in the delivery of new
technologies, improvements, and
infrastructure related to energy.

Lead: Public Works Department,
Chief Resilience Officer, and
community-based organizations
Partners: Sierra Club, Solutions Project,
Center for Social Inclusion, Urban
Sustainability Directors Network,
foundations, and philanthropies
Timeframe: Near-term (1 to 2
years) for analysis, coordination,
and solution development

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

The City of Oakland is working with
community based organizations, philanthropies, nonprofits, and the Urban Sustainability Directors Network to assess
the equity impacts of transitioning to a
100-percent electricity supply provided
by renewable energy. A future powered
by renewable energy has the potential
to lower greenhouse gases and mitigate
against the potentially devastating consequences of climate change. However,
the transition to this future must be
managed in ways that address historic
inequities in the way energy is provided.
This includes the impacts associated
with the siting of renewable energy
facilities such as solar photovoltaic and
geothermal systems, the cost implications for low-income households, and
the workforce impacts of transitioning
from existing power sources. Additional
issues will likely arise as community
groups discuss the issue and identify
the ways in which energy affects the
lives of people of color and low income
communities. This work remains in
early stage, as the City and its partners
seek additional financing, organizational
alignment, and strategy guidance.

Funding: Oakland was selected
as part of a Kresge-funded study
of equity impacts in renewable
energy in 2016. Additional studies
funding City and community-based
organizations are being pursued.
Related goals: Increase economic security; Promote safe
and healthy neighborhoods
Challenges Addressed:

Resilient Oakland
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IMPROVE COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
THROUGH RISK MODELING
Description
The City of Oakland will explore
launching a pilot project to more
effectively integrate risk assessment
and mitigation planning resources
into the larger array of community
planning processes. This will include
working with the community to identify
appropriate “points of intervention” for
the integration of relevant models, tools,
and methods into the local planning
process. Efforts will be made to ensure
that a reasonable number of community
planning examples are used in order to
capture a sufficient range of points of
intervention and subsequent strategies
relevant to all applicable planning areas.
The end result is to identify opportunities for identifying and reducing hazard
risks in support of the overall mission
of supporting community resilience.
Example 1: Integrate new risk reduction
models, tools, and methods into
existing plans such as the General
Plan, neighborhood and area plans,
green infrastructure planning processes, etc., as may be appropriate.
Example 2: Introduce approaches that can be “banked” for
integrating into the next 5-year
hazard mitigation plan update.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
City staffers, stakeholders, partners,
and residents of the City of Oakland
and Alameda County will benefit
from an increased awareness of the
models, tools, and methods available
to enhance community resilience.
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These resources will be used to further
integrate risk reduction principles
and practices into a wide array of
existing community planning processes.
Specific opportunities may include
tools for environmental justice, green
infrastructure, and any perceived
“gaps” in local planning resources.
Lead: Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Office for Coastal Management; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development Office
of Policy Development and Research;
American Planning Association; Association of State Floodplain Managers; National Association of Counties; AECOM
Timeframe: Fall 2016
Funding: Paid for by the
partners listed above
Related goals: Apply data-driven
principles to inform decision-making;
Promote safe and healthy neighborhoods; Provide urban greening
for neighborhoods most in need
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland
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GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE RISKS

GOAL: PROVIDE URBAN GREENING FOR NEIGHBORHOODS MOST IN NEED

IDENTIFY AND LEVERAGE FUNDING
OPPORTUNITES FOR PRIORITY
CONSERVATION AREAS
Description

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

AA is projected to raise about $25
million per year to restore wetlands
The City and its community partners will
and protect shorelines throughout the
seek to identify and leverage funding
nine-county San Francisco Bay Area.
opportunities for investing in Priority
Conservation Areas (PCAs) using
Benefits to Oakland Residents
the equity checklist adopted by City
`` Generates investment in parks,
Council resolution and developed by
open space, creek restoration,
the Oakland Climate Action Coalition,
rain gardens, green streets and
as a framework for prioritization.
other forms of urban greening.
City staff will work with community
leaders to develop a formal community `` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities.
engagement process for prioritizing
projects and allocating funding, which
`` Ensures that City planners have
will be informed by the work done
a more complete picture of the
under Action: Develop principles for
conservation, restoration, and
community engagement in Oakland.
environmental justice needs of
disadvantaged communities.
PCAs are prioritized by regional
agencies for targeted investments
`` Increases equity in allocation of
in parks, urban greening, nature
climate and resilience resources.
preservation and rehabilitation,
Lead: Public Works Department,
recreation activities, planning efforts,
Planning and Building Departand other programs. A recent update
ment, Chief Resilience Officer
to Plan Bay Area30 has allowed PCAs
Partners: Oakland Climate Action
to be designated to provide funding
Coalition, Association of Bay
opportunities for urban greening
Area Governments, San Francisco
which includes, creek and habitat
Bay Restoration Authority
protection, use of plants and soil to
treat stormwater and improving food
Timeframe: Near-term (1 to 3 years)
sources in urban environments.
Funding: The City and partners will
The designation of Oakland’s PCAs had seek funding guided by the equity
significant contribution from community checklist, including Measure AA grants
stakeholders, including neighborhoods
Related goals: Increase ecochallenged by environmental impacts,
nomic security; Promote safe
food access, and parks deficits.
and healthy neighborhoods
Measure AA, the “San Francisco Bay
Challenges Addressed:
Clean Water, Pollution Prevention and
Habitat Restoration Program,”is also
a potential funding opportunity for
possible Oakland PCA projects. Measure
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UPDATE THE STORM DRAINAGE MASTER
PLAN TO GUIDE FUTURE INVESTMENT
IN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Description
The City of Oakland will develop an
updated Storm Drainage Master Plan
(SDMP) that will include a comprehensive asset management system and
state-of-the art modeling that evaluates
how the system performs under different storm scenarios and incorporates
precipitation changes and sea level
rise due to climate change. The City’s
existing 2006 SDMP, has fallen out of
date and the storm drainage system is
in critical need of maintenance, repairs,
and upgrades. The SDMP will be used to
identify critical maintenance and improvement projects that will reduce potentially costly and dangerous flooding.
Benefits to Oakland Residents
The updated SDMP aims to be a living
document that is continuously updated `` Neighborhoods and streets are
as a vital tool for guiding investment
less likely to flood during storm
in the City’s storm drainage system.
events, reducing the risk of damage
to homes, injury, or disruption
Because of the topography of Oakland,
to transit or daily routines.
flooding hotspots typically coincide
with low-income neighborhoods.
Lead: Public Works Department
The City will explore using an equity
Partners: Alameda County Flood
checklist to guide the project prioritiControl and Water Conservation District
zation process, potentially overlaying
socio-economic data with modeling
Timeframe: Near-term (1 to 2 years)
on flooding hotspots and other
Funding: Public Works Department is
known stormwater problem areas. As
working to identify a funding source
described in the Oakland Preliminary
Related goals: Promote safe and
Sea Level Rise Road Map, the City will
healthy neighborhoods; Apply daalso seek opportunities for residents
ta-driven principles to decision-making;
of Oakland neighborhoods to provide
Maximize the impact of collective
information on factors affecting
infrastructure investment
localized flooding. This activity could
be facilitated through a partnership
with an online engagement platform,
so community members can map
hot spots for creek or coastal-caused
flooding they are already experiencing in their neighborhoods.
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Challenges Addressed:
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GOAL: PROVIDE URBAN GREENING FOR NEIGHBORHOODS MOST IN NEED

PRIORITIZE PARKS AND OPEN SPACES
USING RESILIENCE-RELATED CRITERIA
The City is developing conceptual plans
and budgets for approximately 20 Parks
and Open Space projects (including
park facilities) as part of a Parks Project
Prioritization Development program.
The plan will allow the City to define
scopes and complete preliminary
design and cost estimates for projects,
which is instrumental in positioning
the City for grant opportunities. The
sites will be evaluated against a range
of resilience related criteria including
equity, health and safety, environmental
and economic performance, and
operation and maintenance feasibility.
Community engagement will be
an integral part of the process. The
Office of Parks and Recreation (OPR)
holds annual feedback sessions with
communities throughout the City and
receives feedback from the public who
provides input through Council Offices
about local parks and recreational
facilities. Staff maintains communication
with numerous community groups
and non-profit organizations, such
as Oakland Park Coalition, Oakland
Parks and Recreation Foundation,
Measure DD Coalition, to understand
the priorities and concerns. Having
the Park Project Prioritization list has
allowed community groups to support
and focus on priorities as well as
partner with the City to implement
some of the projects. During the project
development process, consultants
will work with staff to incorporate
limited outreach to users for input in
determining project scopes. When
project funds are obtained, expanded

outreach and design confirmation and
refinement will be incorporated as part
of the project implementation process.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Greater impact and benefit of investments in park improvement projects.
`` Improved access to park
and recreation facilities.
Lead: Public Works Department
Partners: Parks and Recreation
Department, Oakland Parks
and Recreation Foundation
Timeframe: Plan will be
complete in early 2017
Funding: General Fund (funded);
implementation of the projects could be
funded through Measure KK (potential
infrastructure bond). This Bond will ask
voters in November 2016 to invest as
much as $600M in safer streets and
sidewalks, improved libraries and parks,
and upgrades to Oakland’s public safety
buildings and fire stations—to renovate
them, make them more environmentally
sustainable and less costly to maintain.
In addition, the City can leverage the
bond fund for potential capital improvement funds such as grants, foundations,
donations, and state bonds.

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

Description

Related goals: Promote safe and
healthy neighborhoods; Use data to
drive decisions; Maximize the impact
of collective infrastructure investment.
Challenges Addressed:

Resilient Oakland
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FLAGSHIP ACTION
GOAL: PROVIDE URBAN GREENING FOR NEIGHBORHOODS MOST IN NEED

DEVELOP A GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
TO IMPROVE SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL,
AND ECONOMIC OUTCOMES
Description
Green infrastructure (GI) is an approach
to stormwater management that
protects, restores, or mimics the natural
water cycle. In addition to improving
San Francisco Bay water quality, GI
provides co-benefits such as the
creation/protection of open space,
reduced urban heat-island effect,
improved air quality, and reduced flood
risks. The City is developing a GI Plan
to identify areas of opportunity and
standards for inclusion of GI in public
capital projects, such as streetscape
renovations, parks projects, and parking
lot retrofits. Opportunity areas for GI
projects will be informed by multiple
criteria, such as ability to meet regulatory requirements, cost efficiency, space
availability, and equity considerations.
Not only will the GI Plan ensure that
the City complies with Clean Water Act
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requirements, it will also be a multi-faceted guide for the City’s GI efforts.
The City is also exploring the development of an integrated project development process as a part of this plan
to help integrate GI into City plans and
to enhance effective communication
between departments, and vertically
between the City Council, Office of
the Mayor, Department of Transportation, and Planning and Engineering
and Operations. The process would
include the following actions:
`` Creating a Resilience Delivery Team
for design review: this would be a
multi-discipline, cross-departmental
group comprised of internal staff
members (including planners,
environmental, maintenance/
operations, etc.) that will review
projects during their early development phase for GI opportunities;

`` Preparing design and implementation
guidance for inclusion of green infrastructure in transportation projects.
May be incorporated as a chapter in
Oakland’s Complete Streets Plan.
As part of this process, the City will also
seek funding to develop an Urban Forestry Master Plan (UFMP), which would
include an overall tree planting goal
and annual target, to expand the urban
forest and provide a variety of benefits,
including improving air quality and carbon sequestration. As part of the UFMP,
the City will look for opportunities
to incorporate stormwater tree wells
into tree planting areas to maximize
the benefits that could be achieved
through the planting of additional trees.
The City will also explore using digital
cost-benefit tools to demonstrate the
triple bottom line (economic, social,
and environmental) benefits of GI
projects. For example, AutoCASE is
useful for determining triple bottom line
returns associated with infrastructure
projects at sizes ranging from small
(e.g., $500,000) to extremely large ($1
billion+). Including the valuation of sustainability benefits, in additional to more
traditional financial returns, can help the
City maximize the benefits of its investments in grey and green infrastructure
for Oakland’s residents and businesses.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Improves water quality of
local creeks, lakes and the San
Francisco Bay for safer recreation
and healthier ecosystems.

`` Increases urban greening amenities
in Oakland neighborhoods contributing to general improvement in
the public realm including aesthetic
improvements and better liveability.
`` Improves neighborhood safety
through increased walkability
and reduced traffic.
`` Improves health-related issues
such as reduced air pollution,
lower ambient air temperature.
Lead: Public Works Department,
Stormwater Management Division, Chief Resilience Officer
Partners: Planning and Building
Department, Engineering and
Operations Division, Transportation
Department, Environmental Services
Division, Tree Services Division, Alameda County Flood Control District,
Association of Bay Area Governments,
San Francisco Estuary Institute
Timeframe: Framework for the Green
Infrastructure Plan prepared by
June 2017. Final Green Infrastructure Plan completed by 2019.
Funding: No existing dedicated
source of funding for the planning,
design, or implementation of Green
Infrastructure. The City hopes to
leverage existing resources by incorporating GI wherever possible with other
planned capital improvement projects
(streetscapes, facility renovations, park
improvements) and will seek funding
through grants and other sources.
Related goals: Promote safe and
healthy neighborhoods; Create more
opportunities for collaborative government; Maximize the value of collective
infrastructure investment; Apply data-driven principles to decision-making

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

`` Developing a detailed project
checklist: this would illustrate the
entire typical project development
cycle steps, including: funding
sources/conditions, planning, design,
construction and O&M; and including
actions available that will act to
ease integration of GI features into
a range of project types; and

Challenges Addressed:

`` Reduces the risk of flooding and
resultant disruption of services
and damage to properties.
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APPLY A RESILIENCE, MOBILITY AND
EQUITY LENS TO ASSESS AND SELECT
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Description
The City Council adopted legislation
submitting Meausre KK (potential
infrastructure bond) to the voters
in November 2016. The legislation
requires the City to consider four
areas when choosing bond funded
projects: 1) social and geographic
equity, 2) how projects address the
City’s core capital assets, 3) how
projects maintain or decrease existing
operation and maintenance costs,
and 4) how projects address energy
consumption, mobility, and resilience.
Additionally, as the City conducts
its biennial Capital Improvement
Plan, the City will explore
establishing an integrated and
holistic Resilience Delivery Team
that builds City’s capacity to:
`` Aim for equitable outcomes;
`` Leverage actions across a broad
group of stakeholders;
`` Consider cross-jurisdictional
implications (i.e., intercity,
regional, national, global);

Lead: City of Oakland

`` Consider impacts of multiple
shocks and stresses identified
through a broad risk and
hazard assessment; and

Timeframe: Launch Fall 2016

`` Aim for short, medium, and
long-term triple bottom line
benefits including economic,
environmental, and social goals.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Ensures equity in the capital
improvement planning process.
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`` Integrates planning processes
to achieve multiple benefits,
including climate action and other
resilience activities to help the City
and its partners fulfill Oakland’s
resilience goals more holistically
in the short and long term.
Partners: Oakland community
organizations, Rebuild by Design
Funding: Internal and external resources
Related goals:Promote safe and
healthy neighborhoods; Promote
urban greening for neighborhoods
most in need; Apply data-driven
principles to decision-making
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

GOAL: MAXIMIZE VALUE OF COLLECTIVE
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

GOAL: MAXIMIZE VALUE OF COLLECTIVE
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

SUPPORT ESTABLISHING A JOINT
POWERS AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY
CHOICE AGGREGATION PROGRAM
Description

The CCA program is designed to create
equity in delivering clean energy. To
ensure that the community’s voice
is reflected in the JPA, a Community
Advisory Board has been established
with its head serving as a non-voting
member on the JPA Board of Directors.
The CCA's feasibility study gave specific
analysis of the impact of the CCA on
creating local solar jobs. CCA’s have
the ability to create local programs
to support electric vehicles, energy
efficiency upgrades, and other projects
that replace aging infrastructure in
Oakland. By focusing on local clean
energy projects, East Bay Community Energy could also spur local job
growth, with estimates between 160
to 455 average annual jobs in the
construction sector, and 752 to 1,617
total average annual jobs in the County.
The JPA further provides a priority
for prevailing wage and union jobs.

Benefits to Oakland Residents
`` Lowers electricity bills and reduces
greenhouse gas emissions for the
entire community, and supports
Oakland’s equitable transition
to a clean energy economy.
`` Creates hundreds of local jobs,
including in the construction sector.

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND
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Alameda County, with input from its
cities, is considering forming a Joint
Powers Agency (JPA) to purchase
and sell electricity to its residents
and businesses as a Community
Choice Aggregator (CCA), under the
name East Bay Community Energy.
This program would allow East Bay
Community Energy to serve as the
provider of electricity for the residents
and businesses of each city and county
that chooses to participate. East Bay
Community Energy would increase the
amount of renewable energy provided
to residents, lowering the carbon
footprint of homes and businesses.

Lead: City of Oakland
Partners: Oakland community
organizations, Rebuild by Design
Timeframe: Launch Fall 2016
Funding: N/A
Related goals: Promote safe and
healthy neighborhoods;Promote
urban greening for neighborhoods
most in need; Apply data-driven
principles to decision-making
Challenges Addressed:
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EXPLORE INNOVATIVE FINANCING TOOLS FOR
RESILIENCE PROJECTS, INCLUDING ECOBLOCKS

Description

Benefits to Oakland Residents

Any innovative resilient project or
initiative will require new thinking
around how to leverage assets and
financial tools to make it sustainable.
Oakland’s resilience depends on the
ability to reliably finance adaptation to
a rapidly changing and complex future.

`` Enabling City staff to pursue traditional and nontraditional financing for
climate action and other resilience
activities will help the City and its
partners fulfill Oakland’s resilience
goals faster and more sustainably.

As part of the EcoBlock project,
the City is working with the State
Treasurer’s Office, UC Berkeley, and
other public finance experts to explore
innovative business and financing
models, such as eco-Community
Facilities Districts or other types of
financing districts. The purpose is
to finance and scale deployment of
clean and renewable technologies and
seismic retrofits to adapt Oakland’s
housing sector. As part of the EcoBlock
project, the City and project partners
will develop new financing frameworks
and tools to scale of EcoBlock
throughout Oakland and beyond.

Partners: State Treasurer’s
Office, UC Berkeley

Lead: City Administrator’s Office

Timeframe: Fall 2017
Funding: N/A
Related goals: Apply data-driven
principles for decision making; Provide
urban greening for neighborhoods
most in need; Reduce current and
future climate and seismic risks
Challenges Addressed:

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland

BUILD A MORE VIBRANT
AND CONNECTED OAKLAND

GOAL: MAXIMIZE VALUE OF COLLECTIVE
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

BUILD A MORE CONNECTED
AND VIBRANT CITY

Photo by Greg Linhares, City of Oakland
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APPENDIX A: DEVELOPING
THE RESILIENT OAKLAND PLAYBOOK
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Resilient Oakland

Developing Resilient Oakland has been a demanding
two-year process due to the range of immediate
and long-term economic, social and environmental
challenges facing Oakland. The strategy development
has involved the participation of many City staff
across different departments, regional agencies,
and members of local community organizations.
The first phase of the process led to the
Preliminary Resilience Assessment (PRA),
which reviewed Oakland’s existing level of
OA K L A N D
resilience and identified high-priority areas
preliminary
for future study as part of the second
resilience
phase. The PRA development process
assessment
involved a number of distinct exercises engaging a cross-departmental City working
team to ensure the breadth and depth of
current resilience efforts, as well as current
risks faced by the City and community,
were understood and documented. The
process included a day-long event held
in March 2015 to launch Resilient Oakland
and the 2015 Community Resilience Challenge led by Bay Localize, now Rooted in
Resilience. This gave over 120 participants
invited from local community groups, regional organizations and City departments
the opportunity to hear from speakers on
some of Oakland’s main resilience challenges, such as social and economic inequity (from Urban Strategies Council), food equity and access to basic needs (from
the Food Policy Council), housing (from Causa Justa and City of Oakland) and
sea level rise (from the Bay Conservation and Development Commission). Participants also took part in an interactive working session to identify, prioritize and
then rate the most important factors that contribute to a more resilient Oakland.
NOVEMBER 2015

A key output of the PRA was identifying five discovery areas around
which the second phase of work was focused, with the goal of identifying actions that could help build a more resilient Oakland:
`` Prosperous Residents and Families: Promote the prosperity of residents and
families through a more coordinated and comprehensive approach to increasing
access to good jobs, building wealth, and fostering economic development.
`` Staying Rooted in Oakland: Identify what long-term residents of Oakland
(especially the most vulnerable) need to be able to stay and what new residents
need to be able to integrate in a way that preserves and reinforces community
character.
`` Living in Safe and Secure Neighborhoods: Identify innovative approaches for
reducing violent crime and building community trust in law enforcement
and justice.
`` Benefiting from Public Infrastructure: Identify which public infrastructure projects will have the most impact on resilience and determine how they should be
coordinated, sequenced, and financed.

Photo by Ayushi Roy, City of Oakland

`` Recovering Quickly from Adversity: Identify what Oakland’s most vulnerable
residents need to build their personal and community resilience.

Resilient Oakland
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Integral to the work within each of these discovery areas was to consider how
Oakland should redefine how it engages with the community, works across City
departments, and uses data in its everyday work. Consequently, creating the
Resilient Oakland playbook involved a number of working group meetings around
each of these discovery areas to define potential actions for inclusion. Key meetings included:
`` A workshop bringing together landlords, tenants, City staff facilitated by frog
design to identify opportunities for improving the Rent Adjustment Program
`` Two meetings of a sea level rise working group to review current sea level rise
activities and contribute to the development of a sea level rise road map to help
Oakland become better prepared now for future sea level rise
`` An interdepartmental meeting to consider current barriers and opportunities to
integrating more green infrastructure into underserved areas of the city
`` A meeting to evaluate progress to date and to update the Energy and Climate
Action Plan
`` A series of workshops by West Oakland Environmental Indicators Project,
Streetwyze, the City and Rebuild by Design to collaborate on how to develop a
new mode of community engagement for the City of Oakland and its residents
`` Meetings with IHS Markit and staff from City departments to review economic
development and workforce development data analysis and strategies
`` A meeting about data visualization with Oakland Police Department and Bayes
Impact, as part of the City’s Startup in Residence Program
`` Meetings with Greenlining and Urban Strategies Council to discuss financial
inclusion data analysis and strategies
`` Two Oakland Economic Security & Wealth Building Working Group meetings
to discuss how to deepen the City’s collective impact work in Oakland around
economic resilience
`` A series of roundtables as part of Oakland Thrives run by the Youth Ventures
Joint Powers Authority and leaders from the public, business, and nonprofit
sectors, the faith community, and Oakland neighborhoods to take a cross-sector
collaborative approach to health, education, and wealth/income for the long
term well-being of Oakland’s children, youth and their families
`` An interdepartmental resilience visioning session facilitated by FSG underwritten by Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities
Additionally, the City of Oakland is grateful for the number of partners through the 100 Resilient Cities program and beyond which have
provided over $750,000 worth of services (at no cost to the City)
including IHS Markit, Rebuild by Design, Streetwyze, frog design, Impact
Infrastructure/Autodesk, Jump Associates, Vision Architecture, Data Eaters,
AECOM and services still to be realized by Veolia and NOAA/HUD.
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Appendix B: Summary of Actions
Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

THEME: BUILD A MORE TRUSTWORTHY AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT
GOAL: DESIGN EQUITABLE AND MEASURABLE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Challenges Addressed:
Develop principles for
community engagement
in Oakland

City
Administrator’s
Office

Pro bono services
provided by
Rebuild by Design
and Streetwyze

Fall 2016

`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning

Pursue Partners
for Places Equity
Pilot to support
ongoing collaborative
engagement

City of Oakland
Public Works
Department

Funding needed

Near-term
(1 to 2 years)

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders

Improve use of metrics
to promote equitable
outcomes

City
Administrator’s
Office

Rockefeller
Foundation

Near-term
(1 to 2 years)

`` Meets basic needs
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Ensures public health services
`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Ensures social stability
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities

GOAL: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATIVE GOVERNMENT

Challenges Addressed:
Open a Civic Design
Lab for problem solving
across City departments
in collaboration with
partners
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City
Administrator’s
Office

Open Architecture
Collaborative,
blink!LAB,
Courtenay Skott

Fall 2016

`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders

Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

Implement integrated
actions through
Resilience Delivery
Teams

City
Administrator’s
Office, Chief
Resilience
Officer

N/A

Winter 2016

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities

Strengthen regional
resilience through
innovative partnerships,
programs, and pilots

City of Oakland,
Chief Resilience
Officer

N/A

Ongoing

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management

Design a digital service
center focused on public
needs

City
Administrator’s
Office

Phases I and II
funded; ongoing
funding needed

Winter 2017

`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Ensures continuity of
critical services
`` Promotes reliable
communications

GOAL: APPLY DATA-DRIVEN PRINCIPLES TO INFORM DECISION-MAKING

Challenges Addressed:
Measure performance
to improve the City's
resilience decisionmaking

City
Administrator’s
Office

Pro bono support
from Data Eaters

Spring 2017

`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning

Identify Key Performance
Indicators for digital
services, such as the Rent
Adjustment Program

City
Administrator’s
Office, Chief
Resilience
Officer

N/A

Spring 2017

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management

GOAL: ENGAGE YOUTH IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF OAKLAND

Challenges Addressed:
Launch Y-PLAN
Resiliency Challenge to
support engagement
with Oakland youth

Y-PLAN, UC
Berkeley’s
Center for Cities
+ Schools

Haas Fund,
The California
Endowment

Spring 2017

`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Empowes a broad range
of stakeholders
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
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Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

Grow and support
resilience internships
and apprenticeships
through the Mayor’s
Classrooms2Careers
Program

Office of the
Mayor, Chief
Resilience
Officer

Corporate
sponsorships and
other funding
sources

Winter 2017

`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities

Educate Oakland
youth about resilience
issues and the future of
Oakland through arts and
storytelling

City
Administrator’s
Office, Chief
Resilience
Officer

Pro bono
support by Vision
Architecture, Inc.;
funding by 100RC;
ongoing funding
needed

Fall 2016

`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
`` Promotes leadership

THEME: STAY ROOTED AND THRIVE IN OUR TOWN

$

GOAL: INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY

Challenges Addressed:
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Support asset building
for low-income parents
and children through
Oakland Promise College
Savings Initiatives

Office of the
Mayor, CIty
of Oakland
Director of
Education,
Project Director
for Oakland
Promise
College Savings
Initiatives

City of Oakland,
philanthropy,
corporate
sponsorships

Anticipate
program
launch early
2017

`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Promotes social stability

Create pathways to
career success for young
men and women of color

East Bay
Community
Foundation,
Oakland Unified
School District,
local colleges
and universities,
local employers,
Urban
Strategies
Council,
PolicyLink, Bay
Area Council,
Oakland Thrives

Philanthropy,
corporate
sponsorships

Ongoing

`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Promotes social stability

Design a suite of
inclusive economic
development services
to help entrepreneurs of
color gain equal footing
in Oakland’s economy

Office of the
Mayor, City
of Oakland
Economic and
Workforce
Development
Office

Philanthropy,
savings from
prioritizing
and leveraging
resources

Winter 2017

`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Fosters economic prosperity
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Action Name

Lead

Align economic
resilience goals with the
Oakland Thrives wealth
impact table

Office of the
Mayor, Director
of Equity
and Strategic
Partnerships

Funding
Ongoing

Timeframe
Fall 2016

Resilience Value
`` Fosters long-term and

integrated planning
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Fosters economic prosperity

GOAL: PROMOTE SAFE AND HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS

Challenges Addressed:
Redesign digital service
for Oakland’s Rent
Adjustment Program to
mitigate displacement

Housing and
Community
Development
Department,
City
Administrator’s
Office

One-time
development
funding of
$365,000 provided
through Fiscal Year
2016/2017 General
Fund; Ongoing
funding provided
through RAP fee.

Winter 2017

`` Provides better access to information on housing services.
`` Produces more efficient and
effective City services.

Implement the 2016
Oakland Comprehensive
Community Safety Plan

Office of the
Mayor

Fully funded

Fall 2016

`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Enhances social stability
`` Improves public
health services
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders

Promote resilience and
equity for Oakland’s
high-risk youth and
adults most affected by
trauma and violence

City of Oakland
Human Services
Department

SAMHSA
ReCAST award of
$5,000,000 from
September 30,
2016 to September
29, 2021

Fall 2016

`` Enhances social stability
and health outcomes for
vulnerable populations.
`` Enables more effective
service provision
`` Provides improved access
to health services
`` Supports individual, family,
and neighborhood stability

Advance the health and
well-being of Oakland
youth and families

Office of the
Mayor

Fully funded

Launched
July 2016

`` Ensures public health services
`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Ensure social stability

Launch Neighbors
Helping Neighbors
initiative to expand the
reach of emergency
preparedness and
response training
in underserved
neighborhoods

Emergency
Management
Services
Division

Cities of Service
grant. Funding for
further outreach
and program
sustainability will
be sought

Neighbors
Helping
Neighbors will
be launched
in September
2016.
Outreach
events will be
conducted
through April
2017.

`` Improves the continuity
of critical services and
meeting basic needs
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
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Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

GOAL: INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK

Challenges Addressed:
Provide gap financing
for affordable housing
in transit-accessible
neighborhoods

Housing and
Community
Development
Department

AHSC funding TBD

Fall 2016

`` Meets basic needs (housing)
`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Improves social stability

Acquire and rehabilitate
vacant, abandoned and
blighted properties
into green, healthy, and
permanently affordable
homes

Housing and
Community
Development
Department,
Planning
and Building
Department

Measure KK
(potential
infrastructure
bond), CDFIs,
TBD

Pending
successful
passage of
Measure KK

`` Meets basic needs (housing)
`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Promotes social stability

THEME: BUILD A MORE VIBRANT AND CONNECTED OAKLAND
GOAL: REDUCE CURRENT AND FUTURE CLIMATE AND SEISMIC RISKS

Challenges Addressed:
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Demonstrate the retrofit
of a city block using
EcoBlock principles

UC Berkeley;
Chief Resilience
Officer,
Public Works
Department,
Planning
and Building
Department

Initial $1,500,000
planning
grant from the
California Energy
Commission.
Additional
funds sought to
finance planning
and project
development.

Near-term
(2 years)
for planning
and policy
development;
medium (3 to
5 years) for
building

`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Ensures continuity of
critical services
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning

Implement the 2016
Update to the Energy
and Climate Action Plan

Public Works
Department

ECAP
implementation
is dependent on
diverse ongoing
funding for a wide
array of actions.

Near-term
(1 year) for
planning and
medium-term
(4 years)
for ongoing
implementation

`` Fosters economic prosperity
`` Support livelihoods
and employment
`` Promotes long-term and
integrated planning
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
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Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

Design and implement
a soft story reftrofit
program

Housing and
Community
Development
Department

$117,500 FEMA
grant for Phase I
of the program,
which will include
outreach to
owners of eligible
properties,
establishment of a
master inventory
list, and collection
of owner consent
agreements.
Phase II funding,
up to $2,882,500
for construction
and program
implementation,
will be approved
by FEMA if Phase
I demonstrates
that the program is
eligible.

Outreach
and compile
master list
of eligible
properties
from October
2016 to
March 2017.
Plan check,
construction,
and
inspections
from April
2017 to
September
2019.

`` Meets basic needs
`` Ensures continuity of
critical services

Implement the
Preliminary Sea Level
Rise Road Map

Planning
and Building
Department,
Public Works
Department,
Chief Resilience
Officer

Oakland is
seeking funding to
complete many of
the actions

2016 to 2018

`` Improves the continuity
of critical services in the
case of a major disaster
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Empowers a broad range
of stakeholders to increase
personal resilience

Implement high-priority
actions from the Local
Hazard Mitigation Plan

Planning
and Building
Department,
Public Works
Department,
Fire Department
(Emergency
Management
Services
Division) and
the Port of
Oakland

Oakland is
seeking funding to
implement several
of the mitigation
strategies

2016 to 2021

`` Improves the continuity
of critical services
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Enhances natural and
manmade assets

Assess equity impacts
and feasibility of
100-percent clean and
renewable energy

Public Works
Department,
Chief Resilience
Officer, and
communitybased
organizations

Oakland was
selected as part
of a Kresgefunded study of
equity impacts
in renewable
energy in 2016.
Additional studies
funding City and
community-based
organizations are
being pursued.

Near-term (1
to 2 years)
for analysis,
coordination,
and solution
development

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities

Improving community
resilience through risk
modeling

Chief Resilience
Officer

Fully funded

Fall 2016

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
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Action Name

Lead

Funding

Timeframe

Resilience Value

GOAL: PROVIDE URBAN GREENING FOR NEIGHBORHOODS MOST IN NEED

Challenges Addressed:
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Identify and leverage
funding opportunites for
Priority Conservation
Areas

Public Works
Department,
City of Oakland
Planning
and Building
Department,
Chief Resilience
Officer

The City and
partners will seek
funding guided
by the equity
checklist, including
Measure AA grants

Near-term (1
to 3 years)

`` Provides and enhances
natural and manmade assets
`` Fosters long-term
integrated planning
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management

Update the Storm
Drainage Master
Plan to guide future
investment in stormwater
management

Public Works
Department

Public Works
Department is
working to identify
a funding source

Near-term (1
to 2 years)

`` Ensures continuity of
critical services
`` Provides and enhances
natural and manmade assets
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning

Prioritize parks and open
spaces using resiliencerelated criteria

Public Works
Department

General Fund
(funded);
implementation
of the projects
could be funded
through Measure
KK (potential
infrastructure
bond). In addition,
the City can
leverage the
bond fund for
potential capital
improvement funds
such as grants,
foundations,
donations, and
state bonds.

Plan will be
complete in
early 2017

`` Provides and enhances
natural and manmade assets
`` Fosters long-term
integrated planning
`` Promotes cohesive and
engaged communities

Resilient Oakland

Action Name
Develop a Green
Infrastructure Plan
to improve social,
environmental, and
economic outcomes

$

Lead
Public Works
Department,
Stormwater
Management
Division, Chief
Resilience
Officer

Funding

Timeframe

No existing
dedicated source
of funding for the
planning, design,
or implementation
of Green
Infrastructure.
The City hopes to
leverage existing
resources by
incorporating
GI wherever
possible with other
planned capital
improvement
projects
(streetscapes,
facility
renovations, park
improvements) and
will seek funding
through grants and
other sources.

Framework
for the Green
Infrastructure
Plan prepared
by June 2017.
Final Green
Infrastructure
Plan
completed by
2019.

Resilience Value
`` Provides and enhances
natural and manmade assets
`` Fosters long term and
integrated planning including
attention to infrastructure
life-cycle costs

GOAL: MAXIMIZE VALUE OF COLLECTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

Challenges Addressed:
Apply a resilience,
mobility and equity lens
to assess and select
capital improvement
projects

City of Oakland

Internal and
external resources

Launch Fall
2016

`` Fosters long-term and

Support establishing a
Joint Powers Agency
for Community Choice
Aggregation Program

Alameda
County

Funding to
create the CCA
is provided by
Alameda County

Near-term
(1 year) for
creation and
launch of
the program;
Medium-term
(2 to 5 years)
to scale up
program to all
residents and
businesses in
the City

`` Supports livelihoods
and employment
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
`` Empowers a broad
range of stakeholders
`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning

Explore innovative
financing tools for
resilience projects,
including EcoBlocks

City
Administrator’s
Office

N/A

Fall 2017

`` Fosters long-term and
integrated planning
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management

integrated planning
`` Promotes leadership and
effective management
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Appendix C: Actions from Across the
100 Resilient Cities Network
Oakland Action
Develop principles for community
engagement in Oakland

100RC Network Cities Working
on Similar Actions
Byblos: Under its “A Peaceful City” strategic pillar, Byblos has several
actions that will help open up communication channels across sectors
in the city and work towards the achievement of “Goal A. Encourage
Civic Engagement and Participation in Decision Making” through the
creation of neighborhood committees to represent and advocate for
communities and serve as a link to the municipal government – and
the launch of a Youth Task Force (see pages 31-32 of their strategy).
Rotterdam: Rotterdam’s strategic pillar “Rotterdam Network—Truly
Our City” highlights several initiatives that aim to activate citizens at
the individual level; create strong connections among public, private,
academic sectors; and enhance neighborhood-oriented governance
(see pages 50-54 of their strategy).

Educate Oakland youth about resilience
issues and the future of Oakland through
arts and storytelling

New Orleans: NOLA has an action related to youth education
through partnerships with the Louisiana Children’s Museum and other
educational organizations (“Develop knowledge and capacity of
emerging environmental stewards” on page 44 of their strategy).
Rio de Janeiro: Rio’s education initiative (Flagship Initiative #6A
Educate the Youth for Resilience on page 42) highlights the
importance of educating future generations to advance resilience
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Support asset building for low-income
parents and children through Oakland
Promise College Savings Initiatives

Glasgow: Glasgow focuses much of its resilience strategy on the
economic empowerment of residents and small businesses in the wake
of the recession (and the long transition from an industrial economy).
Under its third strategic pillar (Innovate to Support Fair Economic
Growth), Glasgow pursues actions that match Oakland's actions under
the goal Increase Economic Security (pages 65-72):
`` Goal 3.E Continue to increase the skill levels
of Glasgow's working age population
`` Goal 3.B Through a 'New Approach to Enterprise'
support new and existing businesses to grow (three
actions related to enhanced city support of SMEs)

Advance the health and wellbeing of
Oakland youth and families

Medellin: Under its "Safe and Peaceful Medellin" pillar, the City will
pursue a Strategy of Guarantees of Non-Repetition of Violence
(GNR) with a large focus on youth (Action 2.A). They will also focus
on building a youth citizen culture (Action 2.B) and center efforts on
young women as well (Actions 2.C 2.D and 2.E).

Launch Neighbors Helping Neighbors
initiative to expand the reach of emergency
preparedness and response training in
underserved neighborhoods

Berkeley: Berkeley has a major goal to “Build a Connected and
Prepared Community”—two actions in particular relate to community
building efforts (see pages 22-23 of their strategy): Action 1B – Launch
the Community Resilience Center Program. This program will provide
disaster planning assistance and disaster supply ‘caches’ to local
community-based organizations that are connecting with a range
of communities in Berkeley (many of them vulnerable populations);
Action 1C—Foster neighbor-to-neighbor connections to advance
disaster readiness—The city is partnering with local community
leaders in partnership with an NGO to identify local organizers at the
neighborhood level (Neighborhood Disaster Preparedness Liaisons)

Resilient Oakland
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Resilient Oakland

In the spirit of staying rooted and thriving
in a vibrant and connected city, Resilient
Oakland is also an invitation for all residents
and organizations in the city to partner with
City government and other community leaders
to build Oakland’s resilience together.
There is no single action we can take that solves all of Oakland’s challenges, but
we can take coordinated, multi-disciplinary steps that address more than one
challenge at once. As you review the Resilient Oakland Playbook, we invite you
to identify opportunities for you to benefit from and contribute to the work. If
you feel so inclined, you can give us direct feedback by filling out this letter.
Send letters to:
Chief Resilience Officer
One Frank Ogawa Plaza, 3rd floor
Oakland, CA 94612
or
Instagram | @oaklandgov
Facebook | @CityofOakland
Twitter | @Oakland
Medium | @Oakland
#Ittakesatown
Moving forward, the City will continue to contribute to and learn from the
practice of resilience that is being advanced through the 100RC Network, of
which Oakland is honored to be a part. The City will continue to foster partnerships with resilience leaders in the region, including the Cities of Berkeley and
San Francisco and the multitude of local resilience leaders in our community.

I applaud...

I commit to...

I wish for...

Resilient Oakland
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RELEVANT URBAN GREENING PLANNING EFFORTS
ATTACHMENT E
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FACILITATING IMPLEMENTATION OF
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE MEASURES

Recommendations for Facilitating
Implementation of Green
Infrastructure Measures
Resilient Oakland Diagnostic Report
December, 2016
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Section 1. Introduction

1.1 Background
While single-purpose gray stormwater infrastructure, such as conventional piped drainage systems, are designed
to move urban stormwater quickly away from the built environment, green infrastructure reduces and treats
stormwater at or near its source by mimicking or restoring natural systems to manage stormwater. At the city or
county scale, green infrastructure includes natural areas that provide habitat, flood protection, cleaner air and
water. At the neighborhood or site scale, green infrastructure includes green roofs; rain gardens/bioretention
areas; bioswales; permeable surfaces; constructed wetlands; rainwater harvesting, storage, and reuse.1 This
report will focus primarily on green infrastructure implementation at the neighborhood and site scale.
In addition to protecting and improving creek and Bay water quality and supporting compliance with Federal and
State regulations, green infrastructure can bring social, economic, and environmental benefits to communities.
The City of Oakland (City)—along with many other communities in the Bay Area—is eager to increase the use of
green infrastructure in the public right-of-way (ROW) to provide sustainability and resilience benefits, such as
flood reduction, extending the useable life of existing infrastructure, improved air quality, creating habitat, and
improving the experience of the public realm such as creating bike and pedestrian-friendly streets. The City is
also interested in encouraging private development projects to seek creative opportunities to capture and infiltrate
or reuse stormwater runoff, from new or replaced impervious areas.
Recent adoption of the updated Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit by the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB – MRP 2.0, dated November 2015)—specifically, Provision Section C.3 – New Development and
Redevelopment—will require the City to complete and implement a Green Infrastructure Plan, and use their
planning authority to reduce pollutant discharges and runoff flow into the storm drain system. Oakland’s Green
Infrastructure Plan will identify areas of opportunity and standards for inclusion of green infrastructure in public
capital projects, such as streetscape renovations, parks projects, and parking lot retrofits. Not only will the Green
Infrastructure Plan ensure that the City complies with MRP 2.0, it will also be a multi-faceted guide for the City’s
green infrastructure efforts. The framework for the plan will be prepared by mid-2017 and the plan completed in
2019.
Oakland has already constructed several green infrastructure projects, such as stormwater capture tree wells in
West Oakland and a fire station parking lot retrofit in downtown Oakland. The Sausal Creek Restoration Project in
Dimond Park, opened to the public in July 2016. The project features improved visibility of the creek, improved
water quality and flood control, creates habitat, reduces erosion, and protects the adjacent roadway and homes
from flooding. The City is also in the process of completing planning and design for green infrastructure features
along San Pablo Avenue, as part of the San Pablo Avenue Green Stormwater Spine Project, as well as the
Lakeside Green Street project on Harrison Street near Lake Merritt. Planning, design, and construction of these

1

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016. What is Green Infrastructure? Web. Accessed: https://www.epa.gov/greeninfrastructure/what-green-infrastructure
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and other projects have helped bring to light various barriers and opportunities for green infrastructure within the
City’s larger capital project development process.

1.2 Purpose of the Report
The objective of this diagnostic report (which has been carried out as part of the development of Resilient
Oakland, under the 100 Resilient Cities program) is to identify barriers to implementation of green infrastructure
features, and to develop a set of recommendations to better enable the implementation of green infrastructure on
both public and private property in Oakland. This study addresses the following key questions:




What updates are needed for current City guidance documents to facilitate the implementation of green
infrastructure and comply with applicable State and Federal legislation?
What are the barriers currently impeding the implementation of green infrastructure in Oakland?
What mechanisms (policies and incentives) could be employed to require, encourage, or incentivize
green infrastructure?

1.3 Methodology
The steps taken to develop this set of recommendations included:





Kick-off meeting with City staff to discuss goals and approach.
Review of existing policy and guidance documents.
Preparation of a survey for City staff.
Facilitation of an interdepartmental workshop with City staff to discuss implementing green infrastructure.

The staff survey and interdepartmental workshop are described in more detail below.
Staff Survey
Based on findings from the Kick-Off Meeting, and understanding of the makeup of prospective workshop
attendees, the City and AECOM prepared a list of questions for prospective attendees, to confirm perceptions and
experiences with green infrastructure to refine the workshop approach, and maximize effectiveness. Select City
staff from specific departments were identified to receive the survey, and attend the subsequent workshop. The
on-line survey, which focused on understanding City staff familiarity with green infrastructure features and their
experience with implementation, was sent out approximately two weeks prior to the workshop. The five survey
responses received prior to the workshop were reviewed and used to refine the content of the prepared workshop
materials.
Interdepartmental Workshop
The workshop was held with select City staff, and focused on understanding attendee experience with green
infrastructure within the Oakland regulatory context; perceived roadblocks to integration of green infrastructure
features; and suggestions on how best to remove barriers for implementing green infrastructure features into
future City public (and private) projects.
Representatives from the following departments attended the workshop:






Chief Resilience Officer (CRO)
Oakland Public Works (OPW)
o Bureau of Engineering and Construction – Watershed Division
o Bureau of Engineering and Construction – Transportation Services
o Bureau of Engineering and Construction – Transportation Planning
Economic and Workforce Development
Department of Planning and Building
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1.4 Contents
This report is organized into the following sections:
Section 2 provides a review of the City’s existing green infrastructure policy and guidance documents. Section 3
summarizes the results from an interdepartmental workshop. Section 4 provides recommendations for updates to
policies and guidance, and Chapter 5 provides a framework for developing incentive mechanisms for green
infrastructure on private property.
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Section 2. Existing Policy, Guidance, and
Program Review

2.1 Existing Policies and Guidance
This section provides a summary of the review of existing policy and guidance documents. Recommendations for
future use and/or revisions to improve implementation of green infrastructure features are included in Section 3.
C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance Version 5.0
This guidance document, dated April 2016, is a countywide handbook produced by Alameda Countywide Clean
Water Program to help developers, builders, and project sponsors include post-construction stormwater controls
in their projects, to meet local municipal requirements.2 This design resource document includes the following
sections:








Background/Regulatory Requirements
Preparing Permit Application Submittals
Site Design Measures
General Technical Guidance for Treatment Measures
Technical Guidance for Specific Treatment Measures
Hydromodification Management
Operation and Maintenance

This document has provided the most useful and comprehensive guide to implementation of green infrastructure
best management practices (BMPs) for the City to date. The latest version (5.0) has integrated the requirements
of the updated MRP 2.0.
Storm Drainage Design Standards
This document was prepared by the Bureau of Engineering and Construction, City of Oakland in 2009, and was
updated in 2014.3 The Storm Drainage Design Standards (Standards) provide design criteria, standards, policies,
and procedures for storm drainage improvements in Oakland. All storm drainage facilities shall be designed in
accordance with these Standards, accepted engineering principles, and State and Federal water quality
regulations. This reference document includes details on:

2

Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, 2016. C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance: A handbook for developers,
builders and project applicants. Version 5.0., Accessed: http://cleanwaterprogram.org/c3-guidance-table/item/c3-guidancetable.html
3
City of Oakland, 2014. Storm Drainage Design Standards. Bureau of Engineering & Construction, Oakland Public Works.
Accessed: www2.oaklandnet.com/w/oak036229
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Stormwater drainage submittal requirements and standards
Tailwater elevation in flood zones and design discharge frequencies
Runoff determination methods
Hydraulic design

Although comprehensive and useful for traditional civil engineering–type storm drainage improvements, the
standards do not include integration of green infrastructure, requiring project managers and engineers to refer to
other guidance documents, such as the C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance discussed above.
Plant Palette and Guidelines for Stormwater Treatment Opportunities
As part of the City’s Proposition 84 grant to map and evaluate opportunities to incorporate or retrofit green
infrastructure on city-owned properties, this guidance document is intended to assist City staff in the design
choices for green infrastructure retrofits, including a step by step program for evaluating opportunity conditions,
selecting an appropriate treatment option, choosing suitable plants, and applying necessary treatment standard
details.4 This document outlines stormwater treatment options: rain gardens, bio-swales, permeable pavements,
green roofs, stormwater detention tree wells, flow-through planters, and vegetated filter strips, and includes a
plant palette for each of the treatment options. In addition to the written guidance, a geographic information
systems (GIS) screening application has been developed to facilitate the opportunity-assessment process by
identifying stormwater treatment opportunities for City-owned properties and ROWs.
Oakland Complete Streets Plan (in development)
This document will include design guidelines to serve as a day-to-day resource for City staff and external
practitioners working on street design in Oakland. It is a supplement to the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Street Design Guide to help resolve key issues for Oakland’s local
context. It includes a section on stormwater that includes design guidelines for green infrastructure elements such
as, bioswales, stormwater trees and linked tree wells, rain gardens, stormwater curb extensions, stormwater
plants, green gutters, and pervious, permeable and porous pavement. It will also include guidance on green
infrastructure maintenance.
General Plan and Specific Plan(s)
The City’s General Plan and Specific Plans include land use and transportation elements, estuary policy plans,
open space, conservation, and recreation plans. These plans provide useful guidance on zoning and planning
requirements, as well as general insight for planners and designers on desired land uses, relative densities of
dwelling units, transportation strategies, park and open space goals, etc. It is noted that the recently prepared
Coliseum Area Specific Plan, dated April 2015, generally references C.3 and MRP, but may need updating to
conform to MRP 2.0 requirements.5
Alameda County Hydrology and Hydraulics Manual
This document prepared by Alameda County Flood Control District defines current District practices in the
hydrologic and hydraulic design of flood control facilities in western Alameda County; it is written as a guide to be
used by District engineers, and engineers performing work for District review.6 This document includes:


Rational Method

4

City of Oakland, 2016. Plant Palette and Guidelines or Stormwater Treatment Opportunities. Prepared by Northgate
Environmental, Inc.
5
City of Oakland. 2015. Coliseum Area Specific Plan. Accessed:
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak053757.pdf
6
Alameda County Flood Control District, 2013. Alameda County Hydrology and Hydraulics Manual. Accessed:
www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/pwa/documents/report/oak049855.pdf
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Synthetic Unit Hydrograph Method
Hydraulic Design
Stormwater Holdings Facilities

Currently, this document is not used by City staff; however, if broader watershed-based approaches are used to
track MRP 2.0 compliance efforts, this document may provide useful guidance on acceptable methods to estimate
flows from the City, and resultant pollutant loading.
Protecting Water Quality in Development Projects: A Guidebook of Post-Construction BMP Examples
This document, produced by Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program in 2005, is primarily intended for the
land development community as part of an effort to encourage the use of site design measures that benefit water
quality in project designs.7 It is intended to serve as a reference during the conceptual design and review stage,
and to be used by both project applicants and municipal staff. This document includes guidance on incorporating
green infrastructure in the following types of development (focused on illustrating what features look like and
lessons-learned):





Single- and Multi-Family Residential
Mixed-Use Developments
Commercial and Industrial Developments
Publicly Owned and Managed Areas

This document, while somewhat dated, provides some good insights into specific challenges associated with a
broad range of green infrastructure feature types. However, emerging green infrastructure practices are not
included, such as performance of watershed-based evaluation techniques to optimize selection of specific feature
types to maximize reduction of pollutants and/or runoff attenuation. Therefore, if this document is not updated by
the County, other guidance will likely be more relevant in supporting the City to reach its goals in integrating
maintenance of green infrastructure features into public and private projects, including guidance from other cities
(i.e., Portland and Seattle).
Green Building Ordinance
The City adopted the Green Building Ordinance (GBO) in 2010, which referenced Build It Green, LEED, and Bay
Friendly Landscape guidance/checklists, and was updated to incorporate CALGreen and amendments/checklists
in 2014 for a range of project types, including8:






Residential New Construction, Additions, and Alterations
Non-Residential New Construction, Additions, and Alterations
Removal of a Historic Resource and New Construction
Mixed-Use Construction
Construction Requiring a Design Review and Landscape Plan

The GBO does not require green infrastructure specifically, but because CALGreen and LEED both provide
credits for stormwater control, use of permeable pavements, bioretention, and drought-tolerant native and
adapted plant species, the GBO does indirectly support integration of green infrastructure.

7

Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, 2005. Protecting Water Quality in Development Projects: A Guidebook o PostConstruction BMP Examples. Prepared by EOA, Inc. Accessed:
http://www.cleanwaterprogram.org/uploads/ACCWP_Site_Design_Guidebook_final.pdf
8
City of Oakland, Web. Green Building Policies & Requirements. Accessed:
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/government/o/PBN/OurServices/GreenBuilding/OAK022992
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Bay-Friendly Landscaping
This document, produced by Stopwaste.org, provides a framework that recognizes excellence in highperformance landscape design, construction, and maintenance in the San Francisco Bay Area.9 Reducing
stormwater runoff and pollution is listed as one of the prominent benefits of using Bay-Friendly Landscape
Guidelines. This document was originally developed and piloted by StopWaste.org in Alameda County, and is
now offered throughout the Bay Area by ReScape California. The Bay-Friendly Landscaping document includes
guidance on:




Landscaping Principles and Practices
Conserving Water and Energy
Habitat Restoration

This document also provides broad insight into plant species that are appropriate for the range of micro-climates
found in the Bay Area, and therefore represents a very useful guide to plant selection for the City.
Energy and Climate Action Plan
Oakland’s ECAP, adopted by Council in 2012 was written with extraordinary community engagement and
contains 175 actions across five thematic areas: Building Energy Use, Transportation and Land Use, Materials
Use and Waste, Community Engagement, and Adaptation and Resilience to Climate Change.10 Under the
Building Energy Use theme and the goal of promoting water conservation and efficiency, the ECAP includes
several actions related to green infrastructure:


Action BE-35: Encourage the installation of rainwater harvesting through water collecting cistern in new
development to capture water during the rainy season for outdoor uses and/or indoor uses.



Action BE-36: Encourage the installation of rainwater and greywater systems where appropriate in
accordance with State and local codes.



Action BE-40: Increase the amount of public space landscaped with drought-resistant plants and trees
meeting Bay Friendly Landscaping Guidelines.

2.2 Existing and Recent Programs
Oakland has current and previous experience offering programs relevant to green infrastructure. The following
City and Countywide programs are relevant to green infrastructure and City residents and private property
owners:


Lawn conversion and irrigation upgrade rebates (effective January 1, 2016). EBMUD provides
rebates for landscape and irrigation equipment upgrades.11 Rebates are up to $2,500 for residential and
multi-family properties with four units or less, and up to $20,000 for commercial and other multi-family
properties. Amounts vary depending on square footage converted and type of equipment installed.

9

Stopwaste.org, 2013. Bay-Friendly Landscape Guidelines. Sustainable Practices for the Landscape Professional. Accessed:
http://www.stopwaste.org/resource/brochures/bay-friendly-landscape-guidelines-sustainable-practices-landscape-professional
10

City of Oakland. 2012. City of Oakland Energy and Climate Action Plan. Accessed:
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/pwa/documents/report/oak039056.pdf
11
EMBUD, 2016. Lawn Conversion and Irrigation Upgrade Rebates. Accessed: http://www.ebmud.com/water-anddrought/conservation-and-rebates/residential/rebates/lawn-conversion-irrigation-upgrade-rebates/
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Lawn to Garden Conversion. StopWaste.Org, a public agency focused on reducing waste throughout
Alameda County, offers Lawn to Garden parties to illustrate how to convert grass lawns into low-water
gardens.12



Adopt-a-Drain program. City of Oakland has an Adopt-A-Drain program, aimed at keeping the city’s
10,000-plus water drains open and functioning.13 The program relies on community participation and
raises awareness about the impact of stormwater flooding.



Creek-to-Bay Protection Program. This is an educational program to promote Bay protection, and raise
awareness within the City.14 This program helps to create community stewardship, while educating the
public on stormwater runoff conveyance systems and how stormwater can impact the health of creeks
and the Bay. Going forward, the City may consider leveraging this program (or similar) to assist in
addressing MRP 2.0 requirements; in particular, tracking trash removal volumes during volunteer trash
removal activities, and receiving “credit” toward the City’s annual trash removal goals.



Rain Barrel Program (2010 – 2012). The Oakland Rain Barrel Program was a grant-funded, three-year
initiative that provided 2,708 subsidized rain barrels and cisterns to Oakland residents, schools, churches
and nonprofits.15 The initiative provided educational workshops, green job training for youth and interns
and cistern demonstration projects to public entities. The City of Oakland and its partners established
roughly 400,000 gallons of rainwater harvesting systems for residents through the program; funded by the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act and the State Water Resources Control Board.

12

StopWaste.org, 2016. Lawn to GARDEN Parties. Accessed: http://www.stopwaste.org/preventing-waste/residents/lawn-togarden-parties
13
City of Oakland, 2016. Adopt a City Storm Drain. Accessed: https://beta.oaklandca.gov/services/el-nino-101/be-preparedget-ready/adopt-a-city-storm-drain
14
City of Oakland, 2016. Creek, Watershed, & Stormwater- Creek to bay Protection Program. Accessed:
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/government/o/PWA/o/FE/s/ID/CandW
15
City of Oakland, 2016. Rain Barrel Program. Accessed:
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/Government/o/PWA/o/FE/s/ID/OAK025822
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Section 3. Findings from Interdepartmental
Workshop

The goal of the interdepartmental workshop was to understand existing practices and the challenges that staff
currently face, and to identify new policies and approaches that promote the use of green infrastructure in City
ROW areas and private developments.

3.1 Barriers to Implementation
Barriers identified during the workshop included the following:














Street projects have been exempt from past Provision C.3 requirements;
Current policy and planning does not always account for the interdepartmental coordination required for
successful project design and implementation.
Project funding source(s) sometimes limit the types of project improvements;
Integration of green infrastructure is often not considered for small projects;
Sometimes stormwater compliance requirements are only discovered during the later phases of projects
(post-95%);
While in development, Oakland-specific standard details for green infrastructure systems do not currently
exist . Currently, project managers/engineers can refer to C.3 guidance manual and adapt it to their
project plans.16
Staff would benefit from training on technical design details and specifications;
The City is lacking specialty staff that can inspect green infrastructure work during construction;
The City is lacking staff trained on how to maintain green infrastructure;
Past Provision C.3 guidance did not have teeth when it came to implementation, and the City has had
minimal resources to inspect installed systems and enforce if systems not built to specification or
otherwise not functional; and
The local available green infrastructure maintenance guidance is outdated, and in the past, the City has
experienced issues with maintenance. Overall, there is a lack of funding for maintenance.

3.2 Priorities
A number of key priorities and recommendations were recorded from staff input. These include:


Develop a capital project planning workgroup to review projects at early design stages for green
infrastructure opportunities, among other coordination opportunities.

16

No cities or counties in the region currently have standard details. Through Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA) there is an effort underway to develop standard detail for rain gardens at street corners/bulbouts.
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Support project managers and engineers to identify opportunities for green infrastructure with appropriate
guidance documents, such as a project review checklist.
Develop a green infrastructure policy or ordinance to ensure implementation of green infrastructure
features and collaboration among key departments.
Incorporate green infrastructure into new and updated standards and guidelines.
Consider a range of incentives for private property owners (such as a reduction in fees, increased
allowable density, expedited review times).
Solidify an approach to maintenance options, including business districts and community programs with
methods for enforcement.
Require projects with a stormwater treatment opportunity (of any size) to include green infrastructure and
provide a justification if not included, per MRP 2.0, as part of the “no missed opportunities” requirement
(Provision C.3.j).

The recommendations from the workshop with City staff helped to shape the strategies outlined in Section 4.
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Section 4. Recommendations for Policies
and Guidance

This section provides recommendations for integration and/or revision to commonly used policy and guidance
documents to encourage the integration of green infrastructure features in both public and private projects.

4.1 Develop Policy to Direct Citywide Use of Green infrastructure
Opportunity
As demonstrated in City’s with long-standing green infrastructure programs, strong City leadership and mayoral
commitment to implementation can serve as catalyst for the development of green infrastructure citywide.
Defining the value of green infrastructure for Oakland, setting goals with a clear nexus to other City planning
efforts will help departments integrate green infrastructure in their own work and facilitate inter-departmental
coordination towards reaching a shared goal. A public commitment can also raise awareness among residents
and businesses about the City’s stormwater management challenges and available solutions, often building
further public support.
Development of a policy in Oakland would solidify the City’s level of commitment to implementation green
infrastructure on public projects and the allocation resources toward the initiative. Examples of other cities with
citywide green infrastructure policy directives include:




Portland’s 2007 Green Street Policy and Resolution
Tucson’s Green Street Policy and Citywide Infrastructure Policies
Seattle’s 700 Million Gallons Resolution

Action #1 – Draft a policy to direct citywide use of green infrastructure
A key next step towards drafting such as policy would be to facilitate a workshop with department leaders, the
Mayor’s office, and City Council representatives to gain consensus on a framework for Oakland’s green
infrastructure policy approach.

4.2 Integrate Green Infrastructure Guidance into Project Design
Processes
Opportunity
Considering the uncertainty related to the cost of complying with MRP 2.0, it is recommended the City consider
integrating MRP 2.0 compliance efforts into City Storm Drainage Design Standards. Based on the interagency
workshop discussions, it appears that most City design staff are aware of MRP 2.0 (and associated C.3
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Stormwater Technical Guidance); however, because they were not previously required, their use has not been
consistent. By updating the City Storm Drainage Design Standards to include details for green infrastructure
features, it can serve as a common basis for planning and design for public and private projects, as well as
compliance with MRP 2.0 and C.3 requirements.

Action #2 – Develop Flow Chart of Integrated Project Development Process Improvements
To expedite integrating MRP 2.0 and C.3 requirements with City planning processes and integrating green
infrastructure into projects, it is recommended that the City develop an Integrated Project Development Process
flow chart. The flow chart is intended to enhance effective communication between departments, and vertically
between the City Council, Mayor’s Office, and Planning and Zoning, Public Works, and Department of
Transportation, and includes the following steps (a draft version is included as Figure 4-1):





Create Design Review Board (Action #3)
Update Storm Drainage Design Standards (Action #4)
Develop Detailed Project Checklist (Action #5)
Track City O&M Commitments (Action #6)

Action Owner: Public Works

Action #3 – Create a Resilience Delivery Team for Design Review
It is recommended the City convene a multi-discipline/cross-functional team (including project managers,
planners, environmental, maintenance/operations, ROW, etc.) that will review projects during their early
development phase (e.g., grant application or capital improvement project (CIP) planning) for:







Opportunities to integrate green infrastructure into project design;
Identification and resolution of potential design conflicts;
Ability to support compliance with MRP 2.0 (e.g., maximize cost/benefit);
Integration of emerging City-wide goals, including triple bottom line benefits;
Confirmation of sufficient City funding available for O&M; and
Consideration to modifying size or scope of the project to maximize potential benefits to the City and
community.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Mayor’s Office, Chief Resilience Officer, Planning, and Transportation

Action #4 – Update Storm Drainage Design Standards
It is recommended that the Storm Drainage Design Standards are updated to include discussion of each typical
green infrastructure feature component; what function they serve; how changes to details can affect performance
(positive and negative); and suitable ways to implement for a range of site conditions, including for typical City
projects (e.g., bulb-outs, curb ramps, trenching for utility repairs, etc.). Typical operations and maintenance costs
for each type of feature should also be included. Oakland should look to leverage content developed by other
cities, to the extent feasible. In addition, Oakland should continue to actively collaborate with other cities in the
region developing green infrastructure standards to create region-wide consistency.
To ensure the standards are used, senior management should assist with their development and roll-out, and
pledge support for implementation of green infrastructure features, including proper O&M funding.
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To enhance broad support within the City and ensure the O&M perspective is integrated, representatives of O&M
and ROW should participate in the development of the update to the standards and associated green
infrastructure feature details. It is recommended that a summary of changes to the standards be included, along
with the reasons for the changes, to retain institutional knowledge.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Mayor’s Office, Planning, Transportation

Action #5 – Develop Detailed Project Checklist
As an aid to project managers and designers, create a detailed checklist/flow chart that illustrates the steps of the
typical project development cycle, including: funding sources/conditions, planning, design, construction and O&M;
and including actions available at each stage that will act to ease integration of green infrastructure into a range of
project types. A previously drafted Project Delivery Manual may be leveraged and incorporated into this checklist.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Planning, Transportation

Action #6 – Track City O&M Commitments
To ensure financial viability of project commitments long-term, it is suggested a living summary of green
infrastructure O&M commitments be developed and maintained. Both public and inspection and enforcement of
private O&M should be included, and used as a basis for citywide tracking for green infrastructure performance
and could help inform future staffing, training, and budgeting needs. This tracking mechanism will also be a
helpful resource for the Resilience Delivery Team (described above) to better understand potential maintenance
needs of projects and confirm the availability of sufficient resources. Tracking O&M can also inform more accurate
life-cycle costing for projects.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Mayor’s Office, Planning, Transportation
Timeframe: Near-term

Action #7 – Staff Training
The City should to endeavor to focus on early and effective communication of the MRP 2.0 requirements
(including reporting) to project teams embarking on planning and design. Insights on integration of green
infrastructure into projects that support broader City-wide goals will act to maximize the benefit of construction of
public and private green infrastructure features. Based on the types of projects and features planned, the City
should consider integrating appropriate staff training for designers and operations staff to ensure proper
implementation and maintenance.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Transportation
Benefits:




Maximize the potential for projects to include green infrastructure features and provide greater
environmental benefits.
Conserve individual project budgets, thereby helping to extend City funds.
Bring consistency to green infrastructure implementation and performance.
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Potentially generate green infrastructure-maintenance-related jobs.
Reduce O&M costs to the extent practicable.
Enhance overall City-wide efforts to comply with MRP 2.0.

4.3 Integrate Green Infrastructure Requirements into City Planning
Processes
Opportunity
Considering the uncertainty related to the cost of complying with MRP 2.0, it is recommended the City consider
integrating MRP 2.0 compliance efforts with the overall City Planning processes. The City should require
implementation of MRP 2.0-related resilience/sustainability elements, along with other types of planned
improvements (e.g., bike, pedestrian), through City-wide General Plan and/or Specific Plan(s).

Action #8 – Integrate green infrastructure goals and/or requirements into Plan Downtown
Oakland
The City of Oakland is currently working with community stakeholders to develop land use and
transportation goals, policies, and programs for Downtown Oakland. The update of this document represents an
ideal opportunity for integrating language encouraging /requiring green infrastructure as part of the document.

Action Owner: Planning
Supporting: Transportation and Public Works

Action #9 – Convene Inter-Departmental Coordination Meetings
It is recommended that key representatives from Planning, Public Works, Transportation, and any other relevant
departments meet on a regular basis to discuss progress toward MRP 2.0 compliance, and specific opportunities
to integrate MRP 2.0 requirements into other policy or plan documents that are to be updated. Oakland’s Green
Infrastructure Plan can leveraged by integrating the opportunity areas identified and standards established into
other relevant planning documents to help ensure implementation.
Furthermore, multiple city departments have jurisdiction within ROWs and on public parcels. These coordination
meetings can help avoid conflicting requirements or missed opportunities for green infrastructure prioritization.

Action Owner: Public Works
Supporting: Planning, Transportation, Chief Resilience Officer
Benefits:



Will act to promote City-wide MRP 2.0 planning efforts to identify areas where green infrastructure would
maximize benefits.
Green infrastructure opportunity areas, goals, and targets can be integrated into General Plan and
Specific Plan updates over time.
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4.4 Optimize Ongoing Design, O&M Activities
Opportunity
To ensure optimization of the shared benefit of private development of green infrastructure features, and reduce
O&M costs, having an approved landscape plant palette for each zone of the City will help bring consistency to
green infrastructure plant selection. Further, tracking of ongoing creek clean-up projects will assist the City in
meeting its trash control commitments under MRP 2.0.

Action #10 – Share Approved Plant Palettes
The City should finalize current draft City plant palettes as needed to include green infrastructure features and
reflect any micro-climate zone conditions. A simple graphic should be prepared to illustrate locations of different
growing-zone palettes, and include a list of approved native and adapted species. Discussing the plant palettes
should be included as part of the staff training (Action #6).

Action Owner: Public Works
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Section 5. Mechanisms to Incentivize
Private Property Green Infrastructure
Implementation

Mechanisms that incentivize green infrastructure beyond current requirements would generate credits towards
meeting the City’s MRP 2.0 permit obligations. In order to encourage private investment in green infrastructure
over and above current requirements, the City of Oakland may consider one or more of the mechanisms outlined
below. Mechanisms are grouped in five categories: stormwater fees, development incentives, grants,
rebates/installation financing, and awards/recognition. This chapter provides an overview of green infrastructure
incentives, initial implementation steps for developing an incentive program, and discussion of incentive
mechanisms. For each mechanism, a brief description is provided, as well as one or more precedent case
studies, and key implementation steps.
Table 1 provides an overview of the primary types of green infrastructure incentives, including example
mechanisms, their benefits, cost/level of effort, and whether they are already used in Oakland.

Table 1: Overview of Green Infrastructure Incentives
Stormwater
Fees

Development
Incentives

Grants

Rebates
/Installation
Financing

Awards/
Recognition

Example
Mechanisms

Provide
discounts on
existing fees for
stormwater
quantity
reductions

Decrease
permit fees,
reduce
requirements,
expedite permit
review

Encourage sitespecific
practices, such
as rain
gardens, rain
barrels, and
green roofs

Subsidize
green
infrastructure
installation,
partner with
installation
companies to
offer resident
discount

Highlight
community
innovators,
increase
signage and
impacts to local
watershed

Benefit

Establishes
designated
revenue stream

Targets new
development

Motivates
owners who
may otherwise
not act

Education,
private
partnerships

Education,
social
incentives
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Stormwater
Fees

Development
Incentives

Grants

Rebates
/Installation
Financing

Awards/
Recognition

Cost / Level
of Effort

Medium to High
to establish
Stormwater
Utility and
determine fees
and discounts

Low to Medium

Low to Medium
(depends on
source of
funds)

Low to Medium
(depends on
source of
funds)

Low

Used in
Oakland?

No

None specific to
green
infrastructure

Formerly (e.g.,
rain barrel
program).

Yes (e.g.,
EBMUD
landscape
rebates)

Yes (e.g.,
recognition of
green building
projects, Adopta-Drain
program).

5.1 Objectives and Constraints for a Green Infrastructure Incentive
Program
A variety of objectives and constraints influences municipal decisions to adopt green infrastructure incentives.
Identifying the City’s program and management objectives in advance shapes the selection of incentive programs
and the metrics used to track program effectiveness. It also allows for selecting mechanisms that promote other
City objectives, such as water conservation (e.g., cisterns), improving groundwater recharge (e.g., rain gardens),
and mitigating urban heat island effect (e.g., green roofs).
For example, program objectives may include:












Complying with policy and regulatory requirements;
Reducing impervious surface area;
Reducing runoff volume in targeted areas;
Increasing community awareness about stormwater impacts;
Increasing community awareness about green infrastructure implementation options and benefits;
Minimizing net costs to the City;
Producing publicly visible “quick wins”;
Minimizing public complaints related to flooding;
Complementing existing policies and programs;
Achieving visible outcomes within specified timelines;
Influencing new development.

Program constraints may include:




Funding;
Timing;
Geographic location.

Alignment with Other Programs and Objectives
The City should evaluate incentive mechanisms according to how they align with the City’s existing policies and
program (reviewed in Section 2) and priority green infrastructure objectives. In addition, since the City already
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leverages inventive mechanisms to achieve other objectives, these recommendations should be carefully
reviewed in the context of a complementary portfolio of targeted programs and incentives. For example, Oakland
has certain existing policies, such as the Green Building Ordinance, which may complement green infrastructure
incentives. In other words, green infrastructure incentives can serve as a synergistic motivation to encourage
private property owners to take action that also benefits existing programs.
Alignment with Existing Conditions
The program objectives should consider existing conditions in Oakland. For example, it may be helpful for the City
to identify geographic areas which have highest levels of stormwater-related challenges (due to flooding, resident
complaints, etc.) or areas where more green infrastructure is required by the MRP (for example, in designated
areas of high PCB concentration). The City may also consider extending or expanding existing programs or even
tapping well-organized neighborhood groups to serve as pilots in exploring potentially successful mechanisms.
The City’s motivations for implementing green infrastructure will be different than that of cities which have a
combined sewer system. Areas with combined sewer and stormwater systems may be prone to system overflow
and costly combined sewer discharge permit violations. However, Oakland has a Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4), so sanitary sewer overflow due to stormwater surges is not a concern.

5.2 Green Infrastructure Incentive Mechanisms
The following section provides additional detail on the five types of incentive mechanisms identified in Table 1,
including a longer description, precedents, and key steps for evaluation and implementation.

5.2.1 Establish Stormwater Fees
Description
If designated stormwater fees exist, property owners may respond to financial incentives to reduce stormwater
runoff. If a clear relationship exists between the quality or quantity of runoff and cost, cost-sensitive property
owners may modify behavior without additional discounts or incentives. Oakland does not currently have a
stormwater utility, though it still may consider establishing stormwater fees with or without a stormwater utility. The
City did engage in extensive efforts to evaluate the benefits of instituting a stormwater utility. In 1999 the City
devoted a task force to study it, voters passed it, but the City Council did not approve it.
In the past decade many urban jurisdictions have chosen to establish a stormwater utility to manage stormwater
and the designated revenue generated from fees. Stormwater utilities are often favored in response to
environmental mandates to develop a comprehensive watershed and stormwater management program and
comply with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater Phase II Permit regulations.
The utilities have authority to direct the costs of stormwater management towards properties creating the most
runoff entering the public system, and to create discounts within existing fee structures to reward private parcel
owner improvements in stormwater runoff quantity and quality.

Precedents:
San Jose, California
Like Oakland, the City of San Jose, CA has a separate storm sewer system (MS4) and does not have a
stormwater utility. It charges users a Storm Sewer Service Charge based on the relative quality and quantity of
stormwater runoff contributed by residential, commercial, institutional, and industrial properties. The rate structure
apportions the costs of storm sewer service to properties in proportion to their relative contribution of flow and
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pollution to the storm sewer system. Rates are computed to recover projected costs of the following: Stormwater
pollution control and permit compliance; management, operation, maintenance, and rehabilitation of the storm
sewer system; improvements to the storm sewer system; street sweeping; and administrative services.17 Service
charges are placed on the property tax roll and are collected by the Santa Clara County tax collector's office.
Though San Jose does not currently offer additional incentives to reduce stormwater flow, it conceivably could.
Centential, Colorado
The Southeast Metro Stormwater Authority (SEMSWA) in Colorado levies an annual stormwater fee for a property
based on the amount of stormwater runoff contributed. Aerial photos and Arapahoe County Assessor records are
used to determine the impervious area on each parcel. This method provides an equitable assignment of costs
because property owners pay fees in proportion to the demand placed on the drainage system by their property’s
runoff. Over time, the stormwater fees collected by SEMSWA will be used equitably across the SEMSWA service
area and will be spent in the same areas from which the fees were collected. SEMSWA sets the fees so that there
are sufficient funds to properly manage stormwater and meet federal regulatory requirements and unfunded
mandates.
Lenexa, Kansas
The 20-year comprehensive plan of Lenexa, Kansas involved establishing sustainable funding at the local level to
pay for new and expanded stormwater management programs. Starting in 2000 voters began approval of
sources. Funding for major green infrastructure projects and the daily staffing and management of a watershed
protection program, Rain to Recreation, comes from four primary sources: sales tax (taxpayers voted for ballot in
2000 to add 1/8 of a cent sales tax level to support building stormwater facilities); stormwater utility charge based
on amount of runoff surface on each parcel of land; new development charge, also known as a fee in-lieu of
requiring developers to construct detention areas on new development sites; and existing sources, such as from
the Clean Water Act Section 319 and county funding.18

Key steps for evaluation and implementation:






Determine whether potential mechanisms satisfy relevant existing policies, requirements, and green
infrastructure incentive program objectives.
Explore benefits of stormwater utility via precedents that share Oakland’s features: MS4 City serviced by
regional water and wastewater utility.
Evaluate compliance with Proposition 218. Since stormwater fees would be a reallocation of wastewater
rates, they could be considered a component of wastewater fees and would be subject to the protest
procedure.
Revisit City evaluation efforts in 1999 to establish a stormwater utility and determine if political conditions
have changed. A new fee would require a vote in favor by 2/3 of voters. Explore whether that would be
feasible.

17

City of San Jose, 2016. Storm Sewer Service Charge. Web. Accessed: http://www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=1632
Environmental Protection Agency, 2008. Managing Wet Weather with Green Infrastructure Municipal Handbook– Funding
Options. Accessed: https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-municipal-handbook
18
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5.2.2 Introduce Development Incentives
Description
The City may introduce development incentives that reduce requirements or expedite permit review. The
incentives may be tied to the Density Bonus Law, first enacted in 1979. This California mechanism establishes
that a residential project of five or more units that provides affordable or senior housing may be eligible for a
“density bonus” to allow more dwelling units than otherwise allowed by the General Plan land use map and
zoning. Qualified applicants may receive incentives such as reduced setback, approval of mixed use zoning,
direct financial incentives, and reduced parking requirements. The Density Bonus Law defines incentives as
concessions which result in financially sufficient cost reductions.
For residential and commercial projects that implement green infrastructure features in alignment with MRP 2.0,
the City could provide a higher allowable number of units per acre or building square footages per acre densities,
respectively. These higher densities would need to be supported by the fire department and/or other zoning
considerations, but could represent substantial increased revenue to developers and increased tax revenue to the
City. For projects that incorporate a certain amount of green infrastructure features, and/or are in compliance with
MRP 2.0, the City could pull project permit review packages to the “front of the line,” potentially saving time for
developers in obtaining permit review comments.

Precedents
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago’s Green Permit Program reviews permits in as few as 30 days for projects that meet certain LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) criteria that include better stormwater management practices.
Austin, Texas
Starting in 2014 Austin, Texas offered a Green Roof Density Bonus, which can give a density bonus of up to eight
square feet for every square foot of green roof installed. The percent vegetated roof cover is a function of square
feet of planted bed provided on a vegetated roof divided by total roof area. Total roof area excludes parapets,
ancillary installations (e.g., HVAC equipment, water heaters, photovoltaic and solar thermal panels), and
integrated photovoltaic systems.19
Portland, Oregon
Portland’s Floor Area Ratio (FAR) Bonus increases a building’s allowable area in exchange for adding an
ecoroof/greenroof. Portland has seen over $225 million in additional private development through this program,
and more than 120 ecoroofs have been built in the central city district. Commercial building developers can use
ecoroofs to conform to the Central City Design Guidelines. Buildings can receive bonus FAR based on three
ranges of ecoroof coverage in relation to the building’s footprint: 10-30%, 30-60% and 60% or greater earns one,
two and three square feet of additional floor area per square foot of ecoroof respectively. 20

19

City of Austin, Web. Watershed Protection Department: Green Roofs. Accessed:
https://www.austintexas.gov/department/green-roof
20
City of Portland, 2015. Title 33, Planning and Zoning: Central City Plan District. Accessed:
http://www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=53363
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Key steps for evaluation and implementation:





Determine whether potential mechanisms satisfy relevant existing policies, requirements, and green
infrastructure incentive program objectives.
Identify potential synergies with existing programs and requirements, such as with the Green Building
Ordinance. Activating this mechanism may be a matter of targeted marketing of existing requirements
and then considering whether to add incentives for exceeding requirements.
Identify requirements for activation, such as voter or City Council approval.

5.2.3 Provide Grants
Description
Grants allow the City to target certain areas and practices. They can incentivize property owners who may
otherwise not have the means or interest to take action. The funding source does not have to be from the City of
Oakland, though the City would likely need to apply for and administer grant disbursements. Funding sources
include the Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) program, a federal-state partnership that provides
communities a permanent, independent source of low-cost financing for stormwater management, nonpoint
source pollution control, and watershed and estuary management projects. Other potential funding sources
through which the City can qualify for support with overhead and disbursement costs include those provided
under Clean Water Act Section 319 or through the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Community
Development Block Grant Program (CDBG).21

Precedents
Santa Monica, California
From 2004 to 2010, Santa Monica provided $160,000 per year in Sustainable Landscape Grants to develop sites
with native landscaping that reduce water consumption and absorb runoff. Through the landscaping and irrigation
requirements specified in its Green Building Ordinance, the City’s Green Building Program provided grants—
ranging from $20,000 to $35,000—for the design of buildings certified under the U.S. Building Council’s LEED
Green Building Rating System. Grants were awarded for up to 50% of the cost of the project, not to exceed
$5,000, including a maximum of $3,500 for qualified irrigation equipment and a maximum of $1,500 for climateappropriate plants defined as very low, low, and medium water use plants. Projects were to be completed within
180 days of grant award to receive funding. Another element of the City’s program provided expedited permitting
for LEED-registered projects.22
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago’s Green Roof Grant program, started in 2005, granted 20 $5,000 awards to residential and small
commercial buildings that meet criteria based on location, visibility and environmental benefit.23 The City required
a written commitment to maintain the roof for at least five years. In 2006, the City had approximately 200 green
roofs. In 2010, a study of satellite images revealed 509 vegetated roofs, and over 5.5 millions square feet of green
roof coverage.

21

Environmental Protection Agency, 2008. Managing Wet Weather with Green Infrastructure Municipal Handbook– Funding
Options. Accessed: https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-municipal-handbook
22
City of Santa Monica, Web. Sustainable Landscape Galleries. Accessed:
https://www.smgov.net/Departments/OSE/Categories/Landscape/grant_gardens/Sustainable_Landscape_Galleries.aspx and
Environmental Protection Agency, 2009. Managing Wet Weather with Green Infrastructure Municipal Handbook– Incentive
Mechanisms. Accessed: https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-municipal-handbook
23
Green Policy 360, Web. Chicago, IL Green Roo Grant Program. Accessed:
http://www.greenpolicy360.net/w/Chicago,_IL_Green_Roof_Grants_Program and
https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/dcd/supp_info/chicago_green_roofs.html
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Seattle, Washington
Seattle’s Watershed Climate Action Grant was a pilot program funding community volunteer groups one to three
weeks of support by EarthCorps, a service organization that engages young adults in restoring key ecological
sites around Puget Sound. EarthCorps supported volunteer groups in removing invasive plants, providing plants
and mulch, and planting and caring for new trees. To qualify, volunteer groups pledged to provide at least 200
hours of documented volunteer time. The grant included up to $1,000 worth of plants or related supplies for each
site.24

Key steps for evaluation and implementation:





Determine whether potential mechanisms satisfy relevant existing policies, requirements, and green
infrastructure incentive program objectives.
Identify regional, state, and federal funding sources.
Identify office or existing program to administer the grants funds.
Determine specific green infrastructure-related challenge to address and/or targeted group of potential
recipients.

5.2.4 Offer Rebates/Installation Financing
Description
Rebates and installation financing also allow the City to target certain areas and practices. The funding source
may be in part through EBMUD or agreements with third-party installers to provide discounts or financing in
exchange for advertising and/or referrals. Rebates and installation financing include funding, tax credits, or
reimbursements to property owners who install green infrastructure. These programs typically offer a list of
specific practices, such as installation of cisterns, permeable pavement, or green roofs.
Utilities can make financing for green infrastructure retrofits available in two ways: a small charge on each
customer bill that is pooled among ratepayers; or a pool financed by external private investment. In these models,
the customer applies to the program and the utility determines the best retrofit package that can be financed with
available funds, according to projected customer savings and property characteristics. The utility oversees the
upgrade at no additional cost and the customer meter is set at a fixed monthly charge until paid in full. Three
models of self-financed retrofits are property-owner financing, debt financing, and off-balance sheet financing,
where a third-party project developer pays for the retrofit costs and is repaid by property owner with service fee
equal to a portion of the stormwater fee savings.25

Precedents
San Francisco, CA
The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) began its rainwater harvesting program in October 2008.
Its main goal is to reduce the amount of water flowing into the municipal combined sewer system, but it also
promotes the use of rainwater for irrigation and non-potable applications. The SFPUC is subsidizing the cost of
rain barrels for city residents and not requiring permits for their use. The same program is also promoting the use
of cisterns on larger properties.

24

Seattle Public Utilities. 2008. Watershed Climate Action Grant. http://www.seattle.gov/trees/docs/watershedgrant2008.pdf
SPUR, 2012. Stormwater Fees: An Equitable Path to a Sustainable Wastewater System. Accessed:
https://www.spur.org/sites/default/files/publications_pdfs/SPUR_Stormwater_Fees.pdf

25
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Palo Alto, CA
As part of the Storm Drainage Fee Increase ballot measure approved by a majority of property owners in 2005,
the City of Palo Alto, CA created a special program in 2008 to encourage innovative storm water measures. The
City offers rebates on rain barrels, permeable pavement, cisterns, and green roofs. The program, currently active,
is funded with revenue from monthly Storm Drainage Fees, at a rate of $125,000 per year. Applicants must
complete an application form, undergo a design review, install the measure, and submit documentation. The goal
of this program is to help Palo Alto residents, businesses, and City departments to implement measures that will
reduce the amount of runoff that flows into the storm drain system or improve the water quality of that runoff.26
Montgomery County, Maryland
Montgomery County, Maryland coordinates RainScapes Rewards, a rebate program used to meet part of its
municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) permit goals. The county provides rebates based on the amount of
runoff captured. Residential properties are capped at $2,500, and institutional parcels (homeowner association,
commercial, or nonprofit/church properties) are capped at $10,000. The program started in spring 2008, and now
data on more than 800 approved RainScapes projects are stored in an internal database. Through these
practices, Montgomery County has been able to treat runoff from about 4 to 5 hectares of impervious area.27

Key steps for evaluation and implementation:




Determine whether potential mechanisms satisfy relevant existing policies, requirements, and green
infrastructure incentive program objectives.
Determine specific green infrastructure-related challenge to address and/or targeted group of potential
recipients.
Identify funding sources and partners.

5.2.5 Provide Awards/Recognition
Description
Awards and recognition can serve as a low-cost method to educate the community, align with existing City
programs (such as the Green Building Ordinance), and make visible existing green infrastructure practices.
Oakland may consider instituting an award aligned with green infrastructure program objectives as part of its
annual Oakland Indie Award competition.

Precedents
Vermont
Vermont awards qualified homeowners with the Lake Champlain International BLUE certification for watershedfriendly homes. Certified homeowners receive a BLUE certification lawn sign and the satisfaction of improving
local water quality. As of 2013, 100 residential properties received BLUE certifications. Qualified homeowners
adopt behavioral changes (such as using phosphorus-free detergent and disposing of pharmaceuticals properly),
physical practices (such as runoff prevention features, such as redirected downspouts, rain gardens, and rain
barrels). Once completed, an evaluator returns to ensure proper installation. Homeowners must sign a legally
binding 3-year maintenance agreement and agree to an annual audit; at 3 years, the home is evaluated for
recertification. The BLUE program is owned by Tethys Environmental and is available to nonprofits,

26

City of Palo Alto, Web. Storm Water Rebates Make it Easier to Go Green. Accessed:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/stormwater/rebates/default.asp
27
Water Environment Foundation. Five Types of Green Infrastructure Incentive Programs.
Acessed:http://stormwater.wef.org/2013/01/five-types-of-green-infrastructure-incentive-programs/
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municipalities, and private companies nationwide. This program can also satisfy the public education and
outreach and public participation/involvement minimum control measures of EPA’s MS4 permit.28
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Awards competitions—including at local levels—may attract innovative, inter-disciplinary, and replicable solutions.
An example of a national competition initially benefiting a Philadelphia is the Soak It Up! Awards. The Community
Design Collaborative, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Philadelphia Water Department hosted a
national design competition to inspire innovation in green stormwater infrastructure for Philadelphia. The
competition challenged architects, landscape architects, engineers, and other sustainability professionals to show
how green stormwater infrastructure can transform cities. More than 300 design professionals addressed the
unique stormwater management challenges of one of three sites -- a warehouse and vacant lot, a retail strip
center, and a historic row house neighborhood. Nine finalists were selected by a jury of experts to present at a
special design awards event at the Academy of Natural Sciences. The three winning teams received $10,000
prizes.29

Key steps for evaluation and implementation:







Determine whether potential mechanisms satisfy relevant existing policies, requirements, and green
infrastructure incentive program objectives.
Determine specific green infrastructure-related challenge to address and/or targeted group of potential
recipients.
Calculate the benefit-costs for potential participants. For instance, some studies show that planting trees
may increase home values by 5 to 20%.
Identify standardized metrics for all qualified project types to permit clear comparisons between the
project benefits, especially in the pilot stage of programs.
Realistically evaluate the administrative support required for outreach, addressing questions, collecting
information, and verifying project compliance.
Consider low-cost and effective methods of outreach and publicity that work best for the targeted
community and demographic, including social media and partnerships with established community
organization

28

Ibid.
Community Design Collaborative. SoakIt Up! Accessed: http://cdesignc.org/infill/soakitup

29
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URBAN GREENING PLAN AND GRANT REPORT
APPENDIX E
LIST OF STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS AND OUTREACH PRESENTATIONS

Urban Greening Plan and Grant Report
Appendix E
Urban Greening Retrofit Plan - Outreach Activities
Activity
Presentations
Urban Biofilter Adapt Oakland Launch event
KPFA Radio Interview
American Public Works Association Northern California Conference
City of Oakland Lunchtime Lecture
Green Stormwater Infrastructure Practitioner’s Exchange Conference: Green Cities,
Clean Water; Philadelphia, PA
American Planning Association Conference
San Francisco Planning and Urban Research, Oakland: Growing Sustainable
Communities Through Green Infrastructure
Oakland Sea Level Rise Working Group
Stakeholder Public Meetings
Oakland Urban Forestry Forum Stakeholder Meetings

Priority Conservation Area Youth Charrette
Priority Conservation Area Public Forum
Priority Conservation Area Report to Oakland City Council
Complete Streets Guidelines Green Infrastructure Stakeholder Meeting
Oakland Staff Charrette on Green Infrastructure Policies for Oakland
Association of Bay Area Governments ‐ East Bay Corridors Green Infrastructure
Workshops
San Francisco Estuary Partnership, Urban Greening Plan Bay Area Meetings

1 of 1

Date
May 10, 2013
June 21, 2013
November 4, 2014
December 3, 2014
September 17, 2015
October 4, 2015
November 4, 2015
August 3, 2016

Bi‐monthly ‐ February
2013 through January
2016
January 17, 2015
February 10, 2015
May 14, 2015
December 8, 2015
June 24, 2016
 September 16, 2016
 January 23, 2017
 April 5, 2015
 October 30, 2015
 January 15, 2016
 April 14, 2016
 July 14, 2016
 October 13, 2016
 April 20, 2017

